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PREFACE

The concept of time is perhaps the most difficult problem of human 

thinking. It has always been a perennial source of mystery and has 

often troubled the heads of those who try to understand it. It is 

really surprising that a concept with which we are so intimately mixed 

up in our daily life gives rise to a tremendous number of insurmountable 

intricacies from all sides as soon as we start analysing it critically. 

This is because time is not a single concept in itself. Firstly, it has 

different aspects, such as philosophical, psychological, literary, 

historical, anthropological, religious, cultural, mystical, mathematical, 

physical and biological. Secondly, it is related to many other concepts 

in some form or other, such as change, events, actions, causality, space, 

substance, matter, consciousness, motion, identity and difference, which 

in themselves are often vague. Thirdly, the concept of time raises a 

number of questions: What is the nature, status and direction of time? 

What is its origin and development? How can it be measured? Is there 

only one time or two, viz. eternal and phenomenal? Does time flow?

What does its direction consist of? What are temporal orders, the past, 

present and future? Is a reversed direction of time possible? What are 

temporal priority, temporal posteriority, simultaneity, non-simultaneity, 

soonness, lateness, oldness, youngness, etc.? What is the duration of 

present? Is time finite or infinite? What is the relation between time, 

instants and interval? What is the difference between absolute time and 

clock time? What are timelessness, permanence, and temporality? What 

do mortal and immortal mean in respect of time? Is time linear, or 

cyclical, or spiral? Is time a cause or a cosmic power? And so on.
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Even if we want to deal with time philosophically only, there are 

different approaches to it, namely, realistic, idealistic, relativistic, 

and negativistic. This shows how difficult it is to understand time in 

its entirety.

It is very disappointing that there is not even a single good work 

on time in Indian philosophy, though the original sources are replete 

with long as well as brief discussions on it. We find only a few 

scattered articles in journals and some brief accounts of it in a few 

books. Thus the study of time in India has always been neglected.

There is certainly a small book of comparative study of Indian and 

Western concepts of space and time by K.K. Mandal (1968), but it is 

badly presented. The author gives the impression that he is not well- 

equipped with knowledge of the languages of the original sourses, such 

as Sanskrit and Pali. He has failed to give a good philosophical 

account of these concepts.

In Indian tradition the discussion of time may be traced back to 

the Atharvaveda (3.52-53). Since then both Buddhist and non-Buddhist 

texts have dealt with this problem. But for my study I have been very 

selective in regard to the systems for two reasons: first, my primary 

aim is to discuss the treatment of time according to different schools 

of Buddhism in considerable detail. We can agree with Schayer (1938, 

p. 14) that

"As a matter of course, India is indebted for real progress 
in the critical analysis of the Time-problem ... to Buddhism. 
This progress was so essential that, if the history of the 
Indian Time philosophy is ever written, it will be in a 
large measure a history of Buddhist thought. Since sources 
are only partly opened, it is difficult to attempt an 
exhaustive exposition just now. But some facts can be 
ascertained."

I have also selected three non-Buddhist systems - Nyaya-Vaisesika, 

Samkhya-Yoga and Jainism - which, I consider, are the most important

m
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schools of thought for our purpose. Secondly, limited time and resources, 

provided to me for writing a Ph.D. thesis, do not allow me to deal with 

all those texts and schools which speak of time in some or other way. 

However, I think,I have left a very important chapter to write, i.e.

Time and the Theory of Momentariness throughout Buddhism ranging from 

Pali sources to Dignaga's school of logic and its subsequent developments. 

Although I am overwhelmed by the available materials, lack of time pre

vented me from doing this.

Throughout my thesis I have tried my best to maintain consistency 

in the presentation and to keep myself close to the original sources.

It is not my aim to answer all those questions raised above regarding 

time, but rather to show what the Indian philosophical systems say of 

time and whether their interpretations of time are in line with their 

other metaphysical and epistemological postulations. I have often given 

my own observations where necessary and have made an attempt to analyse 

what they say about time. I have found in a number of cases that modern 

scholars have either misunderstood the original sources or relied on 

secondary writings while discussing this concept. Although to the best 

of my capacity I have advanced arguments in order to prove my thesis, 

yet there may be a substantial amount of scope to introduce fresh argu

ments and sharpen the present ones. One can pick holes in my arguments 

here and there, but I think it is not possible to reject what I have 

written in its entirety. I admit that in philosophy there is a difference 

of opinion even on a single topic and this is legitimate. In short, the 

present work is a humble attempt to give an idea of what the major philo

sophical systems of India think of time, but due to my own limitations 

and shortcomings I can claim of little originality in my presentation.

To quote Jayanta:



kuto va nutanam vastu vayam utpreksitum ksamah / 

vacovinyasavaicitramatram atra vicaryatam //

- Nyayamaftjart ( p .3.3-4)

"How can we disco v e r  a n e w  fact (or truth in philosophy)?

Hence (as far as this ... [thesis] is concerned) one 

should only consi d e r  our n o v e l t y  in reph r a s i n g  (the older 

truths p r o p o u n d e d  by the an c i e n t s  in m o d e r n  terminology)."

- Tr. Matilal, 1971, p. 7.

N o w  it is my duty to thank those wh o  have h e l p e d  me w r i t e  this

thesis. First of all, I owe m y d e epest gratitude to m y  r e vered teacher, 

P r o f e s s o r  J.W. de Jong, w h o s e  n a m e  ap p e a r s  on the d e d i cation page. It 

wa s  he from w h o m  I got the i n s p i r a t i o n  to w o r k  on this project during 

his v i sit to Banaras H i n d u  U n i v e r s i t y  in January, 1976. In the same 

year I first started my w o r k  u n d e r  the sup e r v i s i o n  of the late P r o f e s s o r  

R.K. Tripa t h i  of the D e p a r t m e n t  of Philosophy, Banaras H i n d u  University. 

But b e c a u s e  of my severe f i nancial d i f f i c u l t y  I could not carry on my 

r e s e a r c h  until February, 1979. Again, it was P r o f e s s o r  de Jong on w h ose 

kind and strong r e c o m m e n d a t i o n  I wa s  awa r d e d  an A u s t r a l i a n  N a t i o n a l  

U n i v e r s i t y  Ph.D. S c h o l arship to w o r k  under his s u p e r vision on the present 

topic. Throughout m y  resea r c h  he has been a constant source of ins p i r a 

tion and encouragement. He not only supe r v i s e d  my thesis w i t h  great 

interest, but also lent m e  lots of b o o k s  w h i c h  w e r e  not a v ailable in the 

U n i v e r s i t y  Library. I have also i m m e n s e l y  b e n e f i t e d  from his vast e r u d i 

tion and accuracy of p r e s e n t a t i o n  w h i c h  have really set an example before 

me. It was an impossible task for me to m a i n t a i n  the standard he wanted.

M y  thanks are also due to P r o f e s s o r  A.L. Basham, Dr. Baas J. Terwiel 

Mi s s  Linda Thompson, Mr. Raf a e l  B a r - I l l a n  de la P l a t a  and Mr. John Jor g e n  

sen for their help in w r i t i n g  the thesis. I w i s h  to thank the libraries 

of Congress, Yale University, H a r v a r d  University, Oxford University, 

Bri t i s h  Museum, India Office and T o k y o  U n i v e r s i t y  for supplying me w i t h



photocopies of some important materials. It is a matter of great 

satisfaction that the Menzies Library of the Australian National Uni

versity made available all those materials I required. Hence, I am 

grateful to the staff of the library.

Special thanks to Miss Betty Kat, the departmental secretary of 

South Asian and Buddhist Studies, for her elegant, prompt and careful 

typing. It is not possible to record all the help she has happily 

extended to me during my stay in Canberra.

Last but not least, I am deeply indebted to my wife, Meena, for 

her affection and encouragement. I would also like to express my thanks 

for her soothing company during all the moments of loneliness, happiness 
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ABSTRACT

The present thesis is an attempt to expound the philosophical study 

of time in India. Its main purpose is to give a clear picture of the 

Buddhist notion of time as discussed in its different schools: the Pali 

tradition, Vaibhasikas (or the Sarvastivadins), Sautrantikas and the 

Madhyamikas. It also deals with the three major non-Buddhist systems: 

Nyaya-Vaisesika, Samkhya-Yoga and Jainism.

The first chapter deals with the substantive reality of time in 

Nyaya-Vaisesika, which is a realistic and pluralistic system. It accepts 

time (mahakala) as an instrumental cause, eternal, absolute, independent, 

unique, infinite and all-pervading. According to this system, finite 

time (khandakala), such as second, minute, hour, day, past, present or 

future, has no independent status, and is only an imposed property of 

eternal time (kalopadhi). In the second chapter, Samkhya-Yoga gives a 

tremendous shock to absolute time of the Nyaya-Vaisesika. Whereas Samkhya 

identifies time with change, actions or events, Yoga ascribes reality to 

moment (ksana), but denies its aggregates as absolute time. In the 

third chapter, Jainism maintains that time is real and a substance, but 

it does not possess corporeality, though it has existence. It propounds 

the semi-realistic and atomistic theory of time. The fourth chapter 

makes an analysis of the concept of time in Pali Buddhism dispersed 

through a vast number of Pali texts. The fifth chapter deals with the 

important controversy on time between the Vaibhasikas (or the Sarvasti

vadins) and the Sautrantikas. The sixth and final chapter provides a 

Madhyamika critique of time. It is to be noted that in the entire 

Buddhist tradition time has never been considered as a reality, though
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we do find in it some interesting passages on the three time-epochs, 

the past, present and future, which are often taken as the modes of 

existence. But they too are in no sense real as such.

The first appendix gives some different lists of computations of 

time maintained by different texts. This is in addition to the lists 

given by Nyaya-Vaisesika and Jainism. The second appendix is a new 

critical edition of the Prasannapada, chapter XIX, which demonstrates 

the Madhyamika critique of time.
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Time as a Substantive Reality in Nyaya-Vaisesika^

Nyaya and Vaisesika are the two currents of one philosophical system

of realism, having mutual acceptance except minor differences in their

philosophical postulations. They were systematised by Gautama (150 A.D.?;

250-350 A.D. ?) and Kanada (100 A.D.) mainly dealing with epistemology

2
and metaphysics respectively. Umesh Mishra presents a series of points 

of variations between these two schools. For our study we shall be 

treating them as one system irrespective of their independent developments. 

In the following passages the Nyaya-Vaisesika strives to explain some 

of the questions which trouble the heads of philosophers and drive us 

into quandaries and paradoxes as soon as we try to solve them.

The Nyaya-Vaisesika is a realistic and pluralistic system. It admits

3
nine substances (dravya) - earth, water, fire, air, ether, time, space,

soul and mind - which constitute all kinds of material and immaterial

things. Substance is defined by the Vaisesikas as that which possesses

qualities and action, and is an inherent cause (samavayikarana) of all 

4
composite things. Four of these substances - earth, water, fire and 

air - constitute the material world and, in their atomic form, are 

non-eternal. The remaining five substances are divided into two groups: 

first, ether, time and space are non-psychic, all-pervading (vibhu), 

normally imperceptible, one, infinite, eternal, and are common receptacles 

of all corporeal things. These substances have the characteristics of 

eternity, independence and ultimate particularity. Second, the two other 

substances - soul, which is also omnipresent, and mind, which is atomic - 

are psychic and have many individuals (anekatva).

CHAPTER I
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The Characteristics of Time

(1) Time is unique,"* i.e. one in number.

(2) Time is inactive as it is different from those which possess

. . 6 
activity.

(3) Time is all-pervasive (sarvagata), possesses extremely large 

dimension (paramamahatva), and is the substratum of all composite things 

(sarvasamyogisamanadesatva).  ̂ According to Sridhara (991 A.D.), all 

(sarva) in all-pervasive (sarvagata) denotes all composite material 

substances. Thus, all-pervasive means time has connection with all 

composite material substances. This does not mean that it moves every

where, as it is said to be inactive. Paramamahatva shows that time 

possesses an unbounded, unlimited dimension. Sarvasamyogisamanadesatva 

means time (together with akasa and dik) is the common receptacle or 

substratum of all composite material substances. It is, in real sense, 

not the substratum of all such substances, rather it is the substratum 

of all sorts of conjunctions. It is actually figuratively called the 

substratum of all conjuncts, or composite material substances. It is

g

in this sense that it differs from all-pervasiveness (sarvagatatva).

(4) Time possesses the five qualities - number (samkhya), dimension 

(parimana), separateness (prthaktva), conjunction (samyoga) and

9
disjunction (vibhaga).

(5) Time is the instrumental cause (nimittaklrana) of all products^

It is also said to be the cause of origination, duration and destruction,

because the latter are understood only in relation to t i m e , ^  such as

in the expressions - 'this is the time of its origination1, 'this is the

12
time of its destruction'. "Time is a cause", remarks Keith, "only in 

the loose sense of that term, which is affected in the school, namely as 

one of the many conditions which are necessary to the existence of a thing; 

it belongs to the category of general instrumental cause, as opposed
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either to the specific instrumental cause (karana) or the inherent or 

non-inherent causes."^

(6) Time is a substance and eternal.^"

(7) Time is the ground of our usages of the past, present and 

future .̂

(8) Time is the cause of our use of various temporal expressions,^

17 18 19 20 21 22 23
such as ksana, , lava, nimesa, kastha, kala, muhurta, yama,

2̂ 4 pc 26
day and night, fortnight, month, year, season (rtu), solstice (ayana),

y u g a , ^ ,  k a l p a , ^ m a n v a n t a r a , ^  p r a l a y a , m a h a p r a l a y a . ^

(9) Time is the cause of our notions (pratyaya) of temporal priority

or oldness (paratva) and temporal posteriority or youngness (aparatva),

simultaneity (yaugapadya) and non-simultaneity (ayaugapadya), and soonness

32
(ksipratva) and lateness (ciratva).

Proofs for the Existence of Time

As time does not possess any physical or psychical quality, it is

not an object of direct perception. It is known only through inference

on the basis of the notions of temporal priority and temporal posteriority,

33
etc. It was Vacaspati (980 A.D.) who first suggested the method of

34
inference of time. He was followed by Udayana (975-1050 A.D.),

35
Padmanabha (1578 A.D.) and others. Their arguments can be summarised 

as follows:

The notions of temporal priority and posteriority are based on the 

36
revolutions of the Sun (suryaparispanda). An object is called temporally 

prior (para), if it has a larger number of contacts with the revolutions 

of the Sun in its life, while that which has a smaller number of such 

contacts is called temporally posterior (apara). Now, the question is:

How can an object come in contact with the solar revolutions ? As the

two are at a very large distance from each other, no direct contact (samyoga)
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is possible. Other kinds of relations too, such as samyukta-samavaya, 

samyuktasamavetasamavaya, samavaya, are shown to be impossible. The only 

possibility left is an indirect relation through a connecting link. The 

Nyaya-Vaisesika maintains that only a substance is capable of doing this, 

as contact is possible only among the substances (dravyasya dravyayor 

eva samyogah). Further, none of the substances of earth, water, fire and 

air can be the connecting link, because they are limited in their dimension, 

and when they are connected with the object, they are not connected with 

the Sun. If it is suggested that the fire (tejas) inherent in the Sun 

acts as the connecting link, it is not tenable, because this fire would 

not be able to establish contacts with the objects which are lying under 

the earth in the dark. So, only an all-pervasive substance can serve our 

purpose, and this substance must be omnipresent in dimension and individual 

in character, so that it may be connected with all substances. Though 

ether and soul also are two all-pervading substances, they are not capable 

of being the connecting link. The connecting link should be such that it 

may be in relation to both the object and the revolutions of the Sun, 

and also has the capacity to relate them with each other. Neither ether 

nor soul possesses this capacity. If ether has this capacity, it would 

be possible for a particular stroke producing sound in one drum to be 

shifted to other drums and to produce sound in them also, because ether 

is a ubiquitous substance; but this is not the case. Thus, ether cannot 

connect the revolutions of the Sun with the object. Again, if the soul 

had this, it would create and transmit the attributes of one object to 

another arbitrarily, e.g. the fragrance of a flower would be perceived 

in the table, and the colour of one particular object found at any 

particular place might be transmitted to another place. Therefore, soul 

also cannot act as the connecting link.
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The preceding absurdity shows that ether and soul lack the capacity 

to be a connecting link and a direct relation is impossible. The Vaisesika, 

therefore, sets forth a special substance which will serve the end. And 

this substance is time which, through the relation of sva-samyukta-samyukta- 

samavaya (i.e. inherence of motion in a substratum which is in conjunction 

with something which is in conjunction with the individual in question 

(Bhaduri, 1975, p. 185, fn. 4), connects the object with the movements of 

the Sun.

Now one may raise an objection that if time is granted to possess the 

capacity of connecting the two substances, it is not free from the qualities 

of producing different attributes in other substances in the most confusing 

way like ether and soul, for time also is ubiquitous in character. Thus, 

time should also be restrained from being a connecting link. Keeping this 

difficulty in view, the Vaisesika asserts that the existence of time as 

an indirect connecting link is proved by the reductio ad absurdum arguments 

against the two other possible substances - ether and soul. Further, in 

the present context the required capacity of time is posited by the same 

arguments which prove the exitence of time itself as a substance. There 

is, therefore, no chance of mutual change of properties among the substances, 

if time is established as the medium of connecting the individual object 

and the solar revolutions.

In a similar way, the notions of simultaneity and non-simultaneity, 

soon and late too should be understood. When two or more actions (kriya) 

are related to a particular solar revolution, they are called simultaneous. 

When they are related to different solar revolutions, they are termed as 

non-simultaneous. Soon and late signify a smaller and a larger number of 

solar movements respectively with which an action is connected.
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Diverse Interpretations within the System 

But all the Nyaya-Vaisesika scholars are not in agreement with Vacas-

_

pati and his followers regarding the method of inference of time. Sridhara

(991 A.D.), in his Nyaya-kandalt, has a different approach to this problem.

First, he out and out denies any possibility of establishing a relation

between the notions of temporal priority (para, in the case of an old man),

and temporal posteriority (apara, in the case of a young man), and the

movements of the Sun. It would, therefore, be preposterious to accept

37
an unrelated substance as a cause of these notions. What he suggests

is that time itself is the cause of the notions of temporal priority and

temporal posteriority, simultaneity and non-simultaneity, soon and late,

38
or these notions are the marks of the knowledge of time. The reasoning 

behind this is that we observe no other cause for these notions with regard 

to their respective objects. It is undisputed that the notions of temporal 

priority and posteriority are found in substances. Again, substances them

selves cannot be the cause of these notions, which actually are totally 

different from their respective substances. At the same time no effect

can be produced without a cause. Hence, we deduce from this that time is

39
the only cause of these notions.

Someone may say that to co-exist (sahabhava) is simultaneity (yauga- 

padya), but not 'relating to one time' (ekakllikatva). This is not true, 

as Sridhara states, because without conceding time the word co-exist 

has no meaning. The opponent may suggest that in an action the existence 

of different entities is called 'co-existence'. This also is not tenable. 

There is no contradiction among that which has not yet originated, that 

which continues to exist and that which has ceased to exist. Even if we 

find contradiction among the co-existing entities, the existence of time 

cannot be denied. Now the question arises: If time is one, why is there 

difference between these notions ? This is, replies Sridhara, because of
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the difference of conditions (samagribheda). For instance, the awareness 

of the origination of one thing and the persistence of another by one and 

the same knowledge (jnana) gives the notions of temporal priority and 

posteriority. And these notions arise from the co-operating cause 

(sahakarikarana) time. Further, without admitting the existence of time 

the emergence of everything would be inexplicable. An ever-existing thing 

like akasa is uncaused and an ever-non-existing thing like a m a n’s horn 

(naravisana) also is uncaused, i.e. they are timelessly existent and 

non-existent respectively. As the Vaisesika propounds the theory of 

asatkaryavada, i.e. the effect is non-existent before its emergence, the 

only possibility where the causation may be applied is to the thing which 

is produced after having been previously non-existent (pragasat). If time 

is not admitted, the word ’previous' (prak) in 'previously non-existent' 

(pragasat) would have no meaning, and then the production in general

would be impossible like the ever-existing akasa or the absolutely non-

, , 40 
existing man s horn.

Again, Sridhara maintains that change also gives knowledge of time.

It is time which takes us inexorably from birth to death. Different

states and successive changes in the phenomena indicate the passage of

time. We also infer the existence of time through the different physical

41
stages of an old man and a young one. At the same time, without 

admitting time,change would be unintelligible.

*  _

Sivaditya (12th century) and Candrakanta (19th century) explain away

A 2
the independent reality of time and include it under akasa along with dik. 

Raghunatha Siromani (1475-1550 A.D.) criticises the traditional list of 

nine substances and avouches that time and space are not individual sub

stances; they are nothing but God (or Supreme Soul), because there is no

43
proof that they are independent of God. But Venidatta (18th century) 

rejects this idea and sets forth that -
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" the notions which are formed due to Kala are not possible 
to be explained by Isvara; for Isvara being one cannot explain 
the differences in notions as have been found above. We cannot 
hold that due to certain limitations present in Isvara the 
differences in notions can be explained; for, if it be so, then 
let the differences of the all-pervading Jivatmans, namely, ’this 
is Caitra’, 'this is Maitra1, and so on, be also explained by the 
same limitations and do away with the plurality of the Jivatmans; 
for, with the help of the limitations a single conscious being 
can explain all the differences found in beings. Hence, the 
above mentioned prove the separate existence of Time - 'sa esa 
samvatsarah’ .Ml+t+

An interesting thing to note is that Raghunatha proposes eight new

categories (padartha), the first of which is moment (ksana), which is

momentary in duration and a separate category, and is termed as an

- 45
imposed property of time (kalopadhi). But the question is: If there 

is no independent time, how is its kalopadhi possible ? We do not get 

any satisfactory reply to this from him.

Further, Visvanatha^ (1654 A.D.), Din a k a r a ^  (mid-18th century)

48
and Ramarudra (18th century) follow the traditional interpretation of

time as a separate substance, and take moment (ksana) as its imposed property.

They hold that the direct knowledge of moment is not possible; only an

action (kriya), which must last at least 4 such moments, gives the notion

of it. According to the atomism of the system, an action is supposed to

operate through 'disjunction' and 'conjunction', each of which occupies

49
at least two such moments.

Vallabha (12th century) thinks that the traditional method of the

inference of time by some Vaisesika scholars is old and out of date

(cirantana) . He, like Vatsyayana^"*- (350-425 A.D.) advances another

argument in order to prove the existence of time. He says, the notion

of time can be observed from the notion of 'present' (vartamanapratyaya)

or 'existence' of anything. His contention, we think, is that the general

52
idea of presentness or existentness of entities gives the idea of time.
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In other words, the particular notion of presentness itself, which is

53
actually like the relation of inherence (samavaya), is time.

To quote B.K. Matilal:

"Primarily the Vaisesika prefers a priori inference to an empirical 
inference based on observations. Thus, the Vaisesika substances 
such as air, sky, space, time, self and mind are inferred on the 
basis of a priori principle. This inference can be described as 
follows:p is a quality and a quality by definition should reside 
in a substance. Thus, p resides in a substance, and since this 
substance is not identifiable with any of the known substances, 
such as, a, b, or c, by logic or elimination we infer the existence 
of a separate substance. This inference makes use of the a priori 
principle that a quality resides in a substance."5

The Perceptibility and Imperceptibility of Time Discussed

There are two groups, one of which, including Kanada"*"* (100 A.D.),

Prasastapada (*+50-550 A.D.), Uddyotakara (550-625 A.D.), Sridhara (991

A.D.), etc., maintains that time cannot be an object of direct perception.

The other group, whose main exponent is Jayanta (890 A.D.), professes the

perceptibility of time. Perception (pratyaksa) is defined by Gautama as

a knowledge which arises from the contact of sense-organs (indriya, i.e.

eye, nose, ear, tongue, skin and mind) with the objects (artha), and

is in character undifferentiated (avyapadesa), differentiated (vyava-

sayatmaka) and free from errors (avyabhicari). Since time is formless

and all-pervading, Kanada and his followers argue, we suppose, its

perceptibility is impossible. An eternal and ubiquitous thing cannot

come within the range of sense-organs. But there is one exception, i.e.

through Yogic intuition time can be perceived in its entirety. ^  This

rejects D.M. Datta's remark that "The Naiyayikas ... would grant neither

58
the sensation of time nor any intuition of it". Here he takes the 

Naiyayikas as representing the combined system of the Nyaya-Vaisesika.
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Jayanta, following the Bhatta Mimamsakas, puts forth that time is

perceived on the ground that in the notion of an event (karya), time is

observed as its qualification (visesana). The notions of succession,

59
simultaneity, soon and late do not only refer to events, but also to

time. If time does not possess any colour, it does not matter. Karl H.

Potter summarises the arguments of Jayanta. He writes:

"Jayanta's argument on this score is simply that since we 
perceive things in space we perceive space in addition to 
things, and likewise since we perceive things at times we 
perceive time in addition to the things. The answer of the 
other faction is, first, that space and time cannot be 
perceptible since they lack a necessary condition of 
perceptibility, and that secondly, what is perceived is 
not space or time but rather the things in relations 
(spatial and temporal) to one another. The condition of 
perceptibility which is said to be lacking in the case of 
space and time is possession of color."6®

Mahakala and Khandakala

The Nyaya-Vaisesika admits two sorts of time: infinite, eternal, 

Great Time (mahakala) and finite or empirical time (khandaklla, or kalo

padhi) . The former is an undivided whole and is conceived as the locus 

61
of the universe. It is a static continuum, not like an ever rolling

stream. Everything is said to be related to it by temporal relation

6 2
(kalika-sambandha). For instance, 'rain in this month1 (asmin mase 

63
varsah). Again, temporal relation is of two sorts: direct (saksat)

and indirect (paramparaya). The former is itself of two sorts, as

Ingalls points out. He states:

"The first is the relation by which all entities, eternal and 
non-eternal, reside directly in universal time (mahakala). ...
The second is the relation by which all non-eternal entities 
reside directly in a portion of time. This is the relation 
between rain and this month. Now a portion of time is an 
imposed property (upadhi) on time, for time itself is eternal 

and formless."611

Here it is to be noted that he does not quote any original source in his 

support. As we have seen above, time is all-pervasive in the sense that
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it has contact only with composite material substances, which are non

eternal. This obviously excludes the eternal substances, such as space, 

soul and ether. Many modern scholars^"* also endorse our interpretation. 

Therefore, we tend to disagree with Ingalls in this regard.

Further, finite time, which is measured by the duration of an object,

actions, movements of the Sun, contacts, disjunctions, and our watches,

is regarded as the imposed property or division of great time (kalopadhi).

It has only conventional and practical value. A man is called father, son,

brother because of the difference of his various relations to others. In

the same way, time, which is really unique, gives rise to the notions of

temporally prior or posterior in its relation to different actions. ^

"In other words", remarks Matilal, "any kalopadhi may be looked upon as

a time segment of the four-dimensional material world, exhaustive spatially

6 7
and perpendicular to the time axis."

The Past, Present and Future Discussed

Annambhatta (1600 A.D.) maintains that time is the ground of our

68
temporal expressions, such as the past, present, and future. . We speak

of an event as past, present or future, which have their roots in time.

These usages (vyavahara) are nothing but conventional and sentential

.69
(vakyaprayogarupa) as Vakyavrtt't suggests, and time is considered as 

their instrumental cause (nimittakarana). Nilakantha Sastri (1750-1840 

A.D.) defines these terms as follows: The past is a counterpositive of 

present (vartamanadhvarhsapratiyogi), which actually refers to the passage 

of time as the ground of our conventional usage. The future is the state 

which refers to the non-existence of present before it comes into existence. 

In all these cases time is common and should be taken as the cause. Hence,
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it is not tenable to say that the past, present and future, which are the 

imposed properties of time, are based on the revolutions of the S u n . ^

Jayanta proposes a different approach to the problem of the three

time-epochs. Time, as we have seen, is an undivided whole. Any attempt

to divide it is not real and all the divisions of time must be considered

as its imposed properties (upadhi).^ Now the question arises: What is

that which gives rise to these upadhis ? Jayanta's reply is that it is

an action which gives the notions of the past, present and future. An action

is a series of different moments of origination, duration and destruction

in order to bring about a complete result. For example, the act of cooking

rice. From putting the pot on the oven, when the action begins, to taking

it down, when the action ends, is called one complete action which

represents present time, such as ’he cooks'. The series of actions which

has already produced an effect such as ’he cooked' represents past time.

An action, which has not yet commenced, such as 'he will cook', refers to

future time. It follows that our temporal expressions of the past, present

72
and future refer to real time as their common ground. In other words,

to quote A.B. Keith:

''The past of an individual is the time characterized by its 
destruction, the future that characterized by its precedent 
non-existence, the present is the time whose future existence 
is destroyed and whose own destruction is about to come."73

Padmanabha Misra (1578 A.D.), however, maintains that the past, present

and future are essentially of the nature of time. They are not imposed

74
properties of the latter. If it is so, then every time-epoch will be 

called past, present and future in relation to its preceding and succeeding 

moments. It is present, if it has both preceding and succeeding moments.

It is past, if it has only succeeding moments, and it is future, if it has 

only preceding moments. This is not possible without the flow of time 

from future to past through present. But in the Nyaya-Vaisesika time is
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admitted as static and inactive. Therefore, it is not possible for us to 

be in agreement with Padmanabha Misra’s contention. We have also seen that 

only an action can be supposed to be the basis in order to define the three 

time-epochs, as it has different preceding and succeeding moments referring 

to different points of time.

Further, direct perception, which arises from the contact of our sense- 

organs with the objects, gives knowledge of those objects which are related 

to present only. But through inference, holds Jayanta, we can have knowledge 

of all the three time-epochs. From the swollen river we can infer that there 

was rainfall referring to the past time. From the hovering of the clouds 

we can infer that there will be rainfall referring to the future time, and 

from the arising of the smoke in the mountain we can infer that there is 

fire there referring to the present time.^~* He rejects the Mlmamsaka's 

view that the Vedas alone give knowledge of past, present and future, 

subtle, concealed, and remote objects, which is not possible by other 

means. This is an absurd hypothesis, because we already have other means 

which provide us with knowledge of such objects. Apart from this the 

Yogic intuition also can reveal the nature of all kinds of objects related 

to the three time-epochs. Sometimes we too have knowledge of such

k - . 76 obj ects.

Measurement of Time^

According to the Nyaya-Vaisesika, measurement is possible only in the 

case of finite time, because "... Time in the sense of eternal time (mahl- 

kala) seldom enters into our ordinary experiences. Our usual practice is 

to refer to the imposed divisions or calibrations (upadhi) of Time, and 

to connect an entity to one calibration or another. In order to refer to 

the imposed divisions, we generally mention other finite entities of
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limited durations." The standard for the measurement of finite time in 

the Nyaya-Vaisesika is the daily solar revolutions (suryaparispanda).

Generally, the astronomical and astrological method of measuring time

79
is accepted in this system.

80
According to Sridhara, measurements of time are as follows:

7 8

15 nimesas = 1 kastha

30 kasthas = 1 kala

15 kalas = 1 nadika

30 kalas = 1 muhurta

or 2 nadikas = 1 muhurta

30 muhurtas = 1 ahoratra (dya & night, 2b hours)

15 ahoratras = 1 paksa (fortnight)

2 paksas = 1 masa (month)

2 masas = 1 rtu (season)

6 rtus or 12 months = 1 samvatsara (human year)

3 rtus = 1 uttarayana (day of gods)

3 rtus = 1 daksinayana (night of gods)

or 1 human year = 1 day and night of gods

360 days & nights of 
gods .= 1 year of gods

= 360 human years

12,000 years of gods = 1+ Yugas = 360 x 12,000 human years

= b ,320,000 human years

1,000 x U Yugas = 1 day of Brahma

= b ,320,000 x 1,000 human years

= b,,320,000,000 human years

ty & night of Brahma = 8,,6U0,000,000 human years

Thus, from the above computations 15 x 30 x 15 x 2 x 30 nimesas =

24 hours, or 1 nimesa (which is defined as the time taken by a twinkling 

of the eye) = 1 / 5  second, which is the smallest unit of time, according 

to Sridhara. Here it is to be noted that in the Nyaya-Vaisesika system 

a year is considered to consist of 360 days only, instead of 365.24219 

days as in the Christian calendar.
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Prasastapada cites the names of the measurements of time differently,

but he does not give their numerical values. These are: ksana, lava,

nimesa, kastha, kala, muhurta, yama, ahoratra, ardhamasa (fortnight),

masa, rtu, ayana, samvatsara, Yuga, kalpa and manvantara. Further,

82
Udayana gives the following list:

2 ksanas = 1 lava

2 lavas = 1 nimesa

18 nimesas = 1 kastha

30 kasthas = 1 kala

30 kalas = 1 muhurta

30 muhurtas = 1 ahoratra (day & night, 2b '

15 ahoratras = 1 paksa (fortnight)

2 paksas = 1 masa (month)

2 masas = 1 rtu

3 rtus = 1 ayana

2 ayanas = 1 manusa-varsa (human year)

= 1 day and night of gods

The rest are similar to Sridhara’s list.

Thus, according to Udayana, 2 x 2 x 18 x 30 x 30 x 30 ksanas =

24 hours, or 1 ksana = 1/25 second. "The Nyaya assumes", remarks B.N.

Seal, "that the unit of physical change (or the time occupied by any

single antecedent step in a causal series before the succeeding step is

83
ushered in) is equal to one ksana." Moreover, the preceding accounts 

show that there is not much unanimity among the Nyaya-Vaisesika scholars 

regarding the measurement of time.

Nature and Duration of Present Time

We find an interesting discussion regarding the present time in the 

84
Nyaya-sutra of Gautama and the commentary of Vatsyayana (350-425 A.D.)

85
thereon. The latter refers to an opponent who denies the reality of 

present, but maintains that of past and future. To justify what he thinks,
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the opponent cites an example

" A

’ C

B

of a fruit (C) falling from the stalk (A). At any point (C) of its journey

there are only two parts: (i) the space (AC) already traversed by it, the

time connected with which is past time, and (ii) the space (CB) yet to be

traversed by it, the time connected with which is future time. There is

obviously no third part of the space with which we may connect present time.

86
This shows that there is no present time.

The problem for the Naiyayikas is that the opponent's hypothesis is

illustrated by space, which is actually absurd. Therefore, Vatsyayana

urges that the three divisions of time can properly be manifested only

by way of an action, say an action of ’falling' (kriyavyangya). When the

action has ceased, the time associated with it is past time; when it has

yet to happen, the time associated with it is future time; and lastly,

when it is observed in operation in an object, the time associated with

8 7
it is present time. In case one does not observe the action while it

is in progress, what could he conceive of as having ceased or as going

to happen ? The past time refers to the action having been ceased, and

future time to the action which has yet to be. In both these times the

object is devoid of action. When the object is actually falling down,

it is said to be connected with the action, and this relation between

the two gives rise to the conception of present time. If present time is

denied, the other two (past and future) also, which are known only in

88
relation to the former, cannot be established. There are other reasons 

too to admit present time. If past and future are proved mutually, only
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then can present be abrogated. But this is not so. Neither is future

proved in relation to past, nor vice versa. Without admitting present

89
it would be impossible to prove either past or future.

The opponent may suggest that just as short and long, high and low,

light and darkness are relative concepts and mutually proved, in the same

way, the past and future should be understood. This solution, states

Vatsyayana, does not fare any better, as no specific reason has been given

for this. Without proper reasons mere illustrations will not suffice.

There are counter-illustrations, such as form and touch, odour and taste,

which are in no way proved mutually, and the same case is with past and

future. Mutual dependence proves neither, because when one is absent,

90
the other is also absent, and thus both cease to be.

Further, present time is not only denoted by an action of falling,

but also by the existence of things, such as substance (dravya) exists,

quality (guna) exists, action (karma) exists. The very existence of these

things, which necessarily determine their presentness, proves the reality 

91
of present. This also indicates absolute time. In other words, the

action of falling and the like give the notion of present in a limited

sense only, whereas the existence of an action or movement in a substance

92
stretches universally over the whole present, which is real, all-pervading 

time. Again, if present is not accepted, perception, which actually arises 

from the contact of sense-organs with the present objects only, would not 

be possible. That which is non-existent cannot come into contact with the 

senses, and there is nothing which is considered by the opponent as existing 

or real. Thus, on the acceptance of the opponent's thesis, the means of 

perception, the object of perception and the perceptual knowledge would 

be negated all together. And in the absence of perception there will be 

no inference, and verbal testimony as well which are necessarily based on
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the former. So, if all means of knowledge are spurned, there will be no

93
knowledge of anything, including past and future too which are known

94
through Yogic intuition.

Vatsyayana holds that the present time can be conceived of in two

ways: (i) by the existence of an object, such as 'there is a substance',

and (ii) by a series of actions, such as 'cooking' or 'cutting'. The latter

is of two kinds: one is a series of different actions in order to produce

a single result, e.g. 'cooking', which includes placing the pot on the

oven, pouring the water into it, washing the rice and putting it in the

pot, collecting the fuel and inserting it into the oven, kindling the fire,

stirring with a ladle, pouring out the scum of boiled rice and finally,

putting the pot down on the ground. The other is a series of repetitions

of the same actions, e.g. 'cutting'. In this action a man repeatedly

lifts up an axe and strikes it on a piece of wood. Both the series of

actions - from placing the pot on the oven to putting it down on the

ground, on the one hand, and from the beginning of cutting the wood to

the end when it is cut into two pieces, on the other, indicate present 

95
time. Now the future and past can be known in relation to these series 

of actions, which give the knowledge of present. A series of actions, 

which is intended but has not yet commenced, denotes future time, e.g.

'he will cook'. The cessation of the series followed by its result denotes 

past time, e.g. 'he cooked', and the series of actions, which is still in 

progress, causes the apprehension of present time, e.g. 'he cooks'. A com

plete series of actions refers to all the three time-epochs: (i) that 

which is ceased is said to be 'already done' (past time), (ii) that which 

is intended but yet 'to be done' (future time), and (iii) that which

exists is said to be 'in progress', i.e. that which has commenced but has

96 - -
not yet ceased to be (present time). Thus, Vatsyayana shows that the
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past and future are known only in relation to the present as its preceding 

and succeeding states respectively.

Now it is clear from the preceding discussions that present is conceived

of in both ways: (i) as having been associated with the past and future,

such as in the series of actions which denotes all the three time-epochs,

and (ii) as having been dissociated from them, e.g. ’substance exists’,

97
which shows the perpetual existence of an object referring to the absolute 

mode of present. Further, as we have seen above, the briefest action 

(denoting present) takes at least four moments of disjunctions and con

junctions. An instantaneous action is not possible at all. It follows that 

in the Nyaya-Vaisesika the duration of present cannot be less than four 

moments. The span of an extended present can exceed more than four moments 

up to infinity. In other words, if present is not limited to four moments, 

it matters little to what measurable period ve apply the term. The principle 

is the same whether we speak of a specious present or a present century or 

the present Yuga. An extended present is a period extending from now 

backward and forward, and in its extremely extended form it is the absolute 

mode of present, which is again a durational whole, a substantive, all- 

pervasive, infinite, eternal, and real time of the Nyaya-Vaisesika.

*
Sriharsa’s Criticism of the Nyaya-Vaisesika Notion of Time

Regarding the Nyaya-Vaisesika notion of time, Srlharsa (13th century),

the great protagonist of Advaita Vedanta, seems to get hold of the wrong

end of the stick. He tries his best to repudiate time as substantive

98
reality in his outstanding treatise Khan^nakharyiakhadya. His criticism 

of the reality of time clusters around the assumption that the temporal 

determinations, past, present and future, cannot be defined and they are 

unintelligible as well if we take them as separate entities. The Vaisesika’s
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contention is that these determinations are based on external conditions, 

such as different solar revolutions, finite actions, or finite objects.

But Sriharsa thinks that they are said to be connected with a particular 

solar motion and are thus existent simultaneously, which is an absurd 

position. These divisions of time, he continues, may be either real (sva- 

bhavika) or conditional (aupadhika). Whichever alternative we take we 

find self-contradiction in it. In the first case, time is said to be an 

undivided whole, one which cannot possess real divisions. It means the 

same undivided time, which appears present, was future and will be past.

But such cognition is not possible. If we say that it has tri-temporal 

characteristics, it cannot be unique. For, because of the difference of 

characteristics, there is difference among things. Even if we admit that 

the above divisions in a unique time are real, the adjustment of past and 

future would not be possible, because in that case there will always be a 

cognition of all the three time-determinations, which will lead to a 

great confusion. The Vaisesika assertion is that past, present and future 

arise and are distinguishable by means of different external conditions, 

such as different solar revolutions. But to Sriharsa it is an unconvincing 

argument, as all the three times are said to be in relation to a particular 

solar motion. Thus, for example, a particular day, which is apprehended 

as present because of its relation to a particular solar movement, is 

also apprehended as past and future in relation to the same movement.

That particular day is considered as present on the same day, as past on 

its succeeding days, and as future on its preceding days, and the parti

cular solar revolution is common to all these three states. Hence, it is 

obvious that past, present and future as conditional divisions of one 

infinite time are also not tenable.
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Again, the Vaisesika may suggest that time when related to the actual

action is present; when related to the pre-nonexistent action (pragahhava-

vacchinna), it is past; and when related to the post-nonexistent or cessation
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of an action (pradhvainsavacchinna), it is future. But this too does not 

fare better, because all the three time-epochs are said to be determined 

by action and so they appear to be present alike. The preceding definitions 

of time-segments are not appropriate, for there is no time-segment, which 

is determined by pre-nonexistence or post-nonexistence of an action, and 

not determined by any a c t i o n . F u r t h e r ,  without making reference to 

previous and later, pre-nonexistence and post-nonexistence are incompre

hensible. But previous is said to be past and later that of future. Thus, 

we see that the definitions of past and future, which the Vaisesika 

proposes, wind up being circular, for the reasons given above. The 

Vaisesika again defines present in a different way. It pronounces that 

the time determined by a particular action is called present in relation 

to that very action only, not in relation to another a c t i o n . ^  But this 

too, according to Sriharsa, does not succeed any better, because it is 

the same action, which determines the past and future as well alike.

In this way Sriharsa tries to pick holes in the Vaisesika arguments, 

which establish the time-reality. Though there is no attempt on behalf 

of the Vaisesikas to meet the challenge of Sriharsa, still we can see 

how the holes could be blocked up again.

As we have seen, time in the Nyaya-Vaisesika is an undivided whole, 

infinite and absolute. The divisions of time as past, present, and 

future, or second, minute, hour, day, etc. measured by a watch, or an 

action, or a duration, or the existence of an object are empirical, not 

real. Actually, absolute time is not divided. The past, present and 

future, etc. are its imposed determinants (upadhis) for our practical
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purposes. It means if there is no action or change, etc. in the phenomena, 

there would be no past, present and future. Still real time will continue 

to survive absolutely, and the imposed determinants do not really exist 

as such.
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Tarkasafngraha, p. 11.23; KarikavalZj karikas l+5b-l+6a, and Nyaya- 
siddhantamuktavalZ, DinakavZ and RcanarudrZ thereon; Vaisesikasutvo- 
paskara, pp. 16 0 .8-16 6 .3 , 295.1-10, 326.5-6, 329.5-7, I+3I+*.8-1+35.
1+39.3-6, 1+50.7; Kha^ariakharidakhadyaj pp. 682.10 -690.30 ; Vakyapadtya,
3.9.1-3, 6-8 , 11, 13*, 18-23*,*31-37, 1+5, i+7-1+8, 68-69, 75 and Hela- 
raja's commentary thereon; Kala-siddhanta-Dar&im“, pp. 20-22, 107-109.

A.B. Keith (19 6 8 ), pp. 232-235; Faddegon (19 6 9 ), pp. 208-221;
IP, II, pp. ll+2-ll+l+, 189; Umesh Mishra (1936), pp. 127-129, 175-187; 
Bhaduri (1975), pp. 183-213; H. Ui (19 6 2 ), pp. 1+6, 51, 93, IOU-IO5 , 
131+-137, 190; Mandal (19 6 8 ), pp. 83-100; Hiriyanna(l92l+), pp. 233- 
237; S.R. Das (1933), pp. 11+9-151; Athalye (1963), pp. 11.23-12.2, 
129-132, 16 7 -16 8 ; Satis Chandra Vidyabhusan (1971), P« 106; Schayer 
(1938), pp. 1+-12; Gopinath Bhattacharya (1976), pp. 86-88; Ingalls 
(1951), PP. 30, 75, 78-79; Matilal (19 6 8), pp. 1+3-U+, 72-73; Potter 
(1977), PP* 91-93; J.V. Bhattacharya (1978), pp. 281+-293; Stcherbatsky 
(1926), pp. 17-29; G.N. Jha (1916), pp. 112, 11+0-11+7, (1939A), pp. 
167-172; D.M. Datta (1972), pp. 102-106; Dasgupta (1975), pp. 310-311.

2. 1936, pp. 37-50.

3. Cf. VS, 1.1.5; prthivy apas tejo vayur akasam kalo dig atma mana 
iti dravyani.

1+. Cf. ibid., 1.1.15: kriyagunavat samavayikaranam iti dravyalaksanam.

5. Cf. PPBh, p. 11+3.2-3: akasakaladisam ekaikatvad aparajatyabhave pari- 
bhasikyas tisrah samjna bhavanti, akasah kalo dig iti.

6. Cf. VS, 5-2.21: dikkalav akasam ca kriyavad vaidharmyan niskriyani.

7. Cf. PPBh, pp. 58.2-59.2: akasakaladigatmanam sarvagatatvam paramama- 
hatvam sarvasamyogisamanadesatvan ca.

8. Cf. NK, pp. 58.13-59.16: sarvasabdenatra prakrtapeksayantaroktani 
murtadravyani paramrsyante. sarvagatatvam sarvair murtaih saha samyoga 
akasadinam, na tu sarvatra gamanam, tesam niskriyatvat. paramamahatvam 
iyattanavacchinnaparimanayogitvam. sarvasamyogisamanadesatvam 
sarvesam samyoginam murtadravyanam akasah samano desa eka adhara
ity arthah. evam digadisv api vyakhyeyam. yady apy akasadikam sarvesam 
samyoginam adharo na bhavati, adharabhavenanavasthanat, tathapi sarva- 
samyogadharatvat sarvasamyoginam adhara ity ucyate, upacarat. ata eva 
sarvagatatvam ity anenapunaruktata. tatra hi sarvaih saha samyogo 
’stity uktam. iha tu sarvesam adhara ity ucyate.

Here it is to be noted that in the above passage akasa, kala and 
dik are described together, but we have taken only kala for our purpose.
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Ik.

15.

1 6 .

IT.

18 .

19.

20. 

2 1 . 

22. 

23. 

2k.

25.

26.

2T.

Cf. PPBh, p. 65'k: dikkalayoh paneagunavatvam. Also see ibid., pp.

159.2-160.3.

Cf. ibid., p. 6 5.I+: sarvotpattimatam nimittakaranatvaff ca. Also cf.

VS, 2.2.8-9, T.1.25, T.2.22; NS, 2.1.23 and NSBh'thereon; KarikavaU,
U5b: janyanam janakah kalo jagatam asrayo matah.

Cf. PPBh, p. 156.2-3: sarvakaryanan cotpattisthitivinasahetus 
tadvyapadesat.

Cf. NK, p. 159.10-11: tena kalenotpattyadinam vyapadesat utpattikalo 
vinasakala ityadivyapadesat kalasya tatra hetutvam ity arthah.

Keith (1968), pp. 233-23*+.

Cf. VS, 2.2.T: dravyatvanityatve vayuna vyakhyate.

Cf. Tarkasamgrahaj p.11.23: atitadivyavaharahetuh kalah.

Cf. PPBh, p. 1 5 6 .3-k: ksanalavanimesakasthakalamuhurtayamahoratrar- 
dhamasamasartvayanasamvatsarayugakalpamanvantarapralayamahapralaya- 
vyavaharahetuh.

"Ksana is that point of time during which a produced substance remains 
without an attribute, or a motion; or, that which marks the interval 
between the conjunction of the last thread and the production of the 
cloth, or between the produced motion and disjunction caused by it, 
or between the presence of the entire material for the production of 
an effect and the actual production of that effect" - Umesh Mishra 
(1936), p. 12T, fn. 213. Also see KivanavalZ3 pp. 35^-355.

It is equal to 2 ksanas.

It is equal to U ksanas or 2 lavas and is that length of time which 
is denoted by a single twinkling of an eye. Also see KiranavalZ, 
p. 355, and NK, p. 159.12-13: aksipaksmakarmopalaksitakalo nimesah.

It is equal to 18 nimesas or T2 ksanas.

It is equal to 5^0 nimesas or 2,l60 ksanas.

It is equal to 30 kalas or 6U,800 ksanas.

It is a period of 3 hours.

They are equal to 2k hours or 30 muhurtas or 8 yamas.

It is equal to 6 months.

It means the Sun’s road north and south of the equator, the half 
year, the equinoctical and solstitial points - Monier-Williams (19T^), 
p.8U, col. 2 .

An age of the world, long mundane period of years (of which there are 
four, viz. 1. Krta or Satya, 2. Treta, 3. Dvapara, k. Kali, of 
which the first three have already elapsed, while the Kali, which 
began at midnight between the ITth and l8th of February, 3102 B.C.
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is that in which we live; the duration of each is said to he 
respectively 1 ,728,000; 1 ,296,000; 86*+,000 and *+32,000 years 
of men, the descending numbers representing a similar physical 
and moral deterioration of men in each age; the four Yugas comprise 
an aggregate of *+,320,000 years and constitute a 'Great Yuga’ or 

Maha-Yuga - ibid., p. 85*+, col. 1.

28. A fabulous period of time (a day of Brahma or one thousand Yugas). 
With Buddhist the Kalpas are not of equal duration - ibid., 262, 
col. 3 .

29. It comprises 71 Maha-Yugas - ibid., p. 786, col. 3.

30. It means dissolution, reabsorption, destruction of the whole world 
at the end of a Kalpa - ibid., p. 689, col. 3.

31. The total annihilation of the Universe at the end of a Kalpa - 

ibid*, P* 797, col. 3.

32. Cf. VS, 2.2.6: aparasminn aparam yugapat ciram ksipram iti kala- 
lingani. Also see PPBh, p. 155*2-3; Karikavalt3 *+6a; NK, pp. 155*l*+ff*
H. Ui (19 6 2 , pp. 13*+) suggests that here cause (karan) is more 
appropriate than mark (linga). Further, on linga, see Athalye (19 6 3 ), 
pp. 281-289.

33* Cf. NyayavartikatatparyatZka, pp. *+03ff.

3*+. Cf. KivanavalZ3 pp. 3*+9*5-358.7*

35* Cf. KiranavalZ-bhaskara, pp. 135ff.

36 . The Nyaya-Vaisesika followed the primitive belief that the Sun 
revolves around the earth, which was supposed to be static.

37* Cf. NK, p. 156.17-19.

38. Cf. ibid., pp. I 5 5.l6-i56.ll.

39. Cf. ibid., p. 156.12-16: tesam yugapadadipratyayanam visayesu 
dravyadisu purvapratyayavilaksananam dravyadipratyayavilaksananam 
utpattav anyasya nimittasyabhavat. etad uktam bhavati - dravyadisu 
visayesu purvaparadipratyaya jayante, na caisam dravyadayo nimittam 
tatpratyayavilaksanatvat, na ca nimittam antarena karyasyotpattir 
asti, tasmad yad atra nimittam sa kala iti.

1+0. Cf. ibid., pp. 157.2-158.2.

*+1. Cf. ibid., p. 158.6: yuvasthavirayoh sariravasthabhedena tatkarana- 
taya kalasamyoge ’numite.

*+2. Umesh Mishra (1936), p. 1 8 7 .

*+3. Cf. Padarthatattvanirupana, p. 23.

*+*+. Umesh Mishra (1936), p. 18 7 .

*+5 . Cf. Padarthatattvanirupana.j p. 72: ksanas ca ksaniko ’tiriktah 
kalopadhih. Cp. KarikavalZ, *+6b: ksanadih syad upadhitah.
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1+6. Cf. Nyaya-siddhanta-muktavalij p. 1U8.U-5: kalas tv eko 'py upadhi- 
bhedat ksanadivyavaharavisayah.

1+7- Cf. DinakarZ3 p. lU8.15ff.

1+8. Cf. RamarudrZ, p. lU8.33ff.

1+9. Cf. Nyaya-siddhanta-muktavalZ, p. 11+9.1-3:
(i) svajanyavibhagapragabhavavacchinnarn karma,

(ii) purvasamyogavacchinnavibhagah,
(iii) purvasamyoganasavacchinnottarasamyogapragabhavah,

(iv) uttarasamyogavacchinnam karma.
For details, see the two commentaries, DinakarZ and RamarudrZ, 
thereon.

50. Cf. NyayalZlavatZ3 p. 293: esa tavac cirantanah panthah.

51. Cf. NSBh on NS, 2.1.1+1.

52. Cf. NyayalZlavatZj p. 310: evam kalo 'pi sarvatrabhinnakaravarta- 
manapratyayavedyah.

53. Cf. ibid., p. 312: tatah samavayavad ekam vartamanam yadavacchedakam 
sa kalah.

5l+. Matilal (1977), PP- 58-59-

55. Cf. VS, 8.1.2: tatratma manas capratyakse.

56. Cf. NS, 1.1.1+: indriyarthasannikarsotpannam jnanam avyapadesam 
avyabhicari vyavasayatmakam pratyaksam.
For different interpretations,see Athalye (19 6 3), pp. 211ff.

57. Cf. PPBh, pp. 1+61+.3-1+65.1+: asmadvisistanam tu yoginam yuktanam 
yogajadharmanugrhitena manasa svatmantarakasadikkalaparamanuvayu- 
manassu tatsamavetagunakarmasamanyavisesesu samavaye cavitatham, 
svarupadarsanam utpadyate.

58. D.M. Datta (1972), p. 105.

59* Cf. Nyayamaftjartj p. 3 6 1.7-10:
pratyaksagamyatam eva kecit kalasya manvate / 
visesanataya karyapratyaye pratibhasanat //

kramena, yugapat, ksipram, cirat krtam itidrsah / 
pratyaya navakalpante karyamatravalambanah //

60. Potter (1977), p. 92.

61. Cf. Karikavalt3 l+5b: janyanam janakah kalo jagatam asrayo matah.

62. For details see Ingalls (1951), PP- 78-79; Matilal (19 6 8), pp.l+3-l+l+, 

72-73.

6 3. Ingalls, ibid., p. 7 8.

61+. Ibid. Also see KarikjavalZ, 2l+a: anyatra nityadravyebhya asritatvam 
ihocyate; and Nyaya-siddhanta-muktavalZ and Dinakari thereupon.
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65. See Keith (19 6 8), pp. 233-23*+; Matilal (19 6 8 ), pp. 1+3-M+.

66. Cf. Nyayavartika3 p. 253: yathaikasmin puruse anekasambandhabhedanu- 
vidhayiny abhinne pita putro bhrateti pratyaya bhavanti tadvad ekah 
kalah karyakaranavisesapeksah paraparadipratyayahetur iti.

6 7. Matilal (19 6 8), p. 1+3.

68. Cf. Tarkasarngraha, p. 11.23: atitadivyavaharahetuh kalah.

69. This is a commentary by Meru Sastrl on the Tarkasamgraha. See 

Athalye (19 6 3), p. 129.

70. Cf. NUakantha-prakasika, p. 186.3-7: at it at vam ca vartamanadhvamsa- 
pratiyogitvam. vartamanatvam iha sabdaprayogadhikaranakalavrttitvam. 
bhavisyatvam ca vartamanapragabhavapratiyogitvam. atra sarvatra 
kalasya ghatakataya atitadivyavahare hetutvam tasyeti dhyeyam.
na ca tadrsavyavaharah suryaparispandopadhim adaya sambhavatiti 
vacyajn.

71. Cf. NyayamafljarZj p. 369.9-11: na tattvikah kalasya bhedo varta- 
manadih. kim tv asann apy asau vyavaharasiddhaye kenacid upadhina 
kalpyate.

72. Cf. ibid., pp. 369.15-370.6. This should in no way be considered as 
an original approach by Jayanta to the problem of the three time- 
epochs. Such a view was first set forth by Vatsyayana in his 
commentary on the Nyaya-sutra, 2.1.1+0-1+1+, which we shall discuss 
later on.

73. Keith (19 6 8), p. 233.

7I+. Cf. KirandvalZ-bhdskaraj p .ll+l+: te ’titadayo bhava eva kalasvarupa 
eva na tupadhisvarupa iti.

75. Cf. NyayamaftjarZj p. 359-2-8. Also see NS, 1.1.5 and NSBh thereon.

7 6. Cf. NyayamaHjarip. 359.9-13.

77. See NK, pp. 123.3-121*.7; PPBh, p. 156.3-1+; Kirandvall3 p. 313.1^-23; 
G.N. Jha (1916), p. 112; D.M. Datta (1972), 10l+; B.N. Seal (1 9 1 5 ) , 
pp. 76-77, 148.

7 8. Matilal (19 6 8), p. 1+3.

79. Cf. NK, p. 159.13: •..ganitasastranusarena pratyetavyam. For the 
same statement, see Kirarixvali, p. 355*1-2.

80. Cf. NK, pp. 123.3-121+.7.

81. Cf. PPBh, p. 156.3-1+.

82. Cf. Kiranavalz, p. 313.lU-23•

8 3. B.N. Seal (l9l5), p. 1^7 * Also see Kirandvall, p. 35*+ .4-5: utpannam 
dravyam yavad agunam utpadyate, antyatantusamyoge yavan na pata 
utpanne karmani yavan na vibhagah tavan kalah ksanah.
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84. Cf. 2.1.40-44.

8 5. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusan (1971» p. 106, fn. l) and Radhakrishnan 
(IP, Vol. 2, p. 142) affirms that here the opponent is Nagarjuna or 
the Madhyamika school. But in the whole Madhyamika system we do not 
come across such a view. As we know, the Madhyamikas take everything 
as ultimately unreal, void (sunya), and mutually dependent, including 
the past, present and future as well. G.N. Jha (1939A, p. 16 7 ) 
informs us that the Bhdsyacandra also describes the opponent in
this regard as the Buddhist. We agree with G.N. Jha (ibid.) and
S. Bhaduri (1975, p. 206, fn. *+5) that this view cannot be affiliated 
to any particular school or work.

86. Cf. NSBh, pp. 191.8-192.2: vrntat pracyutasya phalasya bhumau 
pratyasidato yadurdhvam sa patito ’dhva tatsamyuktah kalah patita- 
kalah, yo ’dhastat sa patitavyo ’dhva, tatsamyuktah kalah patitavya- 
kalah. nedanim trtiyo ’dhva vidyate yatra patatiti vartamanah kalo 
grhyeta, tasmad vartamanah kalo ra vidyata iti.

8 7. Cf. ibid., p. 192.4-6: nadhvavyangyah kalah. kim tarhi ? kriya- 
vyangyah patatiti. yada patanakriya vyuparata bhavati sa kalah 
patitakalah. yadotpatsyate sa patitavyakalah. yada dravye vartamana 
kriya grhyate sa vartamanah kalah.

88. Cf. ibid., p. 192.6-10: yadi cayam dravye vartamanam patanam na 
grhnati kasyoparamam utpatsyamanatam va pratipadyate. patitah 
kala iti bhuta kriya. patitavyah kala iti cotpatsyamana kriya. 
ubhayoh kalayoh kriyahinaip dravyam, adhah patatiti kriyasambaddham, 
so ’yam kriyadravyayoh sambandham grhnatiti vartamanah kalas 
tadasrayau cetarau kalau tadabhave na syatam iti. Also cf NS,
2.1.41.

89. Cf. ibid., p. 193.3-194.2: yady atitanagatav itaretarapeksau 
sidhyetam pratipadyemahi vartamanavilopam. natitapeksa ’nagata- 
siddhih. napy anagatapeksa ’titasiddhih. kaya yuktya ? kena 
kalpenatitah katham atitapeksa ’nagatasiddhih, kena ca kalepna- 
nagatah katham anagatapeksatitasiddhir iti naitac chakyam nirvaktum 
avyakaraniyam etad vartamanalopa iti.

90. Cf. ibid., p. 194.3-7: yac ca manyeta hrasvadirghayoh sthalanimnayos 
chayatapayos ca yathetaratarapeksaya siddhir evam atitanagatayor 
iti, tan nopapadyate, visesahetvabhavat. drstantavat pratidrstanto 
’pi prasajyate yatha rupasparsau gandharasau netaretarapeksau 
sidhyatah, evam atitanagatav iti, netaretarapeksa kasyacit siddhir 
iti. yasmad ekabhave ’nyatarabhavad ubhayabhavah. Also cf. NS,
2.1.42.

91. Cf. ibid., p. 194.10-11: arthasadbhavavyangyas cayam vartamanah 
kalah, vidyate dravyam, vidyate gunah, vidyate karmeti.
Also cf. Nydyavartikatatparyattkdj p. 407.

92. Cf. Nyayavdrtikatdtparyatikjd, ibid.: taya vyangyah kalah. etad 
uktam bhavati patanadayah kriyah vartamanesv apayanty apayanti 
ca, astrikriya tu sarvavartamanavyapini.

93. Cf. NSBh, p. 195*2-5: pratyaksam indriyarthasannikarsajam, na 

cavidyamanam asadindriyena sannikrsyate. na cayam vidyamanam
sat kincid anujanati. pratyaksanimittam pratyaksavisayah pratyaksa- 

jnanam sarvam nopapadyate, pratyaksanupapat.tau tatpurvakatvad
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anumanagamayor anupapattih. sarvapramanavilope sarvagrahanam na 
bhavatiti. Also cf. NS, 2.1.43.

94. Cf. Nyayavartikatatparyatlka, p. 407: na hi sarvam pratyaksam
vartamanavisayam atitanagatayor api yogipratyaksatvad iti bhavah.

95• Cf. NSBh, pp. 195-6-196.4: ubhayatha ca vartamanah kalo grhyate 
kvacid arthasadbhavavyangyah. yatha ’sti dravyam iti. kvacit 
kriyasantanavyangyah. yatha pacati chinattlti. nanavidha caikartha 
kriya kriyasantanah kriyabhyasas ca. nanavidha caikartha kriya 
pacatiti sthalyadhisrayanam udakasecanam tandulavapanam edho 
’pasarpanam agnyabhijvalanam darvighattanam mandasravanam 
adho'vataranam iti. chinattlti kriyabhyasa udyamyodyamya parasum 
daruni nipatayan chinattity ucyate.

96. Cf. ibid., p. 197*1-4: kriyasantano ’narabdhas cikirsito 'nagatah 
kalah paksyatiti. prayojanavasanah kriyasantanoparamah atitah kalo 
’paksid iti. arabdhakriyasanta.no vartamanah kalah pacatiti. tatra 
ya uparata sa krtata. ya cikirsita sa kartavyata. ya vidyamana
sa kriyamanata.

97. Cf. ibid., p. 197-6-7: so ’yam ubhayatha vartamano grhyate apa- 
vrkto vyapavrktas ca atitanagatabhyam, sthitivyangyo vidyate 
dravyam iti.

98. See pp. 682.10-690.30 and Sankara Misra's commentary thereon.

99. Cf. Kharidanakhan(^khddya3 p. 684.6-7: kriyavacchinnah kalo 
vartamanah tatpragabhavavacchinno bhutah tatpradhvamsavacchinno 
bhavisyann iti.

100. Cf. ibid., p. 684.9-10: kriyanavacchinnasya tatpragabhava- 
pradhvamsabhavavacchedanupapatteh.

101. Cf. ibid., p. 686.22-23: yatkriyavacchinno yah kalah sa tat- 
kriyapeksaya vartamano na tv anyapeksaya iti.



CHAPTER II

Time and Change in Samkhya-Yoga

Samkhya and Yoga are two aspects of one and the same system.

Yoga accepts the Samkhya theories with slight variations. But regarding 

the problem of time, there are clear-cut divergent interpretations. In 

Samkhya the time-concept is not given much weight. Here we find only 

scattered references, and in order to gather a clear idea of the 

concept of time we have to draw inferences at many places from its 

expositions of other metaphysical categories. On the contrary, in Yoga 

we encounter an elaborate and explicit discussion on time.

The whole development of the Samkhya conception of time may be 

broadly divided into two groups - preclassical and classical. The 

dividing line between the two is the Safhkhya-karika of Isvarakrsna 

(350-UOO A.D.), which is the first systematic text of the classical 

Samkhya. The beginning of the preclassical ’’Samkhya speculation cannot 

be precisely dated, as scattered elements of the doctrine may be traced 

back to the oldest parts of the Veda itself”. Aspects can be found in 

the Vedass Brahmanas> earliest Upanisads, Mahabharata3 Bhagavad-Gtta3

3
Buddhacarita3 etc., but during this period Samkhya never emerged as a 

systematic philosophical system. On the other hand, the classical 

Samkhya period embodies the Samkhya-karika of Isvarakrsna and its 

commentaries - the Yuktidlpika (600 A.D., author unknown), Gaudapada- 

bhasya (TOO A.D.), and Tattva-kaumudZ of Vacaspati Misra (980 A.D.).

For our study of time we shall confine outselves only to the classical 

Samkhya literature and its later developments, comprising the Samkhya- 

pravacana-sutra of Kapila (l400 A.D . ) and the commentaries of Aniruddha 

(1500 A.D.) and Vijnanabhiksu (l'600 A.D.) thereon.
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For the Yoga conception of time we shall be discussing with the 

Yoga-sutra of Patanjali (300-400 A.D.) and its commentarial literature, 

such as the Yoga-bhasya of Veda Vyasa (500-600 A.D.), Tattva-vaisaradl 

of Vacaspati Misra (980 A.D.) and Yoga-vartika of Vijnanabhiksu 

(l600 A.D . ).

Samkhya-Yoga assumes two fundamental and independent realities - 

purusa and prakrti. Purusa is self, pure spirit and consciousness, 

all-pervading but passive. Prakrti is the root cause of matter. This 

is the fundamental substance out of which the whole world evolves.

Unlike purusa, it is purely matter, but it is active in character.

It is a string of three strands. The three gunas - sattva (tendencies 

to manifestation),^ rajas (activity) and tamas (tendencies to non

manifestation and non-activity)^ - are the constituent parts of prakrti. 

When prakrti comes under the influence of purusa, evolution starts.

The twenty-three constitutive elements (tattva) are derived from prakrti, 

and these are effects. Since only purusa and prakrti are infinite, these 

twenty-three evolutes are of limited magnitude. The following chart will

£
show the gradual development of the whole process according to the 

Samkhya-karikd:

(1) Purusa

(2) Prakrti

r
(3) Mahat or buddhi (intellect)

(h ) Ahamkara (eg o )

I T * I------------------------ 1
(5) Manas (6-10) sense- (11-15) motor- (l6-20) tanmatras Cof sound, 

(mind) organs organs touch, smell, form
and colour!

1
(2 1 -2 5 ) mahabhutas Cfive 

gross elements of 
ether, air, fire, 
water and earthH
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From the preceding table it is clear that mahat, ahamkara and the 

five tanmatras are both causes and effect, while the mind, five sense- 

organs (eye, ear, nose, tongue and skin), five motor-organs (larynx, 

hand, foot, anus and parts of generation) and the five mahabhutas are 

only effects, and not causes. Of these, mahat (literally 'great') or 

buddhi (intellect) is the first evolute of prakrti. It is the basis 

of the intelligence of the individual. While the term 'mahat' brings 

out the cosmic aspect, buddhi which is used as a synonym for it refers 

to the psychological counterpart appertaining to each individual. In

g
Samkhya, stress is laid on the psychological aspect of mahat.

9
According to the SamkJrya-karika., , mahat, ahamkara and manas are called 

internal organs (antahkarana) and the ten sense and motor organs are 

termed external organs (bahyendriya). Buddhi is the faculty of all the 

mental processes, reasoning, ascertainment, imagination, etc. In 

Samkhya-Yoga, it is this buddhi which plays an important role in 

conceptualising the reality of time.

SAMKHYA

In Samkhya, there are two groups - one who believes in God and 

the other who denies his existence.^ Here Samkhya is taken as the 

combined system of Samkhya-Yoga. In the same vein, it is said that 

Kapil represents the latter group and Patanjali that of the f o r m e r . ^

(i) Time not Different from Change

We must keep in mind that throughout the evolutionary process of

prakrti there is no such element as time. Regarding the existence of

real time, the Samkhya answer is an emphatic 'No'. It explicitly

12
proclaims the unreality of time in direct opposition to the Nyaya- 

Vaisesika postulation of substantial and eternal time. The author of
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the Yuktidlpikd, the oldest commentary on the Samkhya-kdr-ikd, boldly

13
declares that there is no substance as time. It is nonsense to say

±h
that time is the creator of the world. As to the question of what is

time, the Samkhya reply is that in our daily life we are aware of events

succeeding each other. We experience the passage of time by way of

events and change of states. Out of the observations of these events

man must have developed the concept of time. If there is no change,

there is no time. Change is a necessary element for.the notion of time.

The origin of time may be said to lie with change. Samkhya maintains

the reality of change and identifies time with it. Time actually is

nothing apart from change, events or actions."^ The latter themselves

are time. However, time is not an entity which brings about change.

It is only an abstract relation binding the events arising from the

IT
evolution of prakrti, and hence it is unreal. This means that time 

is neither a material nor an efficient cause.

Gaudapada (TOO A.D.), the author of the Gaudapada-bhasya on the 

Samkhya-karika, rejects the notion of time as a cause of the universe. 

There are, he enunciates, only three categories in Samkhya - manifest 

(vyakta), unmanifest (avyakta, or prakrti) and pure-consciousness 

(purusa), and time comes under one of these, i.e. manifest. Since

10
prakrti is the cause of everything, it must also be the cause of time.

(i i ) The three Time-epochs in Samkhya 

In Nyaya-Vaisesika, time occupies an independent status as a sub

stance, and the past, present and future are considered as its imposed 

properties (kalopadhi) based on finite durations, objects, events, or 

our watches. But Samkhya regards time "as past, present and future, as 

being the modes of the constitution of the things in its different 

manifesting stages of evolution".^
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Both Gaudapada. and Vacaspati Misra take a critical stand against

the Nyaya-Vaisesika doctrine of the reality of time while commenting

on the Samkhya-karika, 33. They speak of the three time-epochs, hut

not of time as such. Gaudapada says that the three internal organs,

huddhi, ahamkara and manas, function in all the three time-epochs,

past, present and future. The huddhi apprehends and forms an idea

not only of a present object, such as a pitcher (ghata), but also of

the past (which is quiescent or sub-latent) and future ones (which is

potential, or yet to be manifested). Likewise, the ahamkara supplies

consciousness of the objects, past, present and future; and the manas

20
makes determination (samkalpa) in respect of all the three times.

Thus, the internal organs can have knowledge of all the three time-

epochs. For example, if a river is swollen, the internal organs will

infer that there has been rain (referring to the past); if there is

smoke on a mountain, they will deduce from it on the basis of their

past experiences that there is fire on the mountain (referring to the

present); and lastly, there is an ancient belief in India that if in

the hot weather the ants carry their eggs from one place to another,

21
it indicates that there will be rain (referring to the future).

But the external organs function only in the present (vartamana); for

22
instance, the eye only sees present forms, not past and future ones.

In addition, Vacaspati maintains that the present also includes in

itself the immediately preceding (atita) and succeeding (anagata)

23
moments. The reason behind this may be that an instantaneous present

cannot be apprehended. Here he seems to be influenced by the great

2b
Sanskrit grammarian Panini (500 B.C.) who maintained so. This means 

that the present comprises at least three moments, though it may take 

more than three. But the problem is, if we continue this process to
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its logical extreme, we arrive at the absolute and infinite mode of 

present which is eternal and all-pervasive time of Nyaya-Vaisesika. 

However, we may not take Vacaspati’s above statement to lead to the 

notion of infinite time, because he explicitly criticises the Vaisesika 

notion of unique time which does not possess any divisions in itself,

such as the past, present and future. The latter are, according to the

>■ 25
Vaisesikas, actually the imposed properties of real time (kalopadhi),

based on the different sorts of conditions. Vacaspati suggests that

origination (arambha), duration (sthiti) and cessation (nirodha) of an

action themselves can be taken as the ground of the notion of the past,

present and future. Therefore, it is needless and superfluous to

postulate time as a real and absolute substance apart from the twenty-

five elements (tattva) of Samkhya; instead, he says, these upadhis alone

can serve our purpose. Dasgupta remarks:

MThe Samkhya did not admit the existence of any real time; 
to them unit of kala is regarded as the time taken by an 
atom to traverse its own unit of space. It has no existence 
separate from the atoms and their movements. The appearance 
of kala as a separate entity is a creation of our buddhi 
(buddhinirmana) as it represents the order or mode in which 
the buddhi records its perception."27

(iii) Diverse Interpretations within the System 

There is, however, a lack of unanimity regarding the exact import 

and characteristics of time in the later development of Samkhya, parti

cularly among the commentators. This diversity is found in the inter-

28
pretation of the S a m k h y a - s u t v a (11.12). Here both time and space 

(kala and dik) have been said to be the products of ether (akasa), though 

we do not encounter any such view in the rest of the Samkhya-Yoga litera

ture. The literal rendering of the aphorism is: "Space and time (arise) 

from ether, etc." Aniruddha in his commentary on the sutra explains that
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it is ether itself vhich, hy different upadhis or external conditions,

29
is called space and time. They are, therefore, included in ether.

30
Vedantin Mahadeva (end of ITth century) follows Aniruddha. But they 

do not furnish any further details. From this exposition it is not 

clear why space and time are included under ether and what their 

characteristics are. Aniruddha states that the word ’etc.1 (adi) in 

the sutra is used hy accident (sampata). It follows that hoth these 

scholars fail to give any significant interpretation of the sutra.

It is Vijnanabhiksu who, in his Safhkhya-pravacana-bhasya3 adds a

quite different meaning to this sutra, which definitely does not fit in

with the traditional Samkhya-Yoga doctrines. His distinction between

eternal and limited space and time is certainly a new arrival within

the classical Samkhya system. Obviously this implies that there is an

independent and eternal time. Space and time, he asserts, which are

eternal, are of the nature of akasa, and are like the particular gunas

or modifications of prakrti. Therefore, space and time are proved to

31
be all-pervasive (vibhu) in character. Further, space and time, which

are limited or finite (khandadikkala), are said to be produced from akasa,

. . 32
because of its conjunction with various upadhis or external conditions.

Vijnanabhiksu also explains the word ’adi’ used in the sutra. By this,

he says, we mean upadhis. Finite space and finite time are not the

product of akasa in the real sense, but rather they are akasa itself

33
particularised by various upadhis. Radhakrishnan writes:

"We have no perception of infinite time or infinite space, and 
so they are said to be constructed by the understanding. From 
the limited objects of perception which stand to one another 
in the relation of antecedence and sequence, we construct an in
finite time in order to represent the course of evolution."34

But when we look into the classical Samkhya system, we fail to find

any consistency in Vijnanabhiksu's interpretation of the sutra. There
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is hardly anything in the sutra which sustains this distinction between

35
eternal and limited space-time. Every student of Samkhya-Yoga knows

that it assumes only two fundamental independent realities, purusa and

prakrti. So how is it possible to grant an independent status to a

third element, such as time ? That is why A.B. Keith is confronted with

difficulty in maintaining any such distinction, keeping the Samkhya

doctrines in view. He says:

"in the empiric world both Cspace and timeD appear as limited, 
and are explained in a quite inconsistent way by origination 
from the ether through its conditioning by the masses of 
corporeal nature, on the one hand, in the case of space, 
and by the movement of the heavenly bodies in the case of 
time."36

Sen thinks:

"in any case, time, if it be not absolutely unreal, must also 
be in the ultimate analysis a particular product ... of three 
gunas (elements or constituents). Perhaps this is the reason 
why Vijnanabhiksu, besides identifying time with £kasa after 
the sutra, also speaks of it as a particular guna or modifi
cation of Prakrti (prakrter gunavisesah)."37

Whatever may be the reason, Vijnanabhiksu’s interpretation is evidently

incompatible with the classical Samkhya-Yoga tenets.

Moreover, there is another striking aphorism in the S afhkhy a - s u t r a 

38
(1.12) which admits eternal time: "(The bondage of the purusa can-) 

not (be continued) by connection with time, because (time which is) all- 

pervading and eternal is related to all (purusas, released and unre-

39
leased)." Here Aniruddha has taken the words, eternal (nitya) and 

all-pervading (vyapin) as qualifying the purusa, whereas Vijnanabhiksu 

has applied them to time.^ But it is really surprising "to note that 

Vijnanabhiksu himself in his Y o g a s a v a - s a m g r a h a admits that the Samkhya 

does not accept a separate entity as infinite time (Mahakala) as the 

one, all-pervading reality or the basis of temporal determinations of 

moments, etc. Moreover, Vijnanabhiksu goes to great length even to 

criticise the views of Samkhya expressed in the S a m k h y a - s u t r a .
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U 2
There is one more reference where the author of the Yuktidtpika 

gives the analogy of eternal and infinite time (mahakala), hut here he 

certainly does not deny the existence of time, as he has done earlier.

To conclude the classical Samkhya notion of time we can say that 

except Vijnanabhiksu,in his Samkhya-pravacana-bhasya, all the 

Samkhya philosophers repudiate the existence of real time, though 

Gaudapada and Vacaspati maintain the three temporal determinations, 

the past, present and future. In the following lines we shall try to 

explain why Samkhya-Yoga admits these termporal determinations.

YOGA

The conception of time in Yoga cannot he fully dealt with unless 

the theories of causalityconservation of energy> change3 succession 

and other allied topics are discussed. Though Samkhya and Yoga are not 

two wholly different systems, they show only few variations in their 

philosophical postulate, yet we find more explicit and elaborate exposi

tion in the Yoga literature than in Samkhya on the subject under exami- 

nat i o n .

(i) Causality, Conservation of Energy and Time

In the Samkhya-Yoga system, prakrti alone, nof purusa, is held to

be the ground of all activities and evolution. It is constituted of the

three gunas - sattva, rajas and tamas. All activities belong to these

guna.s. Causality is explained in the system as different modifications

43
of gunas. The Samkhya-Yoga doctrine of causality or satkaryavada, 

unlike that of Nyaya-Vaisesika and the Buddhist, means that cause and 

effect are not two different things. The effect is real and is always
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existent. It subsists in a latent form in the cause, even beforehand.

It is not entirely a new creation. It is the manifestation of what was

44
latent. The underlying substance remains the same in both the states, 

cause and effect. In Yoga this substance is called dharmin and its 

different modifications are termed dharmas. A substance (dharmin) is 

that which possesses characteristics or external aspects (dharma).^ 

Further, the substance is said to be the same to its past (santa),

46
present (udita) and future(avyapadesya) forms. Of these, the past is

that which has come to its quiescent state by finishing its functional 

47
activities. The present is that which is in operation, i.e. in this

48
form the substance is m  its manifested or actualised form. And the 

future is that which is not yet manifested (avyapadesya); it is still

latent in its material cause and has not yet commenced its functional

. . 49 
activity.

The past, as we have seen, is a quiescent state. Now one may ask 

whether this quiescent past exists or is annihilated for ever. What 

happens to it ? The theory of satkaryavada may also be called the 

theory of the conservation of energy, according to which nothing is 

destroyed but everything is transformed into different f o r m s . ^  The 

same is the case with the past. When something finishes its activity, 

it is absorbed by its substance (dharmin) into a state of equilibrium. 

The future is not yet manifested. This means that both the past and 

future are in their unmanifested form. Only the present is manifested.

A yogin is said to be vested with the power of recalling the past form 

of anything. He does not actually call it back but rather brings about 

its exact duplicate.
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(i i ) The Doctrine of Change and Time

Yoga maintains that with regard to the five gross elements and all

the organs, change (parinama) is held to he three-fold: (l) change of

external aspect (dharma-parinama), (2) change of time-variation

(laksana-parinama), and (3) change of state (avastha-parinama).^

Change is defined in the system as the emergence of another external

aspect (dharma) in a substance, which is permanent, on the disappearance

52
of a previous aspect. Vacaspati remarks that here change of external

53
aspect refers to all the three kinds of changes, stated above. Of 

these, change of external aspect in a substance is the disappearance

and appearance of the external forms, such as evolution (vyutthana) and

/ \ 5b
absorption (.nirodha, lit. restriction, suppression). In this mutation

the substance remains intact, just as the substance of a lump of gold, 

even if it is turned into different kinds of ornaments, such as a ring, 

chain, bracelet, is constant throughout its various modifications.

Change of time-variation is that by which a time-determination (kala- 

bheda), such as the past, present or future, is characterised.^^ This 

change is from potential (future) to actual (present), and from actual 

to quiescent (past). It marks the three stages of a substance: the pre

manifested which is still in the womb of future awaiting to be manifested, 

the manifested which is present, and the post-manifested which after 

having finished its manifestation is now conserved in its quiescent 

state (past, or the state of equilibrium). Lastly, change of state, or 

change due to duration or lapse of time, is described by the mutation of 

external aspect of the substance. In this change, the external aspect 

(dharma), which is in the manifested or actual (present) state, constantly 

undergoes change every moment. In this state, the force of restriction
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(nirodhasamskara) becomes more powerful, while the force of emergence

57
(vyutthanasaiiiskara) becomes weaker. To quote Dasgupta:

"When the changes that a thing undergoes are of so remarkable 
a nature as to affect the constitution of the body materially 
we call it new or old, or say that it has suffered growth or 
decay, and this aspect of the change is called avastha-parinama."58

Thus, the mutation of substance from the point of view of the change of

external aspect is called dharma-parinama; from the point of view of

temporal determinations - the past, present and future - it is called

laksana-parirama; and from the point of view of the change in an external

aspect in every succeeding moment in any of its particular stages in time,

it is called avastha-parinama.

(iii) The Absolute Atomistic Theory of Time and the 
Succession of Moments

Yoga, like Samkhya, admits that time is not an independent reality.

But whereas the latter identifies time with change or action, the former

nowhere explicitly does so. Rather Yoga accepts time in the form of

59
discrete moments, which are considered real. The Yoga-sutva of Veda 

Vyasa and its commentaries contain a full analysis of moments and their 

succession (krama).

The moment (ksana) is defined as the minimal duration of time,

6o
just as an atom (paramanu) is the minimal part of matter (dravya). 

Alternatively, the moment is defined as the time taken by an atom in 

order to move from its previous point in the space to the next point.

It is identical with the unit of change in the phenomenon. The perpetual 

flow of such discrete moments one after another gives the idea of 

succession or a series of moments. This succession of moments is devoid 

of reality, and the idea of the divisions of time, such as day and night, 

is merely a conceptual combination (buddhisamahara) of moments. Time
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does not exist as an objective reality. Any attempt to ascribe reality 

to time is a work of understanding (buddhi), mere words. Only to common

c
people, who do not have a critical mind, it appears as objectively real.

Two or more moments cannot co-exist in order to form real time. Though

the change of A to B and that of B to C are each real time as moments,

63
but we cannot construct a series of A-B-C as real time. We can also 

say that in Yoga time is included under vikalpa which is supposed to have 

no corresponding object.^

Further, the moment in Yoga falls under the category of reality 

and is considered to be the basis of succession, and the succession in 

turn has its essence in the series of moments, which (series) is called 

time by the proponents of time. Again, two co-existing moments neither 

can co-exist nor can form a succession in order to establish absolute 

time, because it would be impossible. Succession is defined as the 

flow of moments in which one moment follows another. It follows that 

the present consists of only one moment. Its preceding (past) and 

succeeding (future) moments do not exist. Therefore, it is not tenable

6 5
to maintain their combination to conceive real time. The past and

66
future moments can be understood in relation to change, as we have 

explained above.
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CHAPTER III

Semi-realistic and Atomistic Notion of Time in Jainism

Time as a Substance

Jainism, like Buddhism, is a heterodox system of Indian philosophy

denying the authority of the Vedas. It is a realistic and pluralistic

system which is divided into two sects: §vetambara (white robed) and Digam-

bara (sky-clad or nude). Though practices differ, the doctrinal differ-

2
ences between the two sections are comparatively trivial. According to 

the Jaina cosmology, the whole universe consists of six substances (dravya)

- soul (jiva), matter (pudgala), medium of motion (dharma), medium of

5 - 6 7
rest (adharma), space (akasa) and time (kala). Some Jain scholars do

not ascribe reality to time. They think that it is nothing but only a

Q
paryaya or mode of other substances.

Further, the six substances are considered as ultimate reals.

According to the Jaina metaphysical doctrine of manifoldness (anekantavada) 

there are not only many (aneka) reals, but each real has manifoldness or 

inherent complexity. The definition of substance depends on our stand

point (see IP, vol. I, p. 312). Sat (isness, beingness) is the character-

9istic of a substance. It means that it is the common characteristic of 

all substances. It possesses becoming (utpada), disappearance (vyaya) 

and persistence (dhrauvya).^  These form the triple nature of a real. 

Substance again is defined as that which undergoes modifications^ having 

its permanent substantiality unchanged. It persists through its own 

qualities (guna) and modifications (paryaya). Paryaya is subject to change 

while guna is not so. For example, gold may exist in various forms, vhich 

are paryayas and liable to change, but its qualities of malleability and 

yellovness do not change.
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Substances are divided into two broad categories - Jiva and ajiva.

Jiva is that which knows and perceives all objects, desires pleasure and

dreads pain, acts beneficially or harmfully, and experiences the fruit of 

12
its actions. Thus Jiva has consciousness, while ajiva does not have

this characteristic, but it has structure, colour, taste, touch, smell

13
and sound. "Jiva and ajiva", as Radhakrishnan observes, "do not corres

pond to I and not-I. It is an objective classification of things in the 

universe that underlies the distinction of jiva and ajiva. Animate beings

are composed of soul and body, and their souls being distinct from matter 

,ilU
are eternal. Ajiva is classified into two groups - that which has form 

(murta), and qualities, such as matter (pudgala), and the rest, such as 

dharma, adharma, akasa and time, are without form ( a m u r t a ) A g a i n ,  of 

the six substances jiva, pudgala, dharma, adharma and akasa are said to 

be astikaya (corporeal). They are eternal, uncreated and of enormous

"17
magnitude. Astikaya means that which occupies space-points (pradesa )

and is thus called astikaya. These astikayas have an essential nature, but

they expose themselves through their various qualities and modes of

18
existence. They are the constituent parts of all phenomena. They are

called ’asti* because they exist, and they are called 'kayas’ as they

19
have many pradesas. Hence, they are said to be astikayas. But time is 

not astikaya. It has existence, but is not corporeal, because it does not 

have pradesas. Jiva, pudgala, dharma, adharma, and akasa have many pra

desas, because they consist of minute indivisible parts or atoms. These 

parts are not separate from each other, rather they are a conglomeration. 

The substances are said to occupy more than one pradesas. But, on the 

contrary, time consists of such indivisible parts which are never mixed up. 

Therefore, every such part occupies a certain pradesa. That is why time 

is said to have only one pradesa, while other substances are of many pra-
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desas. Actually, kaya means that which has many pradesas. Hence, this is

. - 20
the reason why time is not considered as an astikaya.

One may raise an objection that every indivisible part of time is said

to occupy an independent pradesa, so it possesses only one pradesa. In the

same way each particle of other substances occupies one pradesa, thus each

of these substances can be said to have only one pradesa. The reply is

that a particle of matter has the characteristic of being combined with

other particles of matter, or aggregates (skandha ), which have more than

one pradesas. Thus a particle of matter may be said to have many pradesas.

And as we have seen that that which has many pradesas is called astikaya.

But the time-particle does not have this characteristic of combining in

the same way. That is why it is called an-astikaya (not astikaya).

Again, a substance is either active (sakriya) or passive (niskriya).

If it possesses causal activity, it is sakriya; and if there is no causal

activity in it, it is niskriya. According to this classification jiva and

pudgala are sakriya, because they are found active under certain conditions.

21
The rest - dharma., adharma, space and time - are not active. Pujyapada

(6th century A.D.), the author of the Sarvartha-siddhi, also maintains that

22
time is not active. Now the question arises: If these substances are not

active, how does their appearance (utpada), which is one of the three

characteristics of a substance, become possible ? And when appearance is

not possible, disappearance (vyaya) must also be impossible. To this

Pujyapada answers that it is not so. The appearance of the characteristics

of origination (utpada), etc. in these substances are admitted in a different

way. In all the six substances there is a common attribute called aguru-

laghu (individuality) "by means of which a substance never loses its own

essential attributes and never requires the peculiar and essential attri-

23
butes of any other substance." And this attribute of individuality 

occurs at every instant, "it is due to this sort of change that we can

I
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attribute rise (utpada), decay (vyaya) and continuity (dhrauvya.) to all

the substances,and these alterations are called natural modifications

2h
(svabhava paryaya). f

Time is said to be of twofold: Absolute time (paramartha kala, or 

dravya kala, or niscaya kala) and Relative time (vyavahara kala, or samaya).

Absolute Time

Time, according to Jainism, is the instrumental cause of all modifi

cations in the rest of five substances. Birth, growth and decay of things 

are possible only because of this time. Jainas are realists and they 

admit the reality of change; so they also recognise time as real. Time is

known by inference from the modifications in the astikayas, i.e., the other 

2 6
five substances. The function of time is to assist these substances in

their continued existence (vartana), modification (parinama), activity

- 27
(kriya), temporal priority (paratva) and temporal posteriority (aparatva).

Of these functions the first-one, (continued existence, or vartana) is 

caused by absolute time and the remaining three functions are caused by 

relative time.28

The Concept of Continuity (vartana)

The existence of real time (dravya kala) is established by vartana

(continuity). Vartana is the perception of the existence of a substance

29
observed from modifications in it at every moment. Each of the six sub

stances has its different modes. The substancehood of a substance persists 

throughout its various modes - utpada, vyaya and dhrauvya. This continuity

of the substancehood amidst different modifications in indivisible time

30
period is called vartana. Vartana, Akalankadeva (720-780 A.D.) says, is

31
known through inference like cooking. For instance, when we start cooking
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rice, we find that after some time it is in cooked condition. During this

period the rice undergoes modifications at every moment of time, hut still

the essence of rice continues to he the same, unchanged, and this continuity

32
is vartana. Analysing this continuity, we arrive at two conclusions -

(i) incessant changes in a substance and (ii) persistence of the essence 

of a substance throughout these changes in its modes in an infinite time- 

period. The former gives the notion of relative time and the latter that 

of absolute time. Thus vartana leads us to infer the existence of sub

stantive time. Absolute time helps the changes, i.e. the perpetual changes

33
of attribute at every moment, m  the substances. It is actually an

instrumental cause only; just as "the stone under a potter's wheel assists

in the movement of the wheel. The stone here does not impart motion to

the wheel, but without this stone such a kind of motion would not have been

possible. Substances exist by themselves with their modes, and time

conditions the changes in things. Being the condition of these changes

does not oppose its characteristic of inactivity, as it is simply an

35accompanying cause.

Now we have to see as to what extent time is a substance, according

to the Jaina philosophers. We have already described above that a substance

possesses three characteristics - origination (utpada), decay (vyaya) and

continuity (dhrauvya). It also possesses the qualities (guna) and capa-

37
city of modification (paryaya). Continuity (dhrauvya) in time is part

of the latter's own inherent nature and is self-caused. Utpada and vyaya

have external causes, but in case of time they are self-caused, because

38
of the quality of individuality (agurulaghu) in it. It has both ordinary 

(sadharana) and extraordinary (asadharana) qualities. Causality of con

tinuity (vartanahetutva) is an extraordinary quality, while unconsciousness 

(acetanatva), formlessness (amurtatva), infinitesimality (suksmatva) and
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individuality (agurulaghu), etc. are ordinary qualities of time. Thus, 

we see that time is an independent substance.

The Atomistic Characteristic of Time

Unlike the Svetambaras, the Digambaras maintain that absolute time

consists of instants or extremely small points of time (kalanu).^ These

1+1
atoms have no colour, taste, smell or touch. They are discrete and never

1+2
mixed up like a heap of jewels. Each particle of time occupies a separate 

space-point (lokakasa). This is the unique characteristic of time, which 

distinguishes it from the other five substances. It has no extensive magni

tude (kayatva). This extensive magnitude is called horizontal extension 

(tiryaka pracaya), but time has only vertical extension (urdha pracaya).

A. Chakravartinayanar writes:

"When the simple elements, say, the points are so arranged in 
a series where each term is an item also in another series we 
must have the two dimensional series which will correspond to 
surface or extension. Wherever there is such a Tiryaka Pracaya 
we have Astikaya. But time or kala has only Urdha Pracaya.
The elements are in a forward direction. The series is mono
dimensional or linear order. Therefore kala has no extension 
either directly or indirectly. Hence it is not an Astikaya.
Though it is not an Astikaya, it is distinctly a real entity 
which accounts for changes in other things."43

To Jainas, unlike the Vaisesikas, time is not an all-pervasive, 

unique and whole substance, rather it is atomic. Prabhacandra (980-1065 

A . D . ) ^  rejects the Vaisesika notion of one absolute t i m e . ^

Relative Time

This form of time, i.e. time from the ordinary point of view, is

1+6
measured by different changes. Actually it is a paryaya (modification) 

of real time (dravya kala). We can say that absolute time is the sub

stantial cause (utpada karana) of relative time. The latter consists of

. 3 9
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short or long durations, such as hours, minutes, seconds. Further, it is

of three kinds - the past, present and future. The number of the time-

atoms in the past is equal to the number of the liberated souls multiplied

47
by numerable winks (avalis) . "The present is one instant. The future 

practical time is infinite times (the total of all) souls and all matter

(substances)." Umasvati (5th-6th century A.D.) says that time has an

. . 49
infinite number of samayas. The samaya is the smallest unit of time.

It is the time taken by an atom of matter in moving from one space-point 

to a n o t h e r . ^

Measurement of Time

Kirfel provides a comprehensive list of measurements of time according

' - 51
to the Svetambara school as follows:

The smallest unit of time is the samaya 

Infinite number of samayas = 1 Avalika (Avalia)

Numerous Avalikas

1 Ucchvasa + 1 Nihsvasa

7 Pranas

7 Stokas 

38.1/2 Lavas

52
1 Ucchvasa (Ussasa) Cor Nihsvasa!

1 Prana (Pana)

1 Stoka (Thova)

1 Lava

1 Nalika (Nalia)

77 Lavas = 2 Nalika£=
539 Stokas = 3773 Pranas

30 Muhurtas

15 Ahoratras

2 Paksas

2 Masas

3 Rtus

2 Ayanas

5 Samvatsaras

1 Muhurt a (Muhutt a )

1 Ahoratra (Ahoratta)

1 Paksa (Pakkha)

1 Masa

1 Rtu (Uu)

1 Ayana (Ayana)

1 Samvatsara (Samvacchara)

1 Yuga (Jua = 5 years)
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20 Yugas 

10 Varsasatas

100 Varsasahasras

84 Varsasatasahasras 

8400000 Purvangas 

8400000 Purvas 

8400000 Tutitarigas 

84000002 Tutitas 

84000002 Adadas 

p
8400000 Avavas 

84000002 Huhukas 

84000002 Utpalas 

84000002 Padmas 

84000002 Nalinas

2
8400000 Arthanipuras

84000002 Ayutas

2
8400000 Prayutas 

84000002 Nayutas

84000002 Culikas

= 1 Varsasata (Vasasaya = 100 years)

= 1 Varsasahasra (Vasasahassa = 1000
years)

1 Varsasatasahasra (Vasasayasahassa =
100 000 years)

= 1 Purvanga (Puwa n g a  = 8400000 years)

2
= 1 Purva ( P u w a  = 8400000 years)

o
= 1 Tutitanga (Tudianga = 8400000 years)

= 1 Tutita (Tudia = 8400000^ years)

c
= 1 Adada (= 8400000 years)

o
= 1 Avava (= 8400000 years)

= 1 Huhuka (Huhua = 8400000^^ years)

12
= 1 Utpala (Uppala = 8400000 years)

= 1 Padma (Pauma = 8400000^^ years)

= 1 Nalina (Nalina = 8400000 years)

= 1 Arthanipura (Atthiniura = 8400000
years)

20
= 1 Ayuta (Aua = 8400000 years)

22
= 1 Prayuta (Paua = 8400000 years)

24
= 1 Nayuta (Naua = 8400000 years)

= 1 Culika (Culia = 8400000 years)

= 1 ^Irsaprahelika (Sisapahelia r=
8400000 years)

18

The Trailokyadtpika and the Trailokyasara give a different list of

measurements of time, according to the Digambaras, which differs from

Purvanga onwards:

1 Purvanga (Puwanga) = 8400000 years

2
1 Purva ( P uwa) = 8400000 = 7056 with 10 zeroes years

2
1 Parvanga (Pawanga) = 8400000 x 84 = 592704 with 10 zeroes

years
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1 Parva (Pawa)

1 Nayutanga (Naudanga)

1 Nayuta (Nauda)

1 Kumudanga (Kumudanga)

1 Kumuda

1 Padmanga (Paumanga)

1 Padma (Pauma)

1 Nalinanga (Nalinanga 

1 Nalina (Nalina)

1 Kamalanga (Kamalanga)

1 Kamala

1 Tudidanga (Tudianga)

1 Tudida (Tudia)

1 Adadanga (Adadanga)

1 Adada

1 Amamanga (Amamanga)

1 Amama 

1 Hahahuhuanga 

1 Hahahuhu

1 Vidyullatanga (Vidulatanga) 

1 Vidyullata (Vidulata)

1 Latanga (Latanga)

1 Lata

1 Mahalatanga (Mahalayanga)

1 Mahalata

1 Sirsaprakampita 
(Sisapakampia)

1 Hastapraheli (Hatthapa- 
helia)

1 Acalatmaka (Acalappa) :

84000003 x 84 = 49787136 with 15 zeroes
years

81+000003 x 81+2 = l+l8 2 119 l+2U with 15
zeroes, etc. years

81+00000 x 81+2 years

81+0000011 X 8U3 tt

81+000005 x 8 It 3 tt

81+000005 x 81»1* tt

z'
81+00000 x 8ltU tt

81+00000 x 8lt5 ft

81+00000^ x tt

81+00000^ x 81»^ tt

0
81+00000 x 8U^ tt

0
81+00000 x 81t7 It

81+000009 x 81t7 tt

8I+000009 x 8 It8 tt

81+0000010 x 8U8 tt

81+0000010 x 8U9 tt

81+0000011 x 81»9 tt

81+0000011 x 8U10 tt

81+0000012 x 81*10 tt

81+0000012

1—
1 

1—
1OOX tt

81+0000013 x 81»11 tt

81+0000013 x 81t12
tt

81+00000ll; x 81»12 tt

8l+00000ll+ X 8U13 tt

81+0000015 x 8*13 tt

81+0000015 x Qk1  ̂ "

840000016 x 84ll+ 

Si+ooooo1^ x 81+15 "
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The biggest unit of time in Jainism is the Mahakalpa, which consists 

of two aeons - Avasarpini and Utsarpini, the aeons of increase and de

crease, or of unwinding and rewinding of the universe respectively. Each 

aeon consists of hl3 U52 630 308 203 ITT T*+9 512 192 x 1 0 5° (TT digits)

5)4
solar years, and each aeon has six ages.

Further, another immense period of time, according to the Jaina

system, is the Vyavaharapalya. This is said to be the time taken when a

55
circular receptacle of one yojana diameter filled tightly with fine 

human hairs of the length which, in a normal adult would grow in seven 

days, is emptied by taking out one hair every hundred years.

Innumerable Vyavaharapalyas = 1 Uddharapalya 

Innumerable Uddharapalyas = 1 Addhapalya

10 x (crore x crore) of 
Addhapalyas or 10 x 10 
of Addhapalyas

1*+

= 1 Sagar 5T

The six ages of the Avasarpini are:
58

(1) Sukhama sukhama

(2) Sukhama

(3) Sukhamaduhkhama

(*+) Duhkhamasukhama

(5) Duhkhama

(6) Duhkhamaduhkhama

U x (l crore x 1 crore) of Sagaras 

» ik
4 x 10 of Sagaras

a 1* „
= 3 x 10

= 2 x 10
l1* „ 

a 1*
= 1 x 10'

21 000 years

21 000 years

” minus k2 000 years

1*+ _
Total = 10 x 10 Sagaras or

1 Dasakodakodi Sagar

To sum up we can say that the Jaina notion of time is atomistic as 

well as semi-realistic. It is atomistic in the sense that it consists of
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an infinite number of atoms of time, and these atoms are never mixed up. 

There is no all-pervasive, single, independent and whole time. Secondly, 

time is a real, a substance, though it has no corporeality (kayatva), 

while the other five substances have. Therefore, it is obvious that the 

standpoint of the Jainas regarding time is also semi-realistic.
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Notes

1 . Tattvarthadhigama-sutra, 3.6,27,31; 5 .39-^0 ; Tattvarthavartika,
pp. 208.35-210.9, 221.29-222.17, 257,l6ff, *+76.2 1-*+8*+. 8 , 5 0 1.25-502.1 0 ; 
Prameyakamalamartanda, pp. 56*+.6-568.11; Pravaoanasara, pp. 19*+.6- 
206.5; Dravyasamgraha. pp. 59-68; Dravyasamgrahavrtti, pp. 2 5 .8-3 3 .8 ; 
PaHcastikayasarapp. xxviii-xxix, karikas 6,23-26, 107-109, 131; 
Niyamasara, karikas 9, 31-36; KalasiddhantadarsinZ, pp. 101-105;
H.S. Bhattacharya (19 2 6 ), pp. 99-108, (19 6 6), pp. 88-111; Mandal 

(19 6 8), pp. 76-81; Padmarajiah (l9*+7), pp. 111-115; G.R. Jain (1975), 
pp. 1 -3 , 51, 59, 77, 1 1 6 -1 2 1 , 172-177, 186-18 7 , 19 8-200.

2. See Jacobi (191*+), pp. *+65ff.

3. Here pudgala means matter, vhich is quite different from the Buddhist 
notion of pudgala, vhich is personality.

*+. The meaning of dharma in Jaina philosophy is completely different
from vhat it means in other Indian philosophical systems. It is the 
auxiliary cause of motion. Cf. Niyamasara, karika 30a*. gamananimittam 
dhammam. It makes the motion of soul and matter possible. Actually, 
it does not cause motion in them, but helps them to move. Their 
movement vithout dharma vould not be possible. So ve can say that 
it is a medium of motion. Just as vater is the necessary condition 
for the movement of fish. See Tattvartha-sara of Amrtacandra Suri,
3. 33-3*+. (Quoted by G.R. Jain, 1975, p. 15). Again, dharma is devoid 
of form, taste, touch, colour, smell, sound, activity, etc. and is 
said to be eternal. It pervades the vhole universe (Vardhamana 
Purana of Sakalakirti, 16.19, quoted by id., p. 15; also cf. 
PaHcastikayasaray karikas 90-92, 9^—96).

5. Adharma, like dharma, is regarded as all-pervasive, but it is the 
accompanying condition or cause of rest to soul and matter -
cf. Niyamasara, 30. It is also formless,
inactive, eternal, etc. and has no taste, touch, colour, smell, 
sound, etc. It is an auxiliary cause of rest in case of soul and 
matter, just as the shade of a tree is for the traveller.
Cf. Vardhamana Purana, 1 6 .30 (Quoted by G.R. Jain, 1975, p. 25) - 
nityo ’murtah kriyahinas chayeva pathikanginam.

6. "The term Akasa here means space not Ether as it is very often inter
preted in other systems of Indian philosophy" - Paficastikayasara,
p. 99. It accommodates absolutely all the substances. Also cf. 

Tattvarthadhigama-sutra, 5 .1 8 : akasasyavagahah.

7. Cf. Tattvarthadhigama-sutra, 5.39: kalas ca.

8 . See H.S. Bhattacharya (19 6 6), p. 88.

9. Cf. Tattvarthadhigama-sutra, 5-29: sad dravyalaksanam.

10. Cf. ibid., 5.30: utpadavyayadhrauvyayuktam sat. Here utpada means 
the modification of a substance vithout alterations of its ovn 
essence, just as the lump of clay is transformed into a form of 
pitcher vithout any change in its substance. Vyaya is the disappear
ance of the previous form of a substance, just as after the formation
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22. 

23. 

2h.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

of a pitcher the lump of clay disappears. And dhrauvya is that 
characteristic of a substance which persists throughout its various 
modifications, just as in both the above states - as a lump of clay 
and as a pitcher-the substance remains the same.
Cf. Tattvarthavartika, vol. II, pp. 1+9*+- 32-1+95* 5: svajatyaparityagena
bhavantaravaptir utpadah ....... mrtpindasya ghataparyayavat. tatha
purvabhavavigamo vyayanam vyayah ....!’yatha ghatotpattau pindakrteh.
dhruveh sthairyakarmano dhruvatiti dhruvah ..... yatha pindagha-
tadyavasthasu mrdadyanvayat.

Cf. Sarvarthasiddhi3 5.2: paryayaih druyante dravanti va tani iti 
dravyani. Here paryaya means mode of existence. See Paflcastikaya- 
sara3 p . xxxi.

Cf. Paflcdstikayasdra3 karika 129.

Cf. ibid., 133.

IP, vol. 1, pp.31i+-315.

Cf. Dravyasamgraha3 karika 15b.

Cf. Paflcastikayasara, karika b.

Pradesa is that unit of space (akasa) which is occupied by an indi
visible atom of matter (pudgala) and is capable of being occupied 
by any atom of any kind. In such a pradesa of akasa one pradesa of 
dharma, one pradesa of adharma, one particle of time and a number 
of material atoms may be accommodated. Cf. Tattvartha-sara, 3.25-26 
(Quoted in Dravyasamgraha3 p. TO ) •

Cf. Dravyasamgraha, karika 15.

Cf. ibid., karika 25.

Cf. Brahmadeva’s commentary on ibid., karikas 21+-25.

Cf. Paflcastikayasara3 karika 98.

Cf. Sarvarthasiddhi3 5»T: kalasy api sakriyatvam iti cet, na.

Cf. Gormatsara-jiva-kanda3 karika 569; Sarvarthasiddhi, 5-T.

Cf. Commentary on the Goirmatasara-jiva-kanda, karika 569.

Cf. Dravyasamgraha3 karika 21.

Cf. PaPlcastikayasara3 p. 21. 

Cf. Tattvarthasiddhi, 5.22.

Cf. commentary on ibid.

Cf. Tattvarthavartika3 vol. II, p. 1+TT.3.

Akalankadeva (J20-J80 A.D.) puts the same idea as follows: 
ekasminn avibhagini samaye dharmadini dravyani sad api svaparyayair
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adimadanadimadbhir utpadavyayadhrauvyavikalpair vartanta iti krtva 
tad visaya vartana - ibid., p. l+TT.8-10.

31. Cf. ibid., p. UT7.11: sa anumanikl vyavaharikadarsanat, pakavat.

32. Supra, fn. 30.

33. Cf. Brahmadeva’s commentary on the Dravyasamgraha> karika 21: 
vartanalaksanas ca paramarthakala.

3l+. Ibid., p. 60.

35- Cf. Tattvartha-sara, 3.83 (Quoted by H.S. Bhattacharya, 1966, p. 101).

36. Cf. Pravacanasara, 2.50-52.

37- Cf. Sarvarthasiddhi, 5.39: 'Utpadavyayadhrauvyayuktam sat* ’guna-
paryayavad dravyam’ iti ca. Also see Tattvarthadhigama-sutra, 5.38.

38. Cf. Sarvarthasiddhi3 5.39.

39. Ibid.

1+0. Cf. Dravyasamgraha, karika 22 and Akalanka’s commentary thereon;
also cf. Tattvartha-sara, 3.1+1+ and Vardhamana Purana, 16.35 (Quoted 
by G.R. Jain, 19T5, p. 1T3).

1+1. Cf. Tattvarthadhigama-sutra, 5.1+. 

1+2. Cf. Tattvartha-sara3 3.1+1+; Vardhamana Purana, 16 .35.

1+3. Paflcastikayasara, Introduction, p. xxviii-xxix. Also cf .Sarvarthasiddhi, 
Hindi commentary, 5.39; and Pravacanasara, 2.1+9.

1+1+. According to M.K. Shastri (Prameyakamala Martanda, Introduction,
P. 6T).

1+5. Ibid., pp. 56I+-568.

1+6. Cf. PaKcastikayasara, karika 10T.

1+T. One avali is the twinkling of an eye. Cf. Gorimatasara-jiva-kanda, 5T8 
and commentary thereupon:

"In every period of 6 months and 8 instants, 608 souls leave the 
primitive common, or Nitya Nigoda, condition; and the same number 
of souls enter the abode of liberation from 2 1/2 continents.
The number of Siddhas or liberated souls is infinite part of the 

total of all the souls (mundane and liberated). 6 months and 8 
samayas being reduced to Avalis and divided by 608 would be the 
numerable Avali mentioned in the gatha.
It would be noticed that numerable Avalis in the Gatha are constant. 

They do not vary. They represent the average time for one soul to 
attain liberation. The number of liberated souls increases every
6 months and 8 instants by 608. This explains the ever-increasing- 
length of past time by the constant number of Avalis."
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1+8. Ibid., karika 579 (Jaini’s rendering).

1+9. Cf. Tattvarthadhigama-sutra, 5-^0. 

50. Cf. Gommatasara-j tva-kanda, 573.

51. See Kirfel (19 6 7 ), pp. 337-339;also see Glasenapp (1961+), pp. 15*+-155* 
Also cf. Tattvarthavartika, 3.30; Gornmatasara-jiva-kanda, 571+-576.

52. Cf. Tattvarthavartika, 3.38.

53. It is according to the Digambara school, see Kirfel (19 6 7 )» PP* 338- 

339.

5I+. The Brahma-kalpa of Hindus also consists of 77 digits, but the 
numbers are not the same. See G.R. Jain (1975)» p. 176.

55- Yojana "is a particular measure of distance, sometimes regarded as 
equal to 1+ or 5 English miles, but more correctly = 1+ krosas or 
about 9 miles; according to some = 8 krosas" or 18 miles - Monier- 

Williams (197*+)» p. 858, column 1. Kirfel (19 6 7 , p. 337) also 
provides the measures of distance according to the Jaina system. 
According to the Tattvarthadhigama-sutra, 3.9:

1 big Yojana = 2000 krosas (kosas) 
= 1+500 miles

1 small Yojana = 1+ krosas (kosas)
= 9 miles

56. According to Kirfel (19 6 7, p. 339) it is a Palyopama.

57. See Tattvarthadhigama-sutra, p. 8 3.

58. Also cf. Sarvarthasiddhi, 3.27. Kirfel (19 6 7, p. 339) gives the 
names of the 6 ages as follows:

1. Susamasusama (susamasusama)
2. Susama (susama)
3. Susamaduhsama (susamadussama)
1+. Duhsamasusama (dussamasusama)
5. Duhsama (dussama)
6. Duhsamaduhsama (dussamadussama)

"We are now in the Duhkhama or the 5th age (pancamakala); this 
began in about 523 B.C., i.e. 3 years 8 1/2 months after the 
liberation of Lord Mahavira and its total duration is 21,000 years"
- Tattvarthadhigama-sutra, p. 89.



CHAPTER IV 

The Concept of Time in Pali Buddhism.^

In writing this chapter we have consulted as many Pali texts as 

possible including both canonical as well as non-canonical irrespective 

of their systematic order. It is really an arduous task to collate all 

the Pali texts in order to find the passages dealing with the concept of 

time. Only a few of them, which are actually vast in number, have been 

found useful for our purpose. These are: Dtghanikaya, Majjhimanikdyaj 

Samyuttanikaya, Ahguttoranikdya, Dhammasahgani, Kathdvatthu3 Patthana, 

KathdvatthuppakaraTta-Atthakathd, AbhidhammatthasahgahaAtthasalint, 

Milindapaflha3 etc. Of these only four, i.e. Kathdvatthu.3 Kathavatthuppa- 

karana-Atthakatha3 Atthasalint and Milindapaflha3 discuss the notion of 

time in considerable detail.

The Theravada Rejection of the Theory of "everything exists*1.

2
In the Kathavatthu we come across a detailed analysis of the concept 

of time and its three temporal distinctions, the past, present and future. 

The Theravadins explicitly criticise the Sabbatthivadins (Skt. Sarvasti- 

vadins), although without having a proper understanding of the latterTs 

doctrines, which are discussed comprehensively in the next chapter.

The Sabbatthivadins propound the doctrine of "sabbam atthi" which means 

"everything exists". Prima facie it seems that the emphasis is laid upon 

the subject of this proposition "sabbam", but the context shows that the

3
emphasis is really on the predicate "atthi" (’exists* or ’is'). Now the

question is: What does "everything" mean ? This does not mean that the

4
Sabbatthivadins believe in the continued existence of everything, the 

existence of soul (atman) or any universal permanent cause like Brahman
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of Vedic and Upanisadic tradition. Actually, "everything" means 75 dharmas,

or 12 ayatanas, or 18 dhatus irrespective of their temporal status."* The

— 6
Samyuttanikaya defines "sabbam" (everything, all) as eye and form, ear and

sound, nose and smell, tongue and taste, body and touch, mind and mental

attitudes. At the same time it suggests that if someone rejecting this

definition claims to teach another ’all', "it would be mere talk on his

part, and when questioned he could not make good his boast, and further

would come to an ill pass. Why so ? Because, brethren, it would be beyond

7 8
his scope to do so'! Buddhaghosa (1st half of 5th century) thinks that 

the doctrine of the Sabbatthivada was propounded in some passages of the 

Sutta-pitaka, such as: 0 monk, whatever is material form (rupa), past, 

present or future ... Whatever is feeling (vedana), past, present or 

future ... Whatever is perception (sanna), past, present or future ... 

Whatever is kammic formation (sankhara), past, present or future ...

9
Whatever is consciousness (vinnana), past, present or future ..., "'all 

phenomena, past, present, future', ’persist in that state, and therefore 

all go on existing’".^

If "everything exists", then the question a r i s e s ^  whether everything

12 - 13
exists everywhere (sabbattha), always (sabbada), in every manner

14 15
(sabbena sabbam), in everything (sabbesu), in separate or disjunct

16 17
form (ayoga). If it is so, even the non-existent thing (yam pi natthi)

exists, which is an impossibility and an absurd idea. Further, if "every

thing" is taken in temporal sense, it can be implied that the three temporal

18
distinctions, the past, present and future, exist independently. But

according to the definition, the past is that which has ceased, gone away,

changed, and the future is that which is not yet come, not yet born, so

19
how can we say "the past exists", or "the future exists"? At the same

20
time the present is that which has not ceased, not gone, not changed.

This means the present is that which exists. If the past and future also
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exist, they have the characteristics of present, i.e. not ceased, not gone,

21
not changed. Therefore, the past and future are present. This result can

be deduced from the following categorical syllogism and can be illustrated

22
valid according to the Venn diagram:

All Existents are Present 
All Past are Existents

All Past are Present

Or, All M is P 
All S is M

All S is P

where S = subject term
P = predicate term 
M = middle term

Or, M P = 0 
S M = 0

S P = 0

Now the above syllogism is valid if and only if the two premises imply 

or entail the conclusion. This is illustrated as follows in the Venn diagram:

We can apply some other methods also to criticise the Sabbatthivadins 

in this respect.

(1) (x) (Qx Rx)

(x) (Px d „ Rx) 

. ’ . (x) (Qx z> „ Px)

where, Px = x is past 
df

Qx = x exists 
df

Rx = x is present 
df

Or, existence implies non-past.

24
Or, by transposition

(x) (__Px ~Qx)
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Or, equivalently

(x) (Px :> ~Qx)

i.e. past does not imply any existence.

a  • 2 5  Again,

(2) (x) (Qx ^  ~Px) (x) (Qx ra ~Px)

Qa and — Pa

. * . ,̂Pa . * . ^Qa

This demonstrates that whenever there is existence, there is no past;

and whenever there is past, there is no existence. In other words, both

cannot go side by side. The same arguments can be placed against the

proposition 'the future exists'. Thus, the Theravadins succeed in

criticising the reality of the past and future.

Buddhaghosa remarks that in the expressions 'the past exists' and

'the future exists', the reference is made exclusively to the notion of

26
time. It follows that the Sabbatthivadins admit an independent reality

of time as well as its three segments, the past, present and future, which

are criticised by the Theravadins.

27
C.A.F. Rhys Davids informs us that the Burmese translator supplies 

after 'sabbam' a term which is in the Pali version "dhamma-jatam" or

"dhammassa jatam": the arising or happening of dhamma or anything which

28 29
exists as a fact. She raises an intelligent question whether "sabbam"

should be understood collectively, i.e. 'all', or distributively, i.e. 'every-

30
thing'. "sabbesu sabbam atthi ti", according to the context, should be

taken in the latter sense, i.e. "all exists in everything". Here it is to

be noted that the subject "sabbam" is taken collectively, while the predicate

"sabbesu" distributively. Further, none of the dhammas, past, present or

31
future, abandons its khandha-sabhava. In other words, once they originate

as a dhamma they always remain as a dhamma. This means the five aggregates

32
(khandha), material as well as psychical, to wit, matter (rupa), feeling
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(vedana), perception (sanna), kammic formation (sankhara) and consciousness 

(vinnana), although they constitute the personal life and experience 

differently at different times, never give up their inherent characteristics. 

And thus, they keep on existing all the time. This shows that the 

Sabbatthivadins maintain the continued existence of the dhammas.

Time and the Aggregates (khandha)

Now the Theravadins connect the time-idea with the aggregates (khandha)

and raise the question whether the past, present and future material forms

- 33
(rupa) exist. If the reply is in the affirmative, the above arguments

will apply against them also. It is the same with the four remaining

aggregates: feeling, perception, kammic formation and consciousness.

3 A
The expression "atitam rupam atthi ti" (Does the past material form 

exist?) is used in the distributive sense of everything taking each aggregate 

separately. But it can also be understood in the collective sense. In the

_ 35
preceding proposition the word ’rupa' actually means 'the material

36
aggregate’ (rupakkhandha) which comprises 28 material qualities. Taken 

distributively it refers to every individual of this aggregate as well as 

that of four others.

Now follows an interesting discussion on time. The Theravadins assert

37
that in the expressions ’paccuppannam ti va rupam' and ’rupam ti va 

paccuppannam' if the two terms 'paccuppannam' and 'rupam' are understood

as identical without making any distinction (appiyam karitva) between the

38 —
two, then the Sabbatthivada statement "the present rupa abandons its

present state after it has ceased to be" leads one to believe that "the rupa

- 39
abandons its rupabhava (materiality)". Under similar conditions, i.e.

paccuppanna and rupa are identical, if the Sabbatthivadins maintain otherwise

that the present rupa does not abandon its rupabhava after having been ceased,



In other words, if something is said to exist through different temporal 
stages of the past, present and future, its continued existence will 

show only its presentness (referring to present time). In that case, it 
would he impossible to make any distinction between the three time-epochs
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then it follows that the rupa does not abandon its present state 

(paccuppannabhava). ^ The Theravadins contend that when we say ’rupa 

is present’, it refers to one and the same thing essentially. When the 

rupa ceases to be real, it abandons its present state; and when it abandons 

its present state, it ceases to be real. They ascribe reality neither to 

the past and future rupas, nor to the past and future time-epochs them

selves. The only real is present. In other words, the reality is confined 

only to the present state. Again, if it is maintained that the rupa does 

not abandon its materiality (rupabhava), it becomes permanent (nicca), 

constant (dhuva), eternal (sassata) and unchangeable (aviparinamadhamma), 

which is not correct, i.e. not in line with the fundamental teachings of 

Buddhism. The rupa is actually impermanent, unstable, non-eternal and

evanescent. Therefore, it is untenable to say that the rupa does not

41
abandon its rupabhava. The same arguments apply to the reality of the

42
three time-distinctions as such. But here Nibbana is maintained as

43
permanent and eternal.

The acceptance of transition from the future to the present and then

to the past raises a further question whether something having been future

44
becomes present, and again having been present becomes past. Here the 

emphasis is laid on ’having been’ and ’becomes’. Both these terms indicate 

the same state of being, i.e. presentness. It is only a repetition. This 

means the distinction of the future, present and past does not fare better, 

and these three terms are identical.

In a further discussion the Sabbatthivadins again defend their theory

that "the past exists, the future exists’’, and in their support they quote

- 4 5
the same passage as above from the Nikayas: "Whatever, monk, is material 

form, past, future or present." It follows, avow the Sabbatthivadins, 

that the past exists, the future exists. This view is contradicted
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effectively by the Theravadins by quoting other passages from the Sccmyutta-

riikaya^  though "without anything more than dialectical ingenuity".^  The

gist of these passages is: the rupa, which has ceased and changed, is

called 'has been' (i.e. past). In that state it is said neither 'exists'

(i.e. present) nor 'will be' (i.e. future). Secondly, the rupa which is

not yet born is called 'will be' (i.e. future). In that state it is not

called 'exists' (present) or 'has been' (past). Thirdly, the rupa which

has appeared is called 'exists' (present). In this state it is not

48
reckoned as 'has been' (past) or 'will be' (future). Therefore, the 

Sabbatthivada assertion "the past exists, the future exists" is irrational.

The Sabbatthivadin's "...emphasis lies on the atthi, 'doth exist',

of the solemn categorical declaration in the Sutta. The Theravadin, by

completing the declaration, shows that the future, so far from existing,

depends entirely, for its coming-to-exist at all, on the circumstances

attending the occurrence of a certain pre-requisite, or antecedent

condition. Before it exists, certain conditions must have come to pass.

So the Corny.: the words 'there doth exist in the future re-becoming', etc.,

do not amount to a 'state of existing', but refer to certainty of result,

49
given the consummation of the conditions".

Now the question is: What does the past consist of ? According to 

Buddhaghosa, the opponent (the Sabbatthivadins)"^ sustains that both the 

past and future exist, because "the aggregates and other factors (of

our experience) retain their state (as a sort of complex self)". The 

Sabbatthivadins think that the Theravadins also accept this doctrine.

If it is so, then it follows that the past and future exist. But the 

fact is just adverse and the latter rather explain it away on the basis 

of SN.iii.71, as we have seen above. They are at least in agreement with 

their opponent that the past, present and future consists of aggregates.
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The Sabbatthivada point is that if 'the present consists of aggregates'

proves that the present exists, then the same logic should apply to the

52
future and past. The Theravadins urge that these three terms should not 

be mixed up. They are distinct from each other as set forth in SN.iii.71. 

Thus, the Theravadins, like the Sautrantikas, affirm that only present can 

be said to exist.

The Theravada criticism of the Sabbatthivlda doctrine of 'sabbam

atthi' is in no way thorough and forceful, because nowhere do they make

53
any reference to the notion of the karitra, i.e. activity or causal- 

efficiency, which should be considered as the most important concept 

invented by the Sarvastivadins (or the Vaibhasikas) in establishing 

their theory of "traikalyavada".

The Kassapikas Criticised

54
The Kassapikas, who are considered as seceders from the Sabbatthi

vadins, tried to compromisse with the Sabbatthivadins on the one hand and 

the Theravadins on the other. But the former looked upon their theory 

"as a kind of mutilated Sarvastivada which failed to recognise the 

existence of all the past.""*'* And the latter criticised them in much the 

similar way as they criticised the Sabbatthivadins in the preceding 

passages.

According to the Kassapikas, some of the past and future exist, and

some of them do not. We find a similar view put forward by Vasubandhu

 ̂ - 56
(320-350 A.D.) in his Abhidharmakosabhcisya. Here it is the Vibhajya- 

vadins. We have seen above that the past by definition is that which 

has ceased, gone, changed. Now the Theravada argument is that if some
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of the past exists and some does not, it follows that some of it has ceased, 

gone, changed and some of it has n o t . ^  If the above definition of the 

past is taken into account, the Kassapika’s theory leads to self-contra

diction.

— 58
Further, the Theravadins bifurcate the past: (1) that which has not

yet produced its effect (avipaka), i.e. that which is still replete with

potentialities, and (2) that which has already produced its effect

(vipaka) and is now empty. Then, they apply the same arguments to them

maintaining that each of these has two aspects: existence as well as

non-existence. Thus, they interpret that some of the past, which is

avipaka, exists and some of it does not. In the same way, some of the

past, which is vipaka, exists and some of it does not. The Kassapikas

deny this. They maintain only one past with two aspects: aviplka and

vipaka. They make their position clear by saying: only that past which

has not discharged its effect exists, whereas that past which has

59
discharged its effect does not exist. But the Theravadins do not

accept any distinction between the two aspects of past. For them past

is past and according to the definition, the past in general is that

which is ceased, changed, gone. Likewise, all these arguments can be

60
placed against "some of the future exists and some of it does not".

According to Vasumitra (100 A . D . ) , ^  the Kassapikas hold the following 

doctrines:

(1) If the passions (klesa) (lit. dharma) were already destroyed 
and if it were already fully known (by an Arhant that they 
have been annihilated), then they would cease to exist in 
him (lit. there is none): (but in case they were) not 
destroyed and (this was) not fully known (then their substances 
would continue to) exist.

(2) If the fruits of actions (karmaphala) have already ripened, 
then they cease to exist: (but if these fruits) have not 
ripened, they (continue to) exist.
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(3) The samskaras come into being through causes in the past, 

but not through causes in the future (lit. the samskaras 
derive their causes from the past: they do not derive their 
causes from the future).

(4) All the samskaras perish at every moment.

(5) The saiksa-dharmas are (still) accompanied by (lit. have) 
the vipakaphalas, etc.

Some Early Schools on the Reality of the three Time-epochs

62 —
The four later schools of the Mahasanghikas, Ekavyavaharikas,

6 3
Lokottaravadins and Kaukkutikas, and the earlier Mahlsasakas proclaim 

that the past and future do exist as a substance. It is interesting to

note that the later Mahasanghikas, unlike the earlier Mahasanghikas and

■w * — 64
the earlier Mahlsasakas, speak of the reality of the past and future.

Here the past and future are considered as independently real, hence we

65
tend not to agree with Masuda that this is the same view as that of the 

Sarvastivadins.

66
We find at least one reference in the Pali sources where the

independent reality (parinipphana) of the three time-epochs is admitted

6 7
by some unknown adherent. It might be the Andhakas as S.Z. Aung and

68
C.A.F. Rhys Davids suggest. This theory is not without any ground.

. _ 69
We encounter a passage in the Ahguttaranikaya saying:

0 monks, these are the three points of controversy. What are 
the three ? Someone, o monk, may start talking of the past 
time-epoch, expressing: thus, it was in the past time-epoch.
(Again) 0 monk, someone may start talking of the future 
time-epoch, expressing: thus, it will be in the future time- 
epoch. (Lastly) 0 monk, someone may start talking of the 
present time-epoch, expressing: thus, now it is in the 
present time-epoch.

The Theravadins^ just set this passage aside. They argue if it is so, 

the time-epochs (addhi) would have to be accepted as the aggregate (rupa, 

vedana, sanna, sankhara and vinnana) and thus in each time-epoch there
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will be five aggregates. It follows that there will be fifteen aggregates 

in total taken all the three time-epochs together. And the same case would 

be with 18 dhatus, and 12 ayatanas. But this is not so. All this proves 

that the past, present and future are not independent realities. The 

Theravadins do admit the reality of present, but it is not an independent 

entity, rather a mode of existence or existent things, and the same case 

is with the two other time-epochs, the past and future.

To our knowledge there is only one p a s s a g e ^  in which the Darstantikas

and the Vibhajyavadins are said to maintain that time is eternal (nitya).

It is like a reservoir in which the samskaras wander from one place to

another. Here the samskaras are taken in the sense of the samskrta-dharmas

72
which are non-eternal (anitya). It must be noted that we do not find such 

doctrine elsewhere ascribing to the Darstantika or the Vibhajyavadins.

The later Mahlsasakas profess that the essence of the predispositions

73
(anusaya), 5 skandhas, 12 ayatanas and 18 dhatus are always present.

B h a v y a ^  (490-570 A.D.) suggests that "The anusayas are perpetually

present" is one of the fundamental teachings of the Mahlsasakas. But he

does not mention whether they are earlier or later ones. We think that

in the present context they are the earlier Mahlsasakas. This doctrine

leads us to believe that the present is eternal, though as a mode of

existence. The reason behind this idea is that since the anusayas, etc.

give birth to all the dharmas, they must always be present. According to

• 75
a Chinese text, I-pur-tsung-lun-lun- 'shu-chi:

"... the constant existence of the skandhas, ayatanas and 
dhatus is said to have been postulated of the ’bijas (..or 
seeds)’ and not of the current (samudacara) skandhas, ayatanas 
and dhatus. This is undoubtedly an ingeneous interpretation, 
because otherwise the present proposition contradicts one of 
the other doctrines of the Mahlsasakas, namely the doctrine 
of the perpetual destruction and recreation of the samskaras...
This interpretation is subject, however, to a serious doubt.
As it is well-known, the bija theory, i.e. the theory of the
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causation of the phenomena out of the hijas, plays an 
important role in the later Yogacara literature, such 
as the Vijflaptimatratasiddhi-sastra, etc."76

But it is not certain whether the later Mahlsasakas are influenced

by the bija theory. In this regard, a striking similarity can be observed

with the Sarvastivadins, who affirm the permanent reality of the essence

of the dharmas. According to Vinitadeva^ (8th century A.D.), the

disciples of the Mahisasaka Sect (earlier or later not mentioned) insist

that neither the future, nor the past, nor the present exists. The

78
Vibhajyavadins, he continues, bring out more or less the same view as 

follows:

(1) That which is past and does not belong to the things, whose 
fruits (phala) has not yet ripened, does not exist.

(2) The future fruit which has not yet ripened does not exist.

(3) The present (pratyutpanna) which is not of the same class 
does not exist anymore, etc.

The significant point here is that they deny the existence of the

present also in some or other sense.

The Temporal Relation between the Karma and its Retribution

79
In their later differentiated doctrines, the Mahasanghikas,

— 80
Ekavyavaharikas, Lokottaravadins and Kaukkutikas, maintained the

81
simultaneous existence of the karma and its retribution. Masuda 

observes:

"Here the word 'karmas’ signifies undoubtedly the potent 
legacies or bijas, to employ the technical term of the 
Vijnanavadins, of whose ’actions’ good and had, which 
originate in the three agencies, body, mouth and mind 
and not the actions themselves as this term is commonly 
understood. These potent traces or legacies of action 
are bound to bring their results (vipaka). The existence 
of sentient beings (and even the whole universe according 
to the later Vijnanavadins) owes its origin to these 
potent legacies of the past action.
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The point of controversy in this proposition is the 
time-relation between the karmas and vipakas. The Sarvastivadins 
and others insisted that the vipakas come into existence after 
the disappearance of the karmas, while the Mahasanghikas believed 
in the simultaneous existence of the markas and vipakas."

But logically the simultaneous existence of karma and its retribution

seems to be impossible. Unless the karma is completed, its retribution

cannot take place. It is possible that there is no gap even of one moment

between the completion of the karma and the birth of the retribution, i.e.

the latter is produced just in the next moment. Andre Bareau unconvincingly

justifies the contention of the later Mahlsanghikas. He says: "As the past

does not exist as a substance (dravya) and as the deed and its fruit (phala)

are produced at different times, so, they argued, as long as the act is not

completed, it exists in a perpetual present, and as the maturation of the

82
fruit is likewise present, it exists at the same time as the act." He

continues: "In the case of the act which has fructified, it is completed,

it has entered into past, and can therefore no longer exist at the same 

83
time." Let us analyse this interpretation. Bareau maintains that both 

the uncompleted act and the maturation of the fruit exist at the same time. 

The question is: How is the maturation of the fruit possible unless the 

act is completed ? We think that when the act has fructified, the maturation 

of the fruit is complete. We do not observe any difference between the two 

acts of fructification and maturation, while Bareau does. Therefore, his 

assertion of the similarity between the later Mahasanghikas and the 

Kassapikas also is not tenable. On the same topic the Prajnaptivadins 

postulate that the karma does not directly bear the fruit, rather it first

develops into the cause (vipakahetu), which in turn becomes (pravartate)

- - 84
the fruit of vipaka (vipakaphala). The author of the Chinese treatise,

I-pu '-tsung-lun-lun-1shu-chi-fa-jen, writes:
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"The opinion of this school (i.e. the Prajnaptivadins) is that 
the karma-force develops gradually and receives the name of 
vipaka-hetu just at the time of fruition.
The vipakaphala comes into being out of this vipaka-hetu (lit.
■whence). (But according to) the opinion of the Sarvastivada- 
school the word ’vipaka-hetu' is wide (in its denotation) and 
includes all the good and bad (actions), whereas the word 
’vipaka-karma1 is narrow (in its sense) and confined only to 
the caitasika of will (cetana) and the actions which were 
already made known and those which were not yet made known 
(jnapti and ajnapti-karma)..."85

The later Mahasanghikas do admit the theory of the seed (bija) and

sprout (ankura) as Vasumitra informs us. Masuda's version of Vasumitra's

86
treatise reads: "The seed develops into the sprout (aftkura)", and that

O nr
of Bareau reads: "Les germes (bija) eux-memes sont des pousses (ankura)",

88
i.e. the seeds themselves are sprouts. This means the later Mahasanghikas

obviously have in their mind the theory of Satkaryavada (i.e. the cause and

effect are substantially identical) of the Samkhya. The I-pu'-tsung-lun-

Zun-'shu-chi endorses our thinking. It states that the later Mahasanghikas

"admit that rupas (exist) for a long time without creation and destruction.

Therefore, the substances of seeds change and become sprout; not that when

the seeds are destroyed, the sprouts come into existence. Other schools

89
(maintain that when) the seeds perish, there come into being sprouts".

And here we find a similarity between the later Mahasanghikas and the

Sarvastivadins, though the earlier Mahlsanghikas reject this idea and

"...maintained that substances do not exist in the past and future; they

only exist in the present. Phenomena come into existence in accordance with

the law of causation and are subject to the law of momentary change. In

the past both the 'substances and the functions' of things have been already

destroyed and in the future they are not yet brought into being. Phenomena

exist therefore only in the present. This is well-known non-existence-theory

- 90
as to the past and future of the Mahasanghikas". We have seen that the

91
earlier Mahlsasakas also propound the same theory.
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One can trace out some interesting similarities and differences 

between the later Mahasanghikas and the early Mahlsasakas. Both admit 

that the material constituents (mahabhuta) of the sense-organs are subject 

to change, i.e. they are not real entities. But whereas according to the 

former, the citta and the caitasika dharmas are not subject to change,

92 ^ _
the latter denies it. The early Mahlsasakas maintained the existence

93
of the present only against the theory of 'sabbam atthi'. Like the

— - 94  ̂ 95 _
Sarvastivadins and the Kasyapiyas, but unlike the Vatslputrlyas who

hold that some samskaras exist for some time while others perish at every

96 . - 97
moment, they pronounce that all the samskaras perish at every moment.

Regarding the duration of human life, they say, entrance into the womb is

its beginning and death is its end, and during this life the material

98
constituents of the sense-organs are subject to perpetual change.

But the preceding theory of the early Mahlsasakas is not without 

inconsistencies, as Masuda remarks. He is puzzled by the use of two words, 

which are in opposition to each other, i.e. 'change' and 'perish'. If we 

elaborate his confusion, 'change' gives an idea of Satkaryavada in which 

the underlying substance remains unaltered, only its form changes; and 

'perish' denotes complete destruction of the substance. He elsewhere^^^ 

states that the samskara means the samskrta-dharma, or 'the aggregated-thing'. 

If the samskara is taken as an aggregated-thing which is perpetually 

changing, then it can also be accepted as a form of a substance. Again, 

a form (samskara) may change incessantly without affecting the substance.

It follows that the samskara is not the substance per se. Therefore, 

whether the samsklra changes or perishes does not make any difference, and 

this solves Masuda's puzzle. This view is similar to that of the Sarvasti

vadins and the Kasyapiyas, but opposed to the Sautrantikas.
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The Andhakas Criticised

Buddhaghosa^^ invents a new school, i.e. the Andhakas, which comprises

the sub-schools of the Pubbaseliyas, Aparaseliyas, Rajagiriyas and Siddhatthi-

kas. They seem to have been influenced by the Jaina theory of Syadvada or

Saptabhangi which suggests seven different ways of judgements. A thing is

existent from one standpoint and non-existent from another. It is said to

exist in its own form (svarupa), matter (svadravya), place (svaksetra) and

time (svakala), but it is inexistent in its other form (pararupa), matter

102
(paradravya), place (paraksetra) and time (parakala). Thus, the Jainas

tried to settle the opposite views, such as the Satkaryavada of the Samkhya 

and the asatkaryavada of the Nyaya-Vaisesika.

Likewise, the Andhakas endeavour to compromise the two extreme views, 

’sabbam atthi’ and 'sabbam natthi'. They set forth that everything exists 

by way of its material form (rupa) and other characteristics, i.e. the 

past, present and future, but there is no past by virtue of the future and 

present. In other words, past exists as past, not as future or present at 

the same time. In the same way, the future exists as future and present

as present, but they do not exist as past simultaneously. Hence, every-

, • , . . 103
thing exists in one way, but it does not exist m  another way. The

104
Theravadins raise the similar objection as Sankara and Ramanuja did 

against the Jainas. They insist that the two states of existence (atthi- 

bhava) and non-existence (natthibhava) are not convertible, identical 

(ekattha) , similar (sama) , equal (samabhaga) and alike in origin (taj j a t a ) ^ ^  

Thus, the same thing cannot have contradictory attributes co-existing in it.

However, the Andhakas believe that knowledge of the future, near or 

106
distant, is possible. They think one can perceive the future through
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extraordinary intuitive vision. In their support they quote a passage from 

the DZghanikaya^^ in which it has been forecast that "... three dangers 

will hang over Pataliputta, that of fire, that of water and that of dissension

among friends". Further, they also maintain that one is in possession

— 108 
(samannagata) of the past as well as of the future experience. Their

argument is that those who have attained insight into the eight stages of

- 109 -
deliverance (atthavimokkhajhayi), those who can induce at will (nikama-

labhl) the four states of mental absorption (jhana),^^ and those who can

111 - -
acquire nine gradual cessations (anupubbaviharasamapatti), are constantly

112 113
in possession of past and future experiences. Buddhaghosa's objection

is that the Andhakas are not making any distinction between the concept of

actual possession (samannagatapannatti) and that of 'the acquisition of

the state* (patilabhapannatti), which is actually potential. The former is

114
related to tne present, while the latter is latent. The Theravadins urge 

that since, according to the definitions, the past is that which is departed, 

gone, changed, and the future is that which is yet to come, it is not possible 

to possess knowledge of the past or future.

The Sarvastivadins maintain that the objects (alambana) of the citta 

and caitasika dharmas really e x i s t , a n d  the Yogins possess consciousness 

of the past as well as of the future o b j e c t s . B u t  the Uttarapathakas 

pronounce that consciousness of the past and future is without an object 

( a n a r a m m a n a ) T h e  Theravadins argue that if there is consciousness of 

the past and future, how can it be without object. The statement 'There is

consciousness of the past and future, but there is no object of such

118 — 
consciousness' is self-contradictory. According to Bhavya, the Purva-

sthaviras, like the Sarvastivadins and the later Mahlsasakas, put forth

119
that the past and future dharmas also exist. Bareau suggests that other

Sthaviras reject this idea, and this theory cannot be attributed to the
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primitive Sthaviras. Further, we have seen that the Kassapikas and the

Vibhajyavadins maintained that some of the past and future exist, and some

of them do not. A group of the Vibhajyavadins went so far as to say, as

121
Vinitadeva informs us, that the present (pratyutpanna) which is not of

the same class does not exist anymore. This theory is absolutely obscure

and we do not find any further detail of this anywhere. They also admit

that the substance of time is permanent, while that of the Samskrta-dharmas

122
is impermanent and the latter function in the former.

120

123
Buddhaghosa Maintains Time as an Abstract Idea

12 A
Buddhaghosa in his AtthasalinZ uses the term 'Samaya1 which denotes 

time (kala) as well as many other related concepts. He quotes a verse in 

which time (samaya) and consciousness are said to be determined mutually,

125
but first it is time which determines consciousness, and then vice versa.

This proposition raises the issue: What is the nature of consciousness per

se in relation to time ? For an answer one will have to see the Theravlda

notion of twofold momentariness: (1) the momentariness of the material

things, and (2) that of consciousness. The Sarvastivadins accepted four

moments, origination (jati), duration (sthiti), decay (jara) and destruction 

_ 126
(anityata), in accordance with their theory of 'sarvam asti'. The

Sautrantikas reject duration and maintain that a dharma disappears immediately

127
after, i.e. in the very next moment, it arises. Thus, they accept only

origination and destruction. The Theravadins put forth that matter lasts

longer than consciousness. The briefest duration is called instant which

128
equals one thought-unit. Matter lasts for 17 such instants, while 

consciousness lasts only one, and that is the limitation of consciousness 

by time. In this vein, it is said that consciousness is determined by time.

On the other hand, time is determined by consciousness means the duration of 

consciousness provides the measurement of time-unit, i.e. instant.
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In the Dharmasahgani we often come across an indefinite locative

129
’when* (yasmin samaye...) which means a suitable time or an occasion,

but it certainly does not denote an absolute point of time. The Sumahgala- 

_ . _ 130
vilasim3 the commentary on the Dighanikaya, gives nine meanings of 

samaya, such as, concurrence (samavaya), moment (khana), time (kala), group 

(samuha), condition (hetu), view (ditthi), acquisition (patilabha), abandon

ment (pahana) and penetration (pativedha). We also find these notions

131 132
dispersed through different Pali texts. According to Buddhaghosa,

of these nine only five, i.e. samavaya, khana, kila, samuha, and hetu,

should be considered as signifying ’samaya' in ’yasmin samaye...'. These

can be explained as follows:

(1) Concurrence (samavaya) of events. Actually this means the con-

133
currence of the totality of causes and conditions (paccayasamaggi) which

134
produce one common result. It follows that in producing one common result

many causes and conditions work altogether. This view is maintained in order

to set aside the theories of one cause, such as Brahma, Prajapati, Visnu,

135
Purusa or Prakrti. Thus, Buddhaghosa professes that any single cause

is not adequate for creation. This is supported by Buddha also, when he

teaches: pleasure and pain are caused by neither oneself nor another. He

avoids both extremes and teaches the middle path, i.e. the twelve-membered

__ 136
causal chain (paticcasamuppada), which represents more than one condition.

Further, for the arising of visual consciousness, necessary conditions,

such as, eye, object, light, must concur. "This meaning of samaya", remarks

Nyanaponika, "relates the given moment of consciousness to the present,

137
that is, to co-existing conditions".

(2) Moment (khana) - This represents two Pali notions: (1) 'the ninth' 

(navama) moment, and (2) 'the four wheels' (catura cakkani). The former 

should be taken as the ninth successional state, i.e. complete trance. The 

rest are the four Jhanas of rupa-world consciousness and the four Jhlnas
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- 138 . - 139
of arupa-world consciousness. The Ahguttaramkaya speaks of one (i.e.

ninth) moment or occasion in the following way:

0 monks, there is one moment (khana), one occasion, suitable 
for living a holy life as a way to eliminate suffering. What 
one ? Here (for example), o monks, (l) a Tathagata is born in 
the world fully enlightened, accomplished in right behaviour 
and wisdom, faring well, knowing the universe, incomparable, 
as a guide of men who have to be restrained, as a teacher, 
enlightened among gods and men, blessed; (2) a dhamma which 
is tranquillizing, which leads to complete extinction of 
existence and perfect enlightenment, is taught by the Blessed 
One; and (3) an individual is reborn in the middle of the 
country, endowed with insight, faultless (anela), skilled 
(anelamuga), competent, capable of knowing good as well as 
had speeches. This, o monks, is one moment, one occasion, 
suitable for living a holy life as a way to eliminate 
suffering (in other words, all this denotes one, i.e. ninth, 
moment or successional state).

'The four wheels’ in the possession of which gods as well as men

140
enjoy prosperity and greatness are: (i) Living in a suitable place 

(patirupa-desa-vlsa), (ii) dwelling in association with meritorious men

11+1
(sappurisupassaya), (iii) perfect application of mind (atta-samma-panidhi),

and (iv) meritorious deeds performed in the former life (pubbe-kata-punnata).

Buddhaghosa suggests that the four wheels "...should be classed as the one

moment in the sense of occasion (or, conjuncture), for they form the

142
occasion for the production of merit". Nyanaponika enunciates that

khana "...refers only to wholesome consciousness. It means: the right

occasion for additional wholesome activity for which the present moment

of wholesome consciousness is capable of being an inducement, a support

and starting-point... This connotation of samaya refers only to the 

,.143
future.

(3) Time (kala) : Buddhaghosa defines time as an abstract idea based

144
on this or that event or change. This has a noticeable affinity with 

Slmkhya which also maintains that time is nothing apart from change, or 

events, or a c t i o n s . I n  the AbhidhZLnappadZpika-sucZ^^^ time is defined

under three aspects:
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(a) Time is a concept by which the terms of life, 

etc. are counted or reckoned.

(b) Time is that 'passing by' reckoned as 'so much 
has passed', etc.

(c) Time is eventuation or happening, there being 
no such thing as time except from events.

C.A.F. Rhys Davids remarks that "The second aspect refers to the fact 

of change or impermanence; the third brings up the fact of perpetual 

becoming. From perpetual becoming we get our idea of abstract time (maha

kala), which is eternal, and lacks the common distinction of past, present, 

future, but which, to adopt M. Bergson's phraseology, 'looked at from the 

point of view of multiplicity, ... disintegrates into a powder of moments, 

none of which endures'...

Buddhaghosa holds that time is merely a concept, as we have seen,

derived from this or that phenomenal event, since it does not exist by 

148
its own nature. The phenomena, which give an abstract idea of time,

for example, are: temporal aspects of consciousness as well as matter,

expressions, such as, 'the past', 'the future', time of seed germination,

time of origination and decay, the revolutions of the sun and moon denoted

by morning, evening, day, and night, the period which consists of day and

night expressed by fortnight, month, etc. This shows that time is nothing

149
but an abstract idea derived from these phenomena.

If time is taken as a reality, it is nothing more than an instant, a

thought-unit, 1/16th (or sometimes 1/17th) of a unit of matter. The change

of thought is so quick and short in duration that it is not at all possible

to illustrate i t . ^ ^  Thus, the extreme brevity of duration of time is shown

15
by the thought-unit. This concept can be compared to the 'moment' of Yoga.
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(4) Totality (samuha) ; This points to the totality (punja) of the

152
dhammas, such as, contact (phassa), and feeling (vedana), which are

considered as conditions in producing a common result. For example, eye,

object, light and concentration of the mind are conditions for the arising

153
of visual perception. In the Patthana 24 conditions (paccaya) are

. 154
enumerated. But Aniruddha, in his Abh'idhammattha-sang aha, reduced them 

to only four: (i) object (Irammana), (ii) support (upanissaya, especially 

sufficing condition or qualification for Arhantaship), (iii) kamma, and 

(iv) presence (atthi, this refers to pre-nascent or co-nascent phenomena 

on whose presence the arising of other phenomena is dependent). Thus, a 

multiplicity of conditions is admitted in order to reject the notion of 

one cause, such as God, Purusa and Prakrti.

(5) Condition (hetu) : This refers to the aforesaid conditions which 

show mutual dependence. This denies the theory of absolute free-will.

We agree with Nyanaponika that "This meaning of samaya relates to all three

divisions of time. The future is likewise included, because every state of

consciousness is not only conditioned, but is itself a condition for a 

,.157
subsequent state.

158
Some of Time Exists, Some does not, in the Milindapanha

Like other schools and sects of Buddhism, the MiZ'indapaHha, one of

the non-canonical Pali texts, also maintains that time is not an absolute

reality or a substance, though it discusses the problem of time (addha)

with great interest. Time as a whole or a single entity is not admitted,

but when the King asks what time is, Nagasena speaks of the three time-

159
epochs, the past, present and future. This is in accordance with the

— 160
Nikayas. In this connection T.W. Rhys Davids informs us that "Buddha

ghosa distinguishes between the religious and philosophical denotation of
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addha (Suttanta-, Abhidhamma-pariylya). In the former, 'the present'

refers to one span of life; 'the past' is time prior to this span of life;

'the future' is time after decease from this life. In the latter, the

present is any three-fold instant (nascent, static, cessant); past and

161
future precede and follow that."

Now the problem crops up whether time (addha) really exists. Nagasena

enunciates that there is some time which exists and there is some which

162
does not. This has been pronounced with reference to the kammic formations

— 163
(sankhara), the second term in the twelve-membered paticcasamuppada, not

one of the five khandhas. There is no time for those kammic formations,

which are past (atita), gone (vigata), ceased (niruddha) and changed

(viparinata). But there is time for those dhammas which are ripened 

164
(dhammavipaka), or those vipaka-dhammas which still possess the

potentialities of producing results (vipakadhammadhamma), or those 

which help rise re-union (i.e. rebirth, patisandhi). Again, time exists for 

those beings (satta) who will be reborn after death (kalankata), but

those beings who will not be reborn when dead and those who have attained

. 167 . 168
p a n m b b a n a ,  to them time does not exist.

In the preceding passage the term 'viplkadhammadhamma', according to 

169
Buddhaghosa, is professed by the Andhakas who think that the kammic 

result itself inheres the potentialities of producing other results by way 

of reciprocity (annamanna-paccaya), one of the 24 relational conditions 

stated above. But the Theravadins^^ reject this hypothesis, as this would 

lead to an infinite regress. But what Nagasena wants to say is, we think, 

that this process does not continue infinitely, at a certain moment it is 

worn away and thus gradually comes to an end, then to those dhammas time 

also ceases to exist. Secondly, remarks I.B. H o r n e r , " N a g a s e n a  appears 

to be implying here that there is a possible re-linking or re-connection,
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patisandhi, of beings, satta, though earlier he has said it is name-and- 

shape that re-connects. The triad of sankhara, dhamma and satta is note

worthy for its unusualness." All this proves that time is nothing apart 

from sankharas, etc. It should be considered as the mode of existence.

Ignorance is the Root of Time (addha)

172
Further, ignorance (avijja) is said to be the root of time. As we

know, ignorance is the first term in paticcasamuppada and sankhara is

conditioned by it in the series. So if ignorance is removed, there will

be no sankhara and thus in turn there will be no time. In this sense

ignorance is the root of time. In the same way Nagasena recites the

remaining eleven links of paticcasamuppada in order to demonstrate that

it is impossible to show the beginning of t i m e . ^ 3 The Somyuttan'ikdya^'

discusses the problem of beginning (or the earliest point) in many respects

with great detail and precision. To make King Milinda understand this

concept Nagasena brings forth a number of analogies'^'* of seed-fruit-seed,

egg-chicken-egg, circle (cakka), cycle of eye-form (or colour)-sight-touch-

176
feeling-craving-kamma-eye (i.e. eye in rebirth, in future).

On the question whether or not the earliest point in any case can be

shown, Nagasena answers that in some respects this would be possible and 

177
in some not. He continues, earlier than this (ignorance) there was

absolutely no ignorance anywhere in any form. This earliest point

(purima koti) cannot be shown. It follows in line with the Majjhiman'ikaya178

that something having been inexistent comes into existence (ahutva sambhoti)

and after having been ceases to be. In this sense, the earliest point can 

179
be shown. Here T.W. Rhys Davids’ remark is significant: "... the 

beginning of each link in the chain - the beginning of each individuality - 

can be traced, but not the beginning of each chain. Each life is a link in
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a chain of lives, bound together by cause and effect, different, yet the 

same. There are an infinite number of such chains; and there is no reference

in the discussion to any greater unity, or to any 'ultimate point* of all the

, . „180 
chains.

The King thinks that if something having been inexistent (ahutva) comes 

into existence and again having been existent ceases to be, this means having 

been cut off on both sides it is completely annihilated, i.e. it is non

existent before (i.e. in the past) and after (i.e. in the future) its 

existence. Now the question arises whether in this condition, i.e. having 

been cut off on both sides, it (ignorance) increases from its present 

existence onward (i.e. in the future). Nagasena*s reply is affirmative,

and he gives an example of aggregates (khandha) which are seeds of all

181 — 
kinds of sufferings. If this is so, then Nagasena*s above statement

that formerly there was no ignorance anywhere or in any way (ito pubbe,

Maharlja, sabbena sabbam sabbatha sabbam avijja nahosi- Mil., p.41.2-3)

is inconsistent. It should rather be, as T.W. Rhys Davids rendered it,

"Formerly, o King, everything in every form, everything in every mode,

was ignorance. It is to us as if it were not", and in this sense the

earliest point cannot be shown.

Besides, Nlgasena asserts that there are kammic formations (sankhara)

182 — 
which are produced, but there are no sankharas which are produced

183
without a continued becoming (abhavanta), for example, there was wood 

in the forest and clay in the earth, but it was only through the effort 

of men and women that a house was built.

185 —
H.V. Guenther suggests that the above proposition *ahutva sambhoti*

(MN.iii, p.25.20-21) even if it has high authority is rejected by the

author of the M'il'indapaflha, when he says 'abhavanta jlyanti*. Guenther

overlooks the very fact that 'ahutva sambhoti' is also quoted by Nagasena
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himself. D.J. Kalupahana's contention is that "The words abhutva and

abhavanta refer to a difference in time. While ahutva refers to the past,

— 186 
abhavanta refers to the present or even the future."

187
From the preceding discussions Walleser deduces the conclusion 

that in the Milindapaftha the transcendental meaning of subjective time 

(addha), i.e. transcendental time, is not denied. We disagree with him, 

because were it so, it would be against the fundamental teachings of 

Buddhism. In addition, Nagasena explicitly emphasizes that time (addha) 

exists as far as the sankharas or the dhammas exist. This establishes 

that time is not an independent substance or reality, it cannot be con

sidered as transcendental either, even by implication, if at the same time 

we keep the fundamental teachings of Buddhism in view. It is true that 

these discussions give the idea of the past, present and future (the three 

time-epochs), but to add these segments up collectively in order to get 

transcendental time is, in our opinion, unwarranted.

Paticcasamuppada: As Temporal Sequence

— 188 — —
Paticcasamuppada (Skt. Pratityasamutpada) in early Buddhism

(Theravada as well as Sarvastivada) represents the three temporal states

of a becoming, the past, present and future. This is the law of causality

which is so universal that it applies to any object, sentient or insentient,

at any time and at any place. This doctrine in Buddhism was actually

directed against any theory of a single cause professed by other schools

189
of thought. The twelve links of paticcasamuppada are as follows:

(1) avijja (Skt. avidya, ignorance)
(2) sankhara (Skt. samskara, karmic formation)
(3) vinnana (Skt. vijnana, consciousness)
(U) nama-rupa (Skt. nama-rupa, name and form)
(5) salayatana (Skt. sadayatana, six sense organs)
(6) phassa (Skt. sparsa, contact, sensation)
(7) vedana (Skt. vedana, feeling)
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(8) tanha (Skt. trsna, craving)
(9) upadana (Skt. upadana, clinging)

(10) bhava (Skt. bhava, becoming)
(11) jati (Skt. jati, rebirth)
(12) jara-marana (Skt. jara-marana, old age and death).

A careful analysis of these links shows that they are stretching over

all the three time-epochs, the past, present and future, and this is the

190
origin of all kinds of suffering. Generally, nos. 1-2 refer to the past 

time, 3-10 to the present and 11-12 to the future. Apart from this, several 

other supplementary methods of classifying these links have been suggested. 

One of them is:^

(A) Cause and Effect in Past and Present

(a) Past Cause

1. Ignorance
2. Kammic Formation

(b) Present Effect

3. Consciousness
4. Name and Form
5. Six Sense Organs
6. Contact or Sensation
7. Feeling

(B) Cause and Effect in the Present and Future

(a) Present Cause

8. Craving
9. Clinging

10. Becoming

(b) Future Effect

11. Rebirth
12. Old Age and Death

192
The commentarial sources, as McGovern remarks, draw up an amended 

chart of these links:

Past

1. Effect - (i) Birth and Old Age and Death or its equivalent;
(ii) Consciousness, Name and Form, Six Sense Organs, 

Contact, Sensation.
2. Cause - (i) Ignorance and Kammic Formation or its equivalent;

(ii) Craving, Clinging, and Becoming.
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1. Effect

2. Cause

1. Effect

2. Cause -

Present

- (i) Consciousness, Name and Form, Six Sense Organs,
Contact, Feeling, or its equivalent;

(ii) Rebirth, Old Age, and Death.
- (i) Craving, Clinging, Becoming or its equivalent; 
(ii) Ignorance, Kammic Formation, etc.

Future

- (i) Rebirth, Old Age and Death or its equivalent; 
(ii) Consciousness, Name and Form, Six Sense Organs,

Contact, Feeling.
(i) Ignorance, Kammic Formation or its equivalent;

(ii) Craving, Clinging, and Becoming.
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125. Cf. As, p. 1+8.3: samaye niddisi cittam cittena samayam Muni.

126. Cf. AD, pp. 10*+. Iff; AK, ii.l+5c-d and AKB thereon.

127. Kalupahana (1975), P* 208, fns. 7 6, 77»

128. Conze (1962), p. 135.

129. Cf. As, p. 1+8.11-13: idani ’yasmim samaye’ ti adisu ayam anu- 
pubbapadavannana. yasmim ti aniyamato bhummaniddeso. samaye 
ti aniyamanidditthaparidipanam. ettavata aniyamato samayo 
niddittho hoti.
It is interesting to note that the Mahdprajftaparamita (Lamotte, 
1966, pp. 73-79) discusses a similar indefinite locative ’ekasmin 
samaye'.

130. Cf. pp. 31.22ff. Also see As, p. U8.1U-15:

samavaye khane kale samuhe hetuditthisu / 
patilabhe pahane ca pativedhe ca dissati //

131. Cf. DN, i, p. 205.19-20: ap p’ eva nama sve pi upasamkameyyama 
kalan ca samayan ca upadayati. Here samaya shows concurrence 
(samavaya) of events.

AN, iv. p. 227.8-9: eko 'va bhikkhave khano ca samayo ca 
brahmacariyavasaya. Here samaya means moment (khana). Also 
cf. SN, iv, p. 126.Iff.

Vinaya, iv. 117.27-28: ... unhasamaye parilahasamaye ...
Here samaya means season (kala).

DN, ii, p. 25*+.6: mahasamayo pavanasmim. Here samaya means 
group, assembly (samuha).

MN, i, p. *+38.32-35: samayo pi kho te Bhaddali appatividdho 
ahosi: Bhagava kho Savatthiyam viharati, Bhagava pi mam janissati: 
Bhaddali nama bhikkhu satthusasane sikkhaya aparipurakari ti. 
ayam pi kho te Bhaddali samayo appatividhho ahosi. Here samaya 

means condition (hetu).
Ibid., ii, pp. 22.27-23.1: tena kho pana samayena Uggahamano 

paribbajako Samanamandikaputto samayappavadake tindukacire 
ekasalake Mallikaya arame pativasati. Here samaya means view 

(ditthi).
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132.

133. 

13b.

135.

136.

137.

138. 

139.

lbo.

lUl.

ditthe dhainme ca yo attho yo c ’attho samparayiko / 
atthabhisamayadhiro pandito ti pavuccatiti //

Here samaya means acquisition (patilabha).
A.N., iv, p. 8.15-l6: sammamanabhisamaya antam akasi dukkhassa 

ti. Here samaya means abandonment (pahana).
Patisambhidamagga, ii, p. 107: dukkhassa pilanattho sankhatattho 

santapattho viparinamattho abhisamayattho- See, As, p. 1+8.29-30. 
Here samaya means penetration (pativedha).

Also see As, p. 1+8.16-30.

Cf. As, p. 1+8.32-33:

samavayo khano kalo samuho hetu yeva ca / 
ete panca pi vinneyya samaya idha vinnuna //

Ibid., p. 1+9*3: paccayasamaggi samavayo.

Ibid., p. 1+9.5-6: ya hi esa sadharanaphalanipphadakattena 
santhitanam paccayanam samaggi, sa idha samavayo ti janitabba.

Ibid., p. 50.8-12: tena ekakaranavado patisedhito hoti. samavayo 
ca nama sadharanaphalanipphadane annamannapekkho hoti. tasma 
’eko katta nama natthi’ ti imam pi attham dipeti. sabhavena 
hi karane sati karanantarapekkha ayutta’ ti. evam ekassa kassaci 
karanassa abhavadipanena ’’sayam katam sukhadukkham” ti adi 
patisedhitam hoti.

Also see Pe Maung Tin (1976), p. 79, fn. 1.

Cf. SN, ii, pp. 1.15ff, 23.22ff.

Nyanaponika (19 6 5), p. 105.

Cf. DN, iii, pp. 265.19-266.5.

AN, iv, p. 227.8-18: eko ’va bhikkhave khano ca samayo ca brahma- 
cariyavasaya. katamo eko ? idha bhikkhave Tathagato ca loke 
uppanno hoti araham sammasambuddho vijjacaranasampanno sugato 
lokavidu anuttaro purisadammasarathi Sattha devamanussanam buddho 
Bhagava, dhammo ca desiyati opasamiko parinibbayiko sambodhagami 
sugatappavedito, ayan ca puggalo majjhimesu janapadesu paccajato 
hoti, so ca hoti pannava anelo anelamugo patibalo subhasita- 
dubbhasitassa attham annatum. ayam bhikkhave eko ’va khano ca 
samayo ca brahmacariyavasaya ti.

Also cf. As, 1+9-6-8: ”eko ca kho bhikkhave khano ca samayo 
ca brahmacariyavasaya” ti evam vutto pana navamo va eko khano 
ti veditabbo.

Cf. DN, iii, p. 276.5-7: cattari cakkani, patirupa-desa-vaso, 
sappurisupassayo, attasammapanidhi, pubbe ca kata-punnata.

Also cf. AN, ii, p. 32.Iff.

Here we have taken ’atta’ in the sense of ’min d’. See The Book of 
the Gradual Sayings, ii, p. 35, fn. 3.

Pe Maung Tin (1976, p.77) renders ’atta-samma-panidhi’ as 
’self-control’.

SN, i, p. 89.23-2U:
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lk2. Tin, ibid.; cf. As, p. 1+9-11-12: tani va ekajjham katva
okasatthena khano ti veditabbani. tani hi kusaluppattiya 
okasabhutani.

ll+3- Nyanaponika (19 6 5), pp. 105-106.

11+1+. Cf. As, p. 1+9.ll+: tam tam upadaya pannato kalo voharamattako.
Also see, Abhidharmatthasahgaha, p. 850.

ll+5. Cf. kriyasu kalasanjna- Yuktidtpikd, p. 132.6.

ll+6. See PC, p. 392.

ll+7. Ibid.

ll+8. Cf. As, p. 1+9.23-21+: so panesa sabhavato avijjamanatta pannatti- 
mattako eva ti veditabbo.

ll+9. Cf. ibid., p. 1+9*16-23: ’cittakalo rupakalo’ ti adina nayena 
dhamme va, ’atito anagato' ti adina nayena dhammavuttim va, 
’bijakalo ankurakalo’ ti adina nayena dhammapatipatim va, 
’uppadakalo jarakalo' ti adina nayena dhammalakkhanam va,
’vediyanakalo sanjananakalo' ti adina nayena dhammakiccam va, 
>’nahanakalo panakalo' ti adina nayena sattakiccam va, 'gamana- 
kalo thanakalo’ ti adina nayena iriyapatham va, ’pubbanha- 
-sayanha-diva-ratti’ ti adina nayena candimasuriyadiparivattanam 
va, ’addhamaso raaso’ ti adina nayena ahorattadisankhatam 
kalasancayam va ti- avam tam tam upadaya pannatto kalo nama.

150. Cf. ibid., p. 51-6-9: tattha hi so rupajlvitindriyassa tava 
parittako kalo vutto. yava paccuppannam rupam titthati tava 
solasacittani uppajjitva bhijjanti. iti tesam kalaparittataya 
upama pi natthi. tenevaha- "yavan cidam bhikkhave upama pi na 
sukara yava lahuparivattam cittamM ti.

Also cf. AN, i, p . 10! 1-1+; PC, p. 125; KV, ii.7-

151. See the chapter on Samkhya-Yoga; also see Yoga-sutra, 3-52 
and the commentary thereon.

152. Cf. As, p. 1+9.25: yo panesa phassavedanadinam dhammanam punjo 
so idha samuho ti vibhavito.

153. See Narada (1969), pp. Iff; also see Nyanatiloka (1938), pp.97ff* 

15l+. See p. 81+7.

155. Cf. As, pp. 1+9 - 30—50.1+: cakkhudvaradisu hi uppa j j amananam
cakkhuvinnanadinaiii cakkhu-rupa-aloka-manasikaradayo paccaya, 
mahapakarane ca "hetopaccayo arammanaccayo” ti adina nayena 
catuvisati paccaya vutta. tesu thapetva vipakapaccayam ca 
pacchajatapaccayam ca, sesa kusaladhammanam paccaya honti yeva. 
te sabbe pi idha hetu ti adhippeta. evam assa imina dvaravasena 
va paccayavasena va anekabhavo veditabbo.

Also ibid., p. 51.11+-17: samuhasankhato pana samayo anekesam 
pi sahuppattim dipeti. phassadinam hi dhammanam punjo samuho ti 
vutto. tasmin ca uppajjamanan cittam saha tehi dhammehi uppajjati 
ti anekesam sahuppatti dipita. evam dipentena canena ekasseva 
dhammassa uppatti patisedhita hoti. ayam samuhasankhatena. 
samayena attho dipito.
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156. Cf. ibid., p. 51.20-21: evam dipentena canena dhammanam 
sa-vasavattitabhimano patisedhito hoti.

Also see Tin (1976), p. 8l, fn. 3.

157* Nyanaponika (19 6 5), p. 105*

15 8. Milindapa9lha-Pali, pp. 39ff; Horner (19 6 3), pp. 68ff; T.W. Rhys 

Davids (1975), pp. 77ff; Walleser (1925), pp. 123-133; Keith 
(1923), pp. l63-l65; Demieville (192*+), pp. 129ff.

159- Cf. Mil., p. 39.8-10: ”... kim etam addhanam nama" ti? "atito, 
maharaja, addha, anagato addha, paccuppanno addha" ti.

T.W. Rhys Davids (1975 , p. 77, and I.B. Horner (1963 , p. 68. 
render ’addha’ as ’time’ and '(samsaric) time’ respectively. 
Walleser (1925 , p. 12*+) takes it as subjective (ideal) time.

160. Cf. DN, iii, p. 2l6.l6-17: tayo addha. atito addha, anagato 
addha, paccuppanno addha; AN, i, p. 197.11-17; SN, i, p. 11+0.1-8.

161. dialogues of the Buddha (T.W. Rhys Davids, 1977), Pt.3, p. 209, 
fn. 6.

162. Cf. Mil., p. 39-10-11: koci, maharaja, addha atthi, koci 
natthi ti.

Cf. the above mentioned theories of the Kassapikas and the 
Vibhajyavadins.

16 3. One of the most complicated concepts in Buddhism. It has been 
rendered differently, such as, kammic formation, confection 
(constituent potentialities of being), activity, habitual 
tendency, effort, aspiration, accumulation, construction, 
kammic residue, condition, propensity, factor, thing, 
component thing, created thing, complex, constituent part, 
element of existence, trouble, creation, etc. See Johansson 
(1979), pp. 1+1-56; Nyanatiloka (1938), pp. 11+5-11+8.

l6U. See PC, pp. 205-209; KV, VII.7-9.

165. See PC, pp. 209-210; KV, VII.10; Horner (19 6 3), p. 68, fn. 6; 

C.A.F. Rhys Davids (19 6 3), pp. 252-253.

166. Horner (1963 , p. 69, fn. 2) prefers the reading ’kalakata’, 
which is in the present context unacceptable.

1 6 7 . There is a distinction between Nibbana and Parinibbana. "To a 
man who had ’attained Nirvana’ there would still be time as long 
as he was in the enjoyment of it, that is as long as he continued 
in his present (and last) existence" - T.W. Rhys Davids (1975), 
p. 78, fn. 1.

168. Cf. Mil., p. 39-12-16: "ye te, maharaja, sankhara atita vigata 
niruddha viparinata, so addha natthi. ye dhamma vipaka, ye ca 
vipakadhammadhamma, ye ca annatra patisandhim denti, so addha 
atthi. ye satta kalankata annatra uppanna, so ca addha atthi.
ye ca satta parinibbuta, so ca addha natthi, parinibbutatta" ti.

169. Cf. KA, pp. 103-6-101+.9-
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170. Cf. KV, VII.10.

171. 1963, p. 69, fn.l.

172. Cf. Mil., p. 39.22-23: atitassa ca, maharaja, addhanassa avijja 
mulam.

173. Cf. ibid., p. 39.23-28.

I7I+. Cf. SN, ii, pp. 17 8 .8-193.2k.

175. C f . Mil. , p. 1+0.1-26.

176. "This is something of an innovation" - Horner (1963), p.71, fn. 2.

177. Cf. Mil., pp. 1+0.32-1+1.1: "kaci, maharaja, pannayati, kaci na 
pannayati" ti.

178. Cf. MN, iii, p.25.20-21: ahutva sambhonti, hutva pativedentiti.
On this point Kalupahana (1975, pp. 153-151+) criticises Guenther 
(1971+, p.170). Also see AD, p. 268.5; AKB, p. 8l3.1ff; TSP, pp. 
623.l8ff, 631.23ff.

179. Cf. Mil., p.l+1.2-l+: "ito pubbe, maharaja, sabbena sabbam sabbatha 
sabbam avijja nahosi ti esa purima koti na pannayati, yam ahutva 
sambhoti hutva pativigacchati, esa purima koti pannayati" ti.

T.W. Rhys Davids (1975, p.8l) seems to be wrong in translating 
the first sentence of this passage: "Formerly, 0 King, everything 
in every form, everything in every mode, was ignorance. It is to 
us as if it were not". Walleser (1925, p.127) follows him. On 
the other hand, Horner’s translation (1963, p.7l) (except the last 
sentence, i.e. "Can this earliest point be shown?" which should 
not be interrogative.) is correct, but not consistent, because 
in the following discussion Nagasena gives an example of khandha 
(Mil. p. 1+1.10) which means tree (literally, trunk of the tree) 
as well as aggregate. This shows that ignorance is there before 
the chain begins, but it seems to us, in the words of T.W. Rhys 
Davids, as if it were not. This means that in this respect the 
ignorance is not known to us.

180. T.W. Rhys Davids (1975), p. 8l, fn. 2.

181. Cf. Mil., p. 1+1.5-11: "bhante Nagasena, yam ahutva sambhoti, hutva 
pativigacchati, nanu tam ubhato chinnam attham gacchati" ti.
"yadi, maharaja, ubhato chinnam attham gacchati, ubhato chinna 
sakka vaddhetum" ti? "ama, sa pi sakka vaddhetum" ti. "naham, 
bhante, etam pucchami, kotito sakka vaddhetum" ti? "ama, sakka 
vaddhetum" ti. "opammam karohi" ti. thero tassa rukkhupamam 
akasi- khandha ca kevalassa dukkhakkhandhassa bijani’ ti.

Cp. SN, ii, pp. 8 7.20ff.

182. Cf. Mil., p. 1+1.15: atthi sankhara, ye jayanti.

18 3. Cf. ibid., p. 1+1.30-31: "natthi, maharaja, keci sankhara, ye 
abhavanta jayanti. bhavanta yeva kho, maharaja, sankhara 
jayanti" ti.
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l8U. Cf. ibid., p. k2.2-h: "natthi kinci, bhante, idha abhavantam jatam, 
bhavantam yeva jatam. imani kho, bhante, daruni vane ahesum, ayan 
ca mattika pathaviyam ahosi, itthinam ca purisanan ca tajjena 
vayamena evam idam geham nibbattam" ti.

185. Guenther (197*0, p. 170, fn. 3.

186. Kalupahana (1975), p. 15*+.

1 8 7. Walleser (1925), pp. 125-126.

188. Johansson (1979) makes a detailed study of this concept on the 
basis of Pali sources. Also see McGovern (1923), pp. l63-l80.

189. Cf. SN, ii, p. 1.15ff.

190. Cf. ibid., p. 1.22-23: evam etassa kevalassa dukkhakkhandhassa 
samudayo hoti.

191. See McGovern (1923), p. 175« For the later interpretation of 
paticcasamuppada by the Yogacarins, see ibid., pp. 177-180.

192. Ibid., p. 176.
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The Controversy of Time between the Vaibhasikas and the 

Sautrantikas1

Introduction

There are two realistic and pluralistic schools of Hinayana - 

Vaibhasika (or Sarvastivada) and Theravada. The former represents the 

Sanskrit Abhidharma and the latter that of Pali. This chapter deals 

with the Sarvastivada notion of time in the light of its controversy 

with the radical Sautrantikas found in the Abhidharmakosa and its bhasya 

p
of Vasubandhu (320-350 A.D.) with the commentary of Yasomitra (9th 

century A.D.), Tattvasarngraha of !§antaraksita (725-788 A.D.) with the

ii c
Paftjika of Kamalasila (7^0-795 A.D.), Mahavibhasa (100 A.D.), Nyayanu- 

6
sarasastra of Samghabhadra (280-350 A.D.?) and the AbhidharmadZpa with

.7
its Vibhasaprabhdvrtti (Uth-5th century A.D., author unknown).

Q
The Sarvastivada literature is almost preserved in Chinese. Apart

from the above mentioned and the following seven treatises, it has some

o
other philosophical texts, such as the Abhidharmahrdaya of Dha.rmottara 

(200 A.D.) and Safnyukta-abhidharmahrdaya of Dharmatrata^ (100 A.D.). 

The seven treatises are:

(1) Jftanaprasthanasastra of KatyayanTputra'*''*' (early 1st century A.D.)

12
(2) Pvakaranapada of Sthavira Vasumitra (100 A.D.)

13
(3) Vijflanakaya of Sthavira Devasarman 

(h) Dhavmaskandha of Sariputra1^

(5) Pr a.j flap tit as tra of Maudgalyayana1 ^

”1
(6) Dhatukaya of Purna (100 A.D.)

17
(7) Sahgttiparyaya of Mahakausthila .

CHAPTER V
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The JVidnaprasthana is the fundamental and the most important work

of the Sarvastivada school. Other texts are considered secondary to it.

It is also called Astagrantha (Eight Books). Its monumental significance

l8
is attested to the fact that a great commentary, the Mahavibhasa, has

19
heen written on it by Parsva. It is actually a work of compilation

20
by 500 Arhats beginning with Vasumitra *+00 years after the Mahapari- 

nirvana of Buddha. It contains 200 Chinese volumes or parts. According 

to J. Takakusu, "in Chinese we have ... two transmissions of the Vibhasa,
•

Large (200 parts) and Small {lh parts). Whether one was an abridgement

of the other we cannot tell for certain. But from several points of view

we can imagine that the large one belongs to the KasmTra school and the

21
smaller to the Gandhara school." Professor M. Hattori of Kyoto Univer

sity suggested to me that it was now certain that the Mahavibhasa and 

Vibhasa are different in many respects regarding their contents, and so

it cannot be said that the latter is an abridgement of the former. Murti

22
and Nakamura also take them as two different commentaries.

The Vaibhasika philosophy was exclusively based on this great com-

_  23
mentary, the Mahavibhasa, and hence the name Vaibhasika. The Vaibhasikas

are also called Sarvastivadin, as they maintain that ’everything exists1

(sarvam asti), and their doctrine is called Sarvastivada (sarva-asti-vada =

2h
everything-exists-doctrine). They admit that both mental as well as

material elements exist in reality. Thus they are called realist. They

are also pluralist, as they accept 75 elements of existence (dharma) -

25
72 conditioned (samskrta) and 3 unconditioned (asamskrta). But this 

does not mean that "they believe in continued or immutable existence of 

everything" , the existence of Self (atman) or any other universal 

permanent cause like Brahman of the Vedic and Upanisadic tradition. 

Actually, 'everything exists’ means 75 dharmas, or 12 ayatanas, or
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27
18 dhatus, irrespective of their temporal status, the past, present,

28 . - 29
or future. The Samyukta Agama says that "Everything exists means

that the twelve ayatanas exist". Here Kalupahana makes a significant

remark as follows:

"Stcherbatsky misunderstood the implications of the above 
text. The statement ’everything exists means the twelve 
ayatanas exist' did not mean that the twelve ayatanas, past, 
present, and future, exist, as the Sarvastivadins would have 
interpreted. There is no reference to the past and the 
future, or, for that matter, to any conception of time.
Early Buddhism does not deny present sense experience, or 
therefore, their causes, namely, the sense organs and sense 
objects. This idea is clearly expressed in the Sutra that 
immediately follows the one Stcherbatsky quoted: "The visual 
organ and the visible object produce visual consciousness 
and contact. As a result of visual contact (yen c h’u) there 
arise feelings that are either pleasant, unpleasant, or
neutral. This is what is meant by 'everything exists’ .....
Moreover, the Sarvastivada theory of ’everything exists’
(sarvam asti) not only implies the real existence of the 
twelve ayatanas, but also the existence of an eternal 
substratum (dravya) or ultimate nature (svabhava). This idea
is denied by the very Sutra quoted by Stcherbatsky ..... The
Sarvastivada theory may therefore be taken as a new develop
ment in the history of Buddhist thought resulting from the 
acceptance of the theory of momentariness.’’30

The Sarvastivada accepts the objective reality of the dharmas on 

which is based the whole formation of phenomena. It maintains a dis

tinction between a thing (substance) and its different states, which 

would fall in line with the common-sense notion of causation, according 

to which a thing undergoes modification through the three time-epochs, 

the past, present and future, yet its substance remains the same. It is 

possible that the Sarvastivadins were influenced by their contemporary 

realists, such as the Nyaya-Vaisesika, Samkhya and Mimamsa in this regard.

The Sarvastivada theory of traikalyavada is a new arrival in the 

history of Buddhism. To quote Schayer, it "is an interesting and original 

attempt at replacing the hypostasis of a substantial time by another 

hypostasis, viz. that of real future and past elements of being. Each

31
dharma exists through the three phases of the future, present and past."
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As we shall see later on, the past, present and future are not considered 

hy the Sarvastivadins as things-in-themselves, rather as different modes, 

states, positions or relations of dharmas. The Sautrantikas vehemently 

criticise the Sarvastivada doctrine of traikalyavada. The former denies 

the reality of the past and future dharmas, and maintains that the only 

one to he real is the present which is dynamic and possesses causal 

efficiency (arthakriyakaritva). The Sautrantikas, in their most radical 

statement, assert that the past and future time-epochs, akasa, Nirvana

32
and pudgala are mere names, assertions, empirical and of common usage.

Instead of real past and future dharmas, and substantial time, they

33
propound the theory of momentariness (ksanavada). Further, the Vai

bhasikas hold that the external objects are directly perceived. But the 

Sautrantikas explain away such hypothesis and argue that since a past 

moment is unreal, the content of perception is also unreal from the 

objective point of view having no objective counterpart and "What is 

directly perceived is only our own idea which acquires the form of the 

object (sakara-jnana). Inasmuch as the diversity of the forms in our 

ideas could be caused by external objects, their existence is inferred 

from that diversity. In other words, the Vaibhasika’s view may be called 

presentationist, and that of the Sautrantika representationist.

35
The Sarvastivadins (or the Vaibhasikas) admit 75 dharmas in which 

there is no time. Still, one can find the ideas of both absolute as well 

as empirical time, though in disguise. The absolute existence of Nirvana 

gives the idea of absolute time, and the samskrta-laksanas, jati, sthiti, 

jara, and anityata that of empirical time.

The existence of dharmas may be understood in connection with the 

origination, duration and destruction of anusayas (seeds of klesas or 

passions) in respect of past, present and future. ’’The elements of moral
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defilement (klesas) are always present in a life (samtana), in a latent

or patent condition. When latent, they have the form of ’residues’ (anu-

saya), they stick to the elements, pollute them, bring them into commotion

37 ^
and prevent their coming down to rest.” The anusayas are of six kinds: 

attachment (raga), pride (mana), repulsion (pratigha), wrong view (drsti), 

doubt (vicikitsa) and ignorance (avidya). The first three are svalaksana 

(a thing-in-itself, a thing in its specific form), because they arise 

with a particular object at a particular time, and the last three are 

samanyalaksana (a thing-in-general, or a thing in its generic form),

oQ
because they arise with the empirical objects in general.

Man is attached to the objects of the past, present and future by

39
his past and present raga, pratigha and mana. There are some passions,

such as raga, which exist only if the corresponding objects are present.

On the other hand, there are other passions, such as drsti, avidya and

vicikitsa, which are existent with all the objects of all times, the

liO
past, present and future.

The Vaibhasika Proofs for the Existence of the Past and Future Dharmas

Now the question arises whether the past and future really exist or

not. If they are ever-existent, the samskaras (elementary forces) will be

permanent and hence static, whereas they are active in the process of life.

If they are not so, how is it possible for an individual to be attached to

kl
or detached from the objects of the past and future ? But the Vaibhasi

kas do not admit the samskaras as eternal, because they possess samkrta- 

b2
laksanas, i.e. origination, duration, decay and destruction. They boldly 

proclaim that the dharmas exist through the three time-epochs. The transi

tion of the dharmas through different times shows that they are conditioned 

(samskrta) and the continuance of their essence through the past, present 

and future determines their existence in all times. In this sense they
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maintain that "all times", i.e. the past, present and future, exist in 

reality.^3 To support their hypothesis they quote some passages from the 

Agamas. They place the following arguments which demonstrate the reality

uu
of the past and future elements:

(1) It is said hy Buddha in the scriptures that an enlightened 

Sravaka keeps himself indifferent from the past and future rupas (sense- 

objects), even though they do exist. The present rupas are so apparent 

that they need no argument to be proved. If the past rupa (form), 0 monks, 

had not existed, the learned Sravaka would not have been indifferent to-

—  _  * 
wards the past rupa. Since there is a past rupa, the learned Sravaka

1*5
becomes indifferent to it. The same is the case with the future rupas. 

Thus the past and future rupas exist.

(2) It is also said in the scriptures that consciousness arises from 

two factors - the material object and the sense organs, or the mind and 

the mental object. The sense organs can perceive only the present objects, 

while the mind can cognise past as well as future objects. Therefore, if 

there were no past and future objects, consciousness, which has them as

corresponding objects, would not originate. Thus it is evident from the

- 1+6 
scriptures (Agama) that there are past and future dharmas.

Stcherbatsky observes that "these first two reasons for admitting

the existence of the past and the future are taken from Scripture, but

„1+7
there are others, too, which are founded on argument.

(3) If the past and future elements are not real, consciousness of 

the past and future propositions, such as, ’there was once a King Maha-

*
sammata' or ’there will be once a Cakravartin Sankha’, which refer to 

the past and future objects respectively, would be objectless (niralam- 

bana). And then consciousness also would be absent, because of the lack 

of corresponding objects (alambana). It is said: "Consciousness is 

cognizance of the corresponding objects". If there were no objects to be

I



cognised (jneya), there would he no knowledge of anything hy it (i.e.

» 1+8
consciousness;. Hence, the past and future dharmas exist.

(1+) If the past elements do not exist, the past Karma would give 

no retribution (vipaka), because the moment the retribution would arise, 

its cause (vipakahetu)^9 would be inexistent. And that which is non

existent is devoid of the potency of producing effects (karyotpadana- 

sakti), as a non-existent thing completely lacks all the potencies.^

(5) If the past and future elements do not exist in reality, the 

differentiated consciousness of the Yogins regarding the past and future 

objects, such as, ’once there was a King Mandhata’,^1 ’there was once 

a King Brahmadatta’, or ’there will be once the Cakravartin Sankha’, 

’there will be once the Tathagata Maitreya’, would not be possible, and 

there would be no clear distinction of the inexistent objects. Hence,

the past as well as the future objects are not devoid of substantial

i 52 reality.

Thus, the Vaibhasikas maintain that everything, the past, present

and future dharmas exist, and the followers of this theory are called

53
the Sarvastivadins. On the other hand, there are others called the

Vibhajyavadins, who partly admit and partly deny this theory. According

to them,only the present and past, which has not yet produced the result,

exist. They admit, unlike the Sarvastivadins, that the future and past,

5I+
which has produced the fruit, are not existent.

Time and the Four Theories of Change in the Sarvastivada School ^  

The Sarvastivada school has four great teachers, Dharmatrata (100 

A.D.), Ghosaka (150 A.D.), Vasumitra (100 A.D.) and Buddhadeva, who 

establish differently the existence of the past, present and future 

dharmas. ’’All these theories”, writes St. Schayer, "which accept the 

reality of the three Times emphasise unanimously that a dharma, when
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passing through the Time-epochs, does not change its essence and that it 

is only its empirical aspect, the bhava in the terminology of Dharmatrata, 

the avastha in the terminology of Vasumitra, which undergoes transformation. 

But both these terms do not mean much as they are unfortunately not ex

plained in details, but only modo indico illustrated by drstantas which 

should not be taken literally.”"^ Now let us explain these theories 

one by one.

(1) The theory of the change of modes (bhavanyathatva) - Bhadanta 

Dharmatrata professes the theory of change as the transformation of

riy  r  O

modes (bhava). Bhava is defined by Kamalasila as a special quality 

59
(gunavisesa) from which arises the cognitive tendency (jnanapravrtti) 

regarding the following terms: the past, present and future. Dharmatrata 

sets forth that when a dharma passes through the three phases of time, 

viz. the past, present and future, only its modes change not its sub

stance, just as gold is changed into different kinds of ornaments, such 

as, finger-rings, ear-rings, bracelets, armlets, chains, etc. In all 

these states only the mode of gold is changed, not its substance and 

colour (varna). Likewise, when milk is turned into curd, its taste, 

digestive capacity, etc. are changed, not its colour. In the same manner, 

when a dharma enters from future into present, it discards its future 

bhava and attains its present bhava, and by getting rid of its present 

bhava, it attains its past bhava, but the substance of the dharma remains 

the same, because it never loses itself. Otherwise, it will result 

that the substance is one in the future, another in the present and 

still another in the past, which leads to absurdity.

(2) The theory of the change of characteristic (laksananyathatva) - 

Bhadanta Ghosaka maintains that only the characteristics (laksana) of 

a dharma are subject to change. When a. dharma passes through different 

times, it submits to changes in its characteristics only; the past one
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attains its past characteristic without being severed from its present 

and future characteristics; the present one attains its present character

istic without being severed from its past and future characteristics; 

and the future one retains its future characteristic without being 

deprived of its past and present characteristics. For example, when a

man is in love with a woman, at the same time he is not free from the

62
passions for other women. This leads to the conclusion that the past, 

present and future co-exist, but at a particular time the corresponding 

particular characteristic is predominant over the other two. The 

difference between the theories of Dharmatrata and Ghosaka is that the 

latter maintains that in practice (vyavahara) the past, present and 

future characteristics attain their activity (vrtti) at their proper

, . 63
times.

(3) The theory of the change of condition (avasthanyathatva) -

Bhadanta Vasumitra assumes the theory of the change of condition 

Gh
(avastha) in an element. He "states that objects exist at all the

three times: past, present and future, and do not undergo any change

either in their substance or in their form and quality, or in their

characteristics as contended by Dharmatrata and Ghosaka" ^ When a

dharma appears at different times, its conditions change, not its

essence, and it receives different designations in reference to its

condition which it achieves, without any alteration in its substance.

For example, when a small ball (gulika) is thrown in the place of units,

it means one; when thrown in place of hundreds and thousands, it is

66
denominated hundred and thousand respectively and so on. In this 

theory the condition is determined by its causal efficiency (karitra).

When a dharma is in the condition in which it has not yet attained its 

causal efficiency, or it has not yet produced any effect, it is called 

future; when it continues to be in its karitra, it is present; and when
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it has already ceased to he active, it is past, maintaining itself un

changed in its essence. ^

(U) The theory of the change of temporal relativity (anyathanya- 

thatva) - Bhadanta Buddhadeva propounds a theory of the change of 

relation (anyatha). He states that a dharma passing through different 

phases of time is designated differently as past, present and future 

in relation to its antecedent and subsequent moments without altering

its essence. For example, a woman is called mother with reference to

68
her children, and daughter with reference to her own mother. Thus,

a dharma is future with reference to its antecedent moments - past and

present; it is present, when it has both its antecedent and subsequent

moments, past and future respectively; and that which has only its

69
subsequent moment, i.e. present or future, is past. Thus, these are

_ 70
the four Sarvastivada theories of change which also deal with the

three time-epochs, the past, present and future.

A Critical Estimate of the Four Theories of Change

The preceding four theories of the Sarvastivadins have received

severe criticism from the Sautrantikas. Actually, these theories seem

to divert from the fundamental teachings of Buddhism. The Sarvastivadins

maintain that the elements are real and possess substance, and so it goes

against the doctrine of non-substantiality (anatmavada) and impermanence

(anityata), which they admit themselves. They also profess the theory

of momentariness in their teachings. Like the Mahlsasakas, Purvasailas,

Aparasailas and Kasyapiyas, but unlike the Theravadins, they establish

71
that the mental as well as material elements are instantaneous. Vasu- 

bandhu provides an analysis of the controversy of momentary character 

of elements between the Sarvastivadins and the Sautrantikas (AKB,ii.^5- 

k6).12
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Vasubandhu criticises vehemently the ahove theories, because they

are "not found in the genuine discourse of the Buddha, but it is an

innovation of the Vibhasa (Exegetic) Literature of the Abhidharma 

73
School." He attacks Dharmatrata by saying that this theory is not

different from the parinamavada (identity theory of cause and effect)

7*+
of Samkhya, which maintains the transformation (parinama) of the 

permanent substance. The Samkhya theory has been repudiated elsewhere 

by Kamalasila (Prakrtipariksa, TSP, chapter l). The gist of his criti

cism is that the transformation of the substance is possible in two 

ways: first, by not discarding the previous svabhava (essence) and 

secondly, by discarding the same. In the former, there arises a con

fusion (samkara) of three time-epochs, the past, present and future,

and in the latter, there is a contradiction in the Sarvastivada doctrine

75
that everything exists.

It seems that the theory of twofold dharmas, samskrta and asamskrta,

brings the Sarvastivadins very close to the Samkhya. The former accept

the momentary manifestation of all the samskrta dharmas, while the

latter that of Prakrti. When all the manifestations come to an end,

all the samskaras are extinct and only lifeless residue is left. This

is in itself a reality without any activity, life or personality, which

is similar to the eternal unmanifested matter (Prakrti) of the Samkhya.^

But unlike the Samkhya, the Sarvastivadins, or the Buddhists in general

never admit any eternal soul (purusa). Apart from similarities between

77
these two systems,their differences too cannot be overlooked. This 

requires a separate study which is not possible here. The similarities 

between the two induce Vasubandhu to criticise the theory of Dharmatrata.

The second theory of Ghosaka is rejected on the same ground that 

it creates confusion or comingling (samkara), since all the characteristics
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of the elements are said to co-exist. Again, Vasubandhu professedly 

denied any affinity (samya) between the illustration of a man, who is 

in love with a woman, and a dharma, which passes through the time-epochs. 

The man is said to be in love (rakta) when he is actually in process 

of love for something; and he is also said to be not deprived of love

rj O

(avirakta) even if he is only in possession (samanvagamamatrena) of 

desire for something else. But in the case of a dharma, ,

it is not correct to say that the attainment of temporal characteristics 

by it is with reference to either an actual activity or possession of 

activity."

The theory of Buddhadeva is set aside on the ground that in it each 

time includes in itself all the three time-epochs simultaneously. Take 

for example, the past time. In this state the preceding and succeeding 

moments are past and future respectively, and the middle one is present.

80
This criticism is quite clear, since in each time, all the three time- 

epochs are present. This shows that every moment is past, present and 

future in relation to some or other moment. So it is not at all admissible,

An Analysis of Vasumitra*s Theory of Karitra

It is curious to see that even if Dharmatrata, Ghosaka and Buddha-

Si
deva are Sarvastivadins, they are criticised by the Vaibhasikas. Only

82
Vasumitra*s view is accepted by them. According to Vasubandhu too, 

the third theory of Vasumitra in which the distinction of the time-epochs 

is established on the basis of Karitra (causal efficiency) deserves some

83
importance. Here Edward Conze is apparenly wrong to say that ’’Vasu

bandhu accepts Vasumitra's solution, which distinguishes the three

. / - . x tT 8U
periods of time with reference to a dharma's activity (karitraJ .



Actually, Vasubandhu does not accept Vasumitra’s solution as true, 

rather he finds in it some similarity with the Sautrantika theory of 

causal efficiency (arthakriyakaritva), that is why he chooses it for 

discussion. Ultimately he criticises Vasumitra, which will be clear 

from the following discussions.

There is a long controversy between the Vaibhasikas and the 

Sautrantikas on Vasumitra1s theory: When a dharma has not yet dis

charged its causal efficiency (karitra), it is future; when it has 

attained its karitra, it is present; and when its karitra has ceased

Ot

to be, it is past. In all these states there is a permanent sub

stance which remains unchanged. This conception of karitra is one of 

the most significant and interesting contributions to discussion of 

the concept of time, especially in the controversy with the Sautrantikas 

One must keep in mind that there is no separate element of time as such 

in the list of dharmas given by the Sarvastivadins. When we speak of 

the past, present and future dharmas, it means dharmas as past, present 

and future with reference to different stages of their causal efficiency 

It is not that the Sarvastivadins admit an absolute, all-pervasive time

as a reservoir in which the dharmas are placed in their various states.

86
It is rather surprising that D.J. Kalupahana, with whom John M. Koller

is in agreement, on the basis of Pali sources maintains that "... the

Sarvastivadins admit that not only everything past, present, and future

exist, but that past, present and future themselves exist, that is, they

are independently real .... they upheld the independent reality not only

Pi 7

of things, but also of time". In this regard he does not quote any 

Sarvastivada text which supports this statement.

88
Here the Theravadins misunderstood the Sarvastivada doctrine of 

"everything exists" and interpreted it as "the past, present and future
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themselves exist independently”. According to 0. Rosenberg, says E.J. 

Thomas, "everything does not refer to all dharmas, in the sense of

89
dharmas of every kind, but to the dharmas of all the three times”.

Without giving any satisfactory evidence, E.J. Thomas further expresses

his own opinion that "there were Sarvastivadins who asserted the

existence of past, present, and future as real things (dravyata).

This is the sense which is rejected by the Kathdvatthu".9<̂  This

observation of his is based on a single question asked in the Abhidharma-

kosa-bhasya (p. 620.10) and its Vydkhyd (p. 620.25): "kalo nama ka esa

dharmah ?" (What is the dharma which we call time ?). This does not

show that this was the theory of Sarvastivadins. One gets the reply

there instantly: "This is not an eternal substance (padartha)"

Yasomitra in his Vydkhyd (p. 620.2*+) only mentions that there is a

92
theory of eternal time as a substance. This may be the theory of the

Nyaya-Vaisesika, who admits an eternal and substantial time. It should

also be noted that at other places too the Sarvastivadins never assert

that time is a substance. The Vibha§a, on the other hand, suggests that

the Darstantikas and the Vibhajyavadins maintain that "Time by its

93
nature is eternal (nitya)". It is also possible that it is this

statement which we find in AKV (p. 620.2*+). But we are not sure that

they really admitted such a notion. Thomas Watters also commits the

same mistake when he asserts that Vasumitra "held that the Past, Present,

. tt 9*+
and Future are all realities .

It is true that the Sarvastivada theory of everything exists is 

a new arrival in the history of Buddhist thoughts, but it is also true 

that, according to the Sarvastivadins, nothing is outside the seventy- 

five dharmas, which constitute all sorts of material and immaterial 

things, and time is not an exception. Thus, it is absolutely unconvincing
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to say that time has an independent ontological status apart from dharmas

We agree with D.J. Kalupahana9  ̂ that the Sarvastivadin’s theory of ’’every

thing, past, present, and future, exists’’ is contradicted hy the Nikayas 

96
and the Agamas, that the former in this regard oversteps the limit of 

linguistic convention, and that the following statement of the Pali 

version of the Nikayas should he taken as a ’’warning for the Sarvasti

vadins to avoid the mistake of maintaining that dharmas in their ultimate

97
reality exist during the past, present, and future”:

"There are these three linguistic conventions or usages of 
words or terms that are distinct - have been distinct in 
the past, are distinct at present, and will be distinct in 
the future - which [conventions!] are not ignored by the 
recluses and brahmins who are wise. Which three ?
Whatever form (rupa) there has been, which has ceased to be, 
which is past and has changed is called, reckoned, and 
termed ’has been’ (ahosi); it is not reckoned as ’it 
exists’ (atthi) nor as ’it will b e’ (bhavissati).
CThe same is repeated with regard to the other four 
aggregates.! ... Whatever form is not arisen, not come 
to be, is called, reckoned, or termed ’it will b e’
(bhavissati) and is not reckoned ’it exists’ or ’it 
has been’ ... Whatever form has been and has manifested 
itself is called, reckoned, or termed ’to exists’ and is 
not reckoned ’it has been’ or ’it will b e’."98

The selflessness of elements indicates that the Sarvastivadins

still maintain the basic teaching of Buddhism. But their doctrine of

time made a distinct departure from the early or canonical Buddhism,

99
which admits only two stages, origination and destruction, or some

times three, origination, decay and destruction.1^  The Vaibhasikas 

introduce an extra stage of duration (sthiti) which, they think, "was 

suppressed by the Buddha because of the danger which it involved to 

the doctrine of impermanence, but which is implicitly included in the 

last stage (sthityanyathatva)" .1<~>1

The Sarvastivadins explicitly rejected the theory that time is 

an eternal substance, and instead they posited the reality of dharmas 

as ever-lasting. When asked: What is the dharma which we call time
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(kala), they professedly reply that this is not an eternal entity

(padartha) as some believe. The word time is an expression (abhidhana)

by which are designated the samskaras in so far as the past, future and

102
present are concerned. Further it is said that the samskrta dharmas

are epochs (adhvan), that is to say, they are past, present and future,

because of their tri-temporal nature - ’traversed’, ’being traversed’

103
and ’yet to be traversed’.

_io4
The Vibhasa maintains that there are three kinds of dharmas, the 

past, present and future. It claims to refute the erroneous doctrines

and establishes the true one. According to one opinion, which is criti-

- - - 105
cised by the Vibhasa, time (adhvan) is different from samskaras. As

the Vibhasa points out, the Darstantikas and the Vibhajyavadins set 

forth that ’’time by its nature is eternal (nitya), the samskaras are 

non-eternal (anitya). The samskaras flow in time like the fruits in open 

baskets, going from this basket to another, or like several men leaving 

this house in order to enter that house. Likewise, the samskaras of the
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future enter into the present, of the present enter into the past”.

But the author of the Vibhasa shows that time is not different from the

. - . . _ . _ . 107
nature of samskaras, time is the samskaras and the samskaras are time.

Samghabhadra establishes the difference of three time-epochs on the basis

1q Q
of karitra (activity) and says: ’’The samskaras which do not yet have 

activity are called ’future’; when they have activity, they are called 

’present’; when their activity is destroyed, they are called ’past’.

But there is no change in the substance (dravya).”1^9

From the above analysis, now it is clear that the Vaibhasikas or 

the Sarvastivadins do not maintain the ontological and independent 

status of time, as D.J. Kalupahana and J. Koller profess or as the 

Theravadins understood.
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The preceding theory of the Darstantikas and the Vibhajyavadins

gives the notion of time, independent of the phenomena, like space and

Nirvana. As Andre Bareau suggests, Vasumitra’s theory of the change

of avastha leads us to the same conception. He observes:

’’The analogy he CVasumitraH draws between things and counters, 
which take different names according to the boxes in which 
they are placed, is quite near to that of the fruit placed 
in a pot, and of the men in the house, chosen by the Vibhajya- 
vadin and the Darstantika. The only difference, but it is an 
essential one, is in the point of view of the thinkers.
Vasumitra sees things only, and pays no attention to the 
space in which they are situated, whereas his opponents 
consider both, and draw between them the comparisons and 
the relations which force themselves on their minds.’’110

Here we find only analogy between the ways the illustrations

(drstanta) are given by the two sides, whereas they propound different

theories from each other. Still it is to be noted that Vasumitra’s

analogy between the illustrations of a small ball (gulika) and the

numerical place (anka) on the one hand, and a dharma and its three

stages, past, present and future based on its karitra, on the other

hand, are inappropriate or rather misleading. This analogy, not the

theory itself, leads one to the notion that time is a receptacle in

which dharmas are deposited in their different stages. The comparison

of numerical place and the karitra is completely incorrect. The former

gives the idea of space, whereas the latter that of different temporal

stages. It is clearly expressed that the word ’’adhvan” (time-epoch)

not only includes in itself all the skandhas, i.e. rupa skandha, etc.,

but also other elements, such as duhkha-samudaya, anityata, and anatma.

This shows that time is nothing apart from samskaras, skandhas, duhkha-

samudaya, anityata, anatma, and so on.1 1 Hence time should not be

conceived as an independent and all-pervasive entity.

Even if the Vaibhasikas deny again and again the independent reality 

of time and its three phases, the Sautrantikas ask the question: If the
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past and future exist as things, then they are present, and so how can

112
they he described as past and future ? This objection, in the opinion

113
of Andre Bareau, is decisive, but we contend that both the Sautrantikas 

and Andre Bareau misunderstood here the Vaibhasika position. It is really 

striking that Bareau in the same paper contradicts his own statement when 

he writes: "... the past, the present and the future were not considered 

by the Sarvastivadins as things in themselves, but as modes of being, 

states, features, positions, reciprocal relations."11^ The Sarvastivadins 

do not admit the three time-epochs as possessing eternal substance or as 

reality in themselves; rather the dharmas, they pronounce, have the sub

stantial reality throughout its different stages of transition. The 

Vaibhasikas have already said that it is the operation (karitra) in its 

various stages, i.e. not yet developed, fully developed, and already 

settled, which determines the temporal status of the dharmas.11'*

The Karitra Defined

Now the question arises: What is the meaning (abhipreta) of karitra?

The Vaibhasikas answer that karitra means activity (vyapara), such as an

act of seeing; it means the activities of five sense organs, by means of

which the eye is seeing, the ear is hearing, the nose is smelling, the

tongue is tasting, and the skin is experiencing; it is the activity by

which consciousness (vijnana) cognises the objects; and again, it is

the activity by which the rupa, etc. are made objects of the corresponding

sense organs. The Sautrantikas object that if it were so, the present

(pratyutpanna) tatsabhaga11^ eye11^ would not possess actuality (varta-

110

manata) in the state of sleep, because it lacks the karitra. In

other words, even if the elements are obviously present, they do not 

perform their karitra, i.e. they do not produce, for example, any sight.
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The Vaibhasikas modify their definition of kartira, according to

which the karitra means the potency of performing two kinds of functions

the potency of projecting (phaladana) and of grasping (phalapratigraha)

119
a result. Here it is important to notice that a particular d h a m a

does not manifest itself by its own potency, rather its activity is

determined by its preceding dharmas. Every preceding dharma forces its

future succeeding dharmas to manifest their activity. This means that

the real activity of a dharma is to determine the activity of subsequent

dharmas. In this respect the Sarvastivadins establish six kinds of

120
causal relations between the elements: (l) cause of existence (karana- 

121
hetu), (2) simultaneous cause (sahabhuhetu), (3) homogeneous cause

(sabhagahetu), (4) associated cause (samprayuktakahetu), (5) universal
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cause (sarvatragahetu), and (6) cause of retribution (vipakahetu).

Of these causes the first corresponds to the fruit of sovereign (adhi- 

123
patiphala), the second and fourth to the fruit of the activity of

124
virile, or anthropomorphic result (purusakaraphala), the third and

125
fifth to the fruit of flow (nisyandaphala), and sixth to the fruit

12^
of retribution, or the fruit of maturity (vipakaphala). Again, a 

dharma is (l) nisyandaphala, since it is similar to its cause,

(2) purusakaraphala, since it is born by the force of its cause,

(3) adhipatiphala, since it is born on the ground of non-obstacle or

127
its cause, and (4) vipakaphala, since it is not born simultaneously,

128
or immediately in the next moment. The past and present dharmas can

be sarvatraga and sabhagahetu (see AKP, ii, pp. 257 ff.). The dharmas

of the past, present and future can be samprayukta, sahabhu and vipaka-

hetu. Vipakahetu gives its fruit when it is past, for the fruit is not

129
simultaneous, though it may be immediately consecutive to its cause.

The conditioned dharmas of the three epochs are karanahetu, and the 

unconditioned dharmas are beyond time.13^
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Now one may ask: In which condition (i.e. past, present, or future)

each of the causes happens, when it takes (grhnati, aksipati) and gives

(prayacchati, dadati) its fruit ? A dharma takes a fruit when it becomes 

131
the seed. A dharma gives a fruit in the moment when it gives the

force of origination to this fruit, that is to say, in the moment when 

the future fruit, which is turned towards the origination or is ready 

to be born (utpadabhimukha), is given by this dharma the force, which

132
makes the former (the future fruit) enter into the condition of present.

The five causes take their fruit only when they are present; they are

past, when they have already taken their fruits; and future, when they

133
are not yet active.

Now let us come back to the Vaibhasika definition of karitra as

"phaladanapratigraha". In this case, for example, the four samskrta-

laksanas, jati, sthiti, jara and anityata, co-existent with a particular

element of the eye produce an anthropomorphic result (purusakaraphala)

and the next succeeding element is the purusakaraphala, adhipatiphala

(fruit of the sovereign) and nisyandaphala (fruit of flow) in relation

to its preceding element. Thus, because of producing (jananat) all

these fruits, the karitra of the element is called "giving" (prayacchad),

and because of being the cause (hetubhavavasthanad) of these fruits

it is called "grasping" (grhnat), and is in this context "present".13^

The Sautrantikas argue that if this is so, the past causes, such as

sabhagahetu, sarvatragahetu and vipakahetu too would be present, because

135
it has already been conceded that they also produce a fruit.

But this objection, reply the Vaibhasikas, fares no better, because

the karitra is said to possess both the characteristics of phaladana and

phalagrahana altogether. The past sabhaga although "giving" is not

137
"grasping". The Sautrantikas assert that if we accept this definition,
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the past causes, such as sabhagahetu, will be semi-present, because

they have the characteristic of only giving the fruit, not grasping it. 

Another problem is that if the three time-epochs are established according 

to the karitra, an element having the characteristic of past also will be 

present, since it produces the fruit of the present moment. Thus, a 

comingling of the three time-epochs arises.

Samghabhadra*s Reply to the Sautrantikas

139
Keeping these difficulties m  view, Samghabhadra states that the 

Sautrantikas advance their criticism, because they do not understand the 

nature of the dharma (dharmasvabhava) properly. Actually, the potency 

(sakti) of a dharma is of two kinds: activity (tso-yong, karitra) and 

power (kong-neng, vrtti, samarthya, v y a p a r a ) ^  The power of projecting 

the fruit is called the activity of the dharma, not the actual bearing

lUl _ _ ±k2
of the fruit. Even if karitra is defined as phalaksepa-samarthya, 

the former does not possess the whole samarthya. There is samarthya 

which exists apart from the activity. That is why, for example, in 

obscurity or darkness, samarthya (of the eye) of seeing the objects is 

obstructed by the darkness, but not so its karitra. In other words, 

the darkness prevents the samarthya of vision (darsanavyapara), hence 

the eye is not able to perceive the visibles. But its karitra of pro

jecting the fruit is not prevented by the darkness. The eye, therefore,

even in such obscurity (avarana) projects its fruit, which is a new 

ll+3
moment of the eye. In the present state the karitra is not absent,

because it is the karitra which establishes this state. The cessation 

of the karitra of a dharma does not entail that the dharma is inexistent. 

As regards the fact of being the cause of the birth of a different 

dharma (i.e. bhava, sing), that is not karitra, rather only samarthya, 

for it is only the present which projects the fruit; for the unconditioned

133
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ones (asamskrta dharmas), which are beyond time, do not project the

fruit; for it is only projection of fruit which is called activity.

Therefore, because of the inadequate knowledge of the Abhidharma

doctrines, says Samghabhadra, the Sautrantikas consider the samarthya

as being the activity. The past cause, although it bears the fruit,

is deprived of the activity. Now it is clear that the characteristics

Ibb
of the three time-epochs are not mingled.

lU5
However, the Sautrantikas advance further severe criticism.

They raise the following questions: What is that which opposes the

karitra ? How is it past, present and future ? If it is not different

from the dharma, the three epochs would disappear. If the dharmas

exist in the past and future just in the same way as in the present,

then why are they past and future, and not present ? If the proper 

l*+6
nature (svabhava, tse-sing) or essence of the dharmas always exists, 

i.e. throughout the three time-epochs, it must produce the activity at 

all time. If their karitra is not in the three time-epochs, what is 

that which has its karitra in the form of obstacle (kim vighnam 

karitram) What is that which sometimes activates the dharmas to

lU8
perform and sometimes not to perform their karitra ? Samghabhadra 

puts this objection of the Sautrantikas as follows: "Since the 

characteristic (laksana) of the proper nature (t'i) of the dharma is 

unchanging, what force is that which induces the obstacle of all kinds,

l*+9
that the dharma does not always have the same state CbhavaH (sing-lei)?"

This objection, according to Samghabhadra is not justified. The 

identity of the characteristic of the proper nature (svabhava) is not 

an argument which demonstrates the unity or identity of the bhava.

Indeed, one observes in the phenomena that the characteristic of the 

proper nature does not present any difference, rather the state (bhava)
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differs. He establishes the simultaneous existence of the dharmas which 

are essentially identical (i.e. not different with regard to the sva- 

laksana), but differ with respect to the bhava (yeou sing), such as 

prthivldhatu (terrestrial element), which is always in its essence 

solid, has diverse nature (sing), being internal (adhyatmikabhava), 

external; the sensation (vedana) etc., which is always in its essence

"experience", has diverse nature, being personal, of others, pleasant,

, . 150 
or distressing.

Again, Samghabhadra formulates the objection of the Sautrantikas

differently as follows:

"in my Ci.e. Sautrantika! system the samskaras (or the conditioned 
dharmas), the conditions (pratyayas), the concurrence of the 
conditions exist after inexistence Cabhutva bhavati!. The 
conditions are of different kinds. Sometimes they concur, some
times they do not. We understand that the dharmas are not born 
at all times. But you Ci.e. Vaibhasikas! maintain that the 
samskrtas and their conditions, of all times, always possess 
Ctheir! proper nature (yeou-t’i, sasvabhava), for you do not 
admit that the dharmas exist after inexistence. They must 
therefore always be present. CNow the question arises! what 
force is that which is able to oppose them

This remark also, according to Samghabhadra, is not justified,

because the problem has already been elucidated. We have said earlier

that the characteristic of the svabhava (t’i-siang) remains the same;

only its bhava (lei-sing) changes. Even though this notion is established

by the Vaibhasikas, the Sautrantikas make the following objection:
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You maintain that the samskaras and their conditions of all times

perpetually possess their proper nature (sasvabhava, yeou-t’i). What

is that which makes the activity not to exist always, that they are not

perpetually present in all times ? The objection tumbles down when one

understands the above exposed doctrine, i.e. the proper nature is

153
constant, but the bhavas (sing-lei) are different.



The Vaibhasikas further assert that the karitra is activated when

I5I1
all the necessary conditions are present. The Sautrantikas reject

this hypothesis, because the Vaibhasikas do admit that these conditions
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are always present and call the karitra as past, present and future.

Is the Karitra Different from its Dharma ?

Kamalasila places a series of arguments against the Vaibhasikas.

He says that the Vaibhasikas must accept one of the two alternatives: 

that karitra is either different or not different from its dharma.

Since the characteristics of these two alternatives are mutually exclu

sive, the denial of one infers the affirmation of the other, and con

versely, the affirmation of one leads to the denial of the other. And

■j
there is no third alternative which is acceptable.

(l) If the karitra is different from the dharma, the latter would

be without essence (nihsvabhava, i.e. unreal) in its antecedent and 

157
subsequent stages. Schayer formulates this in the following

158
syllogism:

Probandum : dharmas existing in the present are unreal 
in their antecedent and subsequent states

Reason : because they are causes (= hetutvad), or
because they are contingent (= samskrtatvad).

Example : just as in the case with karitra.

Contrary to this, if the dharmas are not unreal in their antecedent 

and subsequent states, then all the samskrtas would be permanent, since 

the svabhava of the dharmas are established in all times (= sarvada), 

and this is the characteristic (laksana) of permanence. To support this 

argument Kamalasila quotes the Pramanavartika (l. 206 ) that "According 

to learned men permanent is that whose svabhava (essence) is never 

destroyed".
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The Vaibhasikas urge that sakti1^  (= karitra) is the sva

bhava of permanent substance (nityasya sakti), or eternality is sakti 

(nityata sakti). Consequently, in the Sautrantika syllogism "there is 

no exclusion of the reasons: hetutva (being a cause) or samskrtatva 

(being contingent), etc. from the class of negative instances (hetoh 

sadhyavipaksena virodhah), i.e. in Cthe SautrantikaU case from the 

class of permanent entities."1^1

Now, Kamalasila refers back to his criticism of the preceding 

objection in the Sthirabhavapariksa (TSP, chapter 8). Since, he says, 

it is accepted by all that everything which is conditioned (samskrta) 

is also impermanent (anitya), the conditionedness (samskrtatva) is not 

possible in permanence. This principle is self-evident. To admit the 

karitra apart from skandhas, ayatanas, etc. is to go against the 

fundamental teachings of Buddhism. This is supported by the Scriptures 

too, where the Buddha professes that everything (sarvam) means five 

skandhas, twelve ayatanas, and eighteen dhatus. This shows that the 

karitra has no separate category.1^2

(2) Let us analyse the second alternative, namely, the dharma and 

its karitra are not different (ananyad) from each other. If the karitra 

is not different from the dharma, then the former would be just as the 

dharmasvarupa, and being identical with the latter it would be existing 

in all times (= sarvakalika). In this case, the distinction of the 

three time-epochs on the basis of the karitra, which Vasumitra propounds 

above - i.e. "that which has achieved its karitra is present; that which 

has exhausted its karitra is past; and that which has not yet attained its 

karitra is future" - would not be possible. This can be possible only 

when the two states of attaining (prapti) and not attaining (aprapti) 

of the karitra are shown separately. But such distinction is impossible,
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because there is a lack of the distinction of the states among the

elements which always exist. Thus, in this alternative, i.e. the

karitra is not different from the dharma, the latter just as the former

lacks its past and future states, and possesses only its present state

(= madhyamatraka), which is accepted by the Sautrantikas against the

16U
Vaibhasika theory of sarvada asti.

(3) If a third alternative is admitted by the Vaibhasikas that 

the karitra is and is not identical with the dharma, then it leads to 

a mutual contradiction (paraspara viruddha). Because of the non

differentiation of the dharma from the karitra, it results that the 

dharmas of rupa, etc. do not exist always. But it is admitted by the 

Vaibhasikas that the dharmas exist permanently and the karitra is non

permanent (as in the case of the past and future, karitra does not 

exist). It follows that the dharma and karitra are different from each 

other. Again, the Vaibhasikas maintain that the karitra is different 

from the dharma. These contradictory statements are termed by the 

Sautrantikas as a caprice of God. This shows an arbitrary, impulsive 

and illogical notion, and change of mind. The Vaibhasikas are just

16 s
like God who without thinking properly and rationally act arbitrarily.

166
But Samghabhadra rejects this objection.

The Karitra of Karitra. Discussed

Besides, the Sautrantikas apply a third prasanga argument against

V a s u m i t r a’s theory of the three time-epochs established on the karitra.

Here S c h ayer’s remark is significant. He says:

’’This tacit supposition is necessary for deducting the prasanga 

formulated by the Sautrantika. This very starting point is, 

however, erroneous. The Vaibhasikas do not teach that karitra 

possesses the three Times; karitra. is momentary and the dharma- 
svabhava only lasts through the three Times.”167



The argument Sautrantikas advance is that if the Vaibhasikas concede

that the karitra is not different from the dharmas, this means that the

former too exists like the latter throughout the three time-epochs. In

other words, we can say that "the karitra which has not yet attained its

existence is a future karitra; the karitra which has just attained its

existence is the present karitra; the karitra which has already ceased

l68
to be is a past karitra." But Kamalasila, who applies the third

prasanga argument as follows, asserts that for the preceding thesis the

Vaibhasikas have to admit the existence of a second karitra of this

karitra, otherwise they cannot maintain that "the distinction of epochs

are established on the basis of the karitra" (adhvanah karitrena

vyavasthitah), because they violate this rule (vyabhicarat). Again,

if the Vaibhasikas maintain that the future, etc. (the three time-epochs)

are established with reference to svarupasatta (dravya, substance) of

the karitra, and not with reference to its karitra (i.e. second karitra),

then they have to admit the bhava too likewise. Therefore, what is the

170
sense of introducing the theory of the karitra ? And if to steer

clear of the violation of the rule, they admit the karitra of the karitra,

which itself is the karitra of the dharma, then there arises an infinite

171regress.

To the Sautrantika argument, i.e. if the karitra and the dharma are 

identical (ananya), the former too would be permanent (= sarvakalika) 

like the latter, because there is no difference (= avisesat) between 

them, Samghabhadra replies that distinguishing qualities have been seen 

even if they are not different from the essence of the dharma, such as 

sapratighatva of the earth. Though the dharmas are not different from 

their substance, yet they are differentiated as sapratigha and apratigha, 

sanidarsana and anida.rsana, and so they appear to be differentiated from

129
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their essence by the distinguishing qualities. In the same way a dharma

172
is determined by its karitra. But this reply, says Kamalasila, is

not helpful to the subject under consideration (prakrtanupakaraka). In

other words, this does not affect the criticism of the Sautrantikas,

whose argument is: on admitting the non-differentiation (abheda) of the

karitra from the substance (= dharma) no distinction is possible at all

between the dharma and its karitra, which are identified with each other.

And therefrom no distinction of the three time-epochs is possible on the

173
basis of the karitra. Moreover, he finds no point in the Vaibhasika 

argument which is acceptable to him. He says: "The dharmas of the earth, 

etc. are different, because they are differentiated by their mutually

17^
exclusive svalaksanas". That is why some of them are called saprati-

gha and some apratigha, such as the vedana, etc. But it is evident that 

no apratigha can ever be sapratigha, because "there is no unique un- 

variably ccncomitant substance (= eko ’nugami padarthatma) to which the 

sapratighatva of the earth, etc. could be attributed as a temporary, 

occasional quality (kadacitka dharma). Special qualities as saprati

ghatva, etc. express the whole being as such, i.e. as determined by the 

exclusion of all remaining homogeneous (sajatiya) as well as hetero

geneous (vijatiya) qualities. Hence, although not differing from the

svarupa, they cannot be Cin opposition to the karitra.!, the principle

175
of differentiation of the same Cunchangeable substance!".

1 if)
Now Samghabhadra states that the karitra is not different from 

the dharma, because it does not exist apart from the dharma; and at the 

same time it is also not simply the dharma, because even if the svabhava 

of the dharma exists permanently, there may not be the karitra always.

It may sometimes be absent. Neither is there no difference between the 

karitra and dharma, because the former is previously inexistent. The
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karitra is just like a series (samtanavat) of the dharmas. Actually, 

samtana is not different from the dharma, because it does not exist 

independently of the latter; and it is also not simply the dharma, other

wise even a single dharma would be a samtana. Moreover, it cannot be

ITT
said that it does not exist, because its effects do exist.

But Kamalasila rejects Samghabhadra’s hypothesis. He says,in the 

case of samtana, its difference from the dharma is inexpressible (avacya), 

just like the pudgala, and is therefore nihsvabhava. In the same way, 

the karitra too is nihsvabhava. But this argument shows the agnostic 

tendency of Kamalasila. If something is inexpressible, then how can we 

say that it is nihsvabhava ? Now, he advances another prasanga: if a 

svabhava exists in something, it must be either different or non-different 

from the dharma. But since such karitra is a figment of imagination 

(kalpita), like the samtana , it cannot produce any effect. Indeed, 

the samtana, which is chimerical only, has no potency in generating 

any effect, because of its nihsvabhavatva, whereas the emergence of the 

effect is bound with the svabhava. This proves that only the real 

elements of the nihsvabhava-samtana are capable of activities (kriyaksama.), 

not the fabricated samtana. From the above discussion we come to the 

conclusion that the karitra exists as a prajnapti (empirical reality), 

and is inexistent absolutely (paramarthatah) in the antecedent and sub

sequent moments of its existence. Thus, the distinction of the time- 

epochs as the past, present and future is an abstract notion, not 

substantial.

But the karitra as prajnapti too is not free from criticism. The

Vaibhasikas see no difficulty, if the distinction of the epochs also is

1T9 _ _ .̂
prajnapti like the karitra. The Sautrantikas say that the karitra

of the dharmas is described by the Vaibhasikas as the potency of
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projecting the effects (phalaksepasakti), and this potency is not

different from the reality (= vastulaksana). Thus, it is not the

object of speech (sabdagocara), and does not belong to the domain of

words, because it is asadharana, and words cannot express a svalaksana.

And thus, the power being the same as the reality (= vastu) and not

different, how can it have a prajnapti existence ? Positively it cannot

be so. Hence the distinction of the three time-epochs itself becomes 

180
tattvika.

Whether the Causal Efficiencies are Different or 
the Same in their Past and Future States ?

Besides, one perceives the rupa, such as fire, which possesses the

causal efficiencies, like burning and cooking. Now the question arises:

Are these causal efficiencies in their past and future states the same

or different ? If they are the same, how are the mutually contradictory

qualities, such as inactivity, by which the distinction of the future,

present and past is established, co-existent in one undifferentiated

entity, such as rupa ? If amidst the imposition of contradictory

qualities, the identity of a dharma is maintained, then all the

differentiations would be vanished (utsanna), and the whole world would

be turned into one identical thing. And the result of this identity

would be co-emergence of everything.

The Vaibhasikas clarify their position by saying that a dharma is

not supposed to be completely undifferentiated while passing through the

three time-epochs. It is differentiated by its different states, i.e.

l82
by leaving one state and grasping another. But here too Kamalasila 

applies the same prasanga: Are these states different or not from the 

bhava ? The Vaibhasika answer is in the negative; otherwise, they say, 

their relation with the bhava (= dharma) would be broken. Firstly,
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because there would arise the inefficiency of the bhava, and secondly,

because the potency with regard to producing effects would be proved

l83
in both the presence and absence of those conditions.

But Kamalasila is not satisfied with this answer. He raises the 

questions and answers them himself in the following way: How is it 

maintained that the avasthas of the dharmas are not different from the 

dharmas themselves ? He replies: it is not so, because the avasthas 

come into existence after having been inexistent, and are destroyed 

after having been existent. But the dharmas (= vastus) are not supposed 

in this manner, because according to the Vaibhasikas, they exist perma

nently. Therefore, how are the avasthas, which come into existence 

after having been inexistent and are destroyed after having been existent, 

identical with the permanent dharmas ? It is, say the Sautrantikas, 

never possible, because the avasthas and dharmas possess different 

characteristics (= bhinnayogaksematvat). For otherwise, by way of 

identity (= tadatmatvena) the avasthas would not be different from the 

dharma, and consequently they would exist always just as the svabhava 

of the dharma (vastusvabhavavat). Or else, the dharma not being 

different from the avasthas, it would come into existence after having

_ i8U
been inexistent just as the svarupa of the avasthas.

Even if it is maintained, asserts Kamalasila, that the avasthas 

are not different from the dharma, the imposition of contradictory 

qualities cannot be avoided. Now, the question arises whether the 

dharma (= vastu) in its middle state (i.e. the present) possesses 

causal efficiency by its own essence (svarupena) or differently. If 

the former, then the essence of the dharma exists even in the remaining 

states of the past and future. And so how can the essence of the causal 

efficiency be supposed to be latent in its future state, and quiescent
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in its past state (= kriyakriyabhramsau). Secondly, if the dhama is

active by means of something else, then again its own inactivity would

l85
result, and thus it is proved to be an avastu (= non-dharma). Like

wise, the theory that the rupa, such as fire, also exists in the past 

and future states tumbles down. If we admit that a dharma is different 

in every state, then in this hypothesis there would be no comingling 

of mutually exclusive qualities, such as activity and inactivity, 

because of different dharmas in different states. But the dhamas, 

such as fire, whose causal efficiency is burning and cooking, would 

come into existence after having been inexistent and would be destroyed 

after having been existent. This leads to the contradiction with the 

thesis that the dharma exists pemanently, because the dharma and its 

states lack their permanent association (anvayabhavat).

But the Vaibhasikas see no contradiction in the theory that a

dharma, possessing causal efficiency, comes into existence after having

been inexistent and ceases to exist after having been existent. They

maintain that the causally inactive dharma (akaryayogyam vastu) also

exists in the past and future states. It does not possess any causal

efficiency in these two states, and so there is no contradiction in

187
their theory of sadastitva. To this Santaraksita replies that only

those dhamas, which possess causal efficiency, exist, and actually

nothing exists in the past and future states, because in these states

.... . ... 188 
no activity is possible.

But the Vaibhasikas profess that the past sabhaga hetu, etc. 

possess the activity, and hence it is wrong to say that there can be 

no causal efficiency in the dharmas, which are in their past and future

n O q  ^

states. Santaraksita applies further prasanga arguments to refute
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the theory of the Vaibhasikas. He asserts that the past dharma, which

has no causal efficiency, would be clearly like a present dharma,because

being of occasional nature (kadacitka) it comes into existence after

190
having been inexistent like other present dharmas. Here the Sautran

tika prasanga is that whatever is produced by causes and conditions is 

called present, and that which is kadacitka is necessarily produced by 

causes and conditions. Therefore, something is uncaused only in two 

cases, either it is a permanent entity, or it is absolutely inexistent, 

because only in these two cases there is room for complete ir. dependence 

(anapeksa). "Hence the third possibility", Schayer observes, "that of 

being sometimes existent and sometimes inexistent, is reserved to the

entities which are causally determined = whose existence is limited by

191
causal determinants." Therefore, whatever is kadacitka is necessarily 

produced by the causes and conditions, and that is necessarily present.

In other words, ’being kadacitka’ is invariably concomitant with ’being

, , 192 
present'.

Again, Kamalasila says, if the past and future elements exist 

substantially (dravyatah), then all the samskaras or the samskrta dharmas 

would be permanent (sasvata). Therefore, in this case there would be no 

special quality (visesa) which may distinguish the conditioned dharmas,

such as rupa, etc., from the unconditioned dharmas, such as pratisam-

193 - . /
khyanirodha. The Vaibhasikas respond that the conditionedness (sam

skrtatva) of the rupa is because of its association with the four sarn- 

skrtalaksanas (i.e. jati, jara, sthiti, and anityata), but the uncondi

tioned dharmas, such as akasa, are not associated with them. This

characteristic makes an essential difference (= vailaksanya) between

19U
these two kinds of dharmas. The Sautrantikas reply that it is not 

correct, and to demonstrate the untenability of the Vaibhasika hypothesis,
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they pick out the four samskrtalaksanas and analyse them one "by one as 

follows.

An Examination of the Samskrtalaksanas by 
the Sautrantikas

According to the Vaibhasikas, jati gives birth to things, sthiti

stabilises them, jara causes them decay and anityata destroys them.

195
These are the karitra of the samskrtalaksanas. Now, Kamalasila 

starts analysing the first samskrtalaksana, jati. The jati, as the 

Vaibhasikas profess, generates a special force (visesa) which stimu

lates the future conditioned dharmas to achieve their causal efficiency 

in order to produce their effects. It is, therefore, called the producer 

(= janika) of the saiftskrta dharmas, such as the rupa. In this case, it 

is not a material cause, rather an instrumental cause. But the question 

arises whether this special potency (visesa) is different from the saA-

skrta dharma itself or not ? These are the only two alternatives 

197
(paksadvaya).

In the first alternative, i.e. the visesa is not different from the 

dharma itself, the visesa cannot be non-different (na avyatirikta) from 

the conditioned dharmas (i.e. rupa, etc.), because in that case it would 

already be a realised (nispanna) thing even before the jati performs its 

karitra, and then it would be incapable of producing any effect (asakya- 

kriya), just as after it has performed its activity. And again, what 

is realised cannot be active, otherwise there would be an infinite

■7 q O

regress. The second alternative, i.e. the visesa is different from

the conditioned dharmas, too does not prove to be advantageous, because 

in that case there would be no relation between them. Again, because 

of this difference the relation of identity between them would be
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impossible, and if they are not different, the preceding consequence 

(i.e. of the first alternative) would result. The relation of cause 

and effect too would be absent, because the visesa originates from the 

jati, not from the dharma. Other relations also, such as container 

(= adhara) and contained (= adheya), are out of the question, because 

they too are included under the same category (antargatatvat) or as 

Schayer puts it: "because they are only special cases of causal depen

dence".2^^ On the acceptance of such a relation,the Sautrantikas again 

apply the prasanga argument. Firstly, "The element is a tanmatrakarana

a basal, main cause). Then the visesa, as produced exclusively by

201
it, would always arise and jati would be of no use." Secondly, a 

dharma produces the visesa with the help of jati (jatim apeksya). But 

this is not correct, because the jati is not an auxiliary cause. Other

wise, this would lead to an absurdity. Therefore, we arrive at the con

clusion that if there is any different between the dharma and its visesa,

202
no relation can be established between them. Again, m  the case of

difference the visesa is inexistent before it comes into existence, and

203
thus the theory of asatkaryavada results. Likewise, if the decay is

brought about by jara, stabilisation by sthiti, and destruction by

anityata, then the same objections, which were applied against jati,

20h
would be applied against these three too.

Furthermore, it is said by the Vaibhasikas that the samskrtalaksanas, 

jati, etc. perform their karitra due to their inherent potency (= sam- 

arthasvabhava), and that the potency always exists. If it is so, says 

Kamalasila, it follows that the samskrtalaksanas must always discharge 

their karitra (= svakarya). The Vaibhasikas may reply that the preceding 

objection is irrelevant, because the functioning of the svakarya of the 

samskrtalaksanas are based on the assistance of the causes and conditions,
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or in other words, unless the auxiliary causes and conditions are present, 

there cannot be any svakarya. This doctrine is wrong, because they 

(causes and conditions) are already admitted by the Vaibhasikas as ever 

present. This leads to the conclusion that the samskrtalaksanas execute 

their respective svakarya, i.e. origination, duration, decay and 

destruction, not only in their present state, but also in their past and 

future states. Consequently, the comingling of the three time-epochs 

in each state results.2^

Momentariness of the Past and Future Dharmas Discussed

*
Santaraksita proceeds with fresh prasanga arguments. He adduces

that the past and future dharmas are either momentary (ksanika) or non-

momentary (na ksanika). These are the only two alternatives. If we

admit the first, the confusion of the three time-epochs would again 

206
arise. The moment which just originates is present, that which is

destroyed after its origination is past, and that which has not yet

207
come into its existence is future. Here, if the distinction of the

three time-epochs is based on these three non-simultaneous temporal 

states, then Santaraksita's objection seems to be ineffective, because 

in that case there is no comingling. But if the Vaibhasikas admit that 

the past and future elements too exist like the present ones, then his 

argument would be relevant. And consequently, the past and future 

elements too would be present, because the very existence shows their 

presentness.

If we admit the second alternative that the past and future elements 

are non-momentary, then there would be contradiction in the fundamental 

doctrine of Buddhism (krtanta = siddhanta), according to which all the 

samskaras are momentary.2^8 Moreover, there is also contradiction with
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the logical or inferential knowledge (anumanavirodha). This contra-

209
diction is evident from the conclusion of the following syllogism:

Probandum : whatever is existing is momentary 
(yat sat tat sarvam ksanikam).

Example : just as the present elements (yatha vartamanam).

Reason : the past and future elements exist
(santas catitanagata iti).

Conclusion : hence, the past and future elements are
necessarily momentary (niyamat ksanabhanginah 
praptah).

The Sautrantika Hypothesis of Arthakriyakaritva 
and Existence

The Sautrantika hypothesis is that the causal efficiency or the

efficiency of producing effects (arthakriyakaritva) is the inherent

characteristic of the existing elements, because on logical ground the

non-momentary elements eliminate any possibility of successive (krama)

as well as simultaneous (yaugapadya) causal efficiency. Therefore, if

we deny the arthakriyakaritva, we also deny existence (satta). ’’The

predicate ’existence’ (= satta) is excluded from all the dharmins which

are predicated by the negation of the sadhya (= from all sadhya-

210
vipaksa)”. And thus, the validity of the Sautrantika syllogism is

proved.

The Sautrantikas advance further arguments which are completely 

based on their theory of the arthakriyakaritva. Since the Vaibhasikas 

do not set forth that only the arthakriyakaritva is existent, and 

existence is arthakriyakaritva, i.e. both these terms are synonyms or 

identical, and whatever does not possess arthakriyakaritva is not 

existent, the following syllogism against their theory appears to be 

preposterous. According to the Vaibhasikas, the dharmas apart from 

their present state, in which they manifest their arthakriyakaritva,
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exist in their past state, in which they become quiescent after having 

performed their causal efficiency, and in future state, in which they 

are latent still waiting to perform their activity.

Now, Kamalasila proceeds as follows. He says that the past and

future elements may be said to be either capable of producing effects

- 211 
(arthakriyasamartha) or not. These are the only two alternatives.

If they are capable to do so, then they are present. Again, the

212
following syllogism accelerates the Sautrantika polemic against 

the Vaibhasikas:

Probandum : whatever is capable of producing effects is 
present, i.e. momentary (ye ye 'rthakriya- 
samarthas te vartamanah).

Example : just as the present elements which are not
under discussion here (yatha 1vivadaspadibhuta 
vartamanah).

Reason : the past and future dharmas are capable of
producing effects (= arthakriyasamarthas 
catitadaya).

Conclusion : therefore, the past and future dharmas are 
present, i.e. momentary (= svabhavahetu- 
prasangah).

The preceding syllogism, says Kamalasila, is not indeterminate (na

anaikantika). It means that it is invariably concomitant, because it

eliminates the presentness (vartamanatva = existence) of the past

element, which has been destroyed, as well as the future element, which

is not yet born, and consequently all their potencies would be absent,

213
just like the sky flower, which exists nowhere. The following 

syllogism freezes all the potencies out of the past and future elements:

Probandum : those which are not present do not possess any 
potency (= ye vartamana na bhavanti te kvacit 
samartha api na bhavanti), or vice versa.

Example : just as the sky flower (yatha vyomambhoruham).

Reason : the past and future dharmas are not present
(na bhavanti catitadayo vartamana).
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Conclusion : therefore, invariably they do not possess any 
potency (= vyapakanupalabdhih), i.e. they are 
inexistent.

According to the Sautrantikas, the three asamskrta dharmas, akasa, 

pratisamkhyanirodha, and apratisamkhyanirodha, too are not an exception 

[=■ anekanta) to the preceding conclusion. They can also be the member 

of this syllogism, and their potencies can be dismissed likewise. There

fore, it cannot be said, claim the Sautrantikas, that the syllogism is 

2lb
indeterminate.

Now, let us come to another argument, which the Sautrantikas advance.

If the dharmas exist substantially (dravyatah) even in its past and

future states, their effects also must be eternal (nitya, i.e. existing

215
throughout the past, present and future), and consequently the 

striving for attaining the heaven and ultimate salvation would result 

in failure (viphala).

The Sautrantika Criticism of the Vaibhasika Arguments 
for the Existence of the Past and Future Dharmas

From the preceding discussion it is evident that the theory of the

Vaibhasikas, who maintain that -all the samskrta dharmas, such as rupa,

are existent in all the three time-epochs (adhvasamgrhita), is without

any solid ground (asrayasiddha)»

Dharmakirti has already said in his Prcovctna-

vartika (3.191c) that "’Existence’ as predicate Cto be proved! (= bhava-

217
dharma) is not [possible!, because Cthe dharmin! is not ascertained." 

Moreover, even if the existence of the past and future dharmas is main

tained, the arguments for this would be contradictory (viruddha), 

because the reality of the present is admitted (vartamanasiddhe) by 

everybody, and apart from this, if we admit the reality of the past and
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future dharmas, then it would he just against the dharma-svarupa or in

the words of Schayer, against "the essence (svarupa) of the probandum

2l8
(dharma = sadhya-dharma)". Here, as we have seen in one of the above

syllogisms, the probandum is: "those, which are not present, do not 

possess any potency, or whatever is capable of producing effects is 

present, i.e. momentary".

Now, the question arises: How can the past and future rupas be

proved existing throughout the three time-epochs ? Actually, says

Kamalasila, it is never possible to make a distinction between the past

and future, just as the horn of the hare (sasavisana), which has abso-

219
lutely no existence (atyantasad). It means that the past and future

dharmas too are absolutely inexistent, like the horn of the hare, and

hence no argument would be fruitful regarding their existence. The

Sautrantika definitions of the past, future and present are given by 

220
Santaraksita as follows:

The rupa which is destroyed (vigata) after having been existent 

(bhutva) is called past; when a rupa will arise after concurrence of 

total causes and conditions (= pratyayasakalya), it would be future.

But if their existence is admitted, then their presentness (vartamanatva) 

would result, and as we know the existence or presentness is the 

characteristic of present only.

The Scriptural statement of the Buddha that the rupa also exist

in the past and future is said in the sense of a figurative attribution

(= adhyaropya). It should not be taken in a literal or real sense (na 

221
bhavatah). Thereupon the Vaibhasikas are exasperated and ask: Who

has said that the past and future dharmas exist in the same sense in

which the present exists ? Rather they maintain that only the essence

222
of the past and future dharmas exists permanently. The Sautrantikas
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rightly argue that if they exist permanently, then how are they called

past and future ? This inconsistency leads us to the conclusion that

B u d d h a’s statement, i.e. the past and future dharmas exist, must he

understood otherwise. Actually, he intended to criticise "the Ajivikas

who denied moral responsibility for the past deeds” ... ’’the connexion

between a past cause and a future result. In order to make it known

that a former cause and a future result are something which happened

formerly and will happen in future, he categorically declared: ’there

223
is a past, there is a f u t u r e’”. Here the word ’i s’ (asti) is an

224
accidental occurrence or a particle, "which may refer to something

225
existent and to non-existent as w ell.” For example, we say, there is

absence of light before it is kindled, and there is absence of light

226
after it is put out. In this sense the past and future dharmas

227
exist, otherwise their existence cannot be proved. Now, if the 

Vaibhasikas maintain the existence of light in such conditions (i.e. 

in absence), then their doctrine may be compared to that of the Vaisesi- 

kas who admit a separate category of absence (abhava).

Regarding the Vaibhasika argument that consciousness arises from

two factors: material object and sense-organs, or mind and mental

object, Kamalasila responds that consciousness (vijnana) is of two

types - one is that which has its corresponding object (salambana,

objective), and the other which has no corresponding object (niralambana,

purely subjective). The Scriptural statement of Bhagavan Buddha, which

the Vaibhasikas quote, about consciousness which arises depending on

two factors cited above, means the first type (i.e. salambana) and

228
should be taken in an implied sense (- abhisamdhaya). Now the 

question arises: How is consciousness justified without having its 

corresponding object ? As a matter of fact, in this category there is
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no corresponding object (naivalambanam asti), and only abstract

notions, such as God, Prakrti (Pradhana of the Samkhya system), kala,

etc. are considered in it. It is also not that such notions possess

any eternal Words as their objective correlates as propounded by 

230
Bhartrhari. Moreover, the objective characteristic of such notions

is eternity (nityatva), which being the totality of causes and conditions 

(sakalahetutva) is determined by these abstract notions (= buddhya), is 

disconnected (= viyoga) from Word, name, or the viprayuktasamskaras. By 

the word ’adi* in 'nityatvasakalahetutvadih' means other causes and 

conditions, etc. (= nimittadeh), "which may be accepted" by the Vaibhasi

kas "as having potencies (svabhava = samarthya) producing the mental

231
reflex of an external object, etc. (arthapratibimbakadi)".

The Vaibhasikas protest that if consciousness may arise even wit h 

out having any corresponding object, then how can it be called cognition 

(jnana) ? The very definition of consciousness as that which cognises

(vijanatiti vijnanam), and its existence would be questioned, if the

232
existence of the object to be cognised (vijneya) is not admitted.

The Sautrantikas reply that the Vaibhasika theory, according to which 

the correspondence of consciousness (= bodhanugama) with the object is 

not possible without an object to be cognised (= vina bodhyena), is not

correct. Actually, this bodhanugati of consciousness is of immaterial

233  ̂ ^
nature (= ajadarupatva). As Santaraksita and Kamalasila have Vijna-

navada leanings, they admit that there is no external object to be mani-

23U
fested, and to its refutation they devote one entire section.

As to the next Vaibhasika argument that the past dharma exists,

because it has a real result, the Sautrantikas never maintain that the

235
result emerges directly from the past karmas. Then the question

229



arises: How is it produced ? This result, answers Vasubandhu, is

produced from a particular state of the series of moments or events

(= samtanavisesat). And this state originates from the previous act

(= tatpurvakat). A detailed exposition of this topic is given by

him in his AKB, chapter ix, where he refutes the Vatsiputriya1s theory 

237
of atmavada.

Now, the Vaibhasikas interrogate: How does the past karma give a

moral retribution ? Santaraksita does not maintain that the past moral

cause (vipakahetu) gives any moral retribution (phala). The latter is

a result of a series of momentary consciousness (vijnanaprabandha)

238
which is influenced or perfumed (vasita) by the former. Here vasita 

means the series of momentary consciousness which, having been in

fluenced by the past karma, becomes capable of producing moral retri- 

239
bution. But Bhagavan Buddha has taught, quote the Vaibhasikas, that

karma, which is destroyed (ksina), annihilated (niruddha) and ripened

(= viparinata), still exists.2 ^ Therefore, they emphasise that "it

could have some actual existence, i.e. some efficiency. Hence the words

2lii
of Buddha imply an actual existence of the past" elements. Kamala

sila warns that this statement should not be taken literally, since

Buddha has taught this in a metaphorical sense (upacarena). For example,

21+2
a piece of gold, etc. produced by a basic element (muladravya)

actually forms a series of evanescent effects (phalaprabandha), which

gives the impression of an everlasting substance (samabhava), and though

the basic element is already destroyed, yet it -is called existing (= avi-

nasta, not destroyed). Likewise, the past karma, though destroyed, is

2*+3
said to be existing. Here Vasubandhu rectifies that when Buddha

said "the past karma exists", he meant that it had the potency of pr o 

ducing effect. This potency is generated into the series of momentary

145



elements, which (i.e. series) gives the illusory notion of one united

whole, by the past karma which is already annihilated. Nevertheless, if

it is maintain that the past karma exists in reality by its own nature

2 hb
(svena bhavena vidyamanam), then it would not be called 'past’. In

other words, it would then be present.

As to the question of what was the purpose of Buddha's above m eta

phorical teaching, Kamalasila replies that here Buddha's main aim was 

to refute the doctrine of annihilationism (ucchedadrsti) which establishes 

that there is no past karma which causes moral retribution. If he had 

said "there is no past karma" (nasty atitam karma), then the teaching 

that the past karma causes and influences indirectly a series of momentary 

existences, which (i.e. series) possesses the potency of producing 

results, would fail and the people to be addressed (vineya) would be 

trapped into the doctrine of annihilationism. That is why Bhagavan

2U5
preached "the past karma exists". Otherwise, if the past elements

exist in reality (= svarupena), B u d d h a’s following teaching (desana) in 

the Paramorthasunyatasutra2^  would be not only meaningless but also 

adverse: "When the eye is produced, it does not come from anywhere, and 

when it is annihilated, it does not go anywhere to accumulate. Thus, 

the eye comes into existence after having been inexistent, and it dis

appears (pratigacchati) after having been existent."

The Vaibhasikas inveigh against their opponent that if the Sautran

tika theory, that an element comes into existence after having been in

existent, is admitted, then it would signify that the element comes into

2 hl
existence after having been inexistent in the present time-epoch.

But Kamalasila proclaims that it is not admissible, because the time-

248
epochs and the dharma (bhava) are not two different things. It means,
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comment the Vaibhasikas, that the dharma having been inexistent in its

2h9
essence comes into existence. Again, Kamalasila replies that it

would only prove that the future d h a r m a s , such as the future e y e , do 

not exist.

251
The Vaibhasika argument is that if the past and future dharmas 

are not really existing, then the present too would be inexistent, b e 

cause the present is established (prajnapyate) in relation to the past 

and future. And if the three time-epochs are lacking existence, then 

the conditioned dharmas also would be inexistent. If the conditioned 

dharmas are inexistent, then the asamskrta dharmas too would be deprived 

of existence, because the latter is established only in relation to the 

former. And if the existence of both kinds of dharmas are denied, then 

salvation and the attainment of Nirvana would be inexistent. Thus, on

admitting this negation there would arise a great false notion (mithya- 

252
drsti). Therefore, to steer clear of any such heretical notion we 

have to maintain the existence of the past and future d h a m a s .

253
The following Sautrantika response, Schayer points out, seems to 

be an antistrophe of the preceding theory of the Mahavibhasa. Kamalasila 

rejoins that if the samskrta dharmas (= samskaras) ‘exist permanently, 

then there would be an absence of causes and effects, which would lead 

to the unreality of the second aryasatya, i.e. the truth of the origin 

of suffering (duhkhasamudayasatya) which in turn eliminates the reality 

of the third and fourth aryasatyas, i.e. the cessation of suffering 

(duhkhanirodha) and the path leading to the cessation of suffering 

(duhkhanirodhamarga) respectively. Therefore, if the four noble truths 

(satyacatustaya) are denied, then the thorough knowledge (parijna), 

abandonment (prahana), realisation (saksatkriya) and accomplishment 

(bhavana) also would not be possible. And consequently, there would be
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an absence of phalastha pudgalas (i.e. the individuals who are at the

stage in which fruits or results are enjoyed) as wrell as pratipannaka

pudgalas (i.e. the individuals striving for the attainment of salvation).

Thus, the whole teaching (sakalam eva pravacanam) would be destroyed.

That is why keeping these unavoidable fallacies in mind, says Kamalasila,

it is necessary to maintain that the notion of the past dharmas, etc.

2 $b
does not have any corresponding objective counterpart.

As to the last argument of the Vaibhasikas that without admitting

the existence of the past and future dharmas, their Yogic perception

255
would be impossible, Santaraksita sets forth that the Yogins do not 

perceive the past and future elements as such, rather they are direct 

or indirect (saksat or paramparyena) reflection of the present (varta- 

manasya rupam). This reflection is of two types: (i) as an effect (karya) 

in relation to the past causes, and (ii) as a cause (karana) in relation 

to the future effects. The Yogins harmonise (= anugacchanti) it with 

their imaginative and corresponding consciousness ( = vikalpanugatatma- 

bhih), which is purely phenomenal (suddhalaukika), but in its essence 

(= tattvika) it is without any objective correlate (avisaya). Thus, the 

teachings (desana) about the past and future dharmas are based on the 

past and future stream (samtati) of the above causes and effects.

Finally, the Vaibhasikas never admit their defeat even after this 

long discussion in which they are caught again and again in dilemmas 

created by the Sautrantikas, and nevertheless they maintain that the 

past and future dharmas certainly exist, but regarding the permanent 

existence of the dharmas they confess "that this is something we do not 

succeed in explaining, their essence is deep (it is transcendental), 

since its existence cannot be established by rational method."
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see AKP, Introduction, pp. xxxiii-xxxvi; Frauwallner (1964), pp. 
88-92.

14. See AKP, ibid., p. xxxvii; Frauwallner, ibid., pp. 73-80. The 
Tibetan Dharmaskandha is an entirely different treatise from the 
Chinese one, see Takakusu (1905), p. 77, fn. 1.

15- LVP (19 18, pp. 295-350) has translated into French its first two
sections of the Tibetan version, namely, Lokaprajflapti and Karana- 
prajflapti. Also see AKP, ibid., pp. xxxvii-xli. On the Pra jflapti- 
sastra3 see Paul Mus (1939A). The most recent work on this 
subject is by Eugene Denis (1977). For its review see de Jong 

(1980), pp. 70-73.
The Pra j flap t i  sas tra is the only one preserved in Tibetan.

The Chinese version is not complete. The Tibetan version has 
three sections - Lokaprajflapti, Karanaprajftapti and Karmaprajflapti. 
The Abhidharmakosa3 chapter III, also contains a detailed exposition 
of Lokaprajflapti. ”ln the Chinese P>r a j flap t i  sas tra itself (No. 1317), 
the title Lokaprajflapti is given, but its contents are missing, 
while the Kar anapr a j flap t i practically forms the whole text” - 
Takakusu (1905), p. 77, fn. 1.
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16. McGovern (1925, p. 28) and Potter (197**, P* 3) think that its 
author was Vasumitra. Also see AKP, ibid., pp. xli-xlii; Frau
wallner (196**), pp. 80-88.

17. See Frauwallner, ibid., pp. 71-73; AKP, ibid., p. xlii.

18. Willemen (1975, p. xix) informs us that there are three Vibhasa-s 
(commentaries) on the Jftdnapvasthana as follows:

(i) The Vibha.sasa.stva (by Shih-t’o-p’an-ni, T. 15**7,
attributed to Samghabhadra and most probably revised 
by Samghadeva in Lo-yang)

(ii) The Abhidhavmavibhdsasastva (by the 500 Arhats, T.15**6) 
(iii) The Abhidhavmamahdvibha.sata.stva (by the 500 Arhats,

T. 15**5, tr. by Hsuan-tsang).

19. See Takakusu (1975), p. 58. Also see S. Levi (1927), pp.ll**-ll6.

20. N. Dutt (1978, p. v) thinks that there were four scholars bearing 
the name of Vasumitra:

(i) Vasumitra of Kaniska's Council and one of the authors 
of the Mahavibhasa

(ii) Vasumitra of the Sautrantika school

(iii) Vasumitra who appeared a thousand years after Buddha’s 
parinirvana, and

(iv) Vasumitra of the Sarvastivada school, from whom Hsuan- 
tsang learnt the Sarvastivada doctrines.

Also see Masuda (1925); Bareau (195*+), pp. 229-266, (1956), pp.l67-
200. R. Yamada,1 Vasumitra', Ui Commemovation Volume3 pp. 529-550 
(quoted by Potter, 1975, p. 2); AKP, Introduction, pp. xliii-xlv.

21. Takakusu (1975), p. 58. He calls Vasubandhu and Samghabhadra as 
the Neo-Vaibhasikas (ibid., p. 60) and their period is called 
the Neo-Vibhasa period (McGovern, 1923, p. 29). Also see LVP

(1937), P. 95^ fn. 1.

22. CPB, p. 68. Nakamura (1980, p. 107, fn. bb) remarks: ’’The Vibhasa- 
sastva.... seems to have been an independent treatise which was 
composed prior to the older and newer versions of the Abhidhavma- 
vibhdsa-sastva.

23. Cf. AKV, p. 15.28-29: Vibhasaya divyanti caranti va Vaibhasikah, 
Vibhasam va vidanti Vaibhasikah.

2b. Conze (1975A, p. 1**0) defines the Sarvastivadins as ’’those who
teach that also past and future events exist.” Here neither does 
he give any textual reference to support this statement, nor does 
he define what he means by ’events’. We find the Sarvastivadins 

often speaking of the past, present and future dharmas, but not 
the events.

25. For the Madhyamika criticism of samskrta and asamskrta dharmas,
see MK, VII and MKV thereon; CPB, pp. 191ff; CS,IV and CSV thereon.
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26. CCB, p. 4, fn. 1.

27. Cf. ibid., p. 5.

28. Cf. AKB, p. 805.9: ye hi sarvam astiti vadanti atitam anagatam 
pratyutpannam ca, te Sarvastivadah.

29. See CCB, p. 5, fn. 3: "This passage .... cannot be traced in the 
Pali canon. Evidently the Theravadins suppressed it, because it 
did not agree with their particular tenet." On this point Kalu- 
pahana (1966, pp. 9*+ff) criticises Stcherbatsky and makes a com
parative study of the Safnyukta Agama and the Samyutta Nikaya.

30. Kalupahana (1975), pp. 76-77.

31. Schayer (1938), p. 2.

32. Cf. MKV, p. 389.5-6; CSV, pp. 59.27-60.1: uktam hi Bhagavata - 
pancemani bhiksavo namamatram pratijnamatram vyavaharamatram 
samvrtimatram. tad yathatito 'dhvanagato 'dhvakaso nirvanam 
pudgalas cety adi.

Gunaratna, in his commentary - Tarkarahasyadipika on Saddarsa- 
nasamuooaya of Haribhadrasuri (p. 73), points out that the above 
passage is set forth by the Sautrantikas. Also see CPB, p. 198.

33- See Stcherbatsky (1962), I, pp. 79-118; S. Mookerjee (1930), 
pp. 83-98, (1975), PP. 1-19.

3̂ . D.N. Sastri (1976), p. 5*+. Also see A.K. Chatterjee (1975), pp. 
l6ff and the following stanza:

artho jnanasamanvito matimata Vaibhasikenocyate / 
pratyakso na hi vahyavastuvistarah Sautrantikair asritah //

- Saddarsanasamuccaya, p. 75.2-3.

35. CCB, p. 95.

36. Cf. CCB, p. 39ff, where Stcherbatsky deals with different forces 
(samskaras), the forces of origination (utpada), decay (jara), 
maintenance (sthiti), destruction (anityata). For the Sarvasti
vada theory of moment, see AK, ii, b6 and Bhasya and Vyakhya 
thereupon. For the criticism of the samskrta-laksanas, see CPB, 

pp. 191ff.

37. CCB, p. 35.

38. Cf. AD, V, Karika 296 and its commentary thereon. Also cf. AKV, 
pp. 801.23-802.15: svalaksanam - sukhavedaniyadi vastu, tatra 
ragah sukhavedaniyam eva vastvalambyotpadyata iti svalaksanaklesa 
ity ucyate. tena sukhavedaniyena vastvalambyamanenonnatir 
bhavatlti mano fpi svalaksanaklesah. tatha duhkhavedaniyam 
vastvalambya pratigha utpadyate iti pratigho ’pi svalaksanaklesa 
ity ucyate. samanyaklesas ca. drstivicikitsadayah. samanyah 
samanyena va klesah samanyaklesah. ete hy avisesena sukhavedaniya- 
dike vastuny utpadyante iti, atas tadalambya utpannah klesah 
'samanyaklesah' ity ucyante.
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1+0. AK, V. 2l+d: sesais tu sarvaih sarvatra samyuktah. Also cf. CCB, 

p. 76.

1+1. Cf. AKB, p. 803-5-7: kim punar idam atitanagatam ucyate ’sti, 
atha na ? yady asti sarvakalastitvat, samskaranam sasvatatvam 
prapnoti; atha nasti, katham tatra tena ca samyukto bhavati 
visamyukto va ?

1+2. Cf. ibid., p. 803.7-8: na samskaranam sasvatatvam pratijnayate 
Vaibhasikaih sarhskrtalaksanayogat.

1+3. Cf. AK, V. 25a: sarvakalastita.

1+1+. Cf. ibid., 25a-b: uktatvat, dvayat., sadvisayat, phalat. The Vibhasa 
also advances a series of arguments, see LVP (1937), PP- 9ff-

1+5- Cf. AKB, p. 801+.1+-7; ADV on karika 305- Also cf. : "atlte radha 
rupe anapekkho hohi, anagatam rupam ma abhinandi, paccuppannassa 
rupassa nibbidaya viragaya nirodhaya cagaya patinissaggaya pati- 
pajja" ti - quoted in the Nettipakarana, p. 30; MKV, p. 1+1+1+.li—ll+; 
MN, III, pp. 188.Iff.

Cf. Samyuktak5.gama3 iii.lU: "rupam anityam atitam anagatam / 
kah punar vadah pratyutpannasya / evamdarsi srutavan aryasravako 
’tite rupe ’napekso bhavati / anagatam rupam nabhinandati / 
pratyutpannasya rupasya nirvide viragaya nirodhaya pratipanno 
bhavati / atitam ced bhiksavo rupam nabhavisyan na srutavan arya

sravako ...." - quoted in AKP, V, p. 51, fn. 1.
LVP (1925, pp. 31+3-376) has translated some parts of the 

Vijftanakaya of Devasarman vhich deal with the existence of the 
past and future dharmas.

1+6. Cf. AKB, p. 8ol+.9-ll: "dvayam pratltya vijnanasyotpadah" ity uktam. 
dvayam katamat ? caksu rupani yavat manodharma iti. asati va 'tita- 
nagate tad alambanam vijnanam dvayam pratltya na syat. evam tavad 
agamato ’sty atitanagatam; also cf. TSP, p. 6l6.6-9; SN, II, 

pp. 72.1+ff; AK, III.32.

1+7- CCB, p. 78.

1+8. TSP, pp. 6l5.2l+-6l6.1+. Also cf. AKB, pp. 80U.9-805-2.

1+9. AK, II. 5*+c-d.

50. TSP, p. 6l6.9-12: api ca - atitam karma phaladam na syat, yadi 
tan nihsattvam sattasunyam bhavet; phalotpattikale vipakahetor 
abhavat. na casatah karyotpadanasaktir asti; sarvasamarthyavira- 
halaksanatvad asattvasya. Also cf. AKB, p. 805-1-2.

51. Mandhana and Mandhano are two wrong readings, see TS, p. 6l6, fn. 2; 
also see AKP, iii, p. 28, fn. 6.

52. Cf. TSP, p. 616.12-15.

39- AK, V. 23.

I
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53. Cf. AKB, p. 805.9: ye he sarvam astiti vadanti atitam anagatam 
pratyutpannam ca, te Sarvastivadah.

5*+. Cf. ibid., p. 805.9-10: ye tu kecid asti yat pratyutpannam adatta- 
phalam catitam karma, kincin nasti yad dattaphalam atitam anagatam 
ceti vibhajya vadanti, te Vibhajyavadinah.

LVP (AKP, V, p.52, fn. l) quotes Paramartha: "if a man says 
that everything exists, past, future, present, space, pratisam- 
khyanirodha (= Nirvana), apratisamkhyanirodha, then one says that 
this man is of the Sarvastivada school. There are other men who 
say: ’The present dharmas exist; the past acts,if they have not 
given their fruit, exist; when they have given their fruit and 
the future dharmas, which are not fruit (of a past or present act) 
do not exist’. These men who say that the three epochs exist, 
but make these distinctions, one does not say that they are 
Sarvastivadins, but that they are Vibhajyavadins."

Also ibid., p. 23, fn. 1, where LVP quotes the Vibhasa. 10^.1: 
"Others say that, among the twelve misapprehensions (viparyasa), 
eight are only abandoned by seeing the truths, and four, also by 
the meditation. These doctors are Vibhajyavadins."

On the Vibhajyavadins, P'ou-kouang, 20, h: "They say that 
there is no categorical opinion which is completely correct (fei 
tsin li), that (the past and future) partly exist, partly do not 
exist, and that it must distinguish: therefore one calls them 
"the school of those who speak after having distinguished (fen pie 
chouo pou), in Sanskrit Vibhajyavadins". According to the 
VijHaptimatravrtti (wei che ch5u), iv. 35, 10: "Those whom one 
calls the Vibhajyavadins are now the Prajnaptivadins (chouo kia pou)". 
According to the Samayabhedoparacanacakra (ts5ng luen): "Two 
hundred years later a school called Prajnaptivadin emerged from the 
Mahasanghika" (see Wassiliev, p. 251, and the note where one sees 
that, in the version of the Samayabheda, one of the two Chinese 
translators reads here Vibhajyavadin). A commentary remarks there
upon: "According to these two explanations, the Vibhajyavadins only 
make a single school (with the Prajnaptivadins). But the Vibhasa, 
25,5: "The Mahasanghikas, etc. are called Vibhajyavadins." Also 
the ArthadZpa (? i teng): "Either the Vibhajyavadins are certain 
masters of the Great Vehicle, or all the schools of the Small 
Vehicle are called Vibhajyavadins: these are not a particular 
school. Also, in the Samgrahasastra (? che luen), the Vibhajyavadins 
are strictly defined as being the Mahlsasakas: in the Vibhasa, they 
are strictly defined as being the Sammitiyas."

55- Schayer (1938, p. 29, fn. 2) informs us that "the exposition of the 
four doctrines of the Sarvastivada, as given by Kamalasila, is a 
quite accurate reproduction of Mahavibhasa, T. 15*+5, p. 396; 
Abhidharmakosa (tr. Poussin), V, pp. 52-56; Nyayanusara, T. 1562, 
p. 631."

Also see LVP (1937), pp. 22-25, 89ff.
It is to be noted that the Sarvastivadins are also called 

Samkrantivadins. "They teach that skandhas, etc. exist in three 
Time-epochs without changing and without abandoning their essence 
(= asamkirnasvabhavah, ajahatsvabhavah). This is denied by 
Sautrantikas, the advocates of the doctrine - abhutva bhavati, 
who may be consequently designed as Asamkrantivadins. The term
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samkranti, however, denotes also ’transmigration of the suksmacitta 
from one world to the other’ and in this sense the Sarvastivadins 
(= the Vaibhasikas) are Asamkrantivadins, the Sautrantikas - sam 

kra.ntiva.dins.” - Schayer (1938), p. 29, fn. 1.
Also cf. TS, karika b and TSP on karika 5; J. Masuda (1925), 

pp. 66, fn. 3; E. Lamotte (1936), p. l63. Also see Bareau 

(1955), PP- 155ff- On the four Sarvastivada teachers,see AKP, 
Introduction, pp. xlii-li.

56. Schayer (1938), p. 2b.

57- "bhava is translated by different scholars differently:

existence ........... CCB, p. 79; A.B. Keith (1923), p. 16 5.
state ...............  Bareau (1957), P- 356; Kalupahana (1975), P-7*+.

manner of being (maniere d’etre) ... LVP (1937), pp. 22, 89.
becoming, being, state, condition, manner of being, nature, 

character, etc......Monier-Williams (197*0, P* 75*+.

being ...............  Schayer (1938), p. 29.

mode, form, quality ... N. Dutt (1978), p. 155* 

mode of existence ..... G.N. Jha (1939), p. 862.

58. TSP p. 61U.1 U: gunavisesah, yato ’titadyabhidhanajnanapravrttih.

59. Schayer (1938, p. 30, fn. l) disagrees with E.H. Johnson ( Early 
Samkhya, 1937, p. 31) that ’’there is an old connection between
bhava - ’state of being’ and the guna of the Samkhya.....’’.
Also see Stcherbatsky (193*0, pp. 737-760; Harsh Narain (19 6 1), 
pp. 45-51.

60. Cf. AKB, pp. 805.15-806.3: bhavanyathiko BhadantaDharmatratah. 
sa kilaha - dharmasyadhvasu pravartamanasya bhavanyathatvam 
bhavati, na dravyanyathatvam. yatha suvarnabhajanasya bhittvan- 
yatha kriyamanasya samsthananyathatvam bhavati, na varnanyathatvam. 
yatha ca ksiram dadhitvena parinamad rasaviryavipakan parityajati, 
na varnam. evam dharmo ’py anagatad adhvanah pratyutpannam adhvanam 
agacchann anagatabhavam jahati, na dravyabhavam. evam pratyutpannad 
atitam adhvanam gacchan pratyutpannabhavam jahati, na dravyabhavam 
iti.

Also cf. TSP p. 61*1.7-12; LVP (1937), pp. 23, 90; CCB, p. 79; 
ADV, p. 259.10-16; Yoga-bhdsya, iii, 13.

61. laksana is rendered differently as follows:

characteristic ... AKP, V, p.53; LVP (1937), pp. 23, 89; N. Dutt
(1978), p. 155; Kalupahana (1975), p. 7*+; G.N. 
Jha (1939), p. 862; Monier-Williams (197*0, 
p. 892.

aspect ............ CCB, p. 79; A.B. Keith (1923), p. 16 5.

feature ........... Bareau (1957), p. 356.

62. Cf. AKB, p. 806.*+-6: laksananyathiko BhadantaGhosakah. sa kilaha - 
dharmo ’dhvasu pravartamano ’tito ’tltalaksanayuktah, anagata-
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pratyutpannabhyam laksanabhyam aviyuktah. evam pratyutpanno 'py 

atitanagatabhyam aviyuktah. tad yatha - purusa, ekasyam striyam 

raktah, sesasv avirakta iti.
Also cf. TSP, p. 6lU.15-17; ADV, pp. 259.17-260.2; LVP (1937), 

pp. 23, 91; Yoga-bhasya, on 3.13.

63. Cf. TSP, p. 6ll+.l8: asya hy atltadilaksanavrttilabhapekso vyavahara 
iti purvakad bhedah.

Also see AKP, p. 53, fn. 1: "When a characteristic is active 
(labdhavrtti), the dharma is equipped with this characteristic, 
but it is not deprived of other characteristics, for, in this hypo
thesis, a certain future dharma cannot exist ... like the present 
and past dharmas."

6U. avastha is translated by different scholars differently:

condition ..... CCB, p. 79; AKP, p. 53; LVP (1937 , pp. 23, 91)
gives another word also for avastha - 'etat' or 

'state'; Kalupahana (1975), p. 7*+.

condition, aspect, state .... G.N. Jha (1939), p. 862.

position ...... Bareau (1957), p. 356.

65. Abhidharmakosa (Japanese edition), p. 167 (quoted by N. Dutt> 1978 , 
p. 156).

66. Cf. AKB, p. 806.7-9: avastha 'nyathiko BhadantaVasumitrah. sa 
kilaha - dharmo 'dhvasu pravartamano 'vastham avastham prapyanyo 
'nyo nirdisyate avasthantaratah, na dravyantaratah. yathaika 
gulika ekange niksipta ekam ity ucyate, satanke satam, sahasranke 
sahasram iti.

Also cf. TSP, p. 6ll+.19-25; ADV, p. 260.3-6; LVP (1937), pp.
23, 91; Yoga-bhasya, 3.13.

67. Cf. AKV, p. 806.23-25: yasyam avasthayam yo dharmah karitram na 
karoti tasyam 'anagatah' ucyate, yasyam karoti tasyam 'vartamanah', 
yasyam krtva niruddhah tasyam 'atitah'.

Also cf. TSP, p. '61I+.22-23; LVP^ (1937), pp. 23-21+; ADV, 
p. 261.1+-7.

68. Cf. AKB, p. 807.1-3: anyathanyathiko BhadantaBuddhadevah. sa kilaha- 
dharmo 'dhvasu pravartamanah purvaparam apeksyanyo 'nya ucyate 
avasthantaratah, na dravyantaratah. yathaika stri mata vocyate 
duhita ceti.

Also cf. TSP, p. 615.3-6; ADV, p. 260.7-11; LVP (1937), pp.
23-21+, 91-92; Yoga-bhasya, 3.13; P.M. Williams (1977), pp. 279-
29I+.

69. LVP (AKP, p. 51+, fn. l) observes: "The two commentators of Hsuan- 
tsang differ. According to Fa-pao, the future is established in 
relation (apeksya) to the past and present; the past, in relation 
to the present and future; the present, in relation to the past 
and future. This is the opinion of Samghabhadra. According to 
P'ou-kouang, the future, in relation to the anterior; the past, 
in relation to the posterior; the present, in relation to both: 
this is the system of the Vibhasa, 77, 2."
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70. LVP (AKP, V, p. 5*+, fn. 2) writes: ".....The Ekavyavaharika school
(i-chouo-pou) says that the three epochs are only words, that their 

nature does not exist.
The Lokottaravadins establish the epochs on the ground of the 

dharma: therefore, that which is mundane (laukika) exists relatively; 
that which is supra-mundane (lokottara) exists in reality.

For the school of the Sutras, for the school of the Mahasanghikas 
(king-pou; ta-tchong-pou), the past and future do not exist; the 
present exists."

71. J. Masuda (1925), p. 5*+, fn. 2; LVP (1937), PP- 137-l*+0; L. Silburn 
(1955), pp. 227-27*+; Bareau (1950), pp. 1-11.

72. Also see CCB, pp. 39ff; Stcherbatsky (1962), I, pp. 79-118; Silburn, 
ibid., pp. 25*+-262; Conze (1962), pp. 13*+-l*+3; Keith (1923), pp. 
l8lff; LVP (1932), pp. 1-9, (1937), pp. 13^-158; A.K. Chatterjee 
(1975), pp. 15ff; D.N. Sastri (1976), pp. l6*+ff, l87ff; for the 
criticism of momentary character of all entities, see SyadvadamaPlj ari 
of Mallisena, chapter 18; Jain (1959), pp. 236-2*+9. Also see TSP, 
Sthirabhdvapariksa, chapter 8; Mimaki (1976) and its review by de Jong 
(1978a); Rita Gupta (1980), pp. *+7-68.

73. Takakusu (1975), p. 65. Also see Stcherbatsky (1962), I, p.Ill;
CCB, p. 90.

7*+. Cf. AKB, p. 807.5: samkhyapakse nikseptavyah; TSP, p. 615.8; ADV, 
p. 259.1*+. A detailed analysis of the Samkhya doctrines is found 
in the Prakrtipariksa of TSP. P.S. Jaini (AD, Introduction, p. 89) 
informs us that Vasubandhu wrote a treatise specially to refute the 
Samkhya doctrines. Also see Liebenthal (193*0.

Actually the first of the four doctrines is of the Vibhasa 
which is repeated in AKB, as LVP (1937, p. 92) thinks. This is 
not correct, because the Vibhasa rather criticises it, see LVP
(1937), pp. 22-25, and Keith (1923), p. 16 5. LVP contradicts 
himself, see his AKP, V, p. 5*+, fn. 3, where he writes:

The Vibhasa, 77, 1, refutes the theory of the difference of 
bhava: "Beyond the characteristic (laksana) of a dharma, what can 
well be its bhava ?" But a commentary says: The nature of a dharma 
in the three epochs is not transformed; there is only difference in 
the fact of activity (karitra), of non-activity, etc. This is the 
bhava of the dharma there. And this transformation (parinama) is not 
like that of Samkhyas. The latter says that the nature of the 
dharmas is eternal and that it transforms itself into the twenty three 
tattvas. Whereas the nature of the conditioned (samskrta) dharma is 
not eternal. It is on the basis of this modification, activity, non
activity, etc. that we speak of transformation. The theories esta
blished by Ghosaka and Buddhadeva are also irreproachable. They do 
not present great difference with that of Vasumitra. Only Vasumitra 
gives a solid and simple explanation. The master of the Sastra (Vasu
bandhu) too, in agreement with the Vibhasa, prefers it .....

Here it seems that the above mentioned commentary (the author 
of which is not given by La Vallee Poussin) opposes the statement 
of the Vibhasa and also contradicts itself. Firstly, it maintains 
that the nature of the dharma in the three epochs is not transformed. 
.... This shows that it is eternal and thus is in agreement at this
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point -with the Samkhya. If the nature of the conditioned dharmas 
is not eternal, what kind of nature, if we take nature means sva
bhava (dravya, substance), is that which is not transformed during 
the three epochs ? Secondly, both the Vibhasa (LVP, 1937, p. 25) 
and the aforesaid commentary accept the theory of Vasumitra. And 
Vasumitra (AKB, p. 806.7-9; TSP, p. 6lU.19-23; ADV, p. 260.3-6;
AKP, V, p. 5*+; LVP 1937 > PP- 23, 91ff) admits that there is a 
change of states only, not of the substance or thing or dravya. 
Thirdly, Vasubandhu prefers the theory of Vasumitra not because 
he is in agreement with the Vibhasa, but because he finds some 
good points in it regarding the notion of karitra to discuss with. 
Finally, as we will see, he rejects them all.

Samghabhadra in his ' Nyayanusaj’atastra' opposes Vasubandhu's 
charge against Dharmatrata of being on the Samkhya side: "This is 
not correct. As a matter of fact, the Bhadanta does not say that 
the essence (dravya) of conditioned dharma is eternal. In traversing 
the three epochs the dharma disappears, the dharma appears. He 
says only that, the dharma wandering through the epochs, although 
the dravyalaksana remains the same, the manner of existence 
(sing-lei) differs. This theory is partially similar to that of 
Vasumitra. How can one consider it as similar to that of the 
unbelieving Samkhyas ?" - LVP (1937), p. 92; also see Schayer
(1938), p. 31, fn. 1.

Professor II. Hattori, on the basis of Akira Hirakawa's 
Japanese article, * Usetsuna to Setsunametsu*(Ksanika and Ksana- 
bhanga), published in Kanakura commemoration volume, Kyoto, Heira- 
kuji Shoten, 1966, pp. 159-177, suggests to me that Hirakawa has 
mentioned in his above article a Chinese phrase: san shih shih yu3 
fa t'i heng yus the literal translation of which is: "The three 
time-epochs really exist and the essence of a dharma is permanent". 
But Hirakawa does not agree with this phrase and interprets it as 
"it means that a dharma really exists in the three time-epochs".
In respect of the essence of a dharma, he pronounces, there is no 
time-epoch, but in respect of its karitra there are time-epochs. 
Hirakawa's observations are in accordance with the Chinese trans
lation of the Abhidharmakosa-bhasya (Taish5 edition). It is also 
to be noticed that the preceding Chinese phrase is not found in 
the Sanskrit Abhidharmakosa-bhasya.

75- TSP, p. 615.9-11: purvasvabhavaparityagena va parinamo bhavet, 
parityagena va ? yady aparityagena, tada 'dhvasankaraprasangah. 
atha parityagena, tada sada 'stitvavirodhah.

76. Cf. Stcherbatsky (1978), p. 32.

77. See CCB, p. *+3ff. On the relation between Samkhya and Buddhism,

J.W. de Jong (1976, pp. 32-3**) gives a number of valuable refer
ences with his own brief comments and analysis. Also see Stcher

batsky (193*+), pp. 737-760; Harsh Narain (l96l), pp. U5-56.

78. For samanvagama, see May (1959), p. Ill, fn. 279»
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79* Cf. TSP, p. 615.12-15: dvitiyasyapi vadino ’yam sankara eva; 
sarvasya sarvalaksanayogat. purusas tv arthantarabhutaraga- 
samudacarad rakta. ucyate 'viraktas ca samanvagamamatrena, na tu 
dharmasya. laksanasamudacaro laksanasamanvagamo va praptilaksano 
’sti, anyatvaprasangal laksanasya praptivad iti na samyam 
drstantasya Darstantikena.

Also cf. AKB, p. 807.5-7; ADV, p. 260.18-19; LVP (1937), pp.
2k, 92; and Yoga-bhasya, 3.13.

For prapti and samanvagama see AK, II, 36b: praptir labhah 
samanvayah (prapti is acquisition and possession), and AKB there
upon.

Cf. AKP, II, p. 179: prapti is of two kinds - ”(l) acquisition 
(labha, pratilambha) of that which has not been obtained (prapta) 
and acquisition of that which has been lost; (2) possession 
(samanvagama, samanvaya) of that which, having been obtained, 
has not been lost.”

Also cf. AKP, II, p. 179, fn. 1: ’’.....The terms labha and
samanvagama have not the same sense in the Abhi dharma and the 
Kathdvatthu, ix.12. For the Theravadin, labha signifies ’possession', 
for example, the Saints possess the power to realise at their will 
this or that meditation; samanvagama means the actual realisation. 
Elsewhere (iv. *0 one distinguishes the patilabhasamannagama and 
the samangibhavasamannagama, potential possession (samanvagama of 
the Abhidharma) and actual possession (sammukhibhava of the Abhi- 
dharma).”

On prapti see Conze (1962), pp. 138ff.

80. Cf. TSP, p. 615.17-19: caturthasyapy ekasminn evadhvani trayo 
’dhvanah prapnuvanti. tatha hi - atite ’dhvani purvapascimau 
ksanav atitanagatau, madhyamah ksanah pratyutpanna iti. esa 
dusanadig esam spasta.

Also cf. AKB, p. 807.7-9; ADV, p. 260.lU-l6; LVP (1937) pp. 2k,
92.

81. Cf. LVP, ibid.; TSP, p. 6l5.8ff; ADV, p. 260.lUff; AKB, p. 807-5ff.

82. Cf. ibid., also Keith (1923), p. 166.

83. Cf. AK, V. 26c-d: trtiyah sobhanah, adhvanah karitrena vyavasthitah.

8*1. Conze (1962), p. 136.

85. Cf. TS, karika 1791 and TSP thereon; AKB, p. 808.5-6: yada sa 
dharmah karitram na karoti tada anagatah. yada karoti tada pratyut- 
pannah. yada krtva niruddhas tada atita iti; AD, karika, 303 and 
ADV thereon.

Also cf. AKV, p. 809.15-l6: uparatakaritram atitam, aprapta- 
karitram anagatam, pratyutpannakaritram vartamanam iti.

86. Koller (197*0, pp. 20*+-205.

87. Kalupahana (197*+), p. 18 7.

88. PC, p. 85.
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89. E.J. Thomas (1951), pp. l6*+-l65-

90. Ibid., p. 16 5.

91. AKP, IV, p. 62.

92. Cf. AKV, p. 620.2b: "kalo nityah padartho ’sti" ity eke.

93. See LVP (1937), p. 8. But Vibh&sa's statement is contradicted by 
Abhidharmakosa-bhasya, Kathdvatthu and Abhidharmadipa-vrtti as 
follows:

(1) AKB, p. 805.10-11: ye tu kecid asti yat pratyutpannam 
adattaphalam catitam karma, kincin nasti yad dattaphalam 
atitam anagatam ceti vibhajya vadanti, te Vibhajyavadinah.

The same theory is found in the Kathdvatthu, i.8 (see PC, 
pp. 101-10*+), but it is referred to the Kassapikas (see ibid., 
KA thereupon). This means that the Vibhajyavadins and the 
Kassapikas are the same, or at least both of them admitted 
the same theory regarding the conception of time.

Also see the MilindapaHha (tr. T.W. Rhys Davids, 1975, I, 
pp. 77-78)), where this theory is not referred to any parti
cular school.

At this point Bareau (1957, p. 359) seems to accept the 
Vibhasa 's above expression about the Darstantikas and the 
Vibhajyavadins, or at least by-passes the preceding state
ment of AKB and the following one of ADV, p. 257.*+-5:

(2) vibhajyavadinas tu Darstantikasya ca pradeso vartamanadhva- 
samjnakah.

9*+. Thomas Watters (190*+), p. 27*+.

95. Kalupahana (1975), p. 77«

96. Ibid.

97. Ibid.

98. Ibid.

99. See Keith (1923), p. 16 7, fn. 1.

100. Ibid., fn. 2.

101. Ibid., p. 167 and fn. 3. Also cf. AKP, II, pp. 22*+ff. See H.V. 
Guenther (197*+), pp. l69ff.

102. Cf. AKP, IV, p. 62: "Quel est le dharma que nous appelons ’temps’ 
(kala) ? Ce n'est pas une substance (padartha) eternelle, comme 
le croient quelques-uns. Le mot ’temps’ est une expression par 
laquelle sont designes les samskaras en tant que passes, futurs, 
actuels."
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Also cf. AKV, p. 620.2^-27: kalo nityah padartho !sti" ity eke. 
tad asankaya prcchati - kalo nama ka esa dharma iti. kala ity 
asyabhidhanasya kim abhidheyam ity arthah. samskaraparidipanadhi- 
vacanam etad iti. samskaranam atitanagatapratyutpannanam abhidyo- 

takam nameti.

Also see LVP (1937), p. 9.

103. Cf. AKB, p. 26.b: ta eva samskrta gatagacchadgamisyad bhavad 
adhvanah. Also see AKP, I, p. 12:

"Les conditionnes sont les chemins - c’est-a-dire les 
epoques, le passe, le present et le futur - parce qu'ils ont 
pour nature d’etre alles ...., d'aller, de devoir aller. De meme, 
d'un chemin, on dit qu'il allait, qu’il va, qu’il ira a la ville."

10b. LVP (1937), PP. 8ff.

105. Ibid., p. 8, fn. 2:

On ne traduirait pas mai: "autre chose que les choses" - 
samskara, au sens etroit, un autre nom pour "acte" (deuxieme terme 
du Pratltyasamutpada); au sens large, que nous avons ici, presque 
synonyme de samskrta, "produit par les conditions, conditionne"; 
le "conditionnantA, samskara, est toujours "conditionne". - 
De meme pratltyasamutpada = pratityasamutpanna, Kosa, CAKPD III, 
p. lb.

106. Ibid., pp. 8-9.

107. Cf. ibid., p. 9-

108. Here samskaras are not different from the samskrtas or conditioned 
dharmas. Cf. ibid., p. 93, fn. 1.

109. Ibid., p. 93.

110. Bareau (1957), P* 359-

111. Cf. TSP, p. 6l6.20-22: adhvana sangraho yesam te 'dhvasangraha 
rupadayah. adisabdena vedanadiparigrahah. tesam bhavo rupaditvam. 
atrapy adisabdena duhkhasamudayanityanatmaditvenopadistatvad iti 
grhyate.

112. Cf. AKB, p. 808.7-8: yady atitam api dravyato ’sty anagatam iti 
kasmat tad atitam ity ucyate, anagatam iti va ?

113. Bareau (1957), p. 357.

111. Ibid., p. 356.

115. Cf. AKP, V, p. 55: "Nous 1’avons dit. C’est 1’operation, non faite, 
en train d'etre faite, deja faite, qui determine l’epoque du 
dharma."

Also cf. ibid., fn. 2: "Vibhasa, 76. 11: "La sensation non 
encore eprouvee est futur; pendant qu’on l’eprouve, presente; 
eprouvee, passee ....."
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116. See TSP, p. 6lT, fn. 1: tatsamanarupasyety arthah.

For sabhaga and tatsabhaga, see AKB, I, 39; AKP, I, pp.

7U-75, 8lff.

117. In other words "an actually given dharma of the homogeneous series 
forming the so-called eye" - Schayer (1938), p. 36.

118. Cf. TSP, p. 6l7«8-13: kim punar atra karitram abhipretam ? yadi 
darsanadilaksano vyaparah, yatha pancanam caksuradinam darsanadi- 
kam - yatas caksuh pasyati, srotam srnoti, ghranam jighrati, 
jihva svadayatityadivijnanasyapi vijnatrtvam vijanatiti krtva 
rupadinam indriyagocaratvam. evam sati pratyutpannasya tatsabha- 
gasya caksuso nidradyavasthayam karitrabhavad vartamanata na syat.

119- Cf. AKB, p. 808.9: phaladanapratigrahah; also TSP, p. 6i7 .ll.

120. Cf. AK, II. 1+9: karanam sahabhus caiva sabhagah samprayuktakah / 
sarvatrago vipakakhyah sadvidho hetur isyate //

Also cf. Abhidharmahrdaya (Nanjio, 1288), ii, 11 - quoted in AKP, 
p. 2U5, fn. 1; CCB, p. 8l, fn. 1; Yamakami S5gen (1979), Appendix, 
pp. 309-315; W.M. McGovern (1923), pp. 192-199; Jftanaprasthana, 
ed. by Shanti Bhikshu Sastri (1955), pp. 17-19; LVP (1913A), pp. 
5*+-55; also ibid., p. 55:

"The Lahkavatara ..... also has a theory of sixfold hetu:
(l) bhavisyadhetu, (2) sambandhahetu, (3) laksanahetu, (U) karana- 
hetu, (5) vyanjanahetu, (6) upeksahetu."

121. Samyutta, iv, 87, etc. - quoted in AKP, II, p. 2^5, fn. 2(a).

122. See AKP, II, p. 2̂ +5, fn. 2(f).

123. See ibid., pp. 288, 290.

12U. Ibid., p. 289; Schayer (1938), p. 36.

125. See AKP, II, p. 288.

126. See ibid., p. 290.

127. Ibid., p. 289.

128. Cf. ibid., p. 290 and also fn. 1.

129. Ibid., p. 297.

130. Ibid., p. 275.

131. Ibid., p. 293, fn. 3: "tasya bijabhavopagamanat. The dharma always 
exists, be it future, present or past. We say that it takes or 
projects a fruit in the moment when, being present, it becomes the 
cause or seed of a fruit. The Vydkhyd observes that the comparison 
of the seed belongs to the theory of the Sautrantikas. Also, "this 
text is missing in certain manuscripts" (kvacit pustake nasty esa
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133.

13b.

135.

136.

137.

138.

139.

1^0.

132.

pathah). Elsewhere the Vydkhyd explains: pratigrhnantity aksipanti 
hetubhavenopatisthanta ity arthah".

Also see P.S. Jaini C1959), pp. 236 - 2 bg.

Cf. ibid., p. 293.

Cf. ibid.

Cf. TSP, p. 6l7.1*+-17: atha phaladanagrahanalaksanam karitram, 
yatha - caksusa sahabhava dharma jatyadayah purusakaraphalam, 
anantarotpannam caksur indriyam purusakaraphalam adhipatiphalam 
nisyandaphalam ca, etat phalam jananat prayacchadd hetubhava- 
vasthanad grhnac caksur vartamanam ucyata iti.

Cf. ibid., p. 617.17-18: evam tarhy atitanam api sabhagasarva- 
tragavipakahetunam phaladanabhyupagamad vartamanatvaprasangah.

Cf. ibid., p. 8 17.1 8 : atha samastam eva phaladanagrahanalaksanam 
karitram isyate.

Schayer (1938), p. 36.

Cf. AKB, p. 808.10-11: atitanam api tarhi sabhagahetvadlnam 
phaladanat karitraprasango ’rdhakaritrasya veti laksanasankarah.

Also cf. CCB, p. 82; AKP, V, p. 56: LVP (1937), p. 9b; and TSP, 
p. 617.19: evam atitasya sabhagahetvader ardhavartamanatva- 
prasangah.

Cf. Schayer (1938), p. 36, fn. b ; TSP, p. 6l7.19ff; LVP (1937), 
p. 9^ff.

LVP (1937), p. 95, fn. l) observes: "in CAKH karika, ii, *+6a-b, 
vrtti is translated as neng which the editor Kiokuga Saeki 
explains as kong-neng.

"The ancient Sarvastivadins (the Vibhasa) do not distinguish 
tso-yong C= karitraD and kong-neng C= vrtti, samarthya, vyaparaU. 
(But due to the lack of this distinction, one is not able to answer 
the objection: "The good action of the past gives a pleasant fruit 
of retribution; so it has karitra, activity; therefore, according 
to the definition, it must be present", .... Cibid., p. 93H).
The neo-Sarvastivadins, [such asD Samghabhadra, distinguish them: 
The conditioned ones, which are cause (hetu) and bring their 
"proper fruit", this is their karitra; when they are condition 
(pratyaya) and assist another thing, this is their power (vrtti, 
samarthya, vyapara): all the present ones are cause, all the 
present eyes bring the future eyes to the existence: all the 
present ones are not condition which assists another thing: for 
example, in the obscurity the potency of eye is damaged; it does 
not make the visual consciousness to be born .... Only the present 
has karitra, the potency of grasping (or projecting) the fruit; 
the past cannot have that potency, the phaladana-kong-neng, the 
potency of "giving" the fruit, of making another thing to be born."
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lUl.

lh 2 .

1 U3 .

ikk.

1 U5.

lk6.

1 U7 .

1 U8.

1 U9.

150.

151-

152.

153.

15U.

155.

156.

157.

158.

Cf. TSP, p. 6 17.20: dharmanam karitram ucyate phalaksepasaktih na 
tu phalajananam. Also cf. LVP (1937), P- 95.

Schayer (1938), p. 36, fn. U.

Cf. ibid., and LVP (1937), p. 95.

LVP (1937), PP. 95-96; also cf. TSP, p. 617.20-23.

AK, V, karika 27:
kim vighnam tat katham nanyat, adhvayogah, tatha satah / 
ajatanastata kena gambhira khalu dharmata //

For the Madhyamika conception of svabhava, see J.W. de Jong (1972), 
pp. 1-6. This paper is the English translation of the author's 
French article, Le probleme de l'absolu dans l'ecole Madhyamaka, 
vhich was read at the 21st Congress of Orientalists in Paris on
27 July, 19^8, and was published in the Revue philosophique de ta 
France et de 1'etranger.

For the Vaibhasika notion of svabhava and dravya,see La 
Vallee Poussin's observations (LVP, 1937, p. 96, fn. 5).

Cf. AK, V, 27a and AKV thereon; CCB, p. 82; LVP (1937), p. 96.

Cf. AKB, p. 809.3: yena kadacit karitram karoti kadacin neti.

LVP (1937), P. 96.

Cf. ibid., p. 51.

Ibid., p. 97,

See ibid., fn. 1: We have: tchou-hing (samskarah), tse-t'i 
(sva-svabhavah), tchong-yuen (pratyayah), i-ts'ie-che (sarvada), 
hiu (istah), tch'ang (nityam), yeou-t'i (sasvabhavah) .....

Ibid., p. 97-

Cf. AKB, p. 809.3: pratyayanam asamagryam iti cet.

Cf. ibid., p. 809.I: na; nityam astitvabhyupagamat. yac ca tat 
karitram atitanagatam pratyutpannam cocyate.

Cf. TSP, pp. 6i7 .2l-6l8.ll: tat karitram dharmad anyad va syad, 
ananyad va ? - iti tair abhyupagantavyam; anyananyayor anyo 
'nyapariharasthitalaksanatvat, ekanisedhasyaparavidhinantariya- 
katvat. nanya vastuno gatir asti.

Cf. ibid., p. 6l8.11-12: tatra yady anyat, tada vartamananam 
pragurdhvavasthayoh nihsvabhavata prapnoti.

Schayer (1938), p. 39; also cf. TS, karika 179*+:

anyatve vartamananam pragurdhvam va 'svabhavata / 
hetutvasamskrtatvadeh karitrasyeva gamyatam // 

and TSP thereupon.
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159. Cf. TSP, p. 6l8.13-l6: anyatha yadi pragurdhvam ca nihsvabhavata 
na syat, tada sarvasya samskrtasya nityata prapnoti; svabhavasya 
sarvada vyavasthitatvat. na ca sadasattvavyatirekena nityatva- 
laksanam asti. yad aha - "nityam tam ahur vidvamso yah svabhavo 
na nasyati" (Pramanavartika, chapter 1, karika 206c-d) iti.

160. Here Schayer (1938, p. 1+0, line 5) reads ’nityasya sakti’, while 
TSP reads ’nityata ^sakti’, p. 618.8.

161. Tr. Schayer (1938), p. 1+0; cf. TSP, p. 6l8.l8-19: syad etat - yadi 
nama nityata saktih, hetutvasamskrtatvades tu hetoh katham sadhya- 
vipaksena virodhah ?

Schayer (1938, p. 1+0, fn. l) points out that "the asamskrtas do not 
possess any hetutva, but nevertheless they have a sui generis 
negative karitra". The double logical and ontological meaning of 
the dharma, i.e. it is the bearer of its specific mark (svalaksana), 
which is at the same time its special function (svakriya, vrtti, 
karitra, svabhaga), has been discussed by him in his ,JAusgewahlte 
Kccpitel aus der Prasannapada" (Kracow, 1931, p. 2). Stcher
batsky (193I+A, p. 35) criticises Schayer for not distinguishing 
between laksana = svalaksana and laksana = samskrtalaksana, and 
for overlooking that akasa is not an asamskrtadharma. But Schayer 
does not accept these charges (1938, p. 21, fn. 2) and in his 
support quotes the Vibhasa (LVP, 1930, pp. 1+3, 50, 5*0, where it 
is saic* that the asamskrtas possess some karitra.

162. Cf. TSP, p. 618.19-23: purvam iti Sthirabhavapariksayam. sarvasya 

ca samskrtasyanityatvabhyupagamat samskrtatvam nitye na sambhavatiti 
spastam evavaslyate. kim ca - skandhayatanavyatiriktasya karitrasyo- 
pavarnane siddhantavirodhah. tatha hi Bhagavatoktam - "sarvam sarvam 
iti brahmana yad uta pancaskandhah, dvadasayatanani, astadasa ca 
dhatavah" iti.

Here we agree with Schayer (1938, p. 1+1, fn. l) that "sarvam asti 
belongs to those canonical formulae, which are accepted by all 
schools, but the interpretation of which was by no means settled.
In the sense of the Sutra quoted in the text (Samyutta Nikaya, IV,
15), the Sautrantikas too are 'Sarvastivadins1. But Vaibhasikas 
take sarvam asti to mean sarvada asti = trikalesv asti. Neither 
one explanation nor the other seem, however, to convey the original 
meaning which was probably the totality of the differentiated, 
mortal, world as opposed to the primeval unity of the undifferentiated 
absolute."

16 3. Cf. TSP, p. 6l9.10-ll+: athananyat karitram abhyupagamyate, tada 
dharmasvarupavat tadavyatirekat tad api sarvakalikam prapnoti. 
tatas ca karitrat pracyuto ’titah, tat prapto vartamanah, tad 
aprapto ’nagatah - iti karitravasad ayam adhvavibhago na syat; 
yato ’sya karitrasya yadi vibhagena cyutipraptyapraptayah syuh, 
tada syad ayam adhvavibhagah, na ca tani vibhagena sambhavanti; 
sadavasthitaikarupasya vibhagabhavat.

Also cf. AKB, p. 810. 5-9.

161+. Cf. TSP, p. 6l9.l6-l8: kim ca - karitrad avyatiriktatvad dharmo 
’api purvaparakotisunyasattayogi prapnoti karitravat. purvapara-
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vyavacchinnam = purvaparakotisunyam, madhyamatrakam ca tat sattvam 
ceti vigrahah.

Also see LVP (1937), P- 101.

16 5. Cf. TSP, p. 619.19-23: karitram ityadina parasparaviruddhabhyupaga- 
modbhavanenopahasati. evam tarhi rupadidharmo na sadastiti prasaktam, 
karitrad avyatiriktatvat ? ity aha - sada dharmas ceti. evam api 
dharmad anyat karitram prasajyate. ity aha - dharman nanyac ca 
karitram. devah = Isvaradayah, te hi yuktayuktam analocya sva- 
tantryenaiva vartante iti tesam yathacestitam yuktinirapeksam 

svatantryena pravrttih, tadvad etad iti yavat.

Also cf. AKB, p. 811.1-2:

svabhavah sarvada casti bhavo nityas ca nesyate /
na ca svabhavad bhavo ’ nyo vyaktam Isvaracestitam //

Also see AKP, V, p. 58, fn. 1; LVP (1937), p. H O  and fn. 1+;
CCB, p. 81+; BCAP, p. 581.11-12.

166. See LVP (1937), pp. 110-111; Schayer (1938), p. 26.

16 7. Schayer (1938), p. 1+3, fn. 1.

168. Ibid., p. 1+3.

169. Cf. TSP, pp. 619.23-620.7: kim ca - yadi karitrasya karitram 
antarenanagataditvam isyate, na tarhi vaktavyam - ’adhvanah 
karitrena vyavasthitah1 iti; vyabhicarat.

170. Cf. ibid. p. 620.7-8: yatha karitrasya svarupasattapeksaya 
'nagataditvam vyavasthapyate, evam bhavanam apy anagataditvam 
bhavisyatiti kim karitrakalpanaya.

171. Cf. ibid. p. 620.9-10: atha ma bhud vyabhicaradosa iti karitrasyapi 
karitram abhyupagamyate. tada tatrapi vyatirekadicintaya tulyah 
paryanuyogah, anavasthadosas ca.

172. Here I have followed Schayer’s quotation of the Tibetan reading 
(1938, p. 1+1+, fn. l): °tha mi dad = svarupavyatirikto. But TSP 
(p. 620.12-13) reads: svarupad vyatirikto ... which seems to be 
inconsistent according to the context and contradicts its own 

succeeding lines.

173. Cf. ibid. p. 620.15-18: tad etat prakrtanupakarakam. tatha hi idam 
atra prakrtam - ’’padarthat karitrasyabhede ’bhyupagamyamane saty 
ekasyaiva padarthasyatmabhutakaritrasyavisesat tad vasad ayam 
adhvavibhago navakalpate” iti.

17l+. Tr. Schayer (1938), p. 1+5. Also cf. TSP, p. 620.18: prthivyadayas 
tu parasparam anyo 'nyalaksanabhedasangabhinna iti.

Professor J.W. de Jong advised me that we could not say 
whether the reading "bhedasangabhinna" is correct, and for this 
one would have to check the Tibetan version. But since Schayer
(1938) has consulted the Tibetan translation too, here we rely on 
his translation, though he has not given any specific reference 
to this reading.
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175- Tr. Schayer (1938), p. 1+5.

176. See LVP (1937), pp. 106-107.

177« Cf. TSP, p. 621.11-17: punah sa evah - "na karitram dharmad anyat,
tadvyatirekena svabhavanupalabdheh. napi dharmamatram, svabhavastitve 

'pi kadacid abhavat. na ca na visesah, karitrasya pragabhavat, 
samtanavat. tatha dharmanairantaryotpattih samtana ity ucyate, na 
casau dharmavyatiriktas tad avibhagena grhyamanatvat. na ca dharma- 
matram, ekaksanasyapi samtanatvaprasangat. na ca nasti, tat karya- 

sadbhavat” iti. aha ca -

"samtatikaryam cestam na vidyate sapi samtatih kacit / 
tadvad avagaccha yuktya karitrena 'dhvasamsiddhim" // iti

17 8. Cf. ibid. pp. 621.19-622.ll+: yatha samtanibhyas tattvanyatvena- 
vacyatvat pudgalavat samtano nihsvabhavah, tadvat karitram api 
nihsvabhavam syat. svabhave hi sati tattvam anyatvam, tatas ca 
tat karitram kalpitatvan na kvacit karye samtativad upayujyeta. 
na hi kalpitasya samtanasya kvacit karye 'sty upayogah; tasya 
nihsvabhavatvat. svabhavapratibaddhatvat karyodayasya. tasmad 
vastv eva samtananihsvabhavam arthakriyaksamam, na samtanah 
kalpitah. tatas ca karitrasya prajnaptisattvat pragvat pascad 
api na paramarthatah sannidhanam astiti tad vasad adhvatraya- 
vyavasthanam api kalpitam eva syat, na bhavikam.

179. Cf. TSP, p. 622.15-16: bhavatu karitram prajnaptisat, tat k^tam 
capy adhvavyavasthanam prajnaptisat, tatas ca ko dosah ?

180. Cf. ibid. p. 622.17-21: phalaksepasaktir hi dharmanam karitram iti 
varnitam. ya ca phalaksepasaktih sa nanya vastusvalaksanat, kim 
tarhi. ? tad eva. ata evasau na sabdagocara asadharanatvat svalaksane 
sabdapravrtteh. tatas ca saktir eva vastu nanyad iti katham sa 
saktih prajnaptisat! bhavet. naiva bhaved iti. tatas ca tadvasad 
adhvavyavasthanam tattvikam evestam bhavateti bhavah.

181. Cf. ibid., pp. 622.21-623.12: kim ca - yad etad dahapakady artha- 
kriyakari vahnyadirupam upalabhyate, kim tad evatitanagatavastham ? 
ahosvid anyat ? yadi tad eva, katham ekasminn avisiste 'smin rupadike 
vastuny akriyadayah parasparaviruddha dharma yujyante, yena yatha- 
kramam anagatavartamanatitavyavastha syat. yadi hi viruddhadharma- 
dhyase 'py ekatvam syat, utsanna tarhi bhedavyavastha, tatas ca 
sarvam eva jagad ekam eva syat, ekatve ca sahotpattyadiprasangah.

182. Cf. ibid., p. 623.12-13: athapy avasthaparityagaparigrahabhedena 
bhinnatvad adhvasu vastu na nirvisistam iti kalpyate.

18 3. Cf. ibid., p. 623.ll+-l6: para aha - neti. bhidyante bhavad iti sam- 
bandhah. kasmat ? bhavasyakartrtvaptitah = akartrtvaprasangat. 
anvayavyatirekabhyam tasam evavasthanam karyam prati samarthyasiddheh.

181+. Cf. ibid., p. 623.17-22: vastunah sakasad abhedam katham avasthasv 
anumanyante = pratipadyante ? naiva; yasmad abhutva. bhavanty 
avasthah, bhutva ca vinasyanti. na ca tatha vastv istam; sarvada 
'stitvabhyupagamat. tatas ca katham ta abhutva bhavantyo vinasyantyas 
ca tadatmika yuktah ? naiva; bhinnayogaksematvat. anyatha hi tadatma- 
tvenasam api sadastitvaprasango vastusvabhavavat, tato 'vyatirekad 
vastuno va 'bhutvabhavadiprasango 'vasthasvarupavat.
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18 5. Cf. ibid., pp. 623.23-62U.ll: bhavatu cavasthabhedaparakalpana, 
tathapi viruddhadharmadhyaso na parihrta eva. tatha hi - vastu 
madhyavasthayam kim svarupena karakam ? ahosvit pararupena ? yadi 
svarupena, tad eva svarupam anyayor api dasayor atitanagatavastha- 
yor astiti katham asya karakasvabhavasya kriyakriyabhramsau syatam. 
atha pararupena, tada ’syakartrta punah praptety avastutvaprasangah.

186. Cf. ibid., p. 62k.11-15: evam tavat tad eva vahnyadirupam atitana- 
gatavasthyayam na yuktam. athanyat, asmin pakse na bhavaty ekatra 
kriyakriyadiparasparaparahatadharmasankaryadidosah, bhinnatvad 

vastunah. kim tu yat tad dahapakadikaryayogyam analadikam vastu 
tad abhutva jayate, bhutva ca. vigacchatiti sada ’stitvabhyupa- 
gamavirodhah syat; anvayabhavat.

18 7. Cf. ibid., p. 62U.16-I8: syad etat - yady api karyayogyam abhutva 
jayate, bhutva ca vigacchatiti; tathapy atitanagatavastha.yam 
akaryayogyam vastu vidyata eva, tatas ca na sada ’stitvabhyupa- 
gamavirodhah.

188. Cf. TS, karika 1820 and TSP thereon.

189. Cf. TSP, p. 62k.20-21: athapi syat - atitasya sabhagahetvadeh 
karyayogyatvam isyata eva, tatas casiddham etat ’na tasmat karya- 
sambhavah'.

190. Cf. TS, karika 1821.

191. Schayer (1938), p. 53.

192. Cf. TSP, pp. 62k.23-625.10: tatha hi - hetupratyayajanito yo 'rthah 
sa vartamana ucyate, yas ca kadacitkah so ’vasyam hetupratyayani- 
mittah; yasmad ahetukasya dve eva gati - yad uta sada sattvam, 
asattvam va; anyanapeksanat. tasmad yah kadacitkah so ’vasyam 
hetupratyayanirmitasattvah, so ’vasvam vartamana eveti siddham. 
vartamanatvena kadacitkatvasya vyaptih.

193. Cf. ibid., p. 625.11-12: kim ca - yadi atitanagatam dravyato ’sti, 
tada sarvasamskaranam sasvatatvaprasangah. tatas ca pratisamkhyani- 
rodhadibhyo rupadinam visesi na prapnoti.

19b. Cf. ibid., p. 625.13-lU: atha rupadeh samskrtalaksanayogat sarh-
skrtatvam, nakasadinam, tena bhavati pratisamkhyanirodhader vaila- 
ksanyam rupader iti parair matam, tad etad asamyak.

195. Cf. ibid., p. 625.1U-17: tatha hi - jatih, jara, sthitih, anityata 
ca - iti catvarimani samskrtalaksanani. tatra jatir janayati, 
sthitih sthapayati, jara jarayati, anityata vinasayati - ity evam 
jananadir esam vyapara istah.

196. See Schayer (1938), p. 5^, fn. 1.

197. Cf. TSP, p. 625.18-20: tatra jatis tavat kaip visesam janayanti 
satyasya rupader janika ity abhidhiyate - kim tasmad rupadeh param = 
vyatiriktam, ahosvid aparam = avyatiriktam visesam janayantiti 
paksadvayam.



198. Cf. ibid., p. 625.20-22: tatra na tavad avyatiriktam; yasmad asau 
viseso jativyaparat prag api nispannatvad asakyakriyah, nispatty- 
uttarakalavat. na hi nispannasya kriya yukta; anavasthaprasangat.

199- Cf. ibid., pp. 625.22-626.11: napi vyatirikto ’tisayah kriyate; 
vyatireke hy asya rupader ayam atisaya iti sambandhasiddheh. 

tatha hi - na tadatmyalaksanah sambandhah; vyatirekabhyupagamat. 
anabhyupagame va purvoktadosaprasangat. napi tad utpattilaksanah; 
jater eva tadutpatteh. na canyah sambandho 'sti; adharadheyatva- 
dinam tadutpatty antargatatvat.

200. Schayer (1938), p. 56.

201. Tr. Schayer, ibid.

202. Cf. ibid., p. 626.12-15: jatim apeksyotpadayatiti cet. na hy anu-
pakarinyam jatav apeksa yukta; atiprasangat .......tasmad vyatireke

sati sambandho na siddhyati.

203. Cf. ibid, p. 626.16 : kim ca - tasyatisayasya purvam asattvad 
asatkaryam abhyupagatam bhavet.

20h. Cf. ibid., p. 626.16-19: evam jarayanyathatve kriyamane, sthitya
’vasthite, anityataya ca nase kriyamane, esam anyathatvadinam anya 
’nanyavikalpe sati ye dosas te jativaj jaradisv api vacyah.

205. Cf. ibid., p. 626.19-23: kim ca - jatyadinam svakaryarambhitvam yat 
tat samarthasvabhavaniyamadistam. sa ca samarthah svabhavas tesam 
sarvada ’stlti sadaiva svakaryarambhitvaprasangah. na ca hetu- 
pratyayavaikalyam; tesam api sadavasthitatvat. tatas catitana- 
gatavasthayor jatyadibhir jananadisvakaryakaranad ekasminn evadhvart\ 
aparimitadhvaprasangah.

206. Cf. TS, karika 1830.

207. Cf. ibid., karika 1831.

208. Cf. TSP, p. 627.12-13: athaksanika iti paksah, evam sati krtanta- 
virodhah. krtantah = siddhanta ucyate. tatha hi "ksanikah sarva- 
samskarah” iti siddhantah.

209. Cf. ibid., p. 627.1U-16: kim ca - na kevalam siddhantavirodhah, 
anumanavirodho ’pi pratijnayah. tatha hi - yat sat tat sarvam 
ksanikam, yatha vartamanam. santas catitanagata iti niyamat 
ksanabhanginah praptah.

Also see TS, karikas 391-39*+, and TSP thereon.

210. Tr. Schayer (1938), p. 58.

211. Cf. ibid., p. 627.20-22: kim ca - ime 'titanagata arthakriyasamarthi 
va syuh, na va samartha iti paksau. yadi samarthah, tada samarthya- 

sadbhave vartamanah prapnuvanti, avivadaspadibhutavartamanavat.

212. Cf. ibid., p. 627.22-23: prayogah - ye ye 1rthakriyasamarthas't-e 
vartamanah, yatha ’vivadaspadlbhuta vartamanah. arthakriyasamarthas 
catitadaya iti svabhavahetuprasangah.

Also see S. Mookerjee (1975), pp. 1-19.
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213. Cf. ibid., p. 628.11-12: na cayam anaikantikah; yato vartamanatva- 
nivrttau nastajatanam sarvasamarthyaviyogitvam prasajyeta, akasam- 
bhoruhavat.

2lh. Cf. ibid., p. 628.lU-l6: na cakasapratisamkhyanirodhapratisamkhyani- 
rodhair asamskrtair anekantah; tesam api paksikaranat. ato 'naikanti- 
katvakalpanaya natinibandhanam.

215. The same statement is found in AKB, p. 8 17.U; AKP, V. p. 63; and 
CCB, p. 89.

216. See Schayer (1938), p. 6l, fn. 1, and LVP (1937), PP* 121ff.
Also cf. TSP, p. 629.8-9: kim ca - yasyatitanagatam dravyato 'sti, 
tasya phalam api nityam astiti svargapavargapraptyartho yatno 
viphalah syat.

217. "nasiddhe bhavadharmo ’sti". Tr. Schayer (1938), p. 63.

218. Schayer, ibid.; also cf. TSP, p. 629.23-2*+: athapi siddhah syuh, 
tathapi vartamanatvasiddher dharmasvarupaviparitasadhanad viruddha 
hetavah.

219. Cf. ibid., pp. 629.2U-63O.i2 : katham idanim adhvasangrhitatvam 
atitanagatanam rupadinam nirdistam, na hi sasavisanam atyantasad 
atitam anagatam va vyavasthapyate ?

220. Cf. TS, karikas l81+3-l8UU.

221. Cf. ibid., karika I8I5. Also see CCB, p. 8U; AKP, V, p. 58;
AKB, p. 811.U-5.

222. AKB, p. 811.5-6: kas caivam aha - vartamanavat tad astiti ? .....
atltanagatatmana. Also see CCB, p. 8U*, AKP, V, p. 58.

223. CCB, ibid.*, also AKB, p. 811.8: asty atitam asty anagatam.

22*+. AKB, p. 811.9: astisabdasya nipatatvat.

LVP (AKP, V, p. 58, fn. 3) observes: According to Hsuan-tsang: 
"The word ’is* applies to that which exists and to that which does 
not exist."

Also see BCAP, p. 58 1.17-18: "astisabdasya nipatatvat kala- 
trayavrttitvam". See Schayer’s translation (1938, p. 73).

225. CCB, p. 8U.

226. Cf. AKB, pp. 8ll.9-812.1: yatha 'sti dlpasya pragabhavo 'sti 
pascadabhava iti vaktaro bhavanti.

227. Cf. ibid., p. 812.1-2: evam atitanagatam astity uktam. anyatha hy 
atitanagata eva na sidhyet.

228. Cf. TS, karika l8U6 and TSP, p. 630.16-18 thereupon: dvividham hi 
vijnanam - salambanam, analamba.nam ca. yat salambanam tad abhi- 
samdhaya dvayasrayavijnanadesana, Bhagavatah.
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229.

230.

231.

232.

233.

23*+.

235.

236.

237.

238. 

239.

2b0.

2bl.

2b2.

2b3.

2bb.

2*+5.

2*+6.

TS, karika l8*+7b.

See Schayer’s remark (1938, p. 6b , fn. l).

Tr. Schayer, ibid., p. 65; also cf. TSP on TS, karika l8*+7.

Cf. TSP, pp. 630.25-631.8: yadi tarhi nirvisayam api vijnanam asti, 
tat katham jnanam iti vyapadisyate, tatha hi 'vijanatiti vijnanam1 
iti giyate, asati ca vijneye kim vijanatah vijnanam syat ?

See TS, karika 1999.

See TS, chapter 23 and TSP thereon. Also see TSP, p. 631.10-12 and 
Schayer (1938), p. 65, fn. 2.

Cf. AKB, p. 817.1-3: naiva hi Sautrantika atItat karmanah phalot- 
pattim varnayanti. kim tarhi ? tatpurvakat samtanavisesad ity 
atmavadaprati s edhe s ampravedayi syamah

Cf. ibid. Also see CCB, p. 89 and AKP, V, p. 63.

See Stcherbatsky (1976). Also see AKP, IV, 85a, p. 18 5, and fn. 1; 
CCB, p. 202; TS, chapter 6; Schayer (1932).

Cf. TS, karika l8*+9.

Cf. TSP, p. 631.13-1*+: vasitam = paramparaya phalotpadanasamartham 
utpaditam. Also see BCAP, p. *+73.10-11:

yasminn eva hi samtana ahita karmavasana /
phalam tatraiva badhnati karpase raktata yatha // iti.

This karika is also quoted in Sarvadarsanascarhgraha (p. 106.29-30), 
but its source is not traced. Also see E.Lamotte (1936), pp.151-205.

Cf. TSP, p. 631.15: asti tat karma yat ksinam niruddham viparinatam. 
Also AKB, p. 812.3-U; CCB, p. 85; AKP, V* p.*59-

CCB, ibid.,

Schayer (1938, p. 67, fn. l) observes: muladravya = the basic 
element = the first element of a homogeneous series (pravaha).

Cf. TSP, p. 631.l6-l8: bhaktyeti upacarena. yatha muladravyapra- 
sutasya hiranyadeh phalaprabandhasya. samabhave vinastam api mula- 
dravyam avinastam ity ucyate, tadvat karmapi.

Cf. AKB, p. 812.5-6: tatra punas tadahitam tasyam samtatau phala- 
danasamarthyam samdhayoktam. anyatha hi svena bhavena vidyamanam 
atitam na sidhyet. Also CCB, p. 85; AKP, V, p. 59.

Cf. TSP, p. 631.19-21.

Safnyuktagama3 13.22 (quoted in CCB, p. 85, fn. 1, and AKP, V, p. 59, 
fn. 3). This statement is found with slight variations in BCAP, 
p. 582.1-3, and also cf. in the same book, p. *+7*1.15-18: iti hi 
bhiksavah asti karma, asti phalam. karakas tu nopalabhyate ya iman
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skandhan vijahati. anyans ca skandhan upadatte. anyatra dharma- 
sanketat. atrayam dharmasanketo yad asmin sati idam bhavaty 
asyotpadad idam utpadyate iti.

This passage also is taken from the Par amarthasunyatasu.tr a .
Here LVP gives some other references too where the preceding 
passage is found (see AKP, ibid.).

Also cf. TSP, p. 631.23-2U: "caksur utpadyamanam na kutascid 
agacchati, niruddhyamanam na kvacit sannicayam gacchatlti hi 
caksur abhutva bhavati bhutva ca prativigacchati" iti; AKB, p.813.1-3; 
ADV* p. 263.1-2 and fn. 1.

2U7 . Cf. ibid., p. 632.9: vartamane ’dhvany abhutva bhavatiti cet.
Also see CCB, p. 85; AKB, p. 813.U; AKP, V, p. 60.

2U8. Cf. AKB, p. 813.U-5 : na; adhvano bhavad anarthantaratvat.
Also see AK, I. 7c-d and AKB thereon; AKP, I, p. 12.

2U9. Cf. AKB, p. 813.5: atha svatmany abhutva bhavati.

250. Cf. TSP, p. 632.11: siddham - anagatam caksur nastiti.

Also AKB, p. 813.5.

251. See LVP (1937), PP- 10-11 and Schayer (1938), p. 68, fn. 2.

252. For the exposition of mithyadrsti, see AKP, V, p. 18 and also fn. 1.

253. Schayer (1938), p. 68, fn. 2.

25U. Cf. TSP, p. 632.11-15.

255. Cf. TS, karikas 1852-1855 and TSP thereupon.

256. CCB, p. 91.



CHAPTER VI

The Madhyamika Critique of Time1

To understand the Madhyamika critique of time it is essential to

understand its examinations of pratltyasamutpada, motion, permanence,

the Vaibhasika notion of bhava and its three phases, etc. We suggest

that the Sautrantika polemic against the Vaibhasikas might have led the

Madhyamikas in this regard, as the Sautrantikas maintained that the past

and future time-epochs, akasa, Nirvana and pudgala are mere names,

2
assertions, empirical and of common usage.

3
The method of the Madhyamika critique is its dialectic, which

consists of a series of prasanga, i.e. reductio ad absurdum arguments.

Its main function is to show the conflicting or rather self-contradictory

characters in the o p ponent’s thesis and to bring these fallacies home.

The second point is that the Mldhyamika tries to prove that everything

4
is relative and mutually dependent (pratltyasamutpanna), and whatever 

is relative is without svabhava. J.W. de Jong remarks that "According 

to Nagarjuna, a thing is real when it is endowed with svabhava, a concept 

which is of great importance for the understanding of his thought. It is 

very difficult to know exactly what he wishes to express by this work 

every time, as it contains several notions."'* Further, he makes a 

significant observation that "for the Madhyamikas the concept of svabhava 

has only two meanings: (1) that of the ’own-being of each th i n g’ (sva

laksana or svo bhlva), which, incidentally, they consider unreal, and

(2) that of the ’own-being of all things taken together’ (prakrti or

6 — 
svato bhava)". But time in the Madhyamika system does not come under

either of these categories.
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The basic instrument of the Madhyamikas to criticise any drsti 

(dogmatic view) concerning the reality of entities is their theory of 

pratltyasamutpada (MK.l), which is in the Mldhyamika system "not the 

principle of temporal sequence, but of the essential dependence of things 

on each other, i.e. the unreality of separate elements (naihsvabhavya, 

dharma-nairatmya). The entire Madhyamika system is a re-interpretation

of Pratltyasamutpada. It is .....  equated with Sunyata - the empirical

validity of entities and their ultimate unreality."^ But the relativity 

of something does not prove its inexistence. In a celebrated karika 

Nagarjuna avows that pratltyasamutpada (dependent origination) = Sunyata

(voidness) = upadaya prajnapti (metaphorical designation) = madhyama

8 9
pratipad (middle path). The Madhyamika is a prasangika or a "vaitandika,

a dialectician or free-lance debator",1^ whose only objective is to criti

cise others, but not to propound any positive theory of his own.

The Madhyamika admits twofold realities:11 (1) samvrti (phenomenon),

_ *
and (2) paramartha (absolute), but Murti wrongly interprets CS, IX.5

that "Space and time are, even from the empirical point of view unsub- 

12
stantial things". The word "time" (kala) does not even occur in the

above karika. It only says "akasadini" which on the basis of the context

and the commentary of Candrakirti thereon, means akasa, apratisamkhyani-

13
rodha and pratisamkhyanirodha, which are the three unconditioned 

(asamskrta) categories of the Vaibhasikas.

Time is neither the Material Cause of the World

nor Eternal

The Kalavadins1^ (the proponents of time as cause) maintain that 

the existence of time is inferred by the fact that it is the cause of 

origination and destruction of the world. It also brings about all
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kinds of modifications in things. In the same way, time is considered 

to be the negative cause. For example, even if the necessary causes and 

conditions, such as seed, water, air, soil and Sun, are present, the 

sprout does not always germinate if time acts against these causes and 

conditions.̂  This leads to the conclusion that time is the cause of 

everything as well as eternal.1  ̂ But since, argues Candrakirti (650 A.D.), 

time is an ever-lasting element and the germination of the seed is 

dependent on it, the sprout should always be in a state of production. 

Further, it is considered that although time is ever existent, there 

is sometimes a disappearance of activity in performing an action. There

fore, time suffers the fate of inexistence.1^

Again, time, enunciate the Madhyamikas, though existent, is completely 

incapable of engendering any activity like the seed, and production is not 

possible all the time. Even if there is production caused by time, it is 

variable, not in perpetuum, like that of seed. This shows that time too 

is variable, it means it is dependent on conditions, on the existence of

which it would exist, and on the inexistence of which it would not exist.

18
Hence, time too is impermanent like the sprout.

Further, an inactive thing cannot possess causal characteristic 

(hetutva). The latter is actually not an independent substance. It is 

also not that it transforms itself into effect keeping its substratum, 

i.e. the inactive thing, unchanged. In other words, only an active 

thing can have the causal characteristic which is inherent in the former.

In production of a fruit it cannot be said that the fruit is not of its 

own cause. What Candrakirti wants to say is that cause and effect are 

identical (satkaryavada, i.e. cause materially transforms itself into 

effect). And if there is production, it cannot be eternal like the 

sprout. Therefore, if there is no supposition of cause and effect
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19
separately, neither of them can be proved as independent (svarupena).

But they are not two different things. Further, a thing (bhava) is 

called fruit after there has been a cause. For example, a sprout germi

nates only when a seed is existent, but not vice versa. It is not true 

to say that the state of fruit (phalatva) is not derived from a cause. 

Before the production of a sprout from a seed, there are only two alter

natives: (1) hetubhuta, i.e. causal production, and (2) ahetubhuta, i.e. 

production at random or uncaused. In that case, the production of seed

is not possible at random, like the production of fire. A fruit is

20
produced only from a cause. And without transformation of cause into

effect, the latter is not possible, and without logical connection of

cause and effect, there is no apprehension of an effect. Now, the seed,

which is the root cause (mulakarana), perishes or transforms itself and

then it becomes the cause of the sprout. It is not possible without

changing the previous state. Likewise, if time is the cause of the

world, it will have to change its previous state in giving rise to an

effect, otherwise the production would be out of the question. And if

21
it is so, time becomes impermanent like the seed. In the same vein

22
Aryadeva says: that which undergoes transformation cannot be eternal.

Nowhere in the whole Indian philosophical tradition do we find that 

time is a material cause. Rather it is considered as an instrumental 

cause. So the analogy of time and seed, which is the material cause of 

the sprout, is inconsistent. Anyway, if time is ever considered by any 

opponent as the material cause, then A r y a d e v a’s or Candrakirti's criticism 

is successful. But here it seems that the thesis criticised by the 

Madhyamikas is hypothetical or a result of misunderstanding the opponent's 

intention.
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If it is assumed, says Candrakirti, that on the production of an

effect there is no change in time, then the effect, of which time is the

cause, comes into existence after having been inexistent (abhutva jayate),

or it is produced at random. In other words, it arises itself without

having been dependent on a cause or a condition. It is also not true

that effect, which arises depending on causes and conditions, comes into

existence after having been inexistent. There can be no production, if

it has been absolutely inexistent in its previous state. That which is

absolutely inexistent cannot be produced even if the necessary causes

23
and conditions are at work, just like the horn of the hare. That which

is eternal arises spontaneously (nirhetuka). And so the assumption of

any cause in this regard is without any purpose. What Candrakirti intends

to state is that the world is uncaused or self-caused. Therefore, there

24
is no need to consider time as the cause of the world.

Now, the question is if a cause is eternal, how is its effect imper

manent ? In our daily life we observe that the impermanent seed gives 

rise to an impermanent sprout. It is really absurd to conceive that the

effect, of which the eternal time is supposed to be the cause, is itself

. 25 
impermanent.

Time also Rejected as an Auxiliary Cause

It has been maintained that time exists, because it is an auxiliary 

cause (sahakarikarana) in producing the fruits. That which does not 

exist cannot have the function of an auxiliary cause, like the daughter 

of a barren woman. Therefore, time exists, as it is an auxiliary cause. 

Even if all the causes and conditions, such as seed, soil, water, light, 

air, and sky are present, the sprout only emerges in the appropriate
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season. This law applies to external as well as internal productions.

Bhagavan has taught: "The karmas do not perish even after millions of

years. Given all the causes and conditions as well as time, they (karmas)

bear the fruits for men." Since all such productions are dependent on

time, this proves that the latter exists and is an auxiliary cause in

26 —
engendering the sprout. Candrakirti rejects any such theory saying

that the function of time as an auxiliary cause can be accepted, if a

27
sprout or a fruit is really produced. But this is not so. Further, he

28
rules out any possibility of causes and conditions. He has also

29
explained away the theory of karma and its retribution.

Again, it is set forth that time exists by its own nature, because 

it is the cause of origination and dissolution of things. In this pheno

menon, the origination of seed and other things is dependent on a parti

cular time. Dissolution and destruction are also dependent on a particu

lar time. They do not always happen, even if all the causes and conditions

are given. It follows that time does exist, as it is the cause of origi-

30
nation and dissolution of the world. Candrakirti replies that time

can be admitted so, if there is anything like origination and dissolution.

31
But there is nothing like these. He criticises these concepts in 

32
detail.

Aryadeva (170-270 A.D.) seems to aver that no effect arises by time,

33
rather it is dependent on something else. For example, in the case of

origination of a sprout, to quote Murti "... a variable impermanent

(kadacitkatva) factor alone can account for the production of the sprout

34
sometimes only and not at other times." But Murti does not clarify 

what the variable impermanent factor is.
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No Means to the Knowledge of Time

It is argued that time is comprehended through ksana, pala, muhurta,

etc. It is inherent in all the three time-epochs, the past, present and

future, and is different from bhava (objects, things). Thus, it is

35
eternal. Candrakirti attempts to tear this supposition too to pieces.

He remarks that if time is something apart from an existent object and

proved by knowledge, then it would be the cause of the origination and

dissolution of the world. But it is never so, because then the question

36
arises: How is time grasped, if it is different from bhava ? What 

Candrakirti has in his mind is that knowledge of time is dependent on 

concrete existence.3 ^

Further, the Mldhyamikas accept four sources of knowledge (pra-

— 38
manas): perception (pratyaksa), inference (anumana), comparison 

(upamana), and testimony (sabda). But knowledge of time is absolutely 

out of the range of these pramanas in the Madhyamika system. The 

opponent, as Candrakirti quotes, accepts that time is proved by knowledge 

(jnanasiddha), but he does not give any detail of what particular source 

of knowledge is propounded in this regard by the former.

Nagarjuna and Candrakirti on the three Time-epochs

Now, Candrakirti begins to analyse the divisions of time, the past, 

present and future, which are determined by the special nature of time. 

They too, he says, are not capable of establishing themselves indepen

dently, because it is not possible to determine them by way of their 

abstract beingness (amurtatvena svarupena). If at all, their said 

existence may be established only by means of a particular jar. But
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since the characteristics of the three time-epochs are different from

phenomenal existence (bhavabhinna), they are subject to experience only

like vedana. They cannot be ascertained by sense-organs like the rupa,

39
sabda, and so on.

The opening lines of MKV on chapter XIX seem to be presenting the

40
Vaibhasika notion of the three time-epochs as follows: They are under

stood on the basis of a dharma (bhava). That dharma whose bhavasvabhava 

(karitra, in the Vaibhlsika term) has ceased to be after having been 

originated is called past; if not yet ceased, it is called present; and 

if it has not yet been realised, it is future. But here Candrakirti

has failed to understand the Vaibhasikas correctly when he says: te ca 

. 41
santi, which means the past, present and future exist as such, and

A 2
Mervyn Sprui.g's English translation too gives the same sense. Murti

also offers a similar interpretation, though in a different context:

"The same arguments may be urged, mutatis mutandis, with regard to the

existence of the past or the present in the present and the future,

,,43
etc." He does not point out that the notion of these divisions of 

time in the Vaibhasika system is based on the activity (karitra) of a 

dharma, though he has also not distinctly identified this theory with 

that of the Vaibhasikas.

If the above opponent is the Vaibhasikas, then we can say that 

sometimes the Madhyamikas in their presentation of the opponent's thesis 

distort the facts, and sometimes they assume such hypothetical theories 

(as purvapaksa) to criticise what would seem to be absurd for anybody, 

including even the Madhyamika's opponents, to accept. For example, they 

present an opponent, whom I have not been able to identify with any of 

the Indian philosophical systems, who establishes the reality of the past,
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present and future independently. If it is thought that he was Sarvasti

vadin or Vaibhasika, it is the result of o n e’s rashness and incorrect 

understanding of his system. On the other hand, if there is no real 

opponent who admits the above theory, then the Madhyamika criticism 

fails to strike any goal. However, for the sake of the Madhyamikas 

let us suppose that there is an actual opponent who maintains the reality 

of the three time-epochs separately. Then, the Madhyamikas demonstrate 

that the three time-epochs do not exist simultaneously, as it would be 

impossible to distinguish them from each other. On the other hand, if 

they exist, they exist in relation to each other, otherwise their 

existence would be out of question. Time too cannot be understood with

out such distinctions. This mutual dependence shows the unreality of 

time.

Furthermore, if the three time-epochs exist in reality, then their

substratum (nibandhana), i.e. the changing things or the phenomenon

(bhavasvabhava), too would be real. The Madhyamika contention is that

the changing thing (bhava), which is the cause of the conception of the

three time-epochs, would be real, if the latter (kalatraya) themselves

44
are considered to be real. But it is not so, and "as changing things

45
(bhava) have been shown to be untenable, the reality of Time too is 

46
not established". To put this argument in valid propositional form 

47
(modus tollens):

p q where p = time-epochs exist

q = changing thing exists 

^ q d  = sign of implication

--------- - = sign of negation

- p .*.= sign of therefore

Now, let us examine the Madhyamika assertion that the past, present 

and future are understood in relation to each other. If the present and
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future are existent, they would either be in relation to the past, or not. 

If the first alternative is sustained, then both of them would necessarily 

be in the past. But nothing can be related to the thing which is non

existent (asattva), otherwise it would be just like a son born from a 

barren woman, or a flower from the jusminum-grandiflorum-creeper (mala- 

tllata) in the sky, or oil squeezed from sand. It is also incorrect to 

say that they exist in mutual relation like light and darkness, because

it would be a vitiated circle, or because it would be like an assertion

48
identical with the point to be proved (sadhyasamatva). Again, the

Madhyamika argument on the first alternative can be put in the following

49
propositional form:

p q where p = the present and future
exist

~ q q = the past exists

.*. - p

If the present and future exist in the past, as they are in relation 

to the latter, both would be of the essence of the past, because they are 

included in the past. And then, the past too would be indistinguishable 

from the present and future as the three time-epochs are in the same 

state. It follows that the past too, together with the present and 

future, is inexistent. Again, the past is that which has passed the 

present state, and the future is that which has not yet attained the 

present state. Thus, if it is impossible to determine the present and 

future, then the past too would be unattainable."*^ If to avoid this 

predicament it is maintained that the present and future are not included 

in the past, then Nagarjuna (150-250 A.D.) raises the question: What is 

that in relation to which there are present and future ? 1
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However, the proponents of time (kalavadins) affirm the reality

of time and urge that in this regard there is no need of mutual dependence 

53 - -
(apeksa) . Nagar j u n a’s reply is that neither the present nor the future

can be proved without taking them in relation to the past, and then time

too which is intelligible only through the three time-epochs would be 

54
unreal. The same arguments, mutatis mutandis, can be advanced against

the existence of the past and future in relation to the present, and the

existence of the past and present in relation to the future. ^  Thus,

Nagarjuna and Candrakirti have successfully demonstrated the unreality

of the three divisions of time, which leads to the unreality of time

itself as the knowledge of the latter is possible only through the

former. This argument also can be put in the following propositional 

56

52

form:

q 3  p where p = the reality of the three time-epochs

q = the reality of time

~ P

Prajfiakaramati1 s Refutation of the Vaibhasika 

Theory of Traikalyavada

We find one Madhyamika, Prajnakaramati"^ (early 10th century), who 

has rightly understood to some extent the Vaibhasika theory of traikalya

vada (i.e. the theory of three time-epochs). According to the Vaibhasikas,

58
the bhava (dharma, thing, phenomenon) certainly exists. As we have

seen in the previous chapter, they maintain the substantial reality of

dharmas, which exist permanently. The three phases of time, the past,

present and future, are the three phases of a dharma based on its

activity (karitra). The future time-phase of a dharma, a state in which

59
it is in its latent form, is enforced by causes and conditions to
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achieve its present time-phase in which a dharma performs its karitra. 

Thereon the last samskrtalaksana, anityata (cessation), executes its 

force owing to which a dharma attains its past time-phase in which it 

becomes quiescent. In this vein the Buddha has taught the three samskrta

laksanas, origination, duration and cessation.^ In the similar sense

— — 61
pratityasamutpada too is taught. Here the Vaibhasikas took pratltya

samutpada as the principle of temporal sequence. But the Madhyamikas

62 — 
explain away such interpretation, and aver that pratityasamutpada is

the principle "of the essential dependence of things on each other, i.e.

the unreality of separate elements (naihsvabhavya, dharmanairatmya).

It is now equated with Sunyata- the empirical validity of entities, and

63
their ultimate unreality."

Santideva^ (695-7^3 A.D.) and Prajnakaramati are severely critical 

of the preceding theory of origination, duration and cessation. There 

is nothing, declares Prajnakaramati, which comes or originates from any 

space or time, nor does anything having been originated from somewhere 

go out of its present time-phase anywhere, nor does it endure by its own 

nature without any change (= ekasvabhavena). On the contrary, if it is 

maintained that a dharma passes from its future time-epoch to present 

time-epoch, and again from present time-epoch to past time-epoch, then 

even a conditioned element would be permanent, as it is always existing, 

and it would not be impermanent. Thus, the problem arises: How to prove 

that a dharma is not permanent ? But here it is to be noted that the 

Vaibhasikas do admit the permanence of the dharma.

The Karitra and the three Time-epochs

Moreover, the Vaibhasika contention is that the differentiation of 

a dharma (dharmasya visesah) through the three time-epochs lies in the
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fact that it is devoid of its karitra in its preceding and succeeding

states, i.e. the future and past respectively. In other words, when a

dharma has not yet attained its karitra and does not execute its activity,

it is termed as future. When it is active, it is present. And when

66
after having performed its action it is quiescent, it is past. Prajna

karamati rejoins that such theory is not tenable. Now the question is

whether a dharma always exists by its own nature without any change. If

67
so, then why does klritra not exist permanently as well ? The 

Vaibhasikas might reply that the origination and cessation of the karitra 

are dependent on causes and conditions. This is also not correct, because 

dependence on causes and conditions is not applicable to that which exists 

permanently by its own nature. Again, if it is maintained that a thing 

exists even if it is devoid of any karitra, then the reality of the 

latter, which is really inexistent like the horns of a horse, would 

r e s u l t . ^

Further, Prajnakaramati raises an absurd question: How is the same

69
karitra called past, present and future ? Though he has plumbed the 

depths of his o p p onent’s thesis, he has failed to understand it. Nowhere 

have the Vaibhasikas ever pronounced that the karitra itself is called 

past, present and future. If it is so maintained, the karitra too would 

be permanent, and then the dharma would always be active and there would 

only be a present time-epoch, and the past and future time-epochs would 

be out of question. Prajnakaramati continues: Is it so on account of the 

existence of a different karitra, which works in the first karitra, or 

does the first karitra itself exist as past, present and future ? In the 

former case, there would obviously be an infinite regress. In the latter, 

the same argument would apply to the dharma and there can be no denial of 

the fact that the same dharma is demonstrated as past, present and future
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by its own nature irrespective of the karitra. Again, it is also not 

plausible to hold that the past and future dharmas exist substantially 

like the present one.

Now, the following questions arise. How are origination and 

cessation possible to the dharma which exists permanently by its own 

nature ? What does it lack in its previous state, in the absence of 

which it is called not yet realised, i.e. future ? What does it lack 

in its subsequent state, in the absence of which it is called destroyed, 

i.e. past ? If it is urged that the dharma exists in its antecedent 

and subsequent states also by its own nature, then it would be existing 

even in these states in the same way as it exists in its present state. 

It follows, therefore, that no distinction is possible between the three 

time-epochs, as the essential reality of the dharma is sustained, which 

eliminates the reality of the past, etc. All these things are termed 

by Prajnakaramati as the caprice of God.^1 In the previous chapter we 

have seen that the Sautrantikas too accuse the Vaibhasikas in a similar 

way.

From the preceding observations we can say that Prajnakaramati

lacks a correct understanding of the Vaibhasika theory of the dharma

and its different temporal phases. I do not think I can present this

theory in a better way than the great Stcherbatsky has done. Though

long, the passage is necessary for our proper understanding in the

72
present context. He writes:

"...the Sarvastivadins maintain that all elements exist on 
two different planes, the real essence of the element (dharma- 

svabhava) and its momentary manifestation (dharma-1aksana).
The first exists always, in past, present, and future. It is 
not eternal (nitya) because eternality means absence of change, 
but it represents the potential appearances of the element into 
phenomenal existence, and its past appearances as well. This 
potentiality is existing for ever (sarvada asti). Even in the
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suppressed state of Nirvana, when all life is extinct, these 
elements are supposed to represent some entity, although its 
manifestation-power has been suppressed for ever. The future 
potential elements are, indeed, divided in this school into 
two different sets, those that will appear (utpatti-dharma) 
and those that are suppressed and never will appear (anutpatti- 
dharma). Since the moment (ksana) is not something different 
from the element (dharma), time in general is not different 
from the elements taken collectively, as far as they have not 
lost their capacity of appearing in phenomenal life. In fact,
"the times" is one of the synonyms used to designate collect
ively the elements appearing in ordinary life. But the term 
"time" (kala), implying the reality of one time, is carefully 
avoided; it is replaced by the term "transition" (adhvan).
When the Sarvastivadin maintains that "everything exists", 
it means that all elements exist, and the emphasis which is 
put on the reality of elements refers to the conception that 
their past as well as their future transition represents 
something real. From this fundamental tenet the school derives 
its name. Since the conception of an element answers rather 
to our conception of a subtle force than for a substance, the 
reality, i.e. effectiveness, of the past is not so absurd 
as it otherwise would appear."

_. 73
In the next section on "Impermanence in Samkhya-Yoga" the same 

author shows a great deal of similarity between the Sarvastivadins (or 

the Vaibhasikas) and the Samkhya-Yoga.

On the basis of the preceding analysis we can conclude that Prajna

karamati 's arguments against the traikalyavada of the Vaibhasikas are 

valid in the light of his understanding of the lat t e r fs theory. The 

above passage by Stcherbatsky illustrates that the Vaibhasikas propound 

something different, though they too do not fare better as we find them

against the fundamental teachings of Buddhism, such as 'everything is

. 74 
impermanent .

The Theory of Karma, its Retribution and 

the three Time-epochs

Further, the Sarvastivadins quote scriptural evidence in their support 

which teaches that the past and future do exist. The Sutra reads: the past
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karma exists, the future retribution exists. But Prajnakaramati

asserts that the Sarvastivadins took the Sutra in its literal sense.

Bhagavan taught so, he continues, in order to repudiate the heresy which

denies the theory of cause and effect, i.e. karma and its retribution in

moral life. Otherwise, the past is that which having been previously

inexistent comes into existence, and again having been originated, is

now destroyed. And the future is that which will come into existence

when the necessary causes and conditions are given. In this sense it is

said that cause and its effect exist. Here the word 'exists* (= asti)

has been used as a nipat (accidental occurrence or a particle), which

76
can refer to all the three time-epochs. This argument was first 

advanced in the same context by the Sautrantikas,^ who are supposed 

to have paved the way for the Madhyamika as well as Vijnanavada develop

ments .

78
Now, Prajnakaramati quotes the Pcorcariaarthasunyatasutra in which 

Bhagavln has said: "0 monks, when the eye is produced, it does not come 

from anywhere, and when it is annihilated, it does not go anywhere to 

accummulate. Thus, 0 monks, the eye comes into existence after having 

been inexistent, and it disappears after having been existent." Moreover, 

if the future eye had existed in reality, it would not have been said by 

the Buddha that it exists after having been inexistent. Therefore, there 

is no transition of time-epochs (adhva-samkranti) from one state to 

another.

Refutation of the three Time-epochs by 

Aryadeva and Candrakirti

Aryadeva and Candrakirti take the example of a jar (ghata) to demon

strate the unreality of the past, present and future. Candrakirti
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suggests that to understand the future, we shall have to explain the

future jar, and in the same way to understand the past and present, the

past and present jars have to be explained respectively. But in the future

no present time is realised. Then, the past is only past, and the present

is that which has not yet ceased (aniruddha). These three time-epochs can

be established only in relation to each other. If they are not mutually

79
related, none of them exists. We have noticed above that Nagarjuna too 

offers the same argument. Further, it is evident that no present or past 

jar is found in the future jar, and because of the difference of character

istics a mutual relation is impossible. Thus, if in the future jar both 

the present and past jars are not existent, then both are not realised 

(anagatau) in the future (anagata), because of their unattainable 

characteristics (anlgatatvena) in this regard. Just as the future being 

not realised (anagatatvena) in the present is future (unknown, anagata), 

in the same way, both the past and present being not realised in the 

future are not known (anagata). Again, if the opponent maintains that 

the future exists in the present being not yet realised (anagatatvena), 

but not being unrealised in the future, then this too does not succeed 

any better. When the future is proved, both the past and present are

proved. But if future is not established, then neither the past nor the

80
present can be established. On the other hand, if both the present

and past are in the future, then all three will be future. When all three

are future, then the past and present cannot be possible, and the future

also cannot be defined as future. Therefore, the future time-epoch does 

81
not exist. And thus, the refutation of the future leads to the refuta

tion of the past and present as well.

The opponent is not ready to accept that the future jar is absolutely 

inexistent. He holds that the nature of the future exists in the future

i
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jar. Hence the future is separate by its own nature.

The past too is proved likewise. Thus, the future exists. Aryadeva 

avouches that if the nature of both the present and past are admitted in 

the future, then that which is future cannot itself become past or

- 83 present.

Both Time and its Measurement are Impossible

Nevertheless, it might be emphasized that time is real, because its

measurement is possible. Here, the point is that whatever is inexistent

cannot be measured, just like the horns of a donkey, whereas time is

measurable in terms of ksana, lava, muhurta, day, night, fortnight, month,

84
year, etc. This proves that since time is measureable, it also exists.

The crux of the problem is whether there is really any time as such.

Candrakirti enunciates that if there is something called time, then its

85
measurement is possible. But there is nothing like that. Again, he

continues, if there is something called time, which is invariable

(avasthita) and different from ksana, then it can be measured in terms

of the latter. But there is nothing invariable and unchanging (kutastha)

determined by ksana, etc. which is called time. At the same time, it

86
follows that a variable (asthita) too cannot be understood as time.

Further, one might urge that there is an eternal time of an invariable

87
nature which is manifested by ksana, etc., and in this vein it is con

tended by the kalavadins that: "Time engenders modifications in the

creatures; time brings death to people; time is always awake and protects

88
those who are asleep; time is inaccessible." This characteristic itself

89
is the invariable nature of time. Candrakirti rejects this theory too. 

There is no time, he insists, established in the above theory, which can 

be determined by manifesting itself in terms of ksana, etc. However, if

82 —
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it is asked why time cannot be invariable, then the reply is because 

time cannot be understood apart from ksana, etc. ^

Time is neither Samskrta nor Asamskrta Dharma

Even if it is granted that there is an invariable time, the question

91
arises whether this time is conditioned by nature (saAskrtasvabhava) or 

92 - - 93
unconditioned. Nagarjuna has devoted one full chapter for the exami

nation of samskrta and asamskrta dharmas. He has also exhibited the im

possibility of origination, duration and cessation, which are the samkrta-

94 95 -
laksanas. Therefore, conditioned things do not exist. Bhavaviveka

96
(490-570 A.D.) in his Karatalcopatna avows that "The conditioned things 

(samskrta) are unreal (sunya) from the standpoint of ultimate truth

(tattvatah), because they are produced through causes and conditions

_ _ _ 97 _ _
(pratyayodbhavat), like things created by magic (mayavat)". Nagarjuna’s

argument is that if the samskrta things are not established, how can the

98
asamskrtas be proved ?

Bhavaviveka maintains

that "The unconditioned (asamskrta), such as Space, Nirvana, etc. are non

existent from the standpoint of ultimate truth, because they are non-origi-

99
nating (anutpada ), like the sky-lotus (khapuspavat)". This statement, 

according to J. May, represents one of the extreme points of Madhyamika 

radicalism.^ ̂

It follows that time is neither samskrta nor asamskrta by nature.

Here it is important to note that the Vaibhasikas like any other system 

of Buddhism admit time neither as samskrta nor as asamskrta. In their• •
list of 75 dharmas nowhere does time appear as a dharma. Since both the 

terms, samskrta and asamskrta, are used only in Buddhism, and no Buddhist
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system accepts time in either of these terms, the Madhyamika criticism 

in this regard is again pointless.

Both Time and its Substratum-Bhava are Unreal

To refute the Madhyamika criticism one might urge: it is true that

there is nothing called eternal time, of an independent nature, apart

from the rupa, but nevertheless time is conceived of as designated by

ksana, lava, muhurta, as based on the samskaras and rupa, and so on.

Therefore, there is nothing wrong in sustaining the reality of time.1^1

But Candrakirti puts this suggestion out of court. His assertion is that

if time is said to be dependent on things (bhava), and as things are

102
unreal, time which is dependent on them is absolutely unreal. When

there is no time, there are no divisions of time, such as ksana, lava and

muhurta in terms of which time is measured. Consequently, advocacy for

the existence of time would not be possible on the ground of its measure- 

103
ments. Thus, the series of becoming also becomes impossible in the

three time-epochs. Now, the question arises: How can something, which

104
does not exist in the three time-epochs, be a series of becoming ?

Here, Nagarjuna obviously applies deductive logic which is evident from 

the following syllogism:

p ^  q where

- q p = the existence of time

.*. ~ p q = the existence of bhava, entities.

R.H. Robinson points out that in the karikas, MK, XIX.1-3,6, "the 

topic is the polarity of discrete and continuous (identity and difference) 

with reference to time. The method is the same as before - dichotomy, and 

reduction to the paradox that two entities in a relation are neither iden

tical nor different. As temporal succession is one of the components of
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the concept of dependent co-arising, the problem of time belongs to the

same class as those of identity, persistence, cause-and-effect, and own- 

106
being". M. Siderits and J. O'Brien in their joint article make a

significant remark: "Both Samkhya and Abhidharma hold that time, unlike 

space, is not an ultimate constituent of reality. They appear to main

tain ...., that our notion of temporal flow is derivative and secondary, 

a product of the occurrence of atomic occasions. This is the basis for 

Nagarjuna's rejection of the Abhidharma theory in MMK, XIX.6. But the 

ultimate unreality of time does not detract from the significance of the 

ksana theory for our consideration."1^

We have already seen that the Sarvastivadins or the Vaibhasikas do 

not admit the reality of time as such. From the same observations it is 

clear that the Madhyamikas use such terminologies which give the impression 

that they tend to criticise the Sarvlstivadins (apart from the kalavadins), 

but their criticism is often the outcome of their misunderstanding the 

latter. Our observations show that both the Sarvastivadins and the Madh

yamikas deny the reality of time, and we do not find any explicit reference 

where Nagarjuna even seems to agree with the former in this regard. How

ever, we can endorse S. Miyamoto's statement that "Nagarjuna agreed with 

the Sarvastivadins' denial of the existence of time, but opposed their 

concept of entity-realism (svabhavavada). He drew the conclusion of the 

non-existence of time from the Madhyamaka standpoint of non-substantiality

(nihsvabhavavada), which was a restatement of the original Buddhist

1fll 108 
teaching of non-self .

D.J. Kalupahana, on the basis of a non-Sarvastivada text, i.e. Katha- 

109vatthu, wrongly supports the accusations of the Theravadins that the 

Sarvastivadins "upheld the independent reality not only of things, but 

also of time",11^ "that not only everything past, present and future
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exists, but that past, present and future themselves exist, that is, they 

are independently real".1’*'1 In this regard, he has not quoted any refer

ence in his support from the Sarvastivada sources. The result is that 

some other erroneous observations have appeared in his article, such as: 

"There is no doubt that it was the Sarvastivada conception of time which

drew criticism from Nagarjuna" in MK, XIX, "the Abhidharma scholasticism

113 11A
produced an absolutistic conception" of time. John M. Roller

blindly approves KalupahanaTs interpretation without taking any notice of

the appropriate sources, and Stambaugh (1974, p. 132) too joins the same

track.

Further, on the basis of a passage from the Mahdprajfldparamitdsdstra, 

K.V. Ramanan also commits the same mistake. He incorrectly assumes that 

the Sarvastivadins accepted time as a reality. In later statements he 

contradicts himself when he says: "The unit of time is the unit of 

function",1'*''* and "time is synonymous with function".11^

We suggest that the reality of time criticised by the Madhyamika 

has been propounded by certain Kalavadins (proponents of absolute time), 

not Sarvastivadins or Vaibhasikas.

A Critique of Motion11^ also Leads to the Rejection of Time

The Madhyamika examination of motion is very helpful in understanding

its criticism of time. H. Cheng suggests that here the Madhyamika seems

— 118 — —
"to criticise the Sammitiya and Vatsiputriya. According to these early

119
Buddhists, motion is possible since there is the mover or moving entity". 

Nagarjuna's examination of motion also includes Space as well as substance- 

attribute relation apart from time. In this regard, it has to be kept in 

mind that his "...analysis gains some of its strength from the fact that
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his Sanskrit terms are both spatial and temporal inextricably". This 

has been demonstrated by his inexorable logic as follows.

121
Elsewhere the Madhyamikas have shown the denial of origination 

which proves, mutatis mutandis, the characteristics (visesana) of pra-

t - 122
tltyasamutpada, such as the denial of cessation. Further, they wish

to prove that pratltyasamutplda also demonstrates the denial of coming 

123
and going, both of which are generally accepted as common-sense (loka-

prasiddha). Now the question is what new arguments have been advanced

124
by the Madhyamikas in this regard. Candrakirti denies the very

existence of motion (gamana). In case there is something called motion, 

the question arises whether it is necessarily related to the space of 

motion (adhvajata, i.e. the space where motion takes place) already

traversed (gata), or not yet traversed (agata), or being traversed (gam-

125 126 
yamana). All these hypotheses are preposterous. The locus of

motion cannot be determined. Nagarjuna's claim is that motion is found

neither in the space which has already been traversed, nor in that which

has yet to be traversed, and there is no third possibility, such as being

127
traversed, independent of the two.

120

diagram:

What Nagarjuna tries to say can be understood from the following

128

A C B .......................(1)

Suppose an object is moving along the path AB, and in its journey there 

is a point C. It is clear from this that motion is occurring neither in 

the part AC, which is already traversed, nor in the part CB, which is yet 

to be traversed. And apart from these two divisions, there is no third one 

where the motion is taking place. Here we notice that time, which is
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subject to a trenchant criticism by Nagarjuna, is certainly infinite,

and such theory has been established by Nyaya-Vaisesika. Thus, the

Madhyamika shows that motion is impossible, but at the same time they

"do not make a clear distinction between epistomological and ontological

129
sense of impossibility".

Candrakirti defines the terms related to motion: the space in which 

the activity of motion has ceased is called traversed (gata), and the 

space which is being traversed in the present state is said to have the 

actual motion (gamyate). But the opponent irrationally puts forth that 

the space, which has been traversed and where the activity of motion has 

ceased, is also called being traversed (gamyate), because it ia associated 

with the present activity of motion. This kind of reflex is an impossibi

lity and rather it glosses over the absurdity, since it is not rational

] 30
to sustain that what has been traversed is 'being traversed’. ' Like

wise, that which has not yet been traversed (agata) cannot be called 

’being traversed'. The space, which is not yet traversed and where the 

activity of motion has not yet taken place, is called future or 'not yet 

come' (anagata); and when the motion is taking place, it is called 

present (vartamana). Thus, it is not sensible to maintain that 'not yet 

traversed' also is 'being traversed', because the future and present 

are absolutely different from each other. Again, if the space is not yet 

traversed, how can it be called being traversed ? And when the space is

13
being traversed, how can it be said that it has not yet been traversed ?

A further point is that the space trodden by the mover is called traversed 

(past), and that which is not yet trodden is called future for him. Apart 

from these two there is no third space where we can observe any motion 

called 'being traversed'. Therefrom it follows that neither the actual 

movement (gamyamana) is comprehended (gamyate), nor is 'being traversed'
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conceived. Then, there is no actual motion (gamyamana). Therefore, pro

claims Candrakirti, neither the motion is understood (avisyate) through 

the activity of going, nor does it take place (gamyate). This leads to

the conclusion that there is no motion (gamana) even in the actual move- 

132
ment.

One might urge that when a mover walks, the space covered by his

foot is called where there is an actual movement. This too does not fare

any better and is criticised by the Madhyamikas, because the foot is an

133
aggregate of atoms. The space before (purva) the atom at the tip of

the toe (i.e. in the backward direction) comes under the part which is

134
already traversed, and the space after (uttara) the atom located at

the tip of the heel (i.e. in forward direction) falls within that which

is not yet traversed. There is nothing like a foot apart from the atoms.

Therefore, there is no space possessing an actual movement apart from

135
what has been traversed and what has yet to be traversed. "Even in

the toes and in the parts of them such distinction can be made ad infini-

136
turn, without our alighting upon any part that is 'being traversed'."

It can be understood from the following diagram:

._________ l = d __________ .

A C D B ................... (2)

Suppose AB is the path along which the foot CD is moving towards B. The 

atom at the tip of the toe is D, in the backward direction (purva) of 

which, i.e. DC, there is the space already traversed for that particular 

atom D. Again, the atom at the tip of the heel is C, in the forward 

direction (uttara) of which, i.e. CD, there is the space which has yet to 

be traversed for that particular atom C.
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To refute the opponent Nagarjuna (e.g. MK, II.1) takes time as

a continuum and divides it into three segments: the past, present and

future. But here he makes a dichotomy, which is his favourite instrument

for criticising any hypothesis. He divides time mainly into two parts,

as seen in diagram (1), the past (AC) and the future (CB). The dividing

138
point C can be taken as present. And then, he demonstrates that motion

is impossible in any of these three phases of time. The present has

evidently no duration, and being an infinitesimal point it is logically

not possible for it to have any amount of space, which can be the basis

of motion ’being traversed'. In other words, there is no durational 

139
present and no space associated with it, which (space) may be called 

'being traversed' (gamyate). The term 'gamyate' has two meanings: (1)

'is being traversed', and (2) 'is perceived or comprehended'. So the 

statement 'gamyamanam na gamyate' (MK, II.Id) can also be interpreted as 

'the actual movement cannot be perceived'.

Further, to establish motion the opponent might profess that wherever

there is activity (cesta), there is motion, and the former is found in

the actual movement. On the other hand, this activity is found neither

in the accomplished, not in 'not yet accomplished' movements. So, there

140 t
is motion only in the actual movement. Candrakirti clarifies the

opponent's objection. Here, he says, the activity (cesta) means lifting 

up and advancing the foot forward. On the place where the mover performs 

such activity, there there is motion. And that activity is possible 

neither in the space already traversed (or in the past time-epoch), nor 

in that which has yet to be traversed (or in the future time-epoch).

Rather there is motion only in that space where there is actual movement 

(or the space which is being traversed). Where motion is observed, there 

the actual movement is found, and that is driven by the activity of going

137
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(gamikriya). Therefore, only that space, where there is actual movement,

is called 'being traversed'. Here also the verb 'gam' has two meanings:

141
(1) to comprehend, and (2) to reach from one point to another in space.

Candrakirti pronounces that the opponent's expression of 'gamyamana' 

is set forth because of its association with the activity of motion (gami

kriya) , and in the case of the former we speak of 'being traversed'. But

there is only one gamikriya by way of which gamyamana is designated,

142
which again signifies the space of movement (adhvan). It is not

tenable to suggest that 'being traversed' (gamyate) is in relation to

the activity of actual movement. That is why Nagarjuna (MK, II.3) raises

the question: How can motion be ascribed to the actual movement ? It is

not possible, as it would be anomalous to maintain dual movements (dvi-

143
gamana) in gamyamana. Candrakirti defines gamyamana as gamyate, and

asserts that the dual movements show the movement traversed twice (dvi- 

144
gata). Since the actual movement (gamyamana) is engendered by a

single activity of motion, and since there is no other activity of motion, 

and since the expression 'being traversed' is anomalous without motion, 

the proposition 'the actual movement possesses motion' (gamyamanam gam

yate) does not make sense as a complete sentence does. Because of the

absence of a second activity, there is only 'gamyamana' and there is

145
nothing like 'gamyate'.

If it is urged that 'being traversed' (gamyate), which is the predi

cate of 'gamyamanam gamyate', is connected with the activity of motion,

then in this case the actual movement (gamyamanam), which is the subject

146
of the above proposition, will be devoid of activity. It is not

possible to ascribe a single motion to both gamyate and gamyamana. Thus, 

the opponent's thesis 'gamyamanam gamyate' turns to be self-stultified.

To avoid this predicament if it is suggested that the activity or motion
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is connected with both gamyamana and gamyate (subject and predicate), then

in the case of former, i.e. the actual movement inheres motion, two types

of activities result: one by means of which there is actual movement, and

147
the other which is inherent in the actual movement. Again, on the

148
acceptance of two movements or motions, by necessity two movers have to

149
be admitted, and in the absence of a mover the movement is not intelligible. 

Further, if there is no movement, as has been demonstrated above, how can 

there be a mover f1^  Murti remarks that MWe are here faced with an 

impasse. There is no space that is being traversed. The divisions in space 

are relative and unreal. Space considered in itself does not have these 

distinctions - gata (traversed), agata (not traversed), and gamyamana 

(being traversed); there is no intrinsic property by which any space could 

be singled out and distinguished from others".1'*1

To eliminate the substance-attribute relation, Nagarjuna boldly

declares that neither the mover moves, nor does the non-mover, and apart

152
from these two there is no third one that moves. This follows that there

is no movement whatsoever, and without movement the mover is unintelligible.

Then, it is absurd to say that 'the mover moves' One might reply that

the mover himself possesses the movement. Then, it results that the mover

is by nature without any m o v e m e n t , o r  we can say that the mover moves

without movement as there is no other movement.1"*̂  There are two alternatives:

(1) either the mover is by nature without movement, or (2) he possesses an

extraneous movement apart from the one which is inherent in him. The first

alternative is evidently impossible. In the second, says Nagarjuna, there

are two movements, if the mover moves. Firstly, there is the movement

because of which something is called mover. Secondly, there is the movement

in association of which we say 'the mover m o v e s ' A n d  then, two movers

158
have perforce to be admitted. He rules out any possibility of substance-
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attribute relation between the mover and the movement, which are neither

159
identical with nor different from each other.

Furthermore, MK, 11.12-14 deal with reference to time as well as

space. Now the question is whether there is any commencement of movement

possible. The movement does not commence, avows Nagarjuna, either in the

space already traversed (past), or in the space yet to be traversed

(future). It is also not possible in the space 'being traversed'

(present), because in the preceding analysis it has been shown

impossible. Even if it is admitted that the movement commences in the

space 'being traversed' (gamyamana, i.e. present), the problem of two

161
movements as well as two movers crops up. Therefore, nowhere either

in the space or in time is the commencement of movement possible. Before

the movement commences there is no division of time or space as present

(being traversed), or past (already traversed); and it cannot take place

162
in the future (or in the space yet to be traversed). If the movement

has to be accepted, it must commence in one of these three divisions.

But we have seen that in no case is it possible. And if there is no move

ment, the divisions of time or space themselves having been dependent on

163
the former becomes unintelligible. Again, if the divisions of time

are not established, then time itself, which is known through its divisions, 

is not proved.

Finally, Nagarjuna in his Vigrahavyavartani demonstrates the impossi

bility of knowledge in the three time-epochs. On this topic we find an

164
interesting debate between him and the Naiyayikas.

To sum up we can say that the Madhyamikas have successfully repudiated 

the notion of time.
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20. Cf. ibid., p. 1+1.1-5: atha phalam nama hetur bhutva bhavah. tatha 
hi bljasadbhave 'nkuro bhavati. na tv ankurasadbhave bijam. tasman 
na hetoh phalatvam iti. etad api na bhavati. yasmad yo bijakhyo 
bhavas tasyankurotpatteh prak parikalpanayam anyasya trtiyasya 
vikalpasyabhavad hetubhuto vahetubhuto va kalpyeta. tatra tavad 
agnyadivad ahetubhutad asyotpattir na yujyate. hetur eva ca phalam 
jayata iti pradarsyate.

21. Cf. ibid., p.1+2.22-25: bijam iti yan mulakaranam tat svayam 
vikrtim gacchad ankurasya karanam bhavati na purvavasthaya 
aparityage. tatha hi. yadi vicitram jagat kalakrtam syat taca 
kalo ’pi niyatam karyotpadane purvam durastham avastham tyajan 
vikrtavasthah karyotpadanurupo bhavet. tasmad bijavad anityah.

22. Cf. ibid., p. 1+2.23 and C§, IX.9c-d:
vikrtir jayate yasya sasvatam iti tan na hi.

23. Cf. ibid., p.l+l+.l8-22: jate ’pi phale kalasyavikarat. tasmad yat 
phalam kalaj jatam tad abhutva jayate. hetupratyayav anapeksamanam 
svayam evodbhavatity arthah. hetupratyayayatta udbhave va phalam 
abhutvodbhavatiti nedam yujyate. tatra na sarvatmanabhutva bhavo 
’bhavat. yasya sarvatmana bhavo na sambhavati tat kharavisanavad 
hetupratyayabhyam janayitum na sakyate.

2l+. Cf. ibid., p. 1+1+.22—26: tasmadd hetudharmatito nityo bhavo yasya 
hetur istah sa bhavo ’bhutva jayate. esa nirhetuko jayate. svayam 
evodbhavatity arthah. evam casya kim nirarthaya hetutvakalpanayety 
ucyate-

svayam evodbhavas tasya karanam vinivartate // 
svayam eva siddher asya jagato hetuh kala iti nisprayojanam.

25. Cf. CS, IX.11 and CSV thereon:
utpannah sasvatad bhavat katham asasvato bhavet /
vailaksanyam dvayor hetuphalayor jatu neksyate // 11 //
loke hy anityasyaiva bijasya phalam ankuro namanityo

jayata iti prasiddham. kutascin nityat kincid anityam bhavatiti
na bhavati cet tasya nityasya kalasya phalam anityam iti tat
katham sidhyet.
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26. Cf. MKV, p. 390.3-12: atraha. vidyate kalah phalapravrttau sahakari- 
karanabhavat. yo nasti nasau sahakarikara^iabhavena pratipadyate. 
vandhyatanayavat. tasmad asti kalah sahakarikaranabhavat. iha blja- 
vanisalilajvalanapavanagaganabhidhanahetupratyayasamagrim pratltyayam 
ankura upajayamanah satyam api bijadipratyayasamagryam rtuvisesasanni- 
dhanan nopajayate. yatha ca bahyesv evam adhyatmikesv api. yathoktam 
Bhagavata-

na pranasyanti karmani kalpakotisatair api / 
samagrim prapya kalam ca phalanti khalu dehinam // iti / 
yasmac caivam asti kalapeksa tasmad asty asau kalo nama yo 

fnkuradipravrttau sahakarikaranam bhavatiti.

The above karika is also quoted on page 321+.1-2 of MKV; also 

see de Jong (191+9), pp. 1+3, 115-116.

27. Cf. MKV, p. 390.12-13: ucyate. syat sahakarikaranata kalasya yady 
ankuradiphalasya pravrttir eva syat. na tv asti.

Also see de Jong, ibid., pp. 1+3, 116.

28. See MK, chapter XX and MKV thereon; de Jong, ibid., pp. 1+3-57, 115-
129.

29. See MK, chapter XVII and MKV thereon; Lamotte (1936c), pp. 265-288; 
cp. ibid., pp. 151-205, 207-263.

30. Cf. MKV, p. 1+10.3-6: atraha. vidyata eva svabhavatah kalah sambhava- 
vibhavanimittatvat. iha kancit kalavisesam apeksyankurotpattir 
bhavanam utpado bhavati. kancit kalavisesam apeksya vibhavo vinaso 
bhavati. na sarvada, vidyamanayam api hetupratyayasamagryam ity
ato vidyata eva kalah sambhavavibhavanimittatvat.

Also see de Jong (19U9 ), pp. 57, 129.

31. Cf. MKV, p. 1+10.6-7: ucyate. syat sambhavavibhavanimittata kalasya 
yadi sambhavavibhavav eva syatam. na tu stah.

Also see de Jong, ibid.

32. Cf. MK, chapter XXI and MKV thereon: de Jong, ibid., pp. 57-72, 

129-1^3.

33. Cf. CSV, p. 103.19-20:
yasmin bhave pravrttis ca nivrttis copalabhyate / 
anyayatto bhavaty esa karyas tena ca jayate // - CS, IX.7 .

3l+. CPB, p. 198.

35. Cf. CSV, p. IO3 .1U-I6 : sa ca ksanapalamuhurtadivyanjanlyoftIto 
’nagatah pratyutpannas ca kalatrayavyavasthitad bhavad bhinno 
nitya iti

Aryadeva in his Satasastra (p. 7 6 ) also presents the thesis 
of an opponent who maintains that time is eternal and known through 
inference, as follows:

"There is .a dharma which is time, because it has the 
characteristic of eternity ...

There are some dharmas which, although they cannot be 
directly perceived, can be known through the anumana samanyato- 
drsta, such as time. Although when it is very subtle it cannot
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be seen, yet through the seasons, flowers, fruits and so on we 
know that time exists. And then, seeing the effect we know the 
cause. And again, through (phrases like these), ’one moment’,
’not one moment’ and from the characteristics of distance and 
nearness, etc., we know that there is time. But it is not true 
that time is not existent. Therefore, it is eternal."

36. Cf. CSV, p. 103.17-22: atrocyate. yadi kalo nama bhavad bhinno
jnanasiddho bhaved bhavet sa utpadabhangahetuh. na tv evam asti. 
bhavad bhinnatvena grahanaprasangat.

yasmin ........................jayate // (CS, IX.7)
ity adina ...pratisiddhatvad api svalaksanasiddhasya kalasya na 
pravrtt inivrtt ihetutvam.

Also see MKV, p. *+10.6-7. Here bhava = existence, changing 
thing (according to Murti, CPB, pp. 139» 200); phenomena (according 
to Schayer, 1938, p. 7l); thing, entity, French-chose (according to 
de Jong, 19U9, p. Ul).

Also see May (1959), pp. 15» 92, fn. 20*+.

37* Compare it with the Vaibhasika notion of bhava and three time-epochs 
discussed in the previous chapter.

3 8. See CPB, pp. 250, also 1*19-153; May (1959), p. Il6 , fn. 29*+; R.C. 
Pandey (1977), pp. 28-*+9, 50-59; Siderits (1980), pp. 307-335,
(1981), pp. 121-160; Cheng (197*+), pp. I8O-I86; IP, Vol. 1, pp. 

6U5-657.
On the same topic in ether schools,see K.N. Jayatilleke (1963);

S. Mookerjee (1975), pp. 2 73-^0; D.N. Sastri (1951), pp. 122-129, 
(1976), pp. *+19-*+87; Stcherbatsky (1962), pp. 59-78, l*+6-l80, 20*+-*+*+3; 
Hattori (1968), (1972), pp. 169-I8O; Schmithausen (1972), pp. 153-163.

39. Cf. C§V, p. 103.23-27: anyac ca. ye trayah kalah kalasya svabhava- 
visesenavasthitas te ’py amurtatvena svarupena nirnetum asakyatvan 
na sakyante svabhavena vyavasthapayitum. tesam akhyatavyasya 
bhavasya vise§o ghatadidvara sakyo vyavasthapayitum. te tu bhava- 
bhinnasvarupa vedanadivad anubhavakara na rupasabdadivad indriya- 
dvara paricchettavyah.

*+0. Also see the previous chapter on the controversy of time between the 
Vaibhasikas and the Sautrantikas.

*+1. Cf. MKV, p. 382.h-6: te ca bhavasrayah. yasmad utpanno niruddho hi 
bhavasvabhavo ’tita iti vyapadisyate, utpanno ’niruddho hi varta
manah. alabdhatmabhavo ’nagata iti. evam bhavasvabhavanibandhanas 
trayah kala upadistas te ca santi.

k2. M. Sprung (1979), p. 1 8 7.11-12.

*+3. CPB, p. 199* This passage, though in a different context, is quoted 
here to show that Murti also takes the three time-epochs as inde
pendently real to criticise them.

kb. Cf. MKV, p. 382.6-8: tasmat tannibandhano 'pi bhavasvabhavo ’stiti. 
ucyate. syat kalatrayaprajnaptihetur bhavasvabhavo yadi kalatrayam 
eva bhavadabhimatam bhavet. na tv asti.
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1+5. See MK, chapter XV and MKV thereon; M. Sprung (1979)» PP* 152-161+; 

Schayer (1932), pp. 55-80.

1+6. CPB, p. 200.

1+7. See I. Copi (1972), p. 27*+.

1+8. Cf. MKV, p. 382.12-16: iha tavad yadi vartamananagatu syatam tav 
apeksyatitam kalam bhavetam anapeksya va. tatra yady atitam 
apeksya sidhyete tatha niyatam atite kale bhavisyatah. yasmad 
yasya hi yatrasattvam tat tena napeksyate. tadyatha vandhya strl 
svatanayena gaganamalatilata svakusumena sikata svatailena. 
avidyamanam apy andhakaram pradipena pradipo ’py andhakarena 
pratidvandvitvenapeksyata iti cet. naitad evam. asyapi sadhyasamatvat.

1+9. See supra fn. 1+7; also see Robinson (1956), p. 297*

50. Cf. MKV, pp. 382.16-383.2: tad atra yady atite kale vartamananagatau 
kalav i§yete ’peksasiddhyartham evam saty atite kale vidyamanatvad 
atitakalatmavat tayor apy atitatvam syat. tatas catito ’pi na 
syat. yasmad vartamanavasthatikranto hy atito 'samprapto ’nagata 
iti syat. yada tu vartamananagatayor asambhava eva. tada kutah 
kasyacid atitatvam syad ity ato ’tito ’pi na syat.

51. Cf. MK, XIX.2:
pratyutpanno ’nagatas ca na stas tatra punar yadi / 
pratyutpanno ’nagatas ca syatam katham apeksya tam // 2 //

Also see de Jong (191+9), pp. 38,111.

52. See supra fn. ll+.

53. Cf. MKV, p. 3 8 3.8 : athapi syat kalavadinam vidyata eva kalas tatra 
kim apeksaya prayojanam iti.

5l+. Cf. MK, XIX.3:
anapeksya punah siddhir natitam vidyate tayoh / 
pratyutpanno ’nagatas ca tasmat kalo na vidyate // 3 //

Also see de Jong (19*+9), pp. 38, 111-112.

55* Cf. MK, XIX.1+ and MKV thereon; also see de Jong, ibid., pp. 39-1+0, 
112-113; Aryadeva’s ISatasastra, pp. 76-7 8 ; Nagarjuna’s Upayakrdaya, 
pp. 28-29- (see Tucci, 1929).

56. See supra fn. 1+7.

57. See BCAP, pp. 579.19-582.7. This passage is translated into English 
by Schayer (1938), pp. 71-73.

58. Cf. MKV, p. 259.2: vidyata eva bhavanam svabhavah. Also see ibid., 

pp. 250.3, 280.3.
For the Madhyamika criticism of bhava,see MK, chapters XIII and 

XV, and MKV thereon; Schayer (1932), pp. 25-39, 55-80; G.C. Sprung 
in Anviksikl, Varanasi, vol. 1+, nos. 3-1+, pp. 201-211+; M. Sprung

(1979), PP. ii+i+-i6i+.
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59* For the Madhyamika criticism of causes and conditions,see MK, XX 

and MKV thereon; also see CPB, pp. 132-135, 166-178. Nagarjuna 
has devoted several chapters in MK on the critique of causality 
in different forms, such as chapters 1, XV, XX and XXI.

60. For the Madhyamika ciricism of the samskrtalaksanas,see MK, chapter 
VII and MKV thereon; May (1959), PP- 106-1^2; c£, XV and CSV thereon; 

CPB, pp. 177, 191-195; de Jong (19^9), p. ■», fn. lit.

61. Cf. BCAP, pp. 579.19-580.3: nanu bhava natyantasambhavino bhavanti. 
api tu hetupratyayabalad anagatad adhvano vartamanam adhvanam 
agacchanti. vartamanat punar anityatabalad atitam adhvanam gacchantity 
evam utpadasthitivinasavyapadesah. pratityasamutpado ’pi yathavad 
evam samgacchate.

62. Cf. MK, 1 and MKV thereon; CPB, pp. 7, 136ff; A.K. Chatterjee (1975A), 
pp. 5-17; R.C. Pandey (196U), pp. 9ff; Nayak (1979), p. U83; Cheng 
(197*0, pp. 62-70.

63. CPB, pp. 7-8.

6k. Cf. BCA, IX.lU3a-h:
anyato napi cayatam na tisthati na gacchati /

6 5. Cf. BCAP, p. 580.5-10: anyato desakalan nayatam. nagatam kincit. 
napy agatam sad vartamanad adhvanah kvacid gacchati. napi tenaika- 
svabhavena kvacit tisthati. tatha hi yady anagatad adhvano varta
manam agacchet. vartamanad vatitam tada samskrtam api nityam syat. 
sarvada v.idyamanatvat. nanityam namasti. sa dharmo na ca nityah iti 
katham etat setsyati.

66. Cf. ibid., p. 58O.II-IU: atha purvaparakalayoh karitrasunyataya 
dharmasyadhvasu visesah. tatha hi yadasampraptakaritrah. krtyam 
na karoti. tadanagato 'bhidhiyate. yada karoti tada pratyutpannah. 

yada tu krtyan nivrttah. tadatita iti visesah.

6 7. Cf. ibid., pp. 58O.1U-I6 : etad api na kincit. tenaivatmana tasyaiva 
tadapi sadbhavat. karitram api katham na syat. iti vaktavyam.

68. Cf. ibid., p. 58O.I6-I8 : pratyayantarapeksapi nityam avasthita- 
rupasya na sambhavati. karitrasunyasya ca vastutve asvavisanadinam 
api tattvaprasangah.

69. Cf. ibid., pp. 580.18-5 81.1: karitram va katham atitam anagatam 
pratyutpannam cocyate.

70. Cf. ibid., p. 581.1-3: kim tad aparakaritrasadbhavat. svayam eva 
va. purvatranavasthanam. pascatye ca dharmasyapi svayam atitatvadi- 
vyavasthayam na kincit ksuyate.

71. Cf. ibid., p. 581.3-12: yatha vartamanam dravyato ’sti tathatltam 
anagatam casti. tada naivam. svabhavena sato dharmasya katham 
anutpannavinastasvabhavata. kim asya purvam nasid yasyabhavad 
ajata ity ucyate. kim ca pascan nasti yasyabhavad vinasta iti. 
tenaiva catmana purvaparakalayor avasthane vartamanavad upa- 
labdhyadiprasangah. tasmad abhutvad abhavana dharmato na samgacchate
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kathancid apy adhvatrayayogah. tattvabhy upagacchato natitadisadbhavah. 
tad ayam atra samgrahaslokah-

svabhavah sarvada casti bhavo nityas ca nesyate /
na ca svabhavad bhavo ’nyo vyaktam Isvaracestitam // iti //

Also see TSP, p. 619; AKB, pp. 810.8-811.2; AKP,*V, p. 5 8, fn. 1; LVP 

(1937) 5 P- H O .  f n - ^  CCB, p. 8U.

72. CCB, pp. U1-U2.

73. Ibid., pp. U3-U7 .

7^. See IP, Vol. 1, p. 722 (notes on p. 625); also cp. Stcherbatsky
(1962), vol. I, p. Ill; Kalupahana (1975), p. 82; Nyanaponika (1965), 
p. 1 1 8 .

75. Cf. BCAP, p. 5 81.13-lU: yad apy ucyate. asty atitam karma, asty 
anagatam phalam iti sutravacanat. asty atitadibhavah.

7 6. Cf. ibid., p. 58l.lU-l8: tad api hetuphalapavade taddrstiprati- 
sedhartham uktam Bhavavata. asty atitam asty anagatam iti. atitam
tu yad abhutapurvam utpadya vinastam. anagatam astisabdasya nipatatvat. 
kalatrayavrttitvam.

Also see AKB, p. 811.3-9-

77- Cf. AKB, p. 811.9 and AKV thereon.

7 8 . Cf. BCAP, p. 58l.l8-582.3: ittham caitad evam yat Paramarthasunyat ayam 
uktam Bhagavata. caksur bhiksava utpadyamanam na kutascid agacchati. 
nirudhyamanam na kvacit sannicayam gacchati. iti hi bhiksavah caksur 
abhutva bhavati. bhutva ca prativigacchatiti.
Also see AKB, p. 813.1-3; TSP, p. 631.23-21; AKP, V, p. 59, fn. 2;
CCB, p. 85, fn. 1; ADV, p. 263.1-2, and fn. 1.

79« Cf. CSV, p. 105-8-12: anagatah kalah upavyakhyatavya iti tadartham 
anagato ghata upanyastah. tathatitapratyutpannakalopavyakhyanartham 
atitapratyutpannaghatopanyasah. tatranagate na pratyutpannam kalam 
praptah. atitas tatah evatitah. pratyutpanno jato 'niruddhah.

te ca trayah kalah parasparapeksayaiva sthitah. dvau dvav 
anapeksyaikaiko na bhavatiti.

80. Cf. ibid., p. 105.13-19: yah so 'nagato ghato na tasmin vartamano 
ghato napy atitah. laksanabhedad itaretarasambhavac ca. yadaivam 
anagate ghate vartamano ’titas ca dvav api na vidyete tada vartamano 
'titas ca dvav apy anagatav anagatatvenanagate. yathanagato vartamane 
’nagatatvenanagatas tatha vartamano 'titas ca dvav apy anagatav 
anagatatvenanagate. yadi vartamane ’nagatatvenanagato nanagate
1nagatatveneti. naitad evam. anagatasiddhau vartamanasyatitasya 
ca dvayoh siddhih. yadi tv anagata eva nasti tada kuto ftitah 
pratyutpanno va bhavet.

81. Cf. ibid., p. 105.22-2U: yasmad ubhav apy anagatau tada trayo ’py 
anagata eva. trayanam anagatatve catitapratyutpannayor asambhavat 
kuto ’nagatatvenanagaro vyavasthapyate. tasman nasty anagatah kalah

As we know, there is another commentary by Dharmapala on Ci§, 
apart from CSV. This is found only in Chinese translation by Hsuan- 
tsang. My friend, Mr. John Jorgensen, kindly supplied me with a free
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translation of the opening lines of this commentary on chapter XI 
in order to make the sense clearer:

Kuang Pai-Zun Pen by Aryadeva (T 30, pp. 182-187) - T 30, p.l83b

If a vase or the like is in the future (i.e. not yet come), 
then it does not exist in the past or present. If in the 
future past and present exist, then this future does not 
exist in the future.

Kuang Pai-Zun Shih-lun by Dharmapala (T 30, pp. 187-250) - 
T 30, p. 203c:

If one says that something which has already ceased will 
not be born again and is without substance, this principle 
is not so. All created dharmas in both the times (chi) of 
before (future) and after (past) perform their function, 
and although they are non-existent, their substance (t'i, 
essence) eternally exists. The three time-epochs are not 
identical, because they have different characteristics.
There is no necessity that they will not arise, have 
stability and lack cessation.

In order to reject this thesis, the following verse says:

If a vase or the like is in the future, then it does not 
exist in the past or present.

20Ua:

The Sastra says: the rupa, etc.; all the dharmas are in the 
future time-epoch (wei-lai shih). The two time-epochs, the 
past and present, are both empty. Only when they later meet 
with causes and conditions do these two forms (erh-hsiang) 
arise. How can you say "There is no necessity that they will 
not arise"? The future time-epoch (wei-lai shih) is not 
existent in the past or present. How can you say "They have 
stability and lack cessation"? If one grasps the past and 
present in the future, then this does not accord with the 
fundamental teachings of Buddha. Therefore, the following 
verse says:

If in the future, the past and present exist, 
then this future does not exist.

The Sastra says: if in the future, the past and present 
time-epochs exist, then the future disappears. It is main
tained that a single dharma at one time has many character
istics (hsiang), and the latter differ from each other.
This does not give a complete sense, because according 
to this principle each time-epoch has many characteristics 
which cannot be established.

82. Cf. CSV, pp. 105.31-106.1: atha manyate. anagato ghatah sarvatha 
nasty eveti na. anagatasya svabhavo 'nagate ghate vidyate. tasmad 
anagatasya sadbhavena prthag atitasyapi siddhisadbhave vidyata 

evanagata iti.

83. Cf. CS, XI.2:
yady atitanagatayoh svabhavah syad anagate /
anagatah svayam yah syad atitah sa katham bhavet // 2 //

Also see Vaidya (1923), pp. 90, 1^3.
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8U. Cf. MKV, p. 385-11-13: atraha. vidyata eva kalah parimanavatvat. 
iha yan nasti na tasya parimanavatvam vidyate tadyatha khara- 
visanasya. asti ca kalasya parimanavatvam k sanalavamuhurtadiva- 
saratryahoratrapaksamasasamvatsaradibhedena. tasmat parimanavatvad 

vidyata eva kala iti.

8 5. Cf. ibid., p. 385.lk: ucyate. yadi kalo nama kascit syat syat 
tasya parimanavatvam. na tv asti.

86. Cf. ibid., p. 386.1-3: iha yadi kalo nama kascid avasthitah ksanadi- 
vyatiriktah syat sa ksanadibhih parimanavatvad grhyeta. na tu 
avasthitah kutasthah kascit kalo namasti yah ksanadibhir grhyeta. 
tad evam nasthito grhyate kalo ’sthitatvan na grhyata ity arthah.

8 7. Cf. ibid., p. 386.U : athapi syan nitya evavasthitasvabhavah kalo 
namasti ksanadibhir abhivyajyate.

88. Cf. ibid., p. 386.6-7:
kalah pacati bhutani kalah samharate prajah / 
kalah suptesu jagarti kalo hi duratikramah // iti /

Also see Saddavsanasamuccaya of Haribhadrasuri, p. l6.13-lU;

Lamotte (19^9), P- 76, fn. 2; Kalupahana (197*+), P- 183-

89. Cf. MKV, p. 386.8 : yas caivamlaksanah so ’vasthitasvabhavo ’stiti.

90. Cf. ibid., p. 386.8-10: ucyate. evam api sthi+ah kalo na vidyate 
yah ksanadibhir abhivyajyama.no grhyeta. kasmat punah sthitah kalo 
nastiti cet ksanadivyatirekenagrhyamanatvat.

91- Here M. Sprung (l979)s P- 190, wrongly translates samskrta as 
compound. Stcherbatsky rightly observes: "The trsnslation of 
samskrta-dharma as ’compound1 is a contradictio in adjecto.
A dharma is never compound, it is always simple. Wherever there 
is composition there are several dharmas." - CCB, p. *+0, fn. 1.

Also see May (1959), PP- 139, also 7*+, fn. 108, 106, fn. 255; 
CPB, p. 96; Silburn (1955), P- 190.

92. Cf. MKV, p. 386.ll: api cayam kalah samskrtasvabhavah sann astiti. 
asamskrtasvabhavo va.

93. MK, VII; also see CS, XV and CSV thereon; CPB, pp. 96, 191-195, 
352-35*+.

9*+. See supra fn. 60.

95- Cf. MK, VII.33a-b:
utpadasthitibhanganam asiddher nasti samskrtam /

Also see CS, XV.9 and CSV thereon; Vaidya (1923), pp. 117, l6l;
May (1959), pp. 139, 369; LVP (1933), p. 21; supra fn. 58.

96. LVP (ibid., pp. 6O-IU6 ) has translated this text into French. 
Restored by N.A. Sastri from Chinese, see CPB, p. 96, fn. 5.

97. CPB, p. 96. Also see BCA, IX.l*+3c-d and BCAP thereon.
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98. Cf. MK, V I I .33c-d:
samskrtasyaprasiddhau ca katham setsyaty asamskrtam //

Also see May (1959), p. 1^0, fns. 397, 398, p. 369; Vaidya (1923), 
pp. 117, l6l; Robinson's remarks (1956 , pp. 299-300) on the latter 
half of this karika (MK, VII.33c-d) and similar others (XV.5,
XXIII.10, XXIII.22, XXV.7 and XXVII.18) are noteworthy:

"it is necessary to reiterate here that epistemological 
questions are excluded from present consideration, and 
that the question is not how absences are cognized, but 
how the logical functor of negation is understood.
A number of passages reveal that Nagarjuna maintained a 
concept of negation which at first sight seems nonsensical.

These examples seem to maintain that the presence of the 
negation of any variable implies the presence of that 
variable. However, it is more likely that Nagarjuna was 
thinking of a finite extension and its complement, and 
excluding null and universal terms from consideration.
An entity (bhava) is by definition conditioned, and 
neither universal (sasvata) nor null (uccheda). It has 
a complement which is conditioned in the same way except 
for the property of being absent when the entity is 
present."

99- CPB, p. 96; also see supra fn. 2.

100. May (1959), p. lUO, fn. 397« Here, in this context fn. 398 is 
very important and informative for further references.

101. Cf. MKV, p. 387.3-5: atraha. satyam nasti nityah kalo nama kascid 
rupadivyatiriktah svabhavasiddhah. kim tarhi rupadin eva sa samskaran 
upadaya prajnaptah kalah ksanadi-sabda-vacyo bhavati. tasmad adosa 
iti.

102. Cf~- ibid., p. 387-7-8: yady evam bhavam pratltya kalo bhavatiti 
bhavata vyavasthapyate. yada khalu bhavo nasti. tada niyatam 
taddhetuko ’pi kalo nastiti.

103. Cf. ibid., p. 3 8 7.1 3-lU: kalabhavac ca na santi ksanalavamuhurta- 
dayah kalabhedas tatparimanabhuta ity atah kutah parimanavatvena 
kalasiddhir bhavisyati.

IOU. Cf. MK, XXI.21:
evam trisv api kalesu na yukta bhavasantatih / 
trisu kalesu ya nasti sa katham bhavasantatih // 21 //

Also see de Jong (19^9), PP- 6 9, lUO-lUl.

105- See supra fn. *+7.

106. Robinson (1976), p. h2.

107. M. Siderits (1976), p. 299, fn. 11.

108. Miyamoto (1959), p- 9-
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109. See PC, pp. 8*+ff, 95 ff.

110. Kalupahana (197*+), p. 187 .

111. Ibid.

112. Ibid.

113. Ibid., p. 188.

11*+. Koller (197*+), pp. 20*+-205.

115. K.V. Ramanan (1975), p. 58.

116 . Ibid., p. 59«

117. See MK, chapter II and MKV thereon; May (1959), PP- 51-77, 305-322; 
M. Sprung (1979), pp. 76-90; Inada (1970), pp. *+3-50; Streng (19 6 7), 
pp. 18U-186; CPB, pp. 178-18*+; Silburn (1955), pp. 369-373; Stcher
batsky (1962), Vol. I, pp. 98-101; Ramanan (1975), pp. 185-187;
Rene Grousset, Les philosophies indiennes, Paris, 1931, Vol. 1,
pp. 219-221 (quoted by May, 1959, p. 51, fn.l); Siderits (1976), 

pp. 281-299; Cheng (197*0, PP. 71-81, (1980), pp. 229-2hh;
Robinson (1976), pp. *+2f f ; Panikkar (1966), pp. 125-128; IP, Vol. 1,

pp. 6U8-61+9-

118 . Sammitiya and Vatsiputriya are the same. See N. Dutt (1939), pp. 
90-100, (1978), pp. l8l-208; Masuda (1925), pp. 53-57; Andre 
Bareau (1955), pp. 11*+-126;
For the criticism of the Vatsiputriya1s doctrine of pudgalavada, 
see AKB, chapter IX; AKP, IX, pp. 227-302; Stcherbatsky (1976);
TS and TSP, chapter VI; Schayer (1932), pp. 68-93; Satyasiddhi- 
sastva of Harivarman, see N.A. Sastri (1975), pp. 87-95^ (1978), 
pp. 67-7*+.

119. Cheng (1980), p. 2*+2, fn. 23; also see ibid., p. 229, and Siderits 
(1976), p. 293.

120. M. Sprung (1979), p. 76, fn. 2.

121. Cf. MKV, pp. 11.13-1*+, 12.11-39-7; Stcherbatsky (1978), pp. 97-128.

122. Here we are referred back to MK, chapter 1, where Nagarjuna main
tains that "there is no hard and fast rule that everything must 
first appear and then disappear. The author ... intends to explain 
the principle of the Relativity which implies the denial of extinct
ion and other characteristics" (Stcherbatsky, 1978, p. 97), and 
finally "it is established that there is no causality in the ulti
mate sense. The dependent origination (or Relativity) with its eight 
characteristics of no real origination, etc. is thus established" 
(ibid., p. 1 2 8).

Also see May (1959), pp. 51, fn.*+, 256, fns. 919, 920; Lamotte 
(l9*+9), p. 326; LVP (1933), p. 11.

123. Cf. MKV, p. 11.13-1*+.
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12b. Cf. MKV, p. 92.3-5: atraha. yady apy utpadapratisedhat pratitya- 
samutpadasyanirodhadivisesanasiddhih. tathapy anagamanirgamapra- 
tityasamutpadasiddhaye lokaprasiddhagamanagamanakriyapratisedhartham 
kincid upapattyantaram ucyatam iti.

May (1959), fn. 5, observes: The Tibetan version does not trans
late loka, and relates prasiddha to upapattyantaram: "What new argu
ment and evidence".

125. At least three triads are found in MK and MKV, (i) gatagatagamyamana 
(chapter 2), (ii) utpadasthitibhanga (chapter 7), and (iii) atita- 

nagatapratyutpanna (chapter 19). Also see May (1959), fns. 270, 551. 
Regarding the first triad M a y’s remarks (ibid., p. 51, fn. 7) are 
noteworthy:

"l. The schema of the ’temporal analysis' in the present, 
past, and future, is applied to the critique of several categories, 
notably the samskrtalaksana...."

For a general schsma of refutation of ’triads’, see MK, XIX.l-U 
(de Jong, 19U9, pp. 37-Uo) ...

II. The interpretation of this first paragraph Cof ch. 21 is 
critical, gamyate must be understood at the same time as passive 
as well as impersonal.

(1) In the first interpretation, the subject gatagatagamyamanam 
is understood as the direct-object (karman, MKV, ed. LVP, p. 96.8) 
of the driving activity (gamikriya) expressed by the verb gamyate.
It signifies literally: "that which has been gone", etc.; it opposes 
the agent of movement (gantr) and designates "the passage" (adhvan) 
through which this agent travels, within its three temporal aspects: 
accomplished journey, unaccomplished, and going to be accomplished.
The driving activity objectifies itself in the passage, and the 
passage is "the support of objectification" (alambana, fn. 603) of 
the driving activity. As a matter of fact, it is first of all this 
first interpretation which emerges from the commentary of Candrakirti, 
who expounds gatagatagamyamanam as adhvan (MKV, ed. LVP, pp. 92.9, 
96.1) and gives a distinctly passive meaning to gata, etc. in such 
expressions as deso gato, p. 93.5, gate ’dhvajate, p. 92.5, gate 
’dhvani, p. 9^.2. This is also the interpretation of Murti CCPB3
p. 178.

(2) But the triad gatagatagamyamanam is not rigorously opposed 
to the triad gantr/agantr/ "naiva ganta naganta": the third terms 
do not correspond; moreover, the division gata- ... is of a temporal 
nature, whereas the division gantr/... is not. gatagatagamyamanam 
represents the temporal splitting up of the movement (gamana): 
accomplished movement, unaccomplished, and yet to be accomplished, 
and then gamyate takes an impersonal sense: "There is movement".
The grammatical relation between gatagatagamyamanam and gamyate 
grows blurred in a kind of anacoluthon: "accomplished movement - 
there is no movement".

(3) Certain passages of Candrakirti’s commentary and certain 
turns of the Tibetan version reveal properly the equivocal and ill- 
defined nature of the relation - gatam (na) gamyate: see fn. 23. In 
employing everywhere the particle la, the Tibetan translator solves 
this problem ingeniously, since this particle is appropriate in 
expressing the two restrained relations in the proposition gatam 
(na) gamyate: that of karman (las su bya ba) and that of adhikarana 

(gzi).
(1+) The complex meaning of gamyate, at the same time transitive 

and neuter, explains that the analysis of the movement can serve as
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a model for the analysis of purely transitive actions, such as the 
vision (na drstam drsyate tavad..., MKV, ed. LVP, p. llU.lU, CMay 
19593 fn. 80), as well as the intransitive action (utpada, MK, VII. 
l b ,  CMay, ibid.D p. 120 and fn s . 257» 311).

(5) One must not think of finding in the analysis of movement, 
which this chapter shows us, the division in the mover, movement 
and path. On the whole the analysis is based on the following 
categories:

gantr- - agent (personal) of the movement or of the 
driving activity 

gamikriya - driving activity

substantive: movement gamana -* movement gatagatagamyamanam 
under its three temporal aspects

verbal : transitive gacchati / gamyate (in the passive
sense)
impersonal neuter gamyate 

The object of the driving activity gatagatagamyamanam adhvan, 
passage (the movement, objective itself in the passage).

126. Cf. MKV, p. 92.5-6: ucyate. yadi gamanam nama syan niyatam tad gate 
vadhvajate parikalpyetagate gamyamane va. sarvatha ca na yujyate.

127. Cf. MK, II.1:
gatam na gamyate tavad agatam naiva gamyate / 
gatagatavinirmuktam gamyamanam na gamyate // 1 //

The second line of this karika is rather complicated. M. Sprung’s 
translation (1979, P* 76) seems to be incorrect in the present 
context: ”... nor in what, as something distinct from what has 
and has not been traversed, is just being traversed.”

May and Murti translate it correctly. The former as: ”Un 
mouvement actuel independant des deux autres est inintelligible” 
(1959, P* 52), the latter as ”... there is no third division of 
space as the being traversed (gamyamana)” (CPB, p. 178).

128. Siderits (1976, p. 289) also gives a similar diagram, but it is 
differently interpreted, rather mathematically.

129. Cheng (1980), p. 2b2, fn. 18.

130. Cf. MKV, p. 92.9-11: tatroparatagamikriyam adhvajatam gatam ity 
ucyate avisyamanaip variamanagarnikriyaya. «gamyata ity ucyate. yad- 

gatam uparatagamikriyam tadvartamanagamikriyayogavacina gamyata 

ity anena sabdenocyamanam asambaddham iti krtva gatam tavad 
gamyata iti na yujyate.

131. Cf. ibid., p. 93.1-3: agatarn api na gamyate. agatam hy anupajata- 
gamikriyam anagatam ucyate. gamyata iti ca vartamanam. ato ’na- 
gatavartamanayor atyantabhedad agatam api gamyata iti na yujyate. 
yady agatam katham gamyate ’tha gamyate na tad agatam iti.

132. Cf. ibid., p. 93.6-9: iha hi ganta yam desam atikrantah sa tasya 
deso gato yam ca natikrantah so ’syanagatah. na ca gatagatavyati- 
rekena trtiyam aparam adhvajatam pasyamo gamyamanam nama. yatas 
caivam gamyamanam na gamyate. gamyata iti na prajnayate. tasman 
nasti gamyamanam. ato na tad gamikriyaya avisyate na gamyata iti 
nasti gamyamane ’pi gamanam.
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13b.

135-

136.

137.

138.

139.

lUo.

lUl.

133.

Ib2 .

For a similar argument,see MK, VII.lb and MKV thereon; May 
(1959), pp. 120-121,313-31^ where the impossibility of origination 
is shown by way of temporal analysis.

For the Madhyamika examination of atoms, see CSV, pp. 16*3-567;
CPB, pp. 200-201; May (1959), p. 51*, fn. 15; Ramanan (1975), pp. 

21U-215.

May (1959), p. 5^, fn. lb, points out some vagueness from Sanskrit 
to Tibetan:

purva (’anterior* in time) = rgyab (’posterior’ in space) 
uttara (’posterior’ in time) = mdun (’anterior* in space)

Cf. MKV, p. 93-9-13: atha syad gantur gacchato yas caranakranto 
desah sa gamyamanah syad iti. naivam. caranayor api paramanusam- 
ghatatvat. angulyagravasthitasya paramanor yah purvo desah sa 
tasya gate ’ntargatah. parsnyavasthitasya caramaparamanor ya 
uttaro desah sa tasyagate ’ntargatah. na ca. par ainanuvy at ir ekena 
caranam asti tasman nasti gatagatavyatirekena gamyamanam.

CPB, p. 179.

Also see Tachikawa (1980), pp. 177-178.

The same dichotomy, for example, is found in MK, XXIII.17-l8a-b. 
Tachikawa (ibid., pp. 16 7-I6 8) explains these karikas properly.

Or ’fat’ temporal present is maintained by the Pudgalavadins of 
Buddhism. See Yamaguchi, Susumu (tr.), Gesshozd Churonshoku, 
Tokyo, 1951, p. 1b6 (quoted by Siderits, 1976, p. 293).

Cf. MK, II.2:
cesta yatra gatis tatra gamyamane ca sa yatah / 
na gate nagate cesta gamyamane gatis tatah // 2 //

Cf. MKV, p. 9U.I-U: tatra cesta caranotksepapariksepalaksana. 
yato vrajato gantur yatra dese cesta gatis tatraiva dese. sa 
ca cesta na gate ’dhvani sambhavati napy agate kim tu gamyamana 
eva. tatas ca gamyamane gatih. yatra hi gatir upalabhyate tad 
gamyamanam. tac ca gamikriyaya avisyate. tasmad gamyamanam eva 
gamyata iti. eko ’tra gamir jnanarthah, aparas ca desantarasam- 
praptyartha iti.

The double meanings of Mgam'* embarrassed the Tibetan trans

lators, see May (1959), p. 55, fn. 17.
M. Sprung (1979), p. 78, fn. 1, remarks that ’’Candrakirti 

might have added a third meaning, namely, ’to attain’ or ’to 
achieve’. The entire chapter CMK.IID could be taken in either 
of these two alternate senses. The primary reference, however, 
is to motion in space and the chapter has been so translated”.

The term "adhvan” has both spatial (the path) as well as temporal 
(epoch) meaning. See May (1959), p. 6 5, fn. 6 5. Further (ibid., 
p. 55, fn. 1 9), he points out:

b. The hypothesis of the opponent - gamyamanam gamyate iti 
means the actual movement possesses movement. In order to give a 
complete sense ..., this proposition requires three conditions:
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l h 3 .

(1) that the subject is the object (karman) of the action expressed 
by the predicate;

(2 ) that the subject is ’endowed’ with the driving activity’ (gami- 
kriyayukta);

(3 ) that the predicate is ’endowed with the driving activity’.

Cf. MKV, p. 9U.8-13: iha hi gamikriyayogad eva gamyamanavyapa- 
desam icchati bhavan, tac ca gamyata iti braviti. eka catra 
gamikriya, taya gamyamanavyapadeso bhavatu kamam adhvanah. 
gamyata iti bhuyah kriyasambandho gamyamanasya na yujyata iti 

gamyamanasya gamanam katham namopapatsyate / 
karanam aha-

gamyamane dvigamanam yada naivopapadyate // iti /

Here in MK, II.3c LVP (MKV) and Vaidya (i960) read MdvigamanamM 
(dual movements), while May (1959, p. 56) on the basis of Paris 
manuscripts of Prasannapada (preserved in Asiatic Society,
Paris), which was also used by LVP, maintains "vigamanam", i.e. 
without inherent movement. Tibetan version reads "agamanam"
(see MKV, ed. LVP, p. 9^, fn. 2, and Vaidya, ibid., p. 3^, fn.l), 
which confirms Tucci’s manuscripts of Prasannapada (see de Jong,
1978, p. 36). Inada (1970, p. hh) reads "agamanam". Also see LVP, 
ibid., p. 95.1 and Vaidya, ibid., p. 3^.15: vina gamanena.

Inada (ibid., pp. UU-U5 ) informs us that "... RyStai Hatani 
and Hakuju Ui note in their respective Japanese translations that 
the Akutobhaya (Wu-wei-lun...), Prajflapradipa (Pan-jo-te’ng-lun...), 
Ta-ch'eng-chung-kuan-shih-lun...and Pingala’s version as translated 
by Kumarajiva into Chinese (Chung-lun...), all refer to the latter 
reading (i.e. agamanam)."

de Jong (1978, p. 37) supports M a y’s and Tibetan reading: 
vigamanam.

Siderits and O ’Brien (1976, p. 290) maintain that "dvigamanam" 
seems somewhat more likely, since it is supported by Candrakirti’s 
commentary. "However, both readings Zdvigamanam and vigamanaml 
yield an interpretation which is consistent with our assumption 
that in CMKU II.3 Nagarjuna will seek to refute the case of 
motion in discontinuous time". Their mathematical interpretation 
of MK,II.3 (with the reading ’dvigamanam’) supports Nagarjuna:

"On this reading the argument is against the model of 
motion which assumes that both time and space are discontinuous; 
thus it parallels in function Zeno’s Paradox of the Stadium.
Suppose that time is constituted of indivisible minims of 
duration d, and space is constituted of indivisible minims of 
length s. Now suppose three adjacent minims of space, A, B, and
C, and suppose that an object of length Is at time tQ occupies 
A and at time t]_ occupies C, such that the interval t0-t;i_ is Id.
Now since the object has been displaced two minims of space, that 
is, 2s, this means that its displacement velocity is v = 2s/d.
For the object to go from A to C, however, it is clearly necessary
that it traversesB, and so the question naturally arises, When
did the object occupy minim B ? Since displacement A-B is Is,
by our formula we conclude that the object occupies B at t0+l/2d. This

result is clearly impossible, however, since d is posited as an
indivisible unit of time. And yet the notion that the object
went from A to C without traversing B is unacceptable. In order
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to reconcile theory with fact, we might posit an imagenary going 
whereby the object goes from A through B to C, alongisde the ortho
dox interpretation whereby the object goes directly from A to C 
without traversing B. This model requires two separate goings, 
however, and that is clearly absurd. Thus we must conclude that 
there is no going of present-being-gone-to, since the requisite 
notion of an extended present leads to absurdity." (ibid.).

It is also interesting to note their interpretation of the 
same karika with M a y’s reading, vigamanam:

"This may be taken as an argument against the model of motion 
which presupposes discontinuous time but a spatial continuum.
Suppose that time is constituted of indivisible minims of duration d 
Now suppose that a point is moving along a line a-c at such a rate 
that at t0 the point is at a, and at = tQ+ld, the point is at c. 
Now by the same argument which we used on the first reading of II.3, 
for any point b lying between a and c, b is never passed by the 
moving point, since motion from a to b would involve a duration 
less than d, which is impossible. Thus what we must suppose is 
that for some definite duration d, the point rests at a, and for 
some definite duration d, the point rests at c. The whole point 
of the supposition at II.2 was to introduce the notion of activity, 
however. Now it seems that this supposition leads to a consequential 
non-going, which is not only counterintuitive but also clearly 
contrary to what the opponent sought when he presupposed an extended 
present. While the principles of cinematography afford a good 
heuristic model of a world in which time is discontinuous and 
space continuous, we do not recommend them to anyone interested 
in explaining present motion through a spatial continuum." (ibid.).

lUU. Cf. MKV, p. 9*+.lU: dvigatam gamanam dvigamanam. LVP (ibid., fn. U)
points out that this phrase is not translated in the Tibetan version 
May follows Paris manuscript: vigatam gamanam vigamanam, which 
confirms Tibetan version. See May (1959), pp. 56, fn. 22 and 307, 
fn. 11. Also see LVP (ibid.), p. 9*+, fn.U; Vaidya, ibid., p. 3*+, 
fn. 2.

1U5 . Cf. MKV, p. 9U.1U-95.3: gamyamanam iti gamyata ity arthah. dvigatam 
gamanam dvigamanam. ekasya gamikriyaya gamyamanam ity atropayukta- 
tvad dvitlyaya abhavac ca, gamyata ity ayam vyapadeso vina gamanena 
yada naivopapadyate, tada gamyamanam gamyata iti paripurno vakyartho 
nastity abhiprayah. gamyamanam ity etavanmatram eva sambhavati dvi- 
tiyakriyabhavat, na tu gamyata iti.

1k6. Cf. MKV, p. 95.U-5: atha gamyata ity atraiva gamikriyasambandha 
isyate. evam sati gamyamanavyapadese nasti kriyasambandha iti.

Also see MK. II.U and MKV thereon.

lU7. Cf. MK, II.5:
gamyamanasya gamane prasaktam gamanadvayam /
yena tad gamyamanam ca yac catra gamanam punah // 5 //

Here pada d is translated by May (1959, p. 58) as "l’autre contenu 
dans ce [movement actuell", and Sprung (1979, p. 79) as "the other 
in which there is motion". But I prefer to follow May.
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ikQ. 

1U9.

150.

151.

152.

153. 

15h.

155.

1 5 6.

157.

158. 

159.

160.

Throughout MK, chapter II movement (gamana) and motion (gati) are 
used as synonymous, and they can be interchanged. See May (1959)» 

p. 57, fn. 26.

Cf. MK, II.6:
dvau gantarau prasajyete prasakte gamanadvaye / 
gantaram hi tiraskrtya gamanam nopapadyate // 6 //

Cf. MK, I I .7c-d:
gamane ’sati gantatha kuta eva bhavisyati /

CPB, p. 179.

Cf. MK, II.8:
ganta na gacchati tavad aganta naiva gacchati / 
anyo gantur agantus ca kas trtiyo hi gacchati // 8 //

In the above two cas<#s, according to Robinson (1956, pp. 295-296), 
the law of the excluded middle is invoked. Also see CPB, pp. lU6-lU8.

Cf. MKV, p. 98.5: tasman nasti gamanam.

Cf. MK, II.9:
ganta tavad gacchatiti katham evopapatsyate / 
gamanena vina ganta yada naivopapadyate // 9 //

Cf. MK, 11.10:
pakso ganta gacchatiti yasya tasya prasajyate / 
gamanena vina ganta gantur gamanam icchatah // 10 //

Cf. MKV, p. 99*2: gamanena vina ganta gacchatiti syat, dvitiyagami- 
kiryabhavat.

Cf. MK, 11.11:
gamane dve prasajyete ganta yady uta gacchati / 
ganteti cocyate yena ganta san yac ca gacchati // 11 //

LVP (1933, p. 19) also translates this karika.

Cf. MKV, pp. 99.8-9'- ato gantrdvayaprasanga iti.

Cf. MK, 11.18-21.
A.B. Keith remarks (1923, p. 239): "Every conceivable relation 

yields to such dialectic; subject and object; actor and action; 
fire and fuel; existence and non-existence; extension or matter; 
sensation and perception; origination, duration, and disappearance; 
unity and plurality; whole and part; time; the aggregates; the six 
elements; the dispositions; the senses; as well as all the deepest 
doctrines of Buddhism, including misery, the Tathagata, the noble 
truths, the chain of causation, bondage, and release itself, prove 
incapable of sustaining the searching examination or reductio ad 
absurdum (prasanga) which establishes that they neither exist of 
themselves, nor by others, nor by both, nor by neither."

Cf. MK, 11.12:
gate narabhyate gantum gatam narabhyate ’gate / 
narabhyate gamyamane gantum arabhyate kuha // 12 //
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161. Cf. MKV, p. 100.8: napi gamyamane tad abhavat kriyadvayaprasangat 

kartrdvayaprasangac ca.

162. Cf. MK, 11.13:
na purvam gamanarambhad gamyamanam na va gatam / 
yatrarabhyeta gamanam agate gamanam kutah // 13 //

163. Cf. MK, II.Ih:
gatam kim gamyamanam kim agatam kim vikalpyate / 
adrsyamana ararhbhe gamanasyaiva sarvatha // ll+ //

l6h. See Vigrahavyavartani, karikas 20, 30-51, 69 with author’s own 
commentary; NS, II.I.8-13 and NSBh thereon; S. Mookerjee (1957), 
pp. 21-31, 38-1+0; Siderits (1980), pp. 307-335; P.S. Sastri (1955), 
pp. 199-201; CPB, pp. 11+9-153; Satasastra, pp. 58-59*
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We may now conclude the results of our inquiry without repeating 

the arguments. Many of the questions raised in the Preface are answered 

in the preceding chapters, We have not examined all the related concepts 

separately. However, most of them are discussed at different places in 

the present thesis. Our primary aim has been to discuss time systemwise,

i.e. according to major philosophical systems of India, not problemwise.

We have chosen both Buddhist and where relevant non-Buddhist systems 

for our study. We found that for the Nyaya-Vaisesika everything is 

objectively real, and so time is taken here as a substantive reality.

Time is thought to be non-psychic, all-pervading, unique, one, normally 

imperceptible, infinite, inactive, an instrumental cause of all products, 

a common receptacle of all corporeal things, ground of our usages of the 

past, present and future, and various temporal expressions, such as 

ksana, lava, nimesa and so on.

The Nyaya-Vaisesika gives some interesting proofs for the existence 

of time. Since time does not possess any physical or psychical quality, 

it is not an object of direct perception. It is known only through 

inference on the basis of the notions of temporal priority and temporal 

posteriority, and so on. However, we find diverse interpretations within 

the system in this regard. Time for the Nyaya-Vaisesika is an undivided 

whole, infinite and absolute. The divisions of time as past, present and 

future, or second, minute, hour, etc. measured by a watch, or an action, 

or the existence of an object are empirical, not real. They are imposed 

properties (kalopadhi) of absolute time.

In Samkhya-Yoga time as such is denied. Samkhya does not give much 

importance to the concept of time. We have seen that Samkhya explicitly

C O N C L U S I O N
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proclaims the unreality of time in direct opposition to the Nyaya- 

Vaisesika postulation of substantive and absolute time. Change is here 

taken as real and time is identified with it. But Yoga accepts time as 

discrete moments. We have dealt with the Yoga notion of time with 

regard to the theories of causality, conservation of energy, change and 

succession. It propounds the absolute atomistic theory of time, but 

denies any succession of moments representing as an absolute and 

infinite time.

Jainism is a heterodox system of Indian philosophy denying the 

authority of the Vedas. It admits time as a substance (dravya). Time 

in Jainism is considered to be an instrumental cause of every modification 

in other substances. But time from ordinary point of view is called 

relative time which is measured by different changes, and is nothing 

but a paryaya (modification) of absolute time (dravya kala).

In Pali Buddhism, both canonical and non-canonical, we saw that 

there were only scattered references or brief discussions regarding time. 

In order to find a clear picture of the notion of time in Pali Buddhism, 

we drew implications at many places from its expositions of many other 

concepts. Time as such is absent from Pali sources.

In chapter V we witnessed a very interesting controversy on time 

between the dogmatic Vaibhasikas and the radical Sautrantikas. The 

former maintains the continued existence of substance through past, 

present and future, and thus gives the impression of establishing an 

absolute time which was proved later on baseless. The Vaibhasikas do 

admit the three time-epochs, but nowhere do they even talk of absolute 

time as a substance. Vasumitra, one of the four Vaibhasika teachers, 

propounds the theory of karitra (activity, causal efficiency), a term 

which is also adopted by the Sautrantikas, but in a different sense.

The former explains the three stages of karitra, the past, present and
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future, to prove the continued existence of substance, while the latter 

take it to demonstrate the momentary character of substance. The three 

time-epochs are understood by the Vaibhasikas only as modes of existence 

or entities.

Finally, the Madhyamika dialectic exhibits the essencelessness 

(sunyata) of time like other entities. The method of the Madhyamikas 

is their dialectic which consists of reductio ad absurdum arguments. It 

shows the conflicting or self-contradictory characters in each and every 

thesis of the opponent. Time as a cause is vehemently criticised by 

Nagarjuna who also maintains the impossibility of any means to the 

knowledge of time.

The Madhyamika critique of motion also leads to the rejection of 

time. Nagarjuna shows that motion is found neither in the space which 

has already been traversed (referring to the past), nor in that which 

has yet to be traversed (referring to the future), and apart from these 

two states there is no third alternative, such as being traversed 

(referring to the present). He explains away movement, mover, space and 

time altogether. He argues that before movement commences there is no 

division of time or space as present (being traversed) and past (already 

traversed); and it is not possible for it to take place in the future 

(or in the space yet to be traversed). The movement itself is shown to 

be impossible, and thus the divisions of time or space themselves having 

been dependent on it becomes unintelligible. Likewise, if the divisions 

of time are not established, then time itself, which is known through 

its divisions, becomes devoid of reality.

To sum up we can say that in entire Buddhism we do not find time as 

an absolute reality, or a substance. We do find in it different temporal 

usages, such as the past, present and future, moment, and so on, but 

time as such is completely out of Buddhist terminology.
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Measurements of Time

In addition to the lists of measurements of time given by the 

Nyaya-Vaisesika and Jainism, the following texts provide their own 

computations of time.

- - 1
(l) The Suvya-siddhanta

60 pranas = 1 pala

60 palas = 1 ghatika

60 ghatikas = 1 naksatra ahoratra ( day and night,
2U hours)

30 naksatra ahoratra = 1 naksatra masa (month)

12 months = 1 year (360 days and nights)

1 day and night of gods

360 days and nights = 1 year of gods 
of gods

= 360 human years

12,000 years of gods = U yugas

= U,320,000 human or solar years

= 1 Great Yuga

71 Great Yugas = 1 manvantara

= 306,720,000 human years

1000 Great Yugas = 1 Kalpa (a period which destroys
the whole world)

= 1 ,320,000,000 human years

= 1 day of Brahma

Or, 1 day and night of
Brahma = 8,6^0,000,000 human years
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(2) The Amarakosa

18 nimesas = 1 kastha

30 kasthas = 1 kala

30 kalas = 1 ksana

12 ksanas = 1 muhurta

30 muhurtas = 1 ahoratra (a day and night

15 ahoratras = 1 paksa (fortnight)

2 paksas = 1 masa (month)

2 masas = 1 rtu

3 rtus = 1 ayana

2 ayanas = 1 vatsara (years)

(3) The
.3

Manusmrti

l8 nimesas = 1 kastha

30 kasthas = 1 kala

30 kalas = 1 muhurta

30 muhurtas = 1 ahoratra

15 ahoratras = 1 paksa

2 paksas = 1 masa

12 masas = 1 human year

= 1 day and night of gods

1 year of gods = 360 human years

.s similar to that of the Surya-siddhanta.
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(4) The Puranas 

ii
According to the Visnu Purana

15 nimesas = 1 kastha

30 kasthas = 1 kala

30 kalas = 1 muhurta

30 muhurtas = 1 ahoratra

The rest is similar to that of the Surya-siddhanta.

The commentator of the Visnu Purana maintains that -• • •
30 kalas = 1 ghatika, or ghari

2 ghatikas = 1 muhurta

But this explanation, remarks Wilson, "is gratuitous and is at 

variance with more explicit passages elsewhere", e.g. according to 

the Matsya Purana:

30 kalas = 1 muhurta

Some other Puranas, such as Kurma, Markandeya, Matsya3 Vayu and 

Linga exactly agree with the Visnu Purana. In the Manu3 there is one 

change:

l8 nimesas = 1 kastha

The Bhavisya Purana follows the Manu in this respect, but in the 

rest agrees with the following list of the Padma Purana:

15 nimesas = 1 kastha

30 kasthas = 1 kala

30 kalas = 1 ksana

12 ksanas = 1 muhurta

30 muhurtas = 1 ahoratra

The Bhagaval! and Brahma-vaivarta Puranas give different accounts:

2 paramanus = 1 anu

3 anus = 1 trasarenu
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3 trasarenus = 1 truti

100 trutis = 1 vedha

3 vedhas = 1 lava

3 lavas = 1 nimesa

3 nimesas = 1 ksana

5 ksanas = 1 kastha

15 kasthas = 1 laghu

15 laghus = 1 nadika

2 nadikas = 1 muhurta

6 or T nadikas = 1 yama or prahara

8 yamas = 1 ahoratra

15 ahoratras = 1 paksa

2 paksas = 1 masa

2 masas = 1 rtu

6 masas = 1 ayana

2 ayanas or 12 months= 1 vatsara

= 1 ahoratra of gods

The rest is similar to that of the Surya-siddhanta.

As we have seen, a day and night of Brahma is equal to 

8,6^0,000,000 human years. Brahma’s life is said to be of 100 such 

years which is equal to 311,OUO,000,000,000 human years. It is 

interesting to note that according to the Brahma-vaivarta Purana,
_ * _

Brahma’s life is a nimesa of Krsna; but the Saiva Purana says that it
8

is a nimesa of Siva.

(5) Some Anonymous Computations of Time 

9 .
Barnett gives three anonymous schemes which run as follows:

(i) 10 gurvaksaras = 1 prana (breath)
(long syllables)
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6 pranas 

60 vinadis 

60 ghatikas

(ii) 1000 samkramas

100 trutis 

30 tatparas

(iii) 60 ksanas 

60 lavas 

60 nimesas 

60 kasthas 

60 atipalas 

60 vipalas 

60 palas 

60 dandas 

60 days & nights

(6) The Arthasastra

2 tutas 

2 lavas 

5 nimesas 

30 kasthas 

kO kalas 

2 nadikas 

15 muhurtas

vinadi or pala

ghatika, or nadi, or danda

day and night

truti

tatpara

nimesa

lava

nimesa

kastha

atipala

vipala

pala

danda

day and night 

rtu

Kautilya

lava

nimesa

kastha

kala

nadika

muhurta

day and night

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

'°ot

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1



(7) The Ganitasara-samgraha
11

T ucchvasas (breaths) = 1 stoka

T stokas = 1 lava

38.1/2 lavas = 1 ghati

2 ghatis = 1 muhurta

30 muhurtas = 1 day and

12
(8) The Abhidhanacintamani

l8 nimesas = 1 kastha

2 kasthas = 1 lava

15 lavas = 1 kala

2 kalas = 1 lesa

15 lesas = 1 ksana

6 ksanas = 1 nadika

2 nadikas = 1 muhurta

30 muhurtas = 1 day and

^ 13
(9) The Abhidharmakosa-bhasya of Vasubandhu

120 ksanas 

60 tatksanas 

30 lavas 

30 muhurtas

30 ahoratras 

12 masas

= 1 tatksana 

= 1 lava 

= 1 muhurta 

= 1 ahoratra 

= 1 masa 

= 1 samvatsara
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APPENDIX II

Kalapariksa

During 1903-1913 Louis de La Vallee Poussin published the Mula- 

madhyarnakakdrikd of Nagarjuna with Candrakirti’s commentary, the 

Prasannapada (L),1 furnishing copious notes and cross references.

For this edition he used three manuscripts (mss) preserved in (l)

2 3 U
Cambridge, (2) Paris, and (3) Calcutta. But all these manuscripts,

he points out in his preface, were mediocre copies of an original which

itself he thought may not have been irreproachable. Therefore, because

of the inaccuracies in these manuscripts he consulted its Tibetan

version (T)^ and found it more reliable. Since then his edition has

been considered a standard work and used as the basis by many scholars,

£ ~ Q g 3_0
such as Stcherbatsky, Schayer, Lamotte, de Jong, and May, for 

their translations of its different chapters in European languages. 

Recently M. Sprung11 also based his English translation of the Prasanna- 

pada on this edition.

A few years back G. Tucci discovered in Nepal an unknown manuscript 

of the Prasannapada (R), a photocopy of which was lent to J.W. de Jong 

who found it presenting often better readings than Mss. First of all,

12
it enabled him to edit fourteen verses missing in Mss, but found m  T.

Further, he compared R with LVP's edition and T. He also received the

-13
microfiche cards of two other manuscripts of the Prasannapada from 

the Institute for Advanced Studies of World Religions, New York, but he 

did not find better readings. So, he prepared text-critical remarks on 

the Prasannapada (J) on the basis of the following materials:

A Critical Edition of the Prasannapada. Chapter XIX,
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(1) LVP’s edition,

(2) The manuscript readings of the manuscripts from Cambridge, 
Paris, and Calcutta as indicated by LVP in his foot-notes.

(3) The Tibetan translation (for chapters 18-22 and 2-k, 6-9,
11, 23, 2U, 26 and 27 the Peking and Narthang Kanjurs 
edition, for other chapters the Japanese edition of the 

Peking Tanjur), and

(U) G. Tucci’s manuscript (R).

D.Seyfort Ruegg remarks that "All work on Nagarjuna’s great

treatise will henceforth have to make use of this convenient new text 

lU
of the MMK together with J.W. de Jong’s invaluable notes on the 

Prasannapada, and MMK."1^ Keeping the importance of de Jong's text- 

critical notes in view and making use of it I feel it necessary at least 

to give a new edition of chapter XIX: Kalapariksa (the examination of 

time), which is directly related to my present work. For this I have 

used the following materials:

(1) J ’s text-critical notes (Indo-Iranian Journal, 20, 1980, 

pp. 230-231),

(2) LV P’s edition of the Prasannapada, his foot-notes and Mss 
readings,

(3) Vaidya (i960) and his foot-notes,

(U) T as found in the above three, and

(5 ) R as given by J.

This chapter has been translated into European languages by the 

following scholars:

(1) J.W. de Jong1^

~| Q
(2) Kenneth K. Inada (karikas only)

(3) F.J. Streng1^ (karikas only)

(U ) M . S p r u n g ^ .

The Sanskrit text runs as follows:
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Kalapariksa namaikonavimsatitamam prakaranam

atraha - vidyata eva bhavanam svabhavah kalatrayaprajnapti- 

- 2 1
hetutvat. ihatitanagatapratyutpannas trayah kala Bhagavatopadistah. 

te ca bhavasrayah. yasmad utpanno niruddho hi bhavasvabhavo 'tita iti 

vyapadisyate, utpanno ’niruddho hi vartamanah, alabdhatmabhavo 'nagata 

iti. evam bhavasvabhavanibandhanas trayah kala upadistah. te ca santi.

tasmat tannibandhano 'pi bhavas*rabhavo 'stiti. ucyate. syat kalatraya-

_ _ 22
prajnaptihetur bhavasvabhavah, yadi kalatrayam eva bhavadabhimatam

bhavet. na tv asti. yatha ca nasti, tatha pratipadayann aha -

pratyutpanno 'nagatas ca yady atitam apeksya hi /

^ 23
pratyutpanno 'nagatas ca kale 'tite bhavisyatah // 1 //

iha tavad yadi vartamananagatau syatam, tav apeksyatitam kalam

_ _ 2h
bhavetam, anapeksya va ? tatra yady atitam apeksya sidhyatah, tatha

niyatam atite kale bhavisyatah. yadmad yasya hi yatrasattvam, na tat

25 _ _ _ _
tenapeksyate. tadyatha vandhya stri svatanayena, gaganamalatilata

svakusumena, sikata svatailena. avidyamanam apy andhakaram pradipena,

26
pradipo 'py andhakarena pratidvandvitvenapeksyata iti cet. naitad

evam. asyapi sadhyasamatvat. tad atra yady atite kale vartamananagatau

27 ^ _
kalav isyete, apeksasiddhyartham evam saty atite kale vidyamanatvad

atltakalatmavat tayor apy atitatvam syat. tatas catito 'pi na syat. 

yasmad vartamanavasthatikranto hy atito 'samprapto 'nagata iti syat. 

yada tu vartamananagatayor asambhava eva, tada kutah kasyacid atitatvam 

syat ? ity ato 'tito 'pi na syat // 1 // 

atha yathoktadosaparijihirsaya -

pratyutpanno 'nagatas ca na stas tatra^punar yadi /

>* 29
pratyutpanno 'nagatas ca syatam katham apeksya tam // 2 //
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___30 _ _____ _ . . .
tatratite kale yadi vartamananagatau kalau na sta iti p a n -

kalpyate, evam api tatravidyamanatvad gaganendivaravan nasty apeksa 

// 2 //

31
athapi syat - kalavadinam vidyata eva kalah, tatra kim apeksaya 

prayojanam iti ? ucyate. evam api -

anapeksya punah siddhir natitam vidyate tayoh /

pratyutpanno 'nagatas ca tasmat kalo na vidyate / / 3  / / ^

„ - 33
pratyutpannanagatayor asattvam, atitanapeksatvat, kharavisanavat.

yatas caivam pratyutpanno 'nagatas ca tasmat kalo na vidyata iti 

vijneyam // 3 //

yada caivam atitam apeksya va 'napeksya va pratyutpannanagatayor 

nasti siddhih, evam pratyutpannapeksaya va 'napeksaya vatitanagatayor

anagatapeksaya va 'napeksaya va pratyutpannatitayor asiddhav isyamana-

3U - -  ~ _ _ _35
yam tenaiva pratyutpannanagatayor atitapeksaya va anapeksaya va

36
asiddhikramena dusanasamyam atidisann aha -

etenaivavasistau dvau kramena parivartakau /

37
uttamadhamamadhyadin ekatvadims ca laksayeta // k //

katham krtva ?

yady atito 'nagatas ca pratyutpannam apeksya hi /

kalo 'tito 'nagatas ca pratyutpanne bhavisyatah //

kalo 'tito 'nagatas ca na stas tatra punar yadi /

kalo 'tito 'nagatas ca syatam katham apeksya tam //

38
anapeksya punah siddhir na jatam vidyate tayoh / 

tenatito 'nagatas ca kalo nama na vidyate // 

esa tavad ekah kalaparivartah.

atito vartamanas ca yady ajatam apeksya hi / 

atito vartamanas ca kale 'jate bhavisyatah // 

atito vartamanas ca na stas tatra punar yadi / 

atito vartamanas ca syatam katham apeksya tam //
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anapeksya punah siddhir najatam vidyate tayoh /

atito vartamanas ca tasmat kalo na vidyate //

-  39
esa dvitiyah kalaparivarta iti vyakhyanakarika iti. evam dvau

kalaparivartau boddhavyau //

yatas caivam vicaryamanam kalatrayam n a s t i , ^  tasmat kalo na

vidyate, kalabhavac ca bhavasadbhavo ’pi nastiti siddham //

yatha caitat kalatrayam vicaritam evam /

uttamadhamamadhyadin ekatvadims^1 ca laksayeta / 

il2
uttamadhamamadhyamadin ity adisabdena kusalakusalavyakrtani,

1+3 _  _  _
utpadasthitibhangah, purvantamadhyantaparanta, kamaruparupyadhatavah,

saiksasaiksanaivasaiksanasaiksadayo^ yavantah padarthas tripadartha-

_ 1+5
sambandhavyavasthitah, te sarve grhyante. ekatvadims cety anenadi- 

sabdena dvitvabahutvayor grahanat ta eta uttamadaya^ ekatvadayas ca 

kalatrayavyakhyanena vyakhyata veditavyah // U //

atraha - vidyata eva kalah parimanavatvat. iha yan nasti, na 

tasya parimanavatvam vidyate tadyatha kharavisarasya. asti ca kalasya 

parimanavatvam ksanalavamuhurtadivasaratryahoratrapaksamasasamvatsaradi- 

bhedena. tasmat parimanavatvad vidyata eva kala iti. ucyate. yadi kalo 

nama kascit syat, syat tasya parimanavatvam. na tv asti. yasmat -

Ut ,
nasthito grhyate kalah sthitah kalo na vidyate /

U8
yo grhyetagrhitas ca kalah prajnapyate katham // 5 // 

iha yadi kalo nama kascid avasthitah ksanadivyatiriktah syat, sa

ksanadibhih parimanavatvad grhyeta. na tv avasthitah kutasthah kascit

_  _  _  h9
kalo namasti, yah ksanadibhir grhyeta. tad evam nasthito grhyate

kalah, asthitatvan na grhyata ity arthah //

athapi syat - nitya evavasthitasvabhavah kalo namasti, sa ksanadi-

50
bhir abhivyajyate. tatha hi -

kalah pacati bhutani kalah samharate prajah / 

kalah suptesu jagarti.kalo hi duratikramah // iti //
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yas caivamlaksanah so 'vasthitasvabhavo ’stlti. ucyate. evam api

sthitah kalo na vidyate yah ksanadibhir abhivyajyamano grhyeta. kasmat

punah sthitah kalo nastiti cet, ksanadivyatirekenagrhyamanatvat.

api ca. ayam kalah samskrtasvabhavah sann astiti parikapyetasam-

skrtasvabhavo va ? 1 ubhayam ca samskrtapariksayam pratisiddham -

52
utpadasthitibhanganam asiddher nasti samskrtam / 

samskrtasyapy asiddhau ca katham setsyaty asamskrtam //

- MK, VII.33

ity anena. tad evam nasti v/avasthitah kalo yo grhyeta. yas

53
cedanlm kalo na grhyate 'sthitatvad avidyamanasvarupatvat, so

5*+
’grhyamanah san katham ksanadibhih prajnapayitum bhavatah paryata 

ity aha - agrhitas ca kalah prajnapyate katham iti. tasman nasty eva 

kalah // 5 //

atraha - satyam nasti nityah kalo nama kascid rupadivyatiriktah 

svabhavasiddhah, kim tarhi rupadin eva samskaran^^ upadaya prajnaptah 

kalah ksanadisabdavacyo bhavati, tasmad adosa iti. ucyate. evam api - 

bhavam pratltya kalas cet kalo bhavad rte kutah /

-5T
yady evam bhavam pratltya kalo bhavatiti bhavata vyavasthapyate, 

58 -
yada khalu bhavo nasti, tada niyatam taddhetuko ’pi kalo nastiti 

pratipadayann aha -

na ca kascana bhavo ’sti 

iti purvam vistarena pratipaditatvad vaksyamanapratisedhac ca. 

yada caivam na kascid bhavo 'sti bhavatah, tada -

59
kutah kalo bhavisyati // 6 // 

kalabhavac ca na santi ksanalavamuhurtadayah^ kalabhedas tatpari- 

manabhutah, ity atah kutah parimanavatvena kalasiddhir bhavisyati ? 

tasman nasty eva bhavanam svabhava iti //

uktam hi Bhagavata Avyahastikdksyasutve -
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yadi koci dharmana bhavet svabhavah 

t at r a i v a ^  gaccheya jinah ^ sasravako^ / 

kutasthadharmana siya na n i r v r t i ^  

na nisprapanco bhavi jatu panditah // iti // 

tatha -

buddhasahasrasata ya atita 

dharmasahasrasatani bhanitva / 

naiva ca dharma68 na caksara kslna 

nasti samudbhavu tena aksina // iti /

- Samadhivajasutva, 37.22

t a t h a ^  -

utpadakale hi tathagatasya

Maitreyanama tv iha yo bhavisyati /

-70
bhavisyatiyam kanakavrta mahi

71 - 72 73
tasya idanim kuta agamo ’sau //

ullapanah kamaguna hi panca

vibhramana mohana mosadharminah /

madhyahnakale hi yathaiva grisme

jalam maricyam hi tathaiva kamah //

7U
ekena kalpena bhaved dhi loko

- ->* - 75
akasabhuto gaganasvabhavo /

daham vinasam ca payanti m e r a v a h ^  

kuta agamah kutra gatis ca tesam // iti / 

tad yatha -

pancemani bhiksavah samjnamatram pratijnamatram vyavahara- 

matram samvrtimatram yad utatito ’dhva ’nagato ’dhva akasam nirvanam 

pudgalas ceti //

^2
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// ity AcaryaCandrakirtipadoparacitayam Prasannapadayam 

Madhycariakavvttau kalapariksa namaikonavimsatitamam prakaranam //
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Notes

1. See MK, MKV.

2. C. Bendall, Catalogue of the Buddhist Sanskrit Manuscripts in the 
University Library, Cambridge, 1883, pp. llU-117, Add. lU83 (see 
de Jong, 1978, p. 25).

3. J. Filliozat, Catalogue des manuscripts sanskrits et tibetains de 
la Societe Asiatique, Journal Asiatique, 19UI-I9U2 , pp. 12-13,
No. 8 (see de Jong, ibid.)

U. R. Mitra, The Sanskrit Buddhist Literature of Nepal, Calcutta,
1882, pp. 169-172, B 2. (see de Jong, ibid.)

5. The Tibetan translation.

6. In English, chapters I and XXV, The Conception of Buddhist Nirvana. 
See Stcherbatsky (1978).

7. In German, chapter X in Feuer und Brennstoff. Ein Kapitel aus dem 
Madhyamika-Sastra des Nagarjuna mit der Vrtti des Candrakirti, 
Rocznik Orientalistyczny, Vol. 7, 1930, pp. 26-52; chapters V, 
XII-XVI in Ausgewahlte Kapitel aus der Prasannapada, Krakow, 1931.

8. In French, chapter XVII, see Lamotte (1936 c).

9. In French, chapters XVIII-XXII, see de Jong (19^9).

10. In French, chapters II-IV, VI-IX, XI, XXIII, XXIV, XXVI, XXVII, 

see May (1959).

11. Chapters I-VI, VIII-X, XIII, XV, XVIII, XIX, XXII-XXV, see 

M. Sprung (1979).

12. See de Jong (1962).

13. Buddhist Sanskrit Manuscripts. A Title List of the Microfilm 
Collection of The Institute for Advanced Studies of World Religions, 
New York, 1975, p. U, MBB-1 No. 62 Prasannapadamadhyamakavrtti, 
Nepali paper 231 leaves; p. 15, MBB-II No. 117 Prasannapadh nama 
madhyamakavrtti, Nepali paper 1^2 leaves (see de Jong, 1978, p.26)

lh. de Jong (1977).

15. The review of de Jong (1977), Indo-Iranian Journal 22, 1980, p.2l+9.

1 6 . See his edition of Madhyamakasastram of Nagarjuna with Prasannapada, 
Darbhanga, i960, pp. 163-1 6 7.

17. See de Jong (19^9), pp. 37-^3.

18 . See Inada (1970), pp. 117-118.
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19. See Streng (19 6 7), p. 225.

20. See M. Sprung (1979), pp. 187-191.

21. R kalatrayaprajnaptihetutvat; J suggests R; L and V kalatrayavi- 

jnaptihetutvat; cf. L (p. 382.7 ) and V (p. 163.5) kalatraya-
praj napt ihetur.

22. V bhavadabhimatam; R confirms V; L CbhavaDdabhimatam.

23. T karika 1: see de Jong (19^9), p. 111.

2b. R sidhyatas; J suggests R; L and V sidhyete; T grub.

25. J suggests na tat tenapeksyate; L and V tat tena napeksyate;
Mss yatattvenopeksetah; R na tattvenapeksyate.

26. L pradipena pradipo ’py andhakarena; T sgron-ma’i ran-gi no-bo 
(J translates pradipasvabhavena).

27. V apeksasiddhyartham; L ’peksasiddhyartham; R ’peksyasiddhyartham.

28. L and V punar; Mss purva; R confirms L and V.

29. T karika 2: see de Jong (l9*+9), p. 111.

30. L tatratite; Mss tatra ced atite.

31. L and V kalavadinam; T kalavadinam darsane (see V, p. 163, fn. 2 
and L, p. 3 8 3, fn. b ).

32. T karika 3: see de Jong (19^9), pp. 111-112.

33. L and V atitanapeksatvat; Mss asyatitanapeksatvat (cf. L, p. 383, 
fn. 6).

3U. L and V isyamanayam tenaiva; Mss ahisyamanaya tanaiva.

35. V atltapeksaya va anapeksaya; L atitapeksaCya ’napeksaya vDa.

36. V atidisan; L aCtildisan.

37- T karika b: see de Jong (19^9), p. 112.

38. L and V siddhir na jatam; Mss siddhir natitam; T confirms Mss 
(see L, p. 38U, fn. 3 and V, p. 16b, fn. l).

39. T omits iti vyakhyanakarika iti (see L, p. 38 5, fn. 1 and V, 
p. 16U, fn. 2).

UO. R vicaryamanam kalatrayam; L and V vicarane kalatrayam; T rnam-par 
dpyad-pa na / dus-gsum. T confirms R, cf. L,p. UoU.7 vicaryamana- 
y o s , T rnam-par dpyad-pa na; L, p. UlO.ll vicaryamanau, T rnam-par 
dpyad-pa na.

Ul. L and V ekatvadims ca; Mss ekatvadims cetyadi.
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1+2. L uttamadhamamadhyamadin; V uttamadhamamadhyaman (which is non
sense ).

1+3. R purvantamadhyantaparantah; L and V purvantaparantamadhyantah;
T snon-gyi m t h a’dan dbus-kyi m t h a’dan / phyi-ma’i mth a 1;
T confirms R.

1+1+. R -naivasaiksanasaiksadayo; J suggests R; L and V -naivasaiksa- 
naivasaiksadayo.

1+5. L and V tripadarthasambandhavyavasthitah; Mss trihpadarthah
sambandhavyavasthitah; T padarthas trisambandhena vyavasthitah 
(see L, p. 385, fn. 3).

1+6. J suggests ta eta uttamadaya; L ta evottamadaya; V te eva uttama- 
dayah; R te eta uttamadaya; T mchog la sogs-pa dag ... de-rnams n i .

1+7. L and V vidyate; Mss grhyate (see L, p. 385, fn. 1+).

1+8. T karika 5: see de Jong (191+9), 113.

1+9. L and V nasthito; R confirms L and V; Mss nastita.

50. T de skad-cig la sogs-pa dag-gis (J translates and suggests sa 
ksanadibhir); Mss and R laksanadibhir; L and V ksanadibhir.

51. R ... astitiparikalpyetasamskrtasvabiiavo va; L samskrtasvabhavah 
sann astiti / asaihskrtasvabhavo va; T ’dus-byas-kyi ran-bzin-du 
gyur-pa zig-gam / ’dus ma-byas-kyi ran-bzin-du gyur-pa zig yod-par 
rtog-gran na.

52. J suggests asiddher, cf. L, p. 176.3; L and V asiddhau; R asiddhe.

53. L grhyate 'sthitatvad; Mss grhyetasthitatyad; R grhyatasthitatvad;
J suggests L.

5I+. T omits bhavatah (see L, p. 3 8 7, fn. 1 and V, p. 16 5, fn. l).

55. R rupadin eva samskaran; L and V rupadin eva sa samskaran;
T ’du-byed gzugs-la sogs-pa dag. T confirms R.

56. L ksanadisabdavacyo; V ksanadivacyo.

57. T omits bhavata (see L, p. 3 8 7, fn. 2 and V, p. 16 5, fn. 2).

5 8. V bhavo; L bhavCoU.

59. T karika 6: see de Jong (19^9), p. lll+.

60. L and V ksanalavamuhurtadayah; T ksanadayah (see L, p. 3 8 7, fn. 1+ 
and V, p. 166, fn. l).

61. L and V Aryahastikaksyasutre; Mss Aryahastikoktasutre (see L, 

p. 387, fn. 5).

62. L and V svabhavah; R svabhava.
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63. L and V tatraiva; R tantraiva.

6h. L and V jinah; R jinasya.

6 5. L and V sasravako; R sravako.

66. R ’kutasthadharmana miya na nirvrti; L and V kutasthadharmana siya 
na nirvrti; Mss dharmanamiyananirvrti, dharmasamayananirvrti, 
dharmanam-iyanananirvrti (see L, p. 388, fn. 2).

6 7. V panditah // iti /; L and R pandita iti //.

68. L and V dharma; R dharmu.

69. V tatha; T confirms V (see V, p. l66, fn. 2 and L, p. 388, fn. U); 
L tad yatha; R confirms L.

70. V kanakavrta; L kanakas trta; R kanakas trto.

71. V tasya idanim; L tasyah tadanim; R tasyah tadani.

72. L and V ’sau; R sau.

73. T closes the chapter here and omits from ullapanah onward up to 
the end of the chapter.

7^. L and V kalpena; Mss kasyena, kalpena; R kalena.

75* L and V gaganasvabhavo; R gaganasvabhavo.

7 6 .. V payanti bheCbhi?Hravah; L paCyantiDmeravah; R yanti meravah.
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